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In Section I: The Easter Texts and Historical Criticism, we discuss the
methodological question of the place of historical criticism for our investigation.
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the process of the traditions which precede the texts, and to investigate the texts
themselves in order to understand the evangelists' intentions, rather than to make the
abortive attempt simply to harmonize chronologically the accounts of the Easter texts which
contradict one another on major points, e.g. the locality of the appearances. The question
of the relation of historical criticism to theological understanding is resumed in the
concluding chapter where we attempt again to explicate the problem more extensively in view
of the logical structure of understanding.
Section II: A Study of Pauline Easter Texts, consists of two chapters. Here, we
attempt first to obtain a clue to solving the question how the unusual experience which was
vouchsafed to Paul, whose Sitz im Leben was different in many ways from "those of the first
disciples, could lead to the certainty that Jesus had been raised, and then secondly we
examine the text of 1 Cor 15.3ff.» using tie methods of form-criticisn and tradition history.
Problems of the difference between the christology of Paul and of the Corinthians are also
dealt with and an attempt is made to explicatethat, so far as 1 Cor 15.3ff. is concerned,
for Paulthe Easter event meant an eschatological expectation, which, though it had already
been fulfilled in Jesus' case, yet for the believer remains an expectation, in which one can
participate by hope alone. At the end of this section, we also, to a limited extent, try
to view Paul's contribution to the theology of resurrection, which in his epistles follows
two lines, viz. the dogmatic and the empirical.
In Section III, we turn our attention to the Easter texts in the synoptic gospels,
and this section consists of three chapters:
In chapter 4, on the Karkan texts, our main concern focusses on two points, that is,
the empty tomb tradition and the significance of the Easter texts especially in view of
redaction history. We attempt to show the apologetic and the theological interests in the
empty tomb stories in the synoptic gospels and also attempt to examine Mark's interpretation
of the Easter tradition which is orientated towards and conditioned by the redactor's own
theological assertion, viz. "the miraculous being of Jesus",
Chapter 5 deals with the Matthean Easter texts. In this chapter, we try to examine
the appearance story, especially in regard to the discrepancy between the appearance stories
in 1 Corinthians and in the gospel narratives. Then, we investigate the texts, their
tradition and redaction history and thereby we come to the understanding of how emphatically
the mission motif is accentuated in the Matthean texts.
Finally, the Lukan Easter texts are dealt with in chapter 6, Together with form
critical study, and adopting the same methodology as we used in the preceding chapters, viz.
tradition and redaction history, we again attempt to clarify how the redactor's theological
positions and ideas, e.g. the sacred history, are evidently effective in the evangelist's
interpretation of the tradition. Our concern in this chapter is also directed towards the
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two ascension accounts, viz. Lk 24.50-53 and Acts 1.9-11. In this connection, although this
study is limited to the investigation of the Easter texts of the Synoptic Gospels and 1
Corinthians 15, we attempt to clarify the distinctive contribution of the fourth evangelist
to the Easter tradition.
We conclude our study of the Easter texts of the New Testament by the attempt to restate
the main thread of our theme, summarising and analysing the results of our investigation and
examining them from the hermeneutical point of view. Some suggestions for the task of
translation of the Easter texts into contemporary idioms bring the thesis to a conclusion.
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Archbishop Ramsey once said that "the resurrection is a true starting place
1
for the study of the making and the meaning of the New Testament". It is one
view that the event on Easter Day is the climax of the Gospel. But another view is
possible, namely that the gospel could stand without this climax. The primitive
church, however, did not find it so. For the disciples the Gospel without the
Easter event was not merely a gospel without its final movement, it was not "a"
gospel at all. One learns from Scripture that Jesus of Nazareth taught and did
many great things, but at the same time one is forced to conclude that he did not
allow the disciples to rest in these things. They were led on to paradox,
perplexity, despair and darkness and he left them there. Had he not been raised
from death, they would have remained there. The light of his resurrection,
however, came and illuminated his death, his ministry on earth and disclosed the
enigma of his words and deeds. In this sense, on Easter day it -was not only the
Christ who was raised from the dead, but the whole life of Jesus on earth rose with
2
him. So, it is a drastic reduction of the New Testament message to attempt to
build a gospel only upon the ethical teaching, great deeds and the cross of Jesus
3
of Galilee apart from that which is the climax of the story.
This might be clearer when one considers the contents of the message of the
New Testament, for one cannot fail to note the central and all important place of
the resurrection in the confessional and kerygmatic statements of the New Testament
and the Christian Church, It is not merely a happy ending to an otherwise tragic
A.M. Ramsey, The Resurrection of Christ. London, 1946, p. 7.
2
cf. H. Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins. New York, 1964, pp. 185ff.
J
.cf. E. Renan, Vie de Jesus. Paris, 1365, BT: The life of Jesus. London,
1935.
2
tale, but it is the vantage point from which everything else becomes transparent
and meaningful. The Gospels, one might say, are clearly written from this vantage
point. They are not biographies of the historical Jesus, with a resurrection as
appendix, but from the start the resurrection server as a prim that shows the real
colours of the life, ministry, suffering and death of the man Jesus of Nazareth.
Seen through this prism, it is the life of the Messiah, who is none other than the
incarnate Son of God. In the Pauline kerygma things are not different. For
Paul the resurrection is the focus both of his own preaching and of the faith of the
church (1 Cor 15.15-19). To the Colossians he writes that the Christian faith is
"faith in the working of God who raised him (i.e. Jesus Christ) from the dead"
(Col 2.12, cf. Eph. 1.20). Regarding the phrase, R. Bultmann rightly points out
that the adjectival clause, "who raised him from the dead", becomes a formula-like
attribute of God 4 (Col 2.20, Eph 1.20, Ga 1.1, 1 Pe 1.21, cf. Ro 6.11, 1 Cor 6.14,
2 Cor 4.14). Even if one cannot say that in this one clause the Kerygma is
comprised, one can say that in the Kerygma the clause is central. The same is
true of the Kerygma of the primitive Church, as recorded by Luke in Acts. Whatever
the differences in emphasis may be between Paul and the Jerusalem Church, there is
no difference whatever in the centrality of the resurrection in the Kerygma. All
the speeches of Peter, recorded in the early chapters of Acts, bear this out. On
each occasion the resurrection is the decisive point of the sermon, Because the
cross is followed by the resurrection, the death of the man Jesus is the saving
event (cf. Ac 2.24f.» 31f.» 3.14f.» 26, 4.10f., 5.30f.» 1Q.39f., cf. also Stephen's
speech: 7.51f., Paul's speech: 17.51). On the basis of all this there can be
no doubt that for the New Testament writers the Kerygma stands or falls with the
4
R. Bultmann, Theolofqe des Meuen Testaments, Ttlbingen, 1953, ET: Theology of the




In the church this New Testament conviction is fundamental to the whole
Christian tradition. There has never been any Christian life which did not
assume the fundamental significance for salvation of the resurrection of Jeeue.
Therefore, one can say with all assurance that it is both historically and
theologically necessary to begin with the resurrection. Floyd V. Filson
deliberately adopted this as the orientation for hie exposition of New Testament
7
Theology under the title, Jesus Christ the Risen Lord. Similarly, Barnabas
Lindars in his book, New Testament Apologetic.8 showed, although he is a
relatively conservative critic, how Old Testament texts (e.g. Pr 110.1) were used
in connection with the fact of the resurrection to establish the Messiahship of
9
Jesus. A number of recent more detailed studies have made the same point.
5
cf, G. Ebeling, Das V/esen des Christ lichen Glaubens. Tiibingen, 1959, ET: The
Nature of Faith. London, 1961, pp. 61f. A. Richardson, History Sacred and
Profane. London, 1964, p. 198.
cf. J. Moltmann, Theologie der Hoffmann. Mlinchen, 1965, ET: Theology of Hone,
London, 1967, p. 165.
7
Floyd V. Filson, Jesus Christ the Risen Lord. Nashville, 1956. "The Focus of
History: The Resurrection in Biblical Theology", Interpretation. 2 1948,
pp. 24ff.
3
3. Lindars, New Testament Apologetic, London, 1961.
a
e.g. N. Clark, interpreting the Resurrection. London, 1967. P.O. Smith, The
Narratives of the Resurrection. London, 1926. S.H. Hooke, The Resurrection
of Christ as History and Experience. London, 1967. K. Lake, The; Historical
Evidence of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, New York, 1907. W.H. Lampe and
D.M. Mackinnon, The Resurrection. London, 1966. R.R. Niebuhr, Resurrection
and Historical Reason, New York, 1957. A.M. Ramsey, op. cit., H. Grass,
Ostergeschehen und Osterberichte. Gbttingen, 1962. K.H. Rengstorf, Die
Auferstehung Christ!. Luther-Verlag, 1952. W. KUnneth, Theologie der Auferstehung.
Mlinchen, 1934, ET: The Theology of the resurrection. London, 1965. C.F. Evans,
Resurrection and the Mew Testament. London, 1970. ¥. Marxsen, Die Auferstehurv -
Jesu von Nazareth^ Gtitersloh, 1968, ST: The Resurrection of Jesus of Naaarc-th,
London, 1970. Further literature, see: B. Klappert, Diskussion um Kreug und
Auferstehung. /uppertal, 1967.
4
The purpose of this study is also to investigate the Easter texts of the
New Testament, with particular reference to the Synoptic Gospels and 1 Corinthians 15,
however, especially from the point of view of their tradition, redaction and
theology, A critical survey of recent studies on the resurrection may perhaps
provide the surest guide as to the method of our study, by leading us to a
reflection upon the question of the place of historical criticism for the
investigation of the Easter texts. Section I deals with this methodological
problem. Then, following the methodology and viewpoint set out, we investigate
the Easter texts of the Pauline epistles and synoptic Gospels respectively in
Sections II and III. In the concluding chapter, we attempt to restate the main
thread of our theme, summarising and analysing the results uf the whole investigation.
We also attempt to examine them in regard to the problem of hermeneutics. Some
suggestions for the task of the translation of (lie Easter texts into contemporary
idioms bring the thesis to a conclusion.
5
section 1
THE EASTER TEXTS AND HISTORICAL CRITICISM
Chanter 1 Methodological Problems
1.1 a critical surrey of the studies on the resurrection
The subject of the resurrection is in fact very much in discussion in
contemporary theology, and it plays a great part in the whole debate around
Bultsann'e program® of deraythologizing. Both those in favour of and against
this programme have to answer fundamental questlona on tlie resurrection. This,
however, does not mean that the questions as such are new. Actually they have
been with us since the 18th century, when they were raised by Rationalism and.
sharply formulated by the German philosopher-theologian B.S. deimarus1 (1694-1763)
and G. Leasing. G. Lossing, for instance, made the famous statement that
"accidental truth of history can never become the proof of necessary truths of
2
reason". Leasing wrote these words in 1773, in an essay "On the Proof of the
Spirit and of Power". In this essay, be dealt with the problem of the basis
of truth, i.e. for him: reasonable truth, which is capable of logical
demonstration and therefore is eternal. Historical facts, however, do not fall
within this category, for they are accidental!®. That does not mean that they
are not true, but they are not "necessary truths of reason". Applying tills
to the fact of the resurrection. Leasing declared that he accepted its
historicity (most likely a concession to orthodoxy), but it was no proof of
Christ's deity, for to argue from accidental fact to necessary truth is a
1
H.S. Reimarus, e.g., The principal truths of natural religions defended and
illustrated, in nine dissertations, London, 1776.
H.Chadwick (ed.), Leaping'a Theological Writings. London, 1956, p. 53.
6
"metabasis eis to alio genos". In this connection Leasing wrote about "the
ugly broad ditch which I cannot get across, however often and however earnestly
3
I have tried to make the leap".
Since Leasing's time the problem of the "ugly ditch", the problem of the
resurrection and history, in otter words, that is, the problem of so-called
"facta and dicta", has been a vexing one for theology.
Distressed by this problem, modern dogmatic theology shows many signs of '
uncertainty in its handling of the subject, a tendency to irrelevant interpretation
and a manifest distortion of the problem. This bankruptcy of a theology of the
resurrection in the field of dogmatic theology, which is based on a misunderstanding
of the problem of faeta-dicta. is of course largely due to Schleiermacher (1768-1834),
who supposed that "The facts of the resurrection and the ascension of Christ.... cannot
4
be taken as an authentic part of the doctrine of his person", "The Spiritual
presence which he (Jesus) promised, and all that he said of his continuing
5
influence upon those left behind, is not mediated by either of these two facts".
"Faith in these facts is thus not an independent element in the original content
6
of faith in Christ". This typical indifference of Schleiermacher to the
resurrection was not remedied by the statements of A. Ritschl (1822-1889). Ke
regards all assertions that can be made about the exalted Christ as "attributes
3
op. cit.. p. 55.
4
F. Schleiermacher, Per Christliche G-laube. Gotha, 1889, p. 96.
5
F. Schleieimaeher, op. cit.. pp. 97f.
^
F. Schleiermacher, op. cit.. p. 99.
7
7
of his existence in tine". He declares that "the statement that Christ is
exalted to the right hand of God is either meaningless to us, since Christ as
the Exalted Lord is altogether hidden from us, or else it will open for us the
3
door "to fanatical views of every conceivable kind".
Most of the theologians more or less influenced by these leaders adopt
a similar attitude towards the subject of the resurrection. The result is that
the resurrection of Jesus is no longer regarded by them as a necessary element
of the Gospel, at least it does not have the reality and power that it had in the
primitive Church. Typical of this outlook is, for example, the point of view
9
of H. Stephan. In rejecting views, however, so disastrous to Caster faith and
aligning itself with the Reformers and Orthodoxy, the so called "positive Theology"
has preserved the substance of the resurrection witness. Yet, it lias not been
able to provide a new theological basis for a more fruitful approach to the problem
of Caster. In this connection the criticism by R, Frank is worth no„±ng: "One
cannot imagine anything more contrary to the witness of the scripture than these
assertions... that the fact of the resurrection of Christ is not to be taken as an
essential part of the doctrine of the person of Christ.... So the attempt to
7
A. Ritechl, Die Christliche Lehre von der '•!eohtfertigung und Vergftlmung. 5 Bde.
Bonn, 1870-74, Bd. Ill, pp. 333f. pp. 415f, PP. 423f, p. 441.
°
A. Ritschl, op. cit.. pp. 4Q7f.
9
H. Stephan, Glaubenslehre. Giessen, 1921, 3d. II, pp. 197f i "The resurrection
of Jesus is inextricably interwoven with the apostolic witness to Christ and
occupies an important place in the faith of the disciples," "Tfctte experience of
the disciples does not have the sane significance for us." "We do not require
it to tho same extent. Even without the experience of meeting the risen Lord,
the diooiploo would Inevitably have acquired tl» right uikleralanding of hie life
and death." The most it can do for the believer is to "confirm Ms own
guesses", "enrich and deepen his own thought."
8
formulate a ChriBtian dogmatic... without emphasizing this fact must be described
as senseless."^ This is a sharp criticism which at least draws the attention
of theology to the New Testament message of the resurrection. One can see,
however, a more profound understanding of the theological importance of the
11 12
resurrection of Jesus in the studies of L. Ihmels and C. Stange. Ihmels
contends that "Nothing less than the whole understanding of Christianity" depends
on the resurrection. "We may say without exaggeration: at the tomb in Jerusalem
13
the ultimate choice will be made between two totally different world views."
These essential insights, together with ideas taken over from M. KMhler,^ are
asserted by P. Althaus, whose theological expositions always presuppose the event
of Easter.^ They are also reaffirmed by Karl Helm,^ who thought that neither
10
R. Frank, Die christliche Wahrheit. II, Srlangen, 1876-1880, pp. 2QSf.
^
L. Ihmels, Die Auferstehung Jeeu Christi. Leipzig, 1917, ef. "Wie entsteht
die Gewissheit um die Auferstehung Jesu?", Neue KirchLIche Zeitschrift. 25
1914, pp. 853-901.
^
C. Stange, "Kreuz und Auferstehung", ZeitS-ysTheol. 24» 1955, pp. 379-400,
"Die Himmelfahrt Jesu", ZeitSysTheol, 22, 1953, pp. 218-222, "Die Auferotehung
Jesu", ZeitSvsTheol. 1923, pp. 705-740, "Zur Kritik doe Auforctohungciglaubene",
ZeitSysTheol. 18, 1941, pp. 589-601.
^ L, Ihmels, op. cit.. p. 27.
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M, KShier, Christliche Wissenschaft. Erlangen, 1883, p. 327.
15
P. Althaus, Die letzten Dln/ce. Gtitersloh, 1924, p. 56. Theolo^ische Aufg&tze.
1929, pp. 2f., pp. 123f., p. 219. Gruadriss der Do,gnatik. 2 Teile, Erlangen,
1929-32, II, p. 92.
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K. Heim, Leitfaden der Do/gaatik. Halle, 1923, I, pp. 43ff. II, p. 36. Glauben
und Leben. Berlin, 1931, PP. 419f.
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dogmatics nor the philosophy of religion would be possible without the fact of
the resurrection. The question of the resurrection had been raised also by the
dialectical theologians: i.e. Karl Barth refers to the "central importance" of
the resurrection of Jesus. He considers that the resurrection is the point "from
17
which light falls on the whole" and it is the "assault upon Christendom". The
content of the proclamation of Christ is that he has been raised from the dead.
The pivot of primitive Christian faith lias not been disregarded by Karl Barth and
13 19
central importance has been attached to it by E. Brunner " and P. Gogarten.
On the other liana, one cannot deny that since the days of Orthodoxy, in the
field of Biblical Study, it has been widely accepted that the resurrection of
Jesus was a "historical fact", and the problems of the historicity of the
resurrection as "facta" are sharpened by attempts to rationalize it. Such
attempts have been made repeatedly with many variations by asking what actually
20 \
took place in the resurrection. Above all D.F. Strauss " (1803-1874) is one of
the typical classic representatives of the famous subjective vision hypothesis.
To him the resurrection of Jesus is a "historical fact" (factum), which is seen
17
£. Barth, Die Auferstehung der Toten. Mtinchen, 1924, pp. If,, pp. 86f., pp. 125f.,
Die Klrchliche Dogmatik. Bd. I, Zttrich, 1959, p. 275. Per Rttaerbrief. Mhnchen,
1922(2), p. 62, p. 68, p. 71, p. 82, pp. 126f., pp. 343f., pp. 413f., p. 464.
13
E. Brunner, Der Mittier. Ttlbingen, 1927, pp. 511f., p. 522, p. 528.
19
F. Gogarten, Ich glaube an den dreieinigen Gott. Jena, 1926, pp. I64ff.
20
• D.F. Strauss, Das Leben Jesu fUr das deutsche Vol!-: bearbeitet. Leipzig, 1874,
p. 631, pp. 634ff. P.F. Strauss's observation on the appearances of the
risen one is quite near to Bultmann's. They are reduced to "visionary
experience" of the disciples. Bultmann does not consider these "appearances"
to be of any special material importance for theology. Bultmann, therefore,
thinks that the Easter tradition is based upon "a false interpretation of
reality by the disciples". See: R, Bultmann, Das Evangelium des Johannes
1941, Gbttingen, p. 539.
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to be a "phenomenon" that is naturally and historically understandable and
psychologically explicable. Again Schleiermacher is also famous for the theory
that Jesus only appeared to have died on the cross, subsequently revived in the
coolness of the tomb, managed to hide himself from the Jewish and Soman
authorities, and later met hie disciples. Representative of this sort of
naturalistic explanation in the present century is F. Spitta (1352-1924).
E. Renan's (1823-1392) cynical pronouncement that the passion of a hallucinated
woman gave the world a risen Lord is also well known. Special mention is due
21
to Harnack's grandiosely conceived attempt at psychological explanation.
Here one recognizes a combination of the transfiguration story and certain
subjective experiences on the part of Peter after Jesus' death which are all
supposed to explain the "vision of Peter". The psychological theory of the
resurrection has been held widely in the present century, and its most classic
expression is that of I'laurlce Goguel. "There is more trust in the statement,
'They saw Jesus because they believed and were convinced that he was living'
than, in that which lies behind the tradition, 'they believed in the resurrection
of Jesus because they saw him living after his death.' The resurrection of
Jesus is in reality the resurrection of that faith in him which the disciples
21
A.v. Haraack, "Die Verklftrungsgeschichte Jesu", in: SAB, 1922, pp. 62-30:
Concerning psychological theories see: H. Anderson, Jesus and Christian
Origins. New York, 1964, pp. 201ff.
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had had during his ministry." E. Ilirsch's thought also is not far from
rationalizing explanations.
Modern historical critics have approached the Easter texts of the New
Testament with the question of what actually took place in the resurrection. They
have attempted on the one hand to reconstruct the history of Easter by harmonizing
the varied data, ami on the other hand to isolate the factual element in the
resurrection narratives. Repeated efforts of historical critical studies have
been persistently concerned with analysing or piecing together the Easter texts
of the New Testament, that is, reconstructing the sequence of events that followed
the death of Jesus by names of a harmony of the varied data (1 Cor 15.3-8 and the
Easter narratives of the Gospels), According to Professor Hugh Anderson notable
24
among recent so called "harmonies" are those of Hans Preiherr von Campenliausen
25
and G.D. Yarnold. H.P. von Carapenhausen gives historical reliability and
priority to the tradition of 1 Cor 15.3-3 and tries to fit together exactly the
26
evidence of the Gospels with.it. He suggests the following results.
22
M. Goguel, La Naissance du Christianime. Paris, 1946. ETs The Birth of
Christianity. London, 1953. pp. 66f.
23
E. Hirsch, Jesus Christue der Herr. Gbttingen, 1926, "Zum Problem des
Osteraiaubens". TheoLitZeit. 65, 1S40 pp. 295-301. Also see: Jesus Christus
der Herr. GBttingen, 1926 pp. 38ff.: According to Hirsch, Easter becomes the
"story of the heart" of Peter and then "the story of the first church". He
would identify Peter's subjective experience of the forgiveness of sin with
"the true secret of the Easter Story".
24
H.v. Campenhausen, Per Ablauf der Osterereifcnlsse und das leere Grab.
Heidelberg, 1958.
2:>
G.D. Yarnold, Risen indeed. New York, 1956.
26
H.v. Campenhausen, OP. Pit., p. 51. ST: H, Anderson,op. cit. . p. 190.
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(1) After the arrest and death of Jesus the disciples remained close by
in Jerusalem (all the Gospels), but no longer ventured out in public (Mk, Kt).
tefe are not very well informed of their condition, but they were downcast and ill
prepared for what would happen (Lk).
(2) "On the third day" women of the circle of Jesus' followers discovered
that his tomb was open and empty (all the Gospels), No appearances of Jesus
took place here (Mk, Lk).
(3) The report of the empty tomb occasioned uneasiness in the disciples.
Peter was the first, it seems,to understand the empty tomb as the pledge of the
resurrection and to imbue the others with that idea.
(4) The disciples thereupon went, under Peter's leatehlp to Galilee
(Hk, Mt).
(5) There took place hereabouts an appearance to Peter alone (Paul, Lk),
then to the Twelve (all the Gospels), then to the five hundred brethren (Paul),
then to James (Paul), mid to all the apostles (Paul). One would have to think
of these events as developing in rapid succession. Possibly, however, the last
or second last of these appearances had occurred already in Jerusalem. Here
are to be found later, at any rate, Peter, Jamas, the Twelve, and a wider circle
of Galilean disciples (Paul, Ac).
(6) The last appearance to Paul followed much later (1 Cor. 15.8).
The weakness of all these "harmonies", howe-ver, as Anderson points out,
is first of all tliat "they arise from a chronological interest or concern that
seems to be quite alien to the Paster texts of the New Testament, and second,
tlxat by focusing our attention on the thoughts and actions and movement of the
disciples, they de-emphasis© the central and decisive message inherent in every
13
Easter report that everything men could never do or say or imagine GOD HAS DONE IN
RAISING JESUS FROM THE DEAD."2^ "Against the modem view of a harmony each Easter
story appears to have enjoyed a vigorous independent life from the first, and to
go
have been adequate, each one in its integrity".
Discussion of the several separate historical problems of the resurrection
has been essentially inconclusive. For instance, critical historical analysis
and construction offer no satisfying solution to the question of the locality of
the appearances. To the conflict between the tradition of an appearance in
Galilee found in Matthew and the tradition of appearances in Jerusalem found in
Luke historical criticism lias either retorted by trying to reconcile the two
accounts or has moved into the defence now of the Galilean, now of the Jerusalem
theory.
The Galilean theory has had some firm adherents who have believed it to be
the earliest and the best and the key to the understanding of the whole development
29 30of the tradition concerning the resurrection. Kirsopp Lake and Gardner-Smith
have presented this view on the basis of the most thorough attempts to unravel
H. Anderson, "The Easter Witness of the Evangelists", in: The New Testament
in Historical and Contemporary perspective, ed., by H. Anderson and W. Barclay,
Oxford, 1965, p. 37. "
28
H. Anderson, op. cit.. p. 37.
29
K. Lake, The Historical Evidence of the Resurrection of Jesus ohrirt. New
York, 1907.
30
J.P. Gardner-Smith, The Narratives of the Resurrection. London, 1926.
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traditions.'' H. Lietzmann, von Campenhausen, H. Grass and L. Brun have
also argued that the first appearance took place in Galilee.
Among attempts to reconcile the conflicting- reports, the suggestion which
31
Three reasons: 1. It is urged that Mark, our earliest document, clearly polntB
towards an appearance in Galilee as the climax of its own story. 2. It is
urged that the disciples were in Galilee already. K. Lake argued that they
had fled away home at the time of the crucifixion and had sought their former
way of life, disillusioned (an extreme inference from Mark 1f.50). Gardner-
Smith criticized this view, pointed out that it is unlikely that the disciples
would have left the city during the feast, and preferred a tradition found in
the Apocryphal "Gospel of Peter": that the disciples fled hack to Galilee
only when the feast was over. 3. It is far easier to explain how stories of
appearances in Galilee might come to be transferred to Jerusalem, the
subsequent centre of the church, than it is to explain how the Galilean
tradition arose if the appearances were in Jerusalem.
E. Lietziaann, Oeechichte der Alten Kirche. 3 Bde, Berlin, 1932-38. I Bd.,
p. 52: "In Mark 16.9 ist uns noch ein deutlicher Einweis darauf erhalten,
dass die ersten Erscheinungen dee Auferstandenen vor seinen JlSngern in
Galil&a stattgefunden haben: dort hat Petrus den Meister wiedergesehen, dort
haben eich die zwblf wieder zusammengefun&en und sind von deia Erhfthten mit
der Mission flir seine Sache betraut worden. Und so sind sie nach Jerusalem
gezogen."
33
E. von Campenhausen, op. cit.
"2 A
E. Grass, op. cit.. pp. 119f.» p. 126: "Die Lbsung dee Lokalisierungs-
problems kann nicht lauten: Jerusalem-GaliIfta-Jeruealem, sondem nur
Galil&a-Jerusalem. Ss l&sst sich auch gut veretehen, dass die gefldhsnen
Jttnger nach der Begegnung mit dem Auferstandenen nach Jerusalem 2 -u-tdkehrten
an die Front, die sie bei Jesu Verhaftung schimplich verlassen batten.,
Dagegen ist die Voretellung von Jlingern, die erst sum Stelldichein und
Befehlsempfang nach Galilha reisen, um dann nach Jerusalem zurllckzukehren,
ziemlich ungereimt."




was made by F.C, Burkitt^ is well known. He supposed a "Lost Ending" of Mark
and placed the Quo Vadis legend on Easter Day, suggesting that in fact Peter
started on his way to Galilee, but was confronted with the risen one and forthwith
37
returned to Jerusalem. Recently C.F.D. Houle proposed that the resurrection
appearances are to be seen in the light of festival pilgrimages. The disciples
departed from Jerusalem not out of cowardice immediately after the crucifixion,
but only after the Feasts of Passover and Unleavened Bread, and returned to
Galilee. Then a little later they went back to Jerusalem for the following
38
Feast of Pentecost. There oould be frequent intercommunication between
Jerusalem find Galilee and the possibility that the risen Jesus could, have
appeared to his disciples in both places as Moule'e proposal implied cannot be
dianiseed. Aside from the lack of historical evidence, however, "all such
hypotheses really fail to explain why Mark and Matthew should opt so strongly
39
for Galilee, and iuke so strongly for Jerusalem." It does not answer the
problem of Mark's and Matthew's redactional addiction to Galilee, or Luke's and
John's redactional addiction to Jerusalem.
36>J
G.F, Burkitt, Christian Beginnings. London, 1924.
37
C .F.p.Moule, "Postresurrection Appearances in the Light of Festival
Pilgrimages", HTStud. 4, 1957, pp. 58ff.
33 /
In this case the %ope Vo§ , which Moule takes to be the preferred
reading in Acts 1.4, wouM refer to the festival lodging of Jesus with his
disciples in the environs of Jerusalem.
39
H. iuxLerson, op, cit.. p. 39.
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Concerning this problem, one cannot ignore that E. Lohmeyer, taking the
alternation between Galilee and Jerusalem as the scene of the resurrection
40
appearances, supposed a twofold origin for primitive Christianity, a Galilean
branch characterized by a distinctive "Son of Man" Christology and a Jerusalem
branch characterized by a "Messiah" Christology. His hypothesis, however, lias
41
not been accepted by most critics.
Ho less difficult to resolve than the historical question of the locale of
the appearances of the risen Jesus is the empty tomb problem. The question of
the historicity of the empty tomb tradition and the relation of this tradition to
42
the other Easter traditions have aroused controversy from the beginning and still
remain undecided. Many attempts have been made to save the historicity of the
40
E. Lohmeyer, Galil&a und Jerusalem. Gbttingen, 1956.
41
e.g., see, H. Grass, op. cit,. 1956.
42
The earliest statement about the resurrection, as is generally acknowledged,
is in Paul's quotation of a Kerygmatic formula in 1 Cor 15. 3—3, E. Baamel
lias subjected this passage to an analysis with the methods of Tradltionageschichte
(TheolZeit. 2, 1955, p. 401-p. 419, "Herkunft und Funktion der Traditions©lemente
in 1 Kor 15.1-11"). 4s a result he discovers the passage to be composite,
consisting of three originally distinct formulae, which he numbers formula I,
II and III respectively.
Formula I is a four-line verse: Xf^^ kr*$«ver ■■■■ Ml
ML — (ML )
There is the same number of words in each line, rhythm ending, and a combination
of synthetic and antithetic parallelism, all features of Semitic poetry. There
are other features pointing to the earliest Palestinian Church as the Sitz 1m
Laben of the formula. (a; the anarthrous Christos, a Hebraism as in Jn 4.25
and Dn 9.25. (b) the hyper theology, characteristic of the earliest
Palestinian Church, and distinctively non-Pauline, except where Paul is
quoting traditional formulae. (cf. 0. CulLmann, Die Christologie des Heuen
Testaments. Tttbingen, 1957, pp. 72ff.). (c) the reverential passive egegertai
and the use of ophthe instead of epfaane. representing Hebrew nir'ah. (cf. J~.
Jeremias, Die Abendmahlsworte Jesu. Gbttingen, 1960, p. 96.) The first two
verbs apetbanen and etaphe refer to historical occurrences, i.e. occurrences
which are in principle open to
17
4^ 44 45
empty tomb. ¥. Michaelis, K.H. Rengstorf, E. Stauffer and. H. von
CampenhauserJ^ are some of those -who affirm the historicity of the empty tomb.
However, refusing to corroborate the historicity of the empty tomb, some scholars-
try to explain the narratives of the empty tomb aB a hallucination (H. Idetzmann^
JO
H. Grass ' ) and others, not necessarily contradicting the hallucination theory,
/ 49 50 51 \
lay emphasis rather on the Kerygraa (,R. Bultmarm, G. Bornkamm, H. Conzelmann ).
42 (contd.)
historical verification. The e^kertai and opthg" are, however, faith events,
that is to say, they contain within themselves two elements, an implied
historical occurrence, capable in principle of historical verification, and
an explicit faith interpretation, i.e. the interpretation of the implied
past-historical occurrence as an act of God.
Formula II: three appearances: to Peter, to the Twelve, to
more than 500 brethren.
Formula III; two appearances: to James, to all apostles.
^ W, Michaelis, Die Brscheinungen des Auferctandenen. Basel, 1944.
^ E.II. Rengstorf, Die nufe-rstehunn: Jesu. Luther-Verlag, 1952.
45
E. Stauffer, Jesus. Gestalt und Geschichte. Bern, 1957.
46
H. von Caapenhausen, op. cit.
47
H. Lietamarm, op. cit.. pp. 52ff.
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H. Grass, op. cit.. p. 248.
49
R. Bultmarm, Gcochichte der synoptischen Tradition. Gbttingen, 1921. ET: The
History of the Synoptic Tradition. Oxford, 1963. "Neues Testament und
Mythologle", BvangTheol. Vol 7, 1941. Das Verh&ltnis der urclxristlichen.
Christurbotrchaft aura historischen Jesus , Heidelberg, 1962.
50
G. Bornkamm, Jesus von Nazareth. Stuttgart, 1959, ET: Jesus of Nazareth.
London and Iiew York, 1960.
H. Conzelraann, "Auferstehung Christi", RGG. (3), 1, cols. 698ff.
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Therefore, the question of the relation of the empty tomb stories to the other
52
traditions has also been inconclusive.
Raving briefly looked over these relative failures of historical criticism
to reach any assured results in regard to the historical question of the
resurrection, one is now led to the conviction that one cannot simply reconstruct
the facta. This means that one should not pursue the historical critical
attempt to reconstruct facta. It does not mean, however, that the question of
what happened is irrelevant to theology. Rather the question of the historicity
of the resurrection does not seem to he answerable on the basis of purely
historical critical study. When one acknowledges the indissoluble interpretation
of facta-dicta one can see why historical reconstruction of the facta in themselves
is not open to one.
However, if the question of what happened in the resurrection is relevant
to theology, in -what sense is it so? It is so obvious that the problem cannot
be satisfactorily solved from the inward life or nature of the disciples.
One might he allowed to recognize the test, however, in which Paul ties in
his own experience of the risen Christ with the encounters of the first disciples,
as the on© that throws light on the problem. "Last of all as to one untimely
born, he appeared also to me." (1 Cor 15.8). The question is what is the
appropriate mood or posture in which one should approach the Raster texts.
Here in 1 Cor 15.3, Paul himself gives one a good clue. For when one thinks
of what happended to him on the Damascus road, as Anderson remarks, "We are not
confronted with a ' serial story', first the appearance of the risen one, which
the latter day historian could verify as a fact, second the apostle's conviction
52
e.g. A. Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of the Hew Testament.
London, 1958. P. 196.
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of the reality of Jesus' appearance, and third his decision to believe on the
53
basis of the fact," Rather one is confronted with a "single indivisible event:
54
Paul falls down in faith before the overpowering reality of the Crucified One."
Even so historical criticisa's repeated attempts to compartmentalize the Easter
event by isolating the factual element from the message and faith with which the
history is bound up, have constantly tended to reduce the resurrection itself to
a bare fact that is merely recollected from far away and long ago, and not
experienced here and now as a vibrant present power and reality.
In regard to the problem of what happened in the resurrection, historical
criticism surely cannot take one very far and one is forced to take hold of the
dimension of faith that is imprinted on all the Easter stories, the interpretation
of the Event.
Consequently, in this sense, the Easter stories, whatever one thinks of
their origin or place in the tradition, or however theologically legitimate it
may be to take enigmatic facts as the basis of Easter faith, can be said to have
a positive theological significance.
1.2 Text and interpretation
As J. Hempel rightly remarked, "Die biblische Denkweise" is consistently
55"faktizistisches Deaken". Therefore, every narrative in the Scripture goes
53
H. Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins. New York, 1964, p. 204.
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G. Ebeling, Das Wesen des christlichen Glaubene. Tlibingen, 1959, KP: The
Nature of Faith. London, 1961, p. 69.
55
J. Hempel, "Paktiait&t der Geschichte im Biblischen Denken'ln: Biblical Studies
in Memory of H.C. Allemann. ed,, J.C. layers, 0, Reimherr, H.N. Bream, New York,
1960.
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back to or implies facta. Dicta are closely tied up with and based upon facta.
However, dicta themselves are not bare facta. Therefore, one should admit that
one is actually in a reverse course against die biblische Penkweise if one trios
to interpret dicta as simple empirical occurrence. The revelation in the Bible
is intermingled facta-dicta for an interpreter. The object and subject of
biblica. study is neither the simple dicta nor the simple facta, but the facta-
dicta that compose the history of salvation and all facta-dicta are brought to
focus on the one historical event, the facturn-dictum, that is the event of Jesus
Christ.
When one interprets facta- - iota that centre upon the one factura-dietuia.
actually one is not free from the tendency to incline either towards facta or
dicta; for science (Wisseneehaft) always intends an integrated grasp or
understanding of the matter.
A theology which has dicta as its centre is so called "Kerygmatische
Theologic", such as is represented by R, Bultmann. On the contrary, a theology
that looks for a solution of the problem mainly in facta is represented by W.
Pannenberg. The irrelevancy and limitation of kerygmatic theology, which has
merely dicta as its centre, is to be recognised in that it tends to interpret
the text entirely as "ITacheraiihlungen" of the primitive community, that is, it
concentrates on the community which is telling a story rather than on the story
which is being told, of which the content is an act of God. The contrary
interpretation, the historical, is also one sided. For the text that is an
intermingling of f&cta-dicta does not allow iteelf to be interpreted only as
facta.
Concerning the character of the inner structure of facta-dicta. it is
possible to understand it not as static, but as dynamic; a relational structure
21
which could be understood as a dynamic movement between the two. Dicta as a
confession, in other words, as an interpretation or reflection, are originated
by the disclosure of real!tap from facta themselves. For facta could not be
left on their own without reflections which are actually themselves dicta. This
movement that one recognises between facta and dicta is the dynamic movement: the
movement of life. Facta and dicta, both are closely interrelated and mediated
jointly. This is the reason why it is irrelevant to raise the question merely
concerning the historicity of the test, facta-dicta. To ask simply about the
historicity of the event, which consists both of dicta and facta, does not promise
any fruitful result.
However, one cannot ignore that the text, facta-dicta. lias clearly two
aspects: a historical and a theological aspect. For instance, when the kerygmatic
tradition asserts that Christ appeared, this statement contains both aspects. So
it is in a sense understandable that there have been two main schools of thought on
the subject of the resurrection. It has frequently been the subject of theological
and historical discussion. The situation has not changed yet, and there is a
deep gulf which cannot be overcome easily between theological discussion and
historical-critical discussion.
In this connection, one must affirm that our relation to history and our
understanding of history as well, since the enlightment, has been completely
different from that of the primitive church in New Testament times. The
¥eltanscliauurig of the New Testament writers was different from ours today. For
them dicta were also and at the same time facta, dicta had the same significance
as facta. Modern historical critical research, however, sometimes cannot confirm
the historicity of the contents of the texts which would have been accepted as
historical occurrences by the people in the primitive Christian community.
22
In the present day, hardly anyone holds the opinion that man was created
out of mud and the spirit of God. If one wants to know anything about "how"
the creature came into being, he turns to natural science, for it alone can give
him information about this question. This information is of course not
necessarily definitive. Nevertheless most people would not try to overcome this
uncertainty by means of the biblical story of the creation of man. It is also
true, however, that natural science undoubtedly cannot affirm the full truth about
the creation, : or over against its proposed explanation one can still speak of
the creation n theolog-ical terms without depending on the conclusions drawn
from natural science.
Although the story of the creation does not intend to state "how" man came
into being, but "who" created man, nevertheless the writers of the story of
creation may well have thought their information to be in accordance with actual
physical facte. On the contrary, when one understands that here one is only
concerned with the fact that God created man, thereby one grasps the matter in a
different way, which clashes with one's scientific belief. Thus, one regards
only the theological aspect as proper, while at the same time one is no longer
able to share the scientific outlook of the writer, for natural science has its-
own methodology.
Our discussion, however, does not focus on the relation of the concerns of
natural science to those of theology, but on the concerns of history to those of
theology.
One must simply acknowledge that the scientific study of history also has
its own methodology: the historical critical method.
The problem to be clarified, however, is not the relevancy or legitimacy
of historical critical study itself in terms of method, but rather the function
23
and range of historical study within the whole theological enterprise.
If the peculiar nature of the text, sc. facta-dicta. which we have discussed
already, does not allow one to raise on its own the question of the historicity
of the text, then what would be understood as the range and function of
historical critical study? This is a methodological question concerning the
place of historical critical study within theological science as a whole.
Before one discusses this problem, however, perhaps one should argue again
the untenability of the question of the historicity of the resurrection from
another point of view: the relativity and limits of the historical critical
approach.
1.3 The untenability of the question of the historicity of the resurrection
As we liave seen so far, Binee the days of orthodoxy the question regarding
the realitas of the event of the resurrection in the field of biblical study has
been mainly concerned with the fact which is reported and proclaimed in the text.
Even if the witnessed, facta—dicta. do not only attempt to report what happened,
they somehow are related to an event. Indeed they do not merely wish to tell of
their own new eeK-understanding in the Easter faith, but in that faith and as a
result of it they reported something also about the event. It is not by any
means self-evident that the point of their statements is the new self-understanding
of faith; rather, the Easter narratives themselves, facta-dicta. force one to ask
about the realitas of the event of which they tell and in which they are rooted.
Therefore, it is important to recognise the justification of this concern
with the "historical" which exists behind the facta-dicta. Undoubtedly the
primitive Church's witness to the resurrection, facta-dicta. has something to do
with history. Surely the witness to the resurrection is a declaration by real
24
people, and provides or implies information about certain experiences.in the past
which have affected the course of history. Since that is so, it is rather
difficult to agree with K. Darth in his view that for the resurrection message,
"place and time is quite unimportant and the fact of the disciples' 'seeing' is
56
immaterial." It is even more difficult to agree with R, Bultmarm's remark
that the eye witness accounts of the resurrection of Jesus cited by Paul, and his
arguments in 1 Cor 15.3-3 are "fatal" because that is to turn the message of the
New Testament upside down and remove the basis of the dieciple's faith in the
57
resurrection. There is no doubt that the New Testament has an interest in
the connection between resurrection and historicity.
The concept of the historical, however, not only aims at the exclusion of
the subjective, but also includes indispensable elements of value in its
definitions of the concrete, the completed said the unique. The question of the
unique and unrepeatable character of the; resurrection event, which took place
independently of man's consciousness and hie powers of discernment, is an
insoluble problem for historical critical examination.
In fact, the question as to the certainty of the reaUtas which underlies
the proclamation of the resurrection, has often taken the form of historical
critical examination. This is in harmony with -the texts, in so far as they
themselves speak of an event which can be dated. It is alien, however, to the
text if the historical critical form of the question implied a definite anterior
understanding of what is historically possible, and one which since the birth
56
K Barth, Die Auferstehun^ der Toten. MUnchen, 1924, p. 143.
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R. Bultraann, "Neues Testament und Mythologie", ins Kervama und Kythos. 3d. I,
ed., H.W. 3artsch, Hamburg, 1943, pp. 15-43. NTs Kerygma and Ilyth. I, London
1954, p. 39.
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of the modem age does not coincide with the understanding which these texts
themselves have of the historically possible as being the divinely possible. The
concept of the historical, of Hie historically possible and the historically
probable, has been developed in the modem age on the basis of experiences of
history other than the experience of the raising of Jesus from the dead: namely,
since the Enlightment, on the basis of the experience of man's ability to
calculate history and make it. If, as has frequently been pointed out, it is
true that the experiences of history on the basis of which the concepts of the
historical have been constructed have nowadays an anthropocentric character,
that "history" is here man's history and man is the real subject of history in
the sense of its metaphysical hvpokeiiaenon. then it is plain that on this
presupposition the assertion of the raising of Jesus by God is a historically
impossible and therefore a historically meaningless statement. Yet even on this
presupposition there is point in asking "how far and with what degree of
probability the actual facts and the actual course of event can still b©
58
ascertained?", even if that brings one to the limits of the historical as these
are prescribed by the presupposed view of historical fact as such. Enquiries
conducted in the light of the modern concept of the liistorical lead neither to
the fundamental probability of the resurrection nor to fundamental historical
scepticism. They, however, prevent theology from abandoning the ground of
history altogether in despair.
The historian who enquires into the realitas of the resurrection of the
Jesus of history is confronted in the biblical texts not only by the real!tag
of history, but also with a different outlook on the experience arid significance
of history. The experience of history which is expressed in the historical
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approach is here confronted not merely by events which are more or less well
attested or more or less imaginatively embellished, but is confronted also by a
different experience of history. Hence the historical question as to the
realitas of the resurrection of Jesus recoile upon the historical enquirer and
calls in question the basic experience of history which is the ground of his
historical enquiry. The historical question as to the historicity of the
resurrection of Jesus xs whereby expanded to include the queetionability of the
approach to history as such. For in the historical question of the resurrection,
the texts which tell of the resurrection of Jesus on being examined from a
particular historical standpoint, have always a historical view of the world also
brought to bear on them. This standpoint must be subjected to questioning in
the process of understanding, as surely as the proclaimed resurrection of Jesue
is subjected to historical questioning. However, it is generally acknowledged
that historical understanding nowadays is always analogical understanding and
therefore always remains within the realm of what is understandable in terras of
analogy. This method of ana.'.ogy in historical understanding had been
ontologically grounded by E. Troeltsch in the "correlation which exists between
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all historical processes." If historical -understanding and historical
criticism thus depend on the postulate and presupposition of a fundamental
similarity underlying all events, then historical understanding and historical
criticism manifestly depend on a specific view of the world. In trie view of
the world, much as in Greek cossnology, it is presupposed that a common core of
similarity underlies all the changes and chances of history and that all things
are related at heart. In terras of this core of similarity, however, the
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historical now becomes only accidental. Historical events become understandable
when they are conceived of as manifestation of this common core of similarity.
This, however, is to put an end to their nature as events and to abandon the
historical character of history in favour of a jaet&physic which sees all historical
things in tezsae of substance.
Another possibility is tiiat one no longer regards the historical method and
its view of history as being final and inescapable in it© substantio-metaphysical
form, and thus veering off into tlie subjective decision of faith, but thai one
seeks new ways of developing the historical methods themselves so "that they
60
become adequate to grasp the whoIs of history in all its variety." Such an
extension of the historical approach to history cm have an eye to the other
sid© of Hie analogical process in historical understanding. For indeed the
cognitive power of a comparative understanding need not lie merely in recognizing
only the similar and common elements in the middle of the dissimilarities in
historical events and expressions of life, but can also be directed towards
observing what is dissimilar and individual, accidental and suddenly new.°^ A
one-sided interest in the similar, ever-recurring, typical and regular, would
level down the really historical element which lie© in the contingent and new,
and would thus end up by losing the feeling for history altogether. The
method of understanding by comparison can thus be expanded in the direction
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of bringing to light the incomparable, hitherto non-existent and new. To be sure,
it comes to light only in the comparison. If, however, when comparing, one is to
fix one's eye on the incomparable, then one must divest oneself of all lard and
fast presuppositions about the core or the substance of history and must regard
these ideas themselves as provisional and alterable. If, however, as compared
with the historical methods that are interested in the regular and the similar,
Christian theology were t® manifest merely a supplementary interest in the
individual, contingent and new, then that would be an interesting variant in the
historical picture of history as a whole, yet on© that would be possible and
conceivable also without a theology of the resurrection. The rediscovery of the
category of the contingent does not itself necessarily involve the discovery of a
theological category; for the raising of Christ involves not only the category
of the accidentally new, but the expectational category of the eschatologically
£>2
new. ^ Therefore, to expand the historical approach to the extent of taking
account of the contingent does not as yet bring the realitac of the resurrection
itself into view. It is quite possible to overcome the anthropocentric form of
historical analogy, but this does not necessarily give the latter a theological
character.
If tee modern, historical approach to history is taken as the only one that
is possible, honest and binding today, than the view cf tee real!tag and history
which is presupposed by it has to be accepeed as inevitable also for theological
thought. This view of the real!tag is then imposed upon one by one's place in
history. In the society in which Christians and non-Christians live ogether, it
is the axiom within the framework of which alone one is able to understand. If
^2
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according to this now universally binding and, universally recognised view of the
realitaa scientifically and historically speaking, the gods are silent - or
hearing the© is optional and left to the individual's discretion, - then a theology
of the resurrection can be developed only at a point which is not affected by
this view of Hie realitas and comes under the aegis of the individual1 e
subjectivity which, however, means only in that realm of human subjectivity and
inwardness which ie set free by the rationalising of the world and the historiciaing
of history. A theology of the resurrection can, then no longer speak of facte of
the resurrection, in terms of a roetaphycic of history, but in terar of a
metaphysic of subjectivity it can certainly still speak of an Kaster faith for
which the resurrection of Jesuc is merely an expression of faith. In this
for® thf resurrection faith that makes no assertions of the resurrection fits
in exactly with the modern world's view of the real!sac and ie in a sense the
ultimate religion of our society. If theology on the other hand strives to
attain a theological view of history and revolution in the historical way of
thinking, then there is justification for the objection that theology is thereby-
driven into the ghetto of an esoteric church ideology and can no longer make
63
itself intelligible to anyone else.
How one can say with all assurance that the assumption from which the
historical approach sets out, i.e. that the resurrection is an objectively
ascertainable object of knowledge and accessible to impartial observation, is
fundamentally incorrect. The resurrection of Jesus ie actually not a point on
the historic plane to which one could conceivably have an objective relation.
The historian's? way of looking at it from outside enables him at best to observe
certain points at which it has entered the course of history and left its mark
o3
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upon it, yet the proper interpretation of these tilings ie denied him because he
sets out from a false presupposition.
There are certainly notable relations between the resurrection of Jesus
and history, but the concept of historicity cannot grasp the essence of the
resurrection, and it does not surrender itself to historical criticisn.
1.4 junction and ran^e of historical criticism
It would appear from the foregoing discussion that historical critical
study lias its own proper bounds and limits. This does not mean, however, that
historical critical study has no place at all in the whole theological enterprise.
Rather in spite of its limits it has its due place and one should try to make
clear its proper range and function within biblical theology as a whole.
The text of the Hew Testament is composed of various ora 1 traditions of
the primitive church and of early Christian proclamations. Therefore, one
could say that one understands and interprets it rightly only when its place
in its historical context is fixed correctly. The historical context of the
text should be examined at the first stage in the whole exegetical and inter¬
pretative work. It is historical critical study, historical imagination,
rather than theological imagination that throws light on this subject. In order
to clarify the function and range of historical criticism more precisely, perhaps
one has to review the methodological progress of recent research in this field.
As is well known, literary criticism and source criticism reached a climax
towards the end of the last and at the beginning of this century. At that time
it was believed that the problems arising from the divergences and the agreements
between the synoptic gospels could be explained by the so-called tiro source theory.
There were hopes that it would be possible to determine the precise extent and
31
wording of both sources. The variety, however, in results was as great as the
number of attempts. The last and the most extreme attempt at source analysis is
represented by the two comprehensive volumes of Emanuel Hirsch, Die FrUluceechichte
Ca
des Evangeliums/''"r Since the last century, one hypothesis after another has been
propounded dealing with sources, strata and original documents of the synoptic
6f
gospelE. Yet the synoptic tradition cannot be completely explained in this way.
The two source theory was an important step towards the solution of the problem,
66
as is shown by its fundamental significance even in Redaction-criticism, Its
acceptance, however, without qualification and the hair-splitting subtlety of
literary criticism generally could only lead into error. In searching' for
sources of an official nature, this tfceory passed across the boundary to
historical criticism and its attempts to separate the sources were, at any rate,
to a large extent subjective constructions.0 Therefore, the judgement of Karl
Ludwig Schmidt on source analysis at the beginning of this century would seem to
be correct. "In this matter Hie persons - I mean those who took part in the
research and had to work out with the greatest sagacity and in every detail a
hypothesis of this kind - suffered fruitless martyrdom, and the same may be said
64-
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of the object which they attempted to ascertain... Nevertheless, these things
had and still have a significance in that they were the means by which an
6S
inadequate method was pursued and had to be pursued ad absurdum."
Study on the synoptic tradition had reached a dead end with Bousset's book,
Kyrios Christos, and its excessive emphasis on the influence of the theology of
the community. It is against this background that one can see the rise of form-
critical study. 3ousLct was aware of the inadequacy of the literary-source
criticism which had been the usual method of criticism before his time. He
claimed a fresh method of research "which must above all discuss the style
69
critically and apply itself to the study of the laws of the oral tradition."
Therefore, the development of form-criticism is due to the fact that the earlier
methods had simply come to a standstill in the labyrinth of theories about
sources and were not getting any further. Moreover, owing to the fact that
no fresh studies could be published, the First World War brought about a
70
constructive "pause in the discussion".
In the literary-source criticism which preceded form-criticism the synoptic
gospels and their earlier stages were both regarded as the literary achievements
of individual?. Here, however, two things were apparently overlooked: first,
the evangelists were the bearers of the earliest tradition: second, before the
tradition was fixed in writing it was an oral tradition. It was, therefore,
necessary to estimate correctly the nature of the transmission as community
K.L. Schmidt, "Die Stellung der Evangelien in der allgemeinen Literaturgeechichte",
in; Bucharisterion fur Gunkel. II, GSttingen, 1923, pp. 125f.
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tradition, and at the same time consider the importance of the oral tradition and
71
the principles of its transmission.
Whereas the two source theory aimed to explain how the material took fixed
literary form, the last process in the transmission, foirni-criticim raised the
question as to what the material was before it was fixed in written literary
72
form. The object of its inquiry was thus to investigate the oral tradition
which preceded the Gospti^.
The individual person, such as the authors of the Gospel had been considered
to be, began to move into the background. The synoptic Gospels began to be
regarded as the outcome of a pre-literary work of collection, undertaken by the
Christian communities. Within the synoptic Gospels the individual stories were
understood to be the primary matter, and. their frameworks i.e. the sketch of
Jesus' life in Mark and most of the chronological statements and many of the
73
geographical ones, to be secondary. ' Thereby, a distinction began to be made
between transmission and redaction.
The two source theory failed to explain many details of the agreements and
divergencies between the synoptic Gospels, above all the agreements of Mark and
Luke against Matthew particularly since the extent of the sayings-source, Q,
remained hypothetical, because no unanimity could be reached over its scope,
Forra-criticisa also relaxed the literary rigidity of the sources, accordingly
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they became "more fluid transitional stages", and they were understood as strata
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rather than as compositions. 'Regarding the relationship between form-criticism.
and literary-criticism it might be said that the form-critical method does
presuppose literary-criticism, but at the same time it sets limits to its analysis
of sources. It does so by demanding knowledge of previous history in decisions
about material which has been fixed in writing. It seeks to trace the content
76
of the material back to the historical conditions in which material arose, to
determine its so called Sitg im Leben. By means of concentrating attention
consistently on the individual passages, foim-criticism has "cleared the way for
a task suited to the manner in which the synoptic Gospels came into being and
liberated us from, a merely logic-chopping, scissore-and-paste method of dealing
77
with sources". Hence one could understand form-criticism as a reaction
7S
against and a correction of an excessive skilfulness in source-analysis.
According to J. Rohde, the most important points of the method of form-
79
criticism are summarized in the following way:
a. The synoptic Gospels are not homogeneous compositions, but collections
of mall unite.
b. In the pre-literary stages only mall units, i.e. single stories,
short groups of saying, single logia, were handed on in the oral tradition.
cf. M. Dibeliue, Die Fomreesehichte des Bvangeliums. Tiibingen, 1963(4), p. 349.
cf. E, Fascher, Die i*ana^eschichtliehe Methods. Giessen, 1924, p. 233.
About the "Q" sources, see: W.G, Ktttmael, op, oit.« pp. 51-58.
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c. When the snail unite have been detached from the framework of the
synoptic Gospels, characteristic genres can be recognised (short stories,
paradigms, legends etc.). During their preliterary oral transmission, the
individual genres had a particular Citz ia Leben in the Christian community.
d. The evangelists collected the small units and strung them together
loosely to form their Gospels, the first one being Hark, the creator of the genre
"Gospel". Matthew and Luke certainly used .dark, but in addition they also drew
material from oral tradition (saying; material from the source Q).
e. The synoptic Gospels are not biographies in the historical sense, but
testimonies to the faith of primitive Christianity.
f. The Easter faith of the community did not remain without influence on
the accounts of Jesus' life. They have been fashioned under the influence of
the community's theology.
Since it bad been recognized that the evangelists were not only collectors
and transmitters of traditional material, the Gospel as a whole began to be
examined. In their work as redactors the evangelists had also to some degree
to be regarded as authors in their own right. They were understood to be men
who by their methods, and by arranging the material with a definite object in view
and in definite contexts, were attempting to express their own theology, and more
than that, the theology of a definite group and trend in primitive Christianity.
Nevertheless, the resources for presenting the particular theology of each of the
synoptiets were modest and each had only a limited scope. Beside the grouping
of the material under definite points of view and in definite contexts, it was a
matter of selection, omission and inclusion of traditional aiaterial, and
modification of it, which, although slight, wore yet very characteristic. The
method of redaction criticism, with which one is here concerned, is in principle
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applicable only to the synoptic Gospels, and to the AetE of the Apostles, but not
to the epistles. An ^ :eption may at the most be made for the Epistle of James.
In this case scholars are beginning to abandon the extensive lack of cohesion as a
80
principle of exegesis and to regard the Epistle as a theological whole.
Form-criticism and redaction-history are not opposed to each other, but they
differ over the subject to which they each direct their attention. The point of
contact between the two investigations lies in the fact that form-criticism is
also investigating the literary character of the Gospel writing as a whole.
Redaction criticism, however, goes beyond the form-critical investigation of the
nature and classification of the traditional material according to genres. Form-
criticism did not investigate primarily the theological character and the
theological conception of the existing written Gospels, it did that only
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marginally.' Nor does redaction criticism pose the historical question of how
the events reported by the synoptists actually happened, but attempts to understand
how the evangelists understood them and therefore described them.
Form-criticism regarded the Gospels from an anti-individualistic point of
view. Hence it traced back to the anonymous community not only the tradition
but also the formulation, the shaping and even the reshaping .aid it considered the
stabilization in writing merely as the completion and conclusion of the anonymous
stage of the tradition.
The redaction, however, countered this natural development. Therefore it
must be ascribed to an author in his own right who pursued a definite object in
cf. G. Braumann, "Der theologische Hintergrund des Jakobusbriefs", Thcoldeit,
18, 1962.
cf. W. Marxeen, Per hvan/relist .iarkus, Gbttingen, 1959, p. 12. H. Gonz-elmann
Die Kitte der delt. Ttlbingen, 1954, ETs The Theolo/TV of St. Luke, London, 1960,
p. 10.
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hip labours. The existence of an author in his own right must at all costs be
stressed, even if the extent of his sources, Ms share in shaping them, his name,
Ms home, Ms fortunes could never be established with complete certainty.
ledaction criticism does not dispute the fact that the evangelists worked
up anonymous traditions, but it does not attribute this work to a large number
of oral transmitters, but juet to an individual author in Ms own right. Thie
authorship is first to be recognised in Mark, because Mark had at hie disposal,
except for the passion narrative and mailer collections, only an anonyaous
tradition. He was first to introduce the element of the individual into the
femulation and shaping of the tradition and therefore Ms contribution in shaping
it himself is greater tlian that of Ma then and Luke, who would already have been
able to find support from precursors.
Most of the scholars who accept tte redaction criticism method start with the
two source theory and try to grasp the specific theory of the individual evangelist
by comparing the synoptists. In contrast, Edward Schweiaer in Ms examination
82
of Mark's theology starts with the vocabulary of the redactional auctioned
How, one must refer to one last point. When the theological nature of the
redaction Ms been recognised, it follows that attention must be paid to the
context within which a pericope occurs, sine© the position of a pericope in its
context is often the earliest commentary on it, That means that in distinguishing
between tradition and redaction it is important to note what traditions the
evangelist takes up and how he arranges tboa to provide connections and make
statement®. Even the tradition is in the first place part of the redaction, in
so far as the redaction determined what traditions were taken up.
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Finally, Iber's verdict on. the relationship between form-criticism and
redaction-criticism may be quoted, "The contribution of the evangelist is not
exhausted when he has collected the stories and sayings of Jesus current in the
community. His work is more important and more impressive than this, it is a
considered and astonishingly consistent literary composition and theological
conception. This shows the limit of what form-criticism can contribute to the
understanding of the synoptic Gospels and of what its judgement of them decisively
corrects and supplements. The form critical manner of regarding the Gospels
retains without any qualifications its importance for the interpretation of the
synoptic Gospels. It is, however, only a first step. It must be followed by
the second one which deals with the work of the evangelists and the statanents of
the Gospels as complete entities. It is to the credit of redaction critical
works that they have demonstrated the necessity for this second step and shown the
D7
way to carry it out."'
One can say now that historical-critical study is to be used both to trace
or observe the process of the traditions, the facta-dicta which precede the text,
and to investigate Hie text itself in order to understand the evangelists'
intentions. The function and range of historical criticisa of the Easter event,
therefore, is not to investigate the problem of the historicity of the Event
itself, but rather to ask questions about the meaning of the facta-dicta in their
own historical context with regard to its full historicity, so that one can have
some clues to investigate and thus interpret the entity of the dynamic movement
of the process lying between facta and dicta, the realitas of the message of the
text.
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1.5 Theological interpretation and historical critical study
It is taken for granted by many theologians that a theological interpretation
must be appropriate both to faith and the categories of understanding which belong
84
to man as man. If this be allowed, it is not immediately plain how historical
criticism, which we discussed in the former section, can be of service in aiding
the event of the word of God, i.e. -the proclamation. This is the question of how
historical criticism can be taken up into the theological task in such a way that
it does not lose its independent critical powers but nevertheless functions
positively in the service of theology. The problem of interpretation can be
posed as the question of how the word that has come to expression can come to
expression anew.
With regard to this problem, H. Obertnan's words are well known: "It (the
ongoing efforx to translate the Scriptures) unfolds under the abiding tension of
a dual freedom: the freedom obediently to conform to the apostolic witness, and
the freedom creatively to translate that witness for the experiences and thought
patterns of successive generations. This is a task of freedom because it is the
Holy Spirit who leads the Church into new responses to the unique historic
85
revelation in Christ."
The text, from the first, cannot speak itself if it is not exegeted in its
own historical context, and it cannot be interpreted if it cannot be brought into
intimate relation with contemporary modes of thought and experience. As a defence
against this threat G. Ebeling has set out a series of propositions concerning the
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function of the Bible in theological work. One may quote a portion of proposition
7: "Criticism is an integral element in the effort to understand the text. It is
directed to that which the biblical text wants to bring to understanding and against
anything and everything that stands as a hindrance in the way of the heraeneutical
36
function of the text." As one understands it, the two sides of criticisa
correspond to the dual freedom of faith (Oberraan): The possibility of obedience
depends on the disclosure which the text intends to bring to understanding, and
creative translation (interpretation) depends on the effective interpretation of
the text. It is clear that these two sides are mutually interrelated and form a
circle. Its circular movement is thus a constitutive element in the programme of
theological interpretation.
However, historical criticism is the means of gaining authentic access to the
original intention of the text. This means that historical criticism is designed
to preserve the distance between text and interpreter. As commonly understood
this means reading the text in its own context, with regard for its full historicity.
Namely, historical criticism has to do with observing the development and process
of tradition.
Therefore historical criticism expresses the word of God as a fully human
word by exposing the human situation into which it is received as radically human.
Under the aegis of its presupposition, however, that history is a closed unity
and prompted by its methodological aim not to presuppose its results, historical
criticism is in itself in a sense blind. It is blind in that it strives for
objectivity. It questions all human achievement by exposing it as enmeshed in
the skein of natural, social and psychological causes. This blindness is
36
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characterised also by disinterestedness, which means that the question of the
theological meaning of an event or document for the present is not the first
order of business. Its blindness, therefore, stands in conscious opposition to
the historicity of the historian, and makes it possible for the critic to take
his historical work seriously. The virtue in this blindness is not to be
overlooked. By means of historical critidea, an opening occurs for a new
hearing of the text, and the intention of the text is disclosed. Such an
opening occurs only at the point where the function of historical criticism is
related to the hearing. It is this dialectic of letting be and hearing which
brings historical criticism to its fulfilment.
Therefore, it is essentially correct to insist that the function of
historical criticism is to let the text speak for Itself. To let the text
speak for itself, however, means to let it speak critically with reference to
any and every appropriation of the text and, ultimately, with reference to the
present grasp of "the text. With this observation one might say that, if
historical criticism is to be relevant to the theological task, it must relate
itself critically to its own history and to the current situation in the Church
anil theology. For to be theologically relevant means to stand in critical
relation to the theological appropriation of the text which is either implicit
or explicit in the tradition to which the interpreter belongs. Bri gin?
historical criticism into relation to the current situation will not roake it less
critical but more critical, for the reason that its work achieves relevance. If
participation of historical criticism in the contemporary theological debate is
viewed as a threat to its freedom, it is a danger that is no more apparent than
its continued opposition to old orthodoxy and fundamentalism and its n&Lve service
o
to outmoded theological presuppositions.
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In the past, historical criticism has often cane to be understood, in
negative terms in spite of many protests to the contrary. Historical criticism
has developed a splendid isolation from the other theological disciplines. It
proceeds as an independent scientific discipline concerned with a particular
segment of the past, developing and utilizing specialized tools appropriate to
its subject matter. It proposes to guard its integrity by working strictly along
literary and historical lines, which are taken to "bracket out" the concern of
theology to articulate the meaning of the gospel for the present age. For this
reason historical criticism has become, to a degree, an anomaly in the theological
curriculum. nevertheless historical criticism can be understood positively.
For first of all, biblical theology presupposes historical critical study of the
text. The exegeto of the New Testament has to know, for instance, whether the
text upon which he works represents the original text of the autographs, or the
textual form of the fourth century. His work also presupposes knowledge of the
historical background of the author, the document, tradition, Sits im Leben. and
subject matter. It is one of the great lessons of modern historical critical
research to teach one that one is apt to miss completely the understanding of the
original content of tradition when one disregards the differences between its age
and ours. The exegete is expected also to have an extensive knowledge of the
history of the language, its idioms, and above all, the specific terminology ^
the document. However, interesting as these philological and historical studies
are, they are but subsidiary to biblical theology, "Hilfewissenschaften". It
is, however, the content of the text that biblical theology is to mediate to the
readers, not simply its circumstances. Therefore, historical criticism might
be understood more positively in view of the hermeneutical circle as the
discipline which by providing authentic access to the text and by seeking to add
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relevant questions to the text, issues in biblical theology.
Biblical theology is the exercise of content criticism in relation to the
variety of ways in which the kerygma comes to expression with reference to the
norm implicit in Scripture itself. Biblical theology understood in this way
could assume an initiating role in the whole theological task. For biblical
theology as content criticism is directly related to hearing the word anew, and
this means that the norm implicit in Scripture has to be grasped ever anew in
relation to the unfolding situation. The text cannot be heard anew unless the
text is exegeted faithfully in response to questions conceived historically.
Moreover, the text cannot be heard anew unless the questions brought to -the text
are submitted to the probing criticism of the text. Therefore, historical
criticism produces modes of interrogation from a historical locus which are
submitted to the probing criticism of the text from its own locus. In this
dialectic it is polarizing the historicity of the interpreter and the historicity
of the text. The polarization comes and amounts to the exposition: The
interpreter hears what is "heard" and articulated in the text. The function of
the dialectic or hermeneutical circle, therefore, is to create an opening for a
fresh hearing of the text, and such an opening permits the text to function
hermeneutically, that is, to come to understanding anew.
Biblical theology as content criticism participates in this same dialectic
or hermeneutical circle. The norm implicit in Scripture is seIf-evidently not
something which can be laid hold of and reduced to a verbal formulation valid
for all time. If the radical historicity of the word is taken into account,
it would have to be said that laying hold of the word in an effort to fix it is
precisely what robs it of its potential as the word of grace. For this reason
the task of historical criticism is to expose the historicity of both the text
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and the interpreter who is striving to hear anew. In so doing it creates an
opening. One could say that such an opening is a removal of hindrances to
87
understanding.
Pram the discussion so far some light may perhaps have been shed on the
question of the method of our study. To fulfil our task, namely an investigation
of the Easter texts in the New Testament, with particular reference to the
Synoptic Gospels and 1 Corinthians 15, tradition history and redaction history
(exclusively for the Synoptic Gospels) will be the chief methods used. By these
means, we attempt to clarify various problems concerning the traditions preceding
the texts and the texts themselves in each particular historical context. We
also engage in criticism of their theological contents, in so far as the text
challenges us to hear, to examine its content and to assess it. In this sense,
our study is not only historical, but also theological. Thereby, we try to
explicate the historical and theological significance of a wealth of different
interpretations of the Easter event in primitive Christianity, interpretations
which constantly replace each other, combine with each other and undergo mutual
delimitation.
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Concerning the logical structure of understanding see the concluding chapter.
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SECTION IX
A STUDY OF PAULINE 3&STEK TEXTS
Chapter 2 The Vision of Paul
In Jesus and. Christian OriginsJ Professor H. Anderson, very properly
observes that: "In all the Saster texts there is scarcely any more significant
fact than that Paul Is able to tie in his own experience of the risen Christ with
the encounters of the first disciples." ("Last of all, as to one untimely born,
he appeared also to me." (1 Cor 15.Q) ). For,here, perhaps, one is offered a
clue to solving the question, how in fact the unusual experience -which was vouch¬
safed to Paul, whose Sitz im Leben was different in many ways from those of the
first disciples, could lead to the certainty that Jesus had been raised. If
Paul's unusual experience was the sole means by which Easter certainty came into
being for him, how was it possible, what was the reason, and what factors were at
work, for his experience to have led to such a certainty? Hence, one must
investigate the meanings of the passages in which Paul explicitly mentions what
happened to him.
One should not, however, follow the common practice of making central Paul's
own personal experience and, specifically, Christ's appearance to him. This
practice is based partly on the vision on the way to Damascus, which is repeat-vily
described at length in Acts and partly on the influence of pietistic tradition
and modern psychology. For "we do best to keep our feet firmly on the ground,
take our lead from what Paul himself says, and not let ourselves be sidetracked
2
from what for him was the heart of the matter."
1
II. Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins. New York, 1964, p. 204.
2
G. Bomkamm, Paulus. Stuttgart, 1969, ST: Paul. London, 1971, p. 16.
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2.1 Materials
Paul mentions his unusual experience only in a few verses in his Epistles.
The first material might bo the threefold report of the conversion in Acts; Ac
•z.
9.1-19, 22.3-16 and 26.4-13. Some scholars^ consider, however, that these
reports in Acts are doubtful as a source, since they are legendary.
Regarding Fr. Smend's opinion of the problem ("Untersuchungen zu den Aeta-
Darstellungen von der Bekshrung des Paulus", Anrcelon I, 1925, pp. 34-35) P.
Bultmann ("Neuest© Paulusforschung", TheolRuad. 1934, pp. 229ff.) writes
(p. 231.); "Saend zeigt, z.T. in Anlehnung an fr&her Gesagtee, class in den
Berxchten der Act, der literarischen Bildung des Verfassers entsprechend,
Motive verwendet sind, die der antiken und hellenistischen Literatur entnommen
sind."
Regarding H. Windisch's opinion of the problems ("Die Christusepiplsanie vor
Damascus (Act u.26.) und ihr© re ligioxnsgeschichtlichen ParaHelen",
ZeitSTWigs. 31, 1932, pp. 1-23.) S. Bultmann says (op. clt.« p. 231.): "H.
Windisch hat in einem Aufcatz liber die Christusepiplsanie vor Damaskus und ihre
religionsgeschichtlichen Parallelcn Smends Untersuchungen noch shelter geftihrt
mit deaa Brgebnis, dass der Erz&hler der Act die Einzelheiten der Bekehrungsgeschichte,
fiir die er keine feste Ueberlieferung besass, nach literarischen Motiven
auegeetaltet habe, via er sie nicht nur in der alttestamentlichen Saul-Da,id-
Geschlchte, sondem auch in der grieohiechen Tradition fandj besonders weist
Windiseh auf die Heliodor-Geschichte (ll Makk 3) aIs auf eine auffallende
Parallel© hin. Auch er ist tibrigens geneigt, das Wort vom yievTfov
als Ueberaakme aus Euripides zu erklfiren, zuaal das die Bakchen behsrrschende
Motiv des auch sonst in Act verwertet ist, Mir scheint freilich,
dass IBbamel recht hat, die Entlehnung des tievTpw -Wortes aus Euripides zu
bezweifein,"
E. Ilirsch refuted the "Skepsis". R, Bultmann writes (op. cit., pp. 232f.):
"Zwar der Bericht Act 9 sei eine legendarische ErzShlnng, die sich in Dam—as
gebildet habe: der Verfasser habe sie in c.22 in eine Rede des Paulue umgesetzt,
daboi schon beeinflusst durch den in c. 26 verwendeten Bericht, der auf die
eigene ErzShlung des Paulus zurttckgehe. Das wird, meint Hirsch, bev.desen durch
den Widerspruch des Berichtes in c.26 zu dem in c,9 und durch einige Einzelheiten
des Berichten in c.26. Von diesen sei entscheidend ebea janes Wort vera.
itfios K£Vtft* . *B» belegt unwidersprechlich, dass Pauli Verfolgung der
Gemeinde einen inneren leidenschaftlichen Kampf gegen die ihn greifenwollende
Gewalt der neuen Verkiindigung zur Entsprechung hatte." Das scheint Mr - von
anderen Bedenken gegen Hirsch abgesehen - ©in Grundirrtum zu sein. .... Hirsch
mag alloin darin recht haben, dass dem Verfasser der Act av/ex verschiedene
Traditionen iiber die Belcehrung des Paulue vorlagen, wenngleich Ktiamel gezeigt
hat, dass main sehr wohl die drei Bericht© der Act als schriftstellerisclie
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Many attempts have been made to reconstruct the experience of the conversion
4
of Paul and to interpret these reports .in psycholgical terms.
However, attempted reconstructions of the experience of the conversion are
useless, as the sources simply are not there. Although Paul experiences Jesus
3 (contd.)
Variationen ein und derselben Tradition verstehen kann. Jedenfalls sehe ich
kein Recht zu der Annahme, dass der in c.26 gegebene Bericht auf Paulus eelbst
zurUckgehe, wenn auch der neueste Erkl&rer der Act, H.W. Beyer, Hirsche
Hypothese akzeptiert."
See also: U. Wilckens, "Die Bekohrung des Paulus als religionsgeschdchtlichee
Problem", ZeitTheolKir. 56, 1959, p. 273:"Die kritisch-historische Forschung
hat eich darum von jeher bemUht, durch dae reich und voll ausgemalte Bild
nachpaulinisch-kirchlicher Legenden hindurcli das wirklich Geechehene zu
Gesicht zu bekomaon."
Also see, H. Conzelmann, Grundriss der Theologie des Neuen Testaments, MUnchen,
1967. ST: .-..-.ine of the Theology of the New Testament. London, 1969. pp.
I62ff.
^ Regarding R. Liechtenhan's opinion of the problem (Pauluc, Seine Welt und sein
Werk, Basel, Reinhardt, 1928) R. Bultmarm (op. cit.« p. 232.) says: "Die
Vorliebe fUr eine psychologische Ausdeutung von Act 26.14 beruht auf don
offenbar unaustilgbaren Vsrlangen, die Bekehrung des Paulus als einen Vorgang
seiner seelischen Entwicklung fassen zu kftnnen, wie ee z, B. R. Liechtenhan
wieder vereucht. In diesera Sinne wird iraaer noch gerne R8m 7 als biographisches
Dokument interpretiert, trotz des mehrfach, besonders von W, Heitmllller, dagegen
erhobenen Widerspruche."
See also: H. Conaelmann, oo. cit.. pp. 162ff.
Regarding V/. Hummel' s opinion of the problem (Rbmer 7 und die Bekehrung des
Paulus. Leipzig, 1929) R. Bultmann writes (op. cit.. p. 233.): "KUmnel zehrt
zunhchst, dass in Rftm 7 nicht die Situation des Gerechtfertigten dargeetellt
ist (wie die fruhere Bxegese unter dem Einfluss des spUteren Augustin und
Luthers weithin meinte), sondern die des unter dem Gesetz Stehenden. Sodann -
was fUr unseren Zusaaraenhang das Wesentliche ist dass in RUm 7 nicht das
individuelle persbnliche Erleben des Paulus seinen Ausdruck findet, ,:ondern
dass die AusfUhrungen allgeraeinen systematischen Charakter haben: d.h. das
Ich von R5a 7.7ff. ist nicht das Individuelle Ich des Paulus, vielmehr ist
die Ich-Schilderung die rhetorische Form, in der Paulus die Situation des
Juden unter dem Gesetz darstellt, und zwar so, wie sie ihm erst jetzt voa
Christ lichen Glauben aue durchsichtig geworden ist."
Regarding G.P. Wetter'e argument ("Die Damaskusvision und das paulinische
Evangelium", Fesfcwabe f. Ad. JUlicher. ed., . Bultmann-H.v. Soden, pp. 30-92,
TUbingen, 1927.) R. Bultmann incites (op. cit.. p. 233): "Den Versuchen einer
Hekonstruktion der Bekehrung des Paulus und ihrer Ausdeutung fUr die
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in visions, he does not himself make use of them (2 Cor 12), and so he never speaks
of the inner event of his conversion but only of its theological content, i.e. his
5
commission to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles.
4 (contd.)
psychologische Erkenntnis der Entstehung seiner Frttmmigkeit und Theologie tritt
G.P. Wetter entgegen rait der Behauptung, dass die sonst auf die Belcehrung
bezogenen Stellen Gal 1.12ff., 1 Kor 15.8, 9.1 gar nicht von dieser, sondern
von dem vision&ren Verkehr des Paulus mit dem erhbhten Herrn tiberhaupt reden,
einem Verkehr, der mit der Bekehrungsvision nur seinen Anfang genommen hat."
^
Regarding R. Steiger's argument (Die Dialektik der paulinischen Existenz.
Leipzig, 1931.) R. Bultmann writes (op. cit.. p. 234):"Er will ihren Sinn aus
dem Vergleich der Struktur der sphtjiidischen mit der paulinischen Frttmmigkeit
gewinnen, der Uebergang von der einen zur anderen 1st ja die Bekehrung. So
sinnvoll diese Absicht ist, so schematisch ihre Ausflihrung. F1lr die jtidische
Frbmmigkeit sindrach Steiger zwei Momente konstitutiv: Gesetz und Eschatologie,
das Gesetz beherrscht das Leben der Gegenwart, die Eschatologie ist der
Gegenstand der Zukunftsphantasien. Gegenwart und eschatologische Zulcunft sind
radikal getrennt, und der Jude lebt in der undialektischen Existenz des
Entweder-Oder, in der starren Form der statischen Gesetzlichkeit. Die Existenz
in diesem Entweder-Oder wird durch die christliche Botschaft, dass Jesus der
Hessias sei, in Frage gestellt, da mit ihr der Hereinbruch der Zukunft in die
Gegenwart behauptet wird, und die Bekehrung des Paulus besteht darin, dass die
statisch ungerbrochene Existenz des Paris&ers zusammenbricht und die dynamisch
dialektisch gebrochene Existenz des Apostels ersteht 'Sie steht der
Zukunft des messianisch vollendeten Reiches nicht mehr als blosse Negativit&t
gegentiber, sondern als der Anbruch dieses Reiches selbst' (s. 32). ... Venn also
Steiger die Bekehrung als 'Dialektischen Prozess zwischen dem alten und dem
neuen Leben' (s. 30) Oder als den 'Einbruch der Dialektik in die pharis&ische
Existenz1 (s. 33) bezeichnet, so ist nichts verstanden, sondern die Sache hat nur
einen schbnklingenden Namen erhalten. Steiger kommt denn auch nicht ohne die
Psychologie aus: Paulus hat bei Damaskus in der ' paroxysms lien Uebersteigerung
seines Zelotiaaus' einen epileptischen Anfall - und zwar wohl den ersten -
erlitten (s. 112). Um so weniger ist verstanden, als auch die schematische
Schilderung der jlldischen FrOmmigkeitsstruktur falsch ist; als hhtte es flir den
frommen Juden keine Bestimmtheit der Gegenwart durch die Zukunft und also keine
positive Bedeutung der Gegenwart gegeben."
Regarding 0. Kietzig's opinion about "die Bekehrung des Paulus als einem
religionsgeschichtlichen und religionspsychologischen Problem" (Die
Bekehrung des Paulus. Leipzig, 1932) R. Bultmann writes (op. cit.. p. 236):
"... er (Kietzig) will nhmlich durch eine Analyse der persbnlichen Religion des
Paulus (er nennt sie: seine 'Kultform') sein Grunderlebnis herausarbeiten ....
So richtig es nun erscheint, die Bekehrung des Paulus nicht aus dem zu
rekonstruieren, was (flir tins unerkennbar) vor ihr liegt, sondern sie aus dem
zu verstehen, was als ihr Ergebnis ihr folgt, so wenig hat Kietzig seinen
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Therefore, our essential sources are only three reports: 1 Cor 15. 8ff. Ga
1.1 Iff. and Php 3.4ff.
2.2
In 1 Cor 15.5ff. Paul says: ore Kyfa • < > > enoiVM nevvx-KotsioLs
aSeXfocs .... ujj>9^ 'IuKi&pcp .... ui<f>9*i ku/joZ
The meaning of the term,toffy , here is "ein von Gott her erbffnetes,
exzeptione11-einmaliges Sehen".The same expressions are found in Lk 24.34:
ZlfjwvL , Ac 13.31: os uxfify ent q/xepecs ixXetous rots
<5vu*)M(3o(<sl\/ ocuru> txrro T^s FUXtkoCivS els TepoiseaXyy,—
and Ac 26.16: £tj Tovio yvp lu^i/ <sol } (cf. Ac 9.17: fyaods b 6<ft$eis <roc).
The meaning of is not passive, "he was seeif) but "he appeared". This
sort of usage of the terafuxp$^ , is obvious in the LXX. For instance, Gn 1.9:
. . , , KOlt 6<j>Sfa y( "" KOCC U>fQr[ ij Zfpoi .
5 (contd.)
Grundgedanken klar durchgeftihrt. Was aus den Aussagen dee Paulus deutlich
wird, ist ja nicht ein 31Id von der Bekehrung als einem seeliechen Erlebnis,
sondern der Sinn der Bekehrung als des Schrittes aus dem glaubenslosen in das
glhubige Sein... Von seinem psychologischen Interesse aus bezeichnet der
Verfasser als die ' pere&nliche Kultform' des Paulus die Leidensgemeinschaft mit
dem Gekreuzigten, der als gegenw&rtige Macht erfahren wird."
cf, U. Wilekens, op, cit., p. 274: "Ob man sich so entweder dazu entschloss,
eben die sen Befund als Dokuaentation des Wundercharakters dieser Bekehrung
auszuwerten, Oder ob man sich getraute, die schweigenden Texte unter
Zuhilfenahme allgeneinor - besonders psychologisober - ErwSgungen und Methoden
doch noch sum Reden zu bringen; weder auf der einen noch auf der anderen Seite
hat man ein tiberzeugendes BiId dieser theologisch so auffallend radikalen
Konversion erstellen kftnnen."
U. Wilckena, op. cit., p. 274.
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- Here &f$*[ is used in connection with the command of God to let the dry land
appear. ^ Gn 3.5: toffy*w oti xefakctl t£>» of>etvi>.
- Here toffy la uced as a word to mean that the peak of the mountain was seen.'
2 Sa 17.17: .
u
. . . ore
els
ovk e&ovavTo of fyvea
fyi/ TtoXto
ToO
Ex 23.15: OUK ofSyfffj evtbjriov jjou xtvos.
23.17: • • > * offyatTUL nSv kfeevtrioV gov ....
34.3: • • » » ofdijToo ev irwci ru>
>/
Of>et .
34.20: » » *« OVK ofSye-fj evtbiCLov JPOO xeoos
34.23: ofDyetrXL jtSy elf>*6vcKoV . ...
Dt 16.16: .... ftSyr Xf>*6VlKp\r ....
- in certain legal rules, lofty is used as a term to convey the meaning of
9
believers' coming or appearance in the presence of God.
What is not to be overlooked, however, is that in the LLC loffiy ie used as
a term based on the idea of revelation, of which the centre is God, and means
7
K.H. "engstorf, Die Auferotehung Jesu. Luther-Verlag, 1952, p. 119.
K.H. Rengstorf, op. cit., p. 123.
9
K.H. Rengetorf, op. cit.. p. 120: "Das 1st ein Spraehgebranch, der deshalb
seinen guten Sinn hat, well sich isa Hrscheinen an der Kultrthtto die
gotteedienstliche Geaeind© konkretisiert. Vor aIlea aber wird
an sahireichen Stellen von der Erecheinung Gottes Oder aueh seiner Herrlichkeit,
Sffm , oder auch seines Engele gebraueht: dabei let die Vorrtollung iamer auch
die, daes in ecIchor Erecheinung etwas sichtbar whrd, was auvor wohl da, aber
©ben nicht wahrnehxabar, sondern verborgen war." cf. W. Michaelie, ThW V.
pp. 253ff. The concept of revelation and the concept of theophany are
different. The latter (theophany) is always tied up with anthropomorphism.
Concerning this problem see: L. Goppelt, op. cit.. p. 92: "Dagegen finden
sich in Struktur und Be-griffliehkeit beruhrungon ait den Theopfcanien, in denen
Gott in anthropomorphor ¥eie© dem HSrenden und Sehenden sum Hell wahmehaibar
wird." Also see, J. 3arr, "Theophany and Anthropomorphic® in the Old Testament",
in: Supplement to Vetus Testaraentum. VII, I960, pp. 31-33.
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10
the self-presentation (SelbstdarbdLetung) of God to the community " (e.g. Gn 12.7,
17.1, 26.2, 35.9).
The same sort of usage of the term, uffj , is taken over into the New
Testament,^ e.g. Stephen's ech in Ac 7.2 (cf. 7.30-35).
1 0•w
in the prophetic books in the Old Testament is very rare. See: K.H.
Rengstorf, op. cit.. p. 120. Concerning rabbinic usage of the tern, B>4>0\f ,
see: K#H. Rengstorf, op. cit.. pp. 121f. Rengstorf tends to think rabbinic
usage of the term, , as a background of 1 Cor 15.3ff. p. 119: "3ei
dea urchristlich-paIhetiniechen Charakter der Tradition, die Paulus in 1 Kor
15.3ff, iibernommen hat, und bei der Rolle, die in ihr spielt, muss
dabei dem rabbinischen Sprachgebrauch besondere Bedeutung beiliegen."
^
In the confessional list in 1 Cor 15.3ff., which is taken over from the
primitive community, Paxil also uses (in such a way that Ypt«x6s can
remain the subject) for the various appearances. In 15.3 Paul does not
adopt an active formulation as in 9.1. For this use of 7 in the BT may
he found with reference to the resurrection appearances at Lk 24.34, Act
9.17, 13.31, 26.16 and with reference to angelophanies at Lk 1.11 (cf. 24.43).
But, as attested in the BT at Ac 7.2, 30, 35 it already Ms great significance
in the LXX, and indeed in such a way that to+fii or ojPjyu. is terminology for
the presence of revelation as such without reference to the nature of its
perception (see: ThW 7. p. 327), or to the presence of the God who reveals
himself in his word (see: ThW V. p. 333). It thus seems that when
is used as a term to denote the resurrection appearance there is no primary
emphasis on seeing as sensual or mental perception. The dominant thought
is that the appearances are revelations, encounters with the risen Lord who
herein reveals himself, or is revealed (cf. Ga 1.16). The distinctive intr.
pass (see: ThW V. p. 316), is thus of even stronger theological relevance
than in the OT. The relation of in 1 Cor 15.5ff. to the active of 9.1
does not involve a simple replacing of the active by the corresponding passive
form. If so, the significance attached to seeing would be the same in both
instances. The important point about with the dative, however, is that
the one who constitutes the subject is the one who acts, i.e. appears, shows
himself, with no special emphasis on the resultant action of the person in
the dative, namely, that he sees or perceives. i64>0^ etc. does
not mean in the first instance that they saw him, with an emphasis on seeing,
e.g. in contrast to hearing. It means rather n*fiebtuvo*
(cf. Ac 1.3), ot even better: & &*it itnexi.kvp*^ «\>tW ev w&roZ$
(Gal 1.16). He encountered them as the risen, living Lord, they experienced
his presence. In the last resort even active forms like £up*x». 1 Cor 9.1
mean the same thing. Since this is the guiding thought, the question of the
way in which he could be perceived is notably neutralised or subordinated to
theological evaluation, so that it cannot be answered correctly whether the
supremacy of the thought that the appearances are revelation is thereby
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Therefore, it is clear ^ in 1 Cor 15.8 implies neither a historical
occurrence that was experienced by eye witnesses, nor an observation of the dead,
but designates a revelation of God. The usage and content of this does
12
not invite one to any modern psychiatric or clinical approach.
11 (contd.)
prejudiced. This view, which is that of Michaelis (Die Erscheinungen des
Auferstandenen. Basel, 1944, pp. 103-109) is resolutely opposed by M. Barth
(Per Augenzeuge. Zttrich, 1946, p. 298, n. 58, p. 310, n. 140, p. 317» n. 185).
He for his part accepts the "sensually real significance of the biblical
statements" (p. 318, n. 185). His report is that those to whom the
appearances came experienced a "miracle of seeing". They were singled out
from the human race. The seeing of the witness of the appearances is to be
understood as a gift and work of Jesus Christ. The question arises,
however, whether this is sensually real seeing. Again, can one list this
ability to see the risen Lord (Lk 24.31) with the power of sight given to
the blind when they were healed, or to Paul when his sight was restored in
Ac 9.18? It is legitimate to call the appearances a miracle. But the New
Testament teaches us to seek the miracle more on the side of the appearing of
the risen Lord than on that of the seeing of the witness. There is no need
for us to engage in full debate with M. Barth. See also E, K&semann, "Der
Augenaeuge", TheolLitZeit. 73» 1948 pp. 665-670.
12
Concerning the psychological approach, the following points argued by ¥. Marxsen
are particularly worthy of note ("The Resurrection of Jesus as a Historical and
Theological Problem", in: The significance of the message of the resurrection
for faith in Jesus Christ, ed., C.P.D. Moule, London, 1968. See also, H.
Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins. New York, 1964, pp. 201ff.).
A hypothesis of a subjective vision (cf. D.F. Strauss, Life of Jesus. London,
1874.) is meant to transfer the visions into the disciples' hearts and minds.
However, Marxsen properly observes that, although the possibility of such an
explanation cannot be excluded, yet it cannot in any way be proved. If one
accepte it, one shall at once be thrown back into the description by those who
narrate the visions exactly as something that happened and thus clearly offer
another explanation themselves. One simply does not get any further than
the statement that the seeing has been claimed as something which took place.
If one goes beyond this one is making a synthesis, yet without being able to
appeal to any text. (W. Marxsen, op. eit.. pp. 28f.).
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12 (contd.)
Maxxsen emphasised this also against the hypothesis of an objective vision,
such as has recently been argued, for example, by H. Grass (op. cit.). Grass
calls this hypothesis a "theological and not a historical one"" (opT cit..
p. 248). In Marxsen's mind, however, what is unfortunate in Grass' train of
thought is the fact that Grass arrives by way of "faith" at a statement about
something like events. Grass says: "Theological considerations must hold
to the fact that as regards the experiences of the disciples by whatever
means they are thought to have been communicated, we are concerned with God's
action on them and not merely with the productions of their own imagination
or reflection." (p. 243.) But Marxsen argues that "However, can we also by
theological considerations come to speak of God's action? Surely not. Then
what are we considering? Surely not the events themselves, but interpreted
descriptions of what happened at the seeing. Grass is simply establishing
a false relationship here by emitting the description and wishing to be guided
directly by the events themselves. But since no one in the present day
witnessed these visions, how can a believer in the present day 'see God's
action in the visions of the disciples' (p. 244 .)?" (op. cit.. p. 29)
Grass admits that visionary experiences are ambiguous, and he may be right in
saying that faith alone prevails over ambiguity (p. 244.). However, present
day faith cannot overcome the ambiguity in visionary experiences of those days.
Grass writes that "It is to God's action in relation to Christ before all his
action in relation to the apo&tolic witness and before all his action in relation
to us through the witness of his witnesses, action which thereafter is the
foundation of the Church's preaching, that we must hold fast." (p. 246) In
regard to Grass' statement Marxsen argues that "Is not the process of seeing being
examined here carried out in reference to its presupposition which is supposed
to be God's action? But faith must hold fast to this supposition, even
though 'God's action with regard to Christ at Master in the last resort
withdraws itself from that possibility of being checked and stated objectively
which might establish and verify the event even apart from, faith.' (p. 246.)
Thus the event which preceded the happening is accessible to faith," (on. cit..
P. 30.)
One must ask how can one's faith achieve this certainty with regard to the event?
How can one believe that "in the case of the vision there was no self-deception
on the part of the disciples to be explained by presuppositions of their own,
but that God acted here and did not leave Christ to die, but restored him to
life..." (p. 249)? Marxsen observes properly as follows (op. cit.. p. 30)
"In the case of the subjective-vision hypothesis it is the disciples who, so to
speak, create the vision by their faith: on the other hand, in the case of the
objective-vision hypothesis it is the faith of today which relies on objective
visions. Thus the so-called objective-vision theory examined closely is a
subjective one too, i.e. it is derived from our own faith. But it is always
a matter of synthesis which attempts to penetrate into a sphere lying beyond
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Rather it is the very term employed by the LXX to tell of heavenly appearances,
epiphanies which tell of something breaking in from the side of heaven. In this
sense, this w<j>S^ must be sharply differentiated from the other later visions
where Paul again makes use of the term > e.g. 2 Cor 12.Iff. The meaning
Of etipUKK in 1 Cor 9.1: ovxi Jfyrovf riv Kuf>(o\> jfjtZv euptK*,
might be understood simply as "seeing". However, in 1 Cor 15.8 is
passive in its grammatical form, for God effects the vision. This involves a
13
revelation of God, as Paul emphasizes twice in Ga 1.12, 15.
However, the important thing is that, when Paul says x&poc
it follows from the context that he who has been revealed to Paul is regarded
as the one who lias risen, and whom he has to preach as an apostle like "the
others". The preaching of the rising of Christ as an act of God, exercised
upon Jesus who was dead, is confirmed by the apxiearances, which can be specified,
of Christ. There is no doubt that this is the function of the list of witnesses
(w. 5-3) in the context of the argument in 1 Cor 15.
2.3 Galatians 1.1 Iff.
The reason why Paul describes his experience as a "seeing of the risen one"
might be not that he intended to express the superiority of his experience, the
excellence of his unusual conversion to Christian faith, but rather that he
understood it as his calling to apostleship. This means, Paul does not speak of
12 (contd.)
the range of the statements of the first witnesses. At the same time the
interpretation given by the disciples of what happened to them is usually
quietly turned into history. Therefore, it is not advisable to proceed along
this road."
13 See U. Wilckens, op. cit., p. 274* and also "Per Ursprung der Ueberlieferung
der Srscheinungen des Auferstandenenj aur traditionsgescliichtlichen Analyse
von 1 Kor 15.1-11", in: Dongas und Denkstrulcturen. ed., ¥. Joest and W. Pannenberg,
GBttingen, 1963, pp. 37-81. of. L. Goppelt, Clrristolo/de und Ethih. Gftttingen,
1968, pp. 79ff.
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the Damascus experience from a biographical point of view, but he speaks about his
calling as Apostle to the Gentiles from the theological point of view. It is
decisive for the primitive Christian understanding of "Apostle" that every apostle
is able to refer concerning his calling and authority to a personal appearance
14
of the risen one, Fran 1 and 2 Corinthians ana Galatians one can understand
that Paul's apoetleship vac disputed by people in the primitive church. They
argued that Paul did not have an experience of the appearance of the risen one
as the great Jerusalem apostles had had, but that like other Gentile Christians
he had merely received the Christian Gospel through the apostolic Church traditions.
Against this Paul protests: "For I would have you know, brethren, that the gospel
which was preached by me is not man's gospel. For I did not receive it from man,
nor was I taught it, but it came through a revelation of Jesus Christ." (Ga 1,11f.
cf. Ga 1.1, 15ff.)
The appearance of the risen one, that is designated by the stereotyped term
, in 1 Cor 15.5ff.» is expressed by o(TroKix\6ntfCi/ in Gal 1.15fGod
14
cf. H.v. Campehhausen, "Der urchrietliche Apostelbegriff", StudTheol. 1, 1948
PP. 96-130. See also: K.H. Rengstorf, ThW, I, pp. 431ff.
15
See: H. Schlier, Der Brief an die Galater. lieyerk, Gbttingen, 1951, p. 20:
" 'AjroKKXvrfns (tkjroxecXurt r*cv) , das eine theologische Bedeutung erst in
L5CX gewonnen hat, ist schon in sednem hellenistischen Gebrauch Komplement&rwort
su pvar^piov. 3ei Paulus dient es zurBezeichnung des Offenbarmachens eines
der Welt und ihrer natUrlichen Erfahrung radikal verborgenen und deshalb
unzug&nglichen Sachverhaltes, wie sich am deutlicheten aus 1 Kor 2.7ff. erlcennen
l&sst. Die 'Snthiillung Jesu Christi' findet in dreierlei Weiss statt: 1. als
eschatologische,1 Kor. 1.7 II These 1.7 (vgl. 1 Pt 1.7, 13, 4.13), i®
Gusammenhang und mit der Folge anderer eschatologischer Ereignisse,R&m 2.5,
8.18ff. 1 Zor 3.13 (vgl. 1 Pt 1.5, 5.1) II Teas 2.3, 6, 8. 2. Als apostolische,
wie an unserer Stelle, Gal 1.16 Eph 3.3, 5, R&m 16.25 (vgl. Gal 3.23). Diese
ist als eine Antizipation des eschatologischen Ereignisses zu verstehen. 3.
Als charimatische Oder myctische, die in gftttlichen EinzelenthUllungea an den
Charisaatiker besteht, und sich, wean nicht auf den Iqyrios selbst, so auf das
Leben ia Herrn bezieht. vgl. 1 Kor 14.6, 26, 30 Sph 1.17 Gal 2.2 Phil 3.15 II
For 12.1, 7 (I Pt 1.12). Diese Enthiillungen geschehen, wie alle charisaatischen
Akte, auf dem Boden und in den Grenzen der apostolischen knoxk^v^/is
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15 (contd.)
The term, , in Gal 1.15 is rooted in "frtih-
jtldisel^pokalyptiechen Tradition". See: 0. Beta, Qffenbarung und
3chrift'forschua-,: in der Oumransekte. Ttibingen, 1960. U. Y/ilckens writes
(op, cit.. pp. 84f.):"Hier herrecht die Grundvorstellung, dass die letzte,
letztgtiltige und zuletzt und ©wig wdhrende Wirklichkeit alles Geechicks in
den im Himael befindlichen, in der gegenw&rtigen, voreechatologiechen Weltzeit
noch ''verborgen' gehaltenen 'Geheimnissen' Gottes beruhe.... Erst wenn diese
GeheIrani esc- von Gott enthtillt und zur universalen Wirkung gebracht sein werden,
wird allgemein erkenhbar und unausweichlich erfahrbar sein, was jetzt schon im
Verborgenen und im Grunde bereits von Urbeginn an wahrhaft wirklich i®t....
iiber was in diesem Sinne sis Endgeschehen im Himmel verborgen und in der
Zukunft aufbewahrt ist, k&nn Gott in auererordentlichen Enthtillungen einzelnen,
besonders auserkorenen iifinnern in Israel tlber die Erkermtninbegrenztheit der
Menschen in voreschatologischer Zeit hinweg zu besonderer Erkenntnis bringen.
Gott kann ihnen so zeigen, was allgemein noch verborgen, gleichwohl aber das
letztgfiltig Wirkliche int. Er kann sie die verborgenen Wirkkr&fte in der Natur,
zuraal im Bereich der oberen Eternenwelt und ihrer Vielzahl an Engeln, gewahren
lassen, er kann ihnen den 'Plan' alles Geschehens zu erkennen geben, so dass sie,
die selbst noch mitten darinstehen und darum nicht aur eigentlichen Wirlichkeit
der Geschichte hindrrchauschauen verm&gen, dennoch erkennen, wo iiire Generation
sich augeriblicklich befindet, wie nahe das erwartete 15rende Ende der Macht des
sic bodrtickenden Prevels sei und wie Gottes Setzungen auch in dem st&ndigen
Anwachsen der Prevelmhchte die eigentliche Ftihrung des Geschicks innehaben.
Dies alles also, was durch die endzeitliche Offenbarung im Gerichtsgeschehen
ftir alio enthtillt werden wird, kann Gott in vorzeitigen Offenbarungeakten
einzelnen Ausersehenen gesondert enthlillen. Auch (und zwar sehr h&ufig) fur
solche Widerfahraisee wunderbar geschenkter vorzeitiger Erkenntnis wird derselbe
3egriff kTron<*\(jltT&-v verwendet. 'Offenbarung'' dieser Art geschieht in der
Weise von Vision und Audition, wobei die Vision auch die Gestalt von
Himmelswanderungen haben kann, whhrend die Audition zumeiet auf die Kunde
durch von Gott beauftragte Engel bezogen ist. Aber in alien mBglichen
Variationen solchen Offenbarungserapfanges ist es iramer und grundshtzlich Gott,
der die Offenbarung gibt und von den man sie empf&agt."
H. Sehlier also writes (on. cit.. p. 26): " A nom\vrtxeci> ist dabei
seinem Sinn :nach unter Umst&nden von tflwepouv unterschieden. k&hrend dieses
das 0ffenbarmacken im Blick darauf bezeichnet, dasr. das Geoffenbarte das hell
am Tage Liegende ist und also das vor Augen Sein des Geoffenbarten hervorhebt,
liegt in a.nonaXvji reiu die Angabe, dass das Offenbarmachen ein Aufdecken
aus dem Verborgenen darstellt, so dass das Offenbarte als Enthtilltee erecheint.
So unterscheiden sich z.B. 1.17: 'Denn Gerechtigkeit Gottes wird in ihm
(dem Evangelium) enthtillt..von Ttftm 3.21: 'Nun aber liegt abseits vom Gesetz
Gerechtigkeit Gottes zutage...' So wird in Kol 3.3f., wo zuerrt von dem mit
Christus verborgenen Leben der Glhubigen in Gott die Rede ist, dann gesagt:
Swv o XfttTos tfrwepui ^ £*"7 , TSVO H<*£ tiyeis
Iv SSfit , weil jetzt der Blick allein auf das
zur Erscheinung Kommen ihres Lebene mit und in Christus f&llt, vgl. 1 Pt 5.4 1
Joh 2.23, 3.2, vgl. auch 1 Kor 3.13.... Der Vorgang, den Paulus an unserer
Stelle beechreibt, erweist sich also als ein Akt des Aufdeckene von etwas
radikal Verborgene®. In der Offenbarung an den Apostel wird die eschatologische
Enthtillung Chrieti (ftir den Apostel) vorausgenommen."
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is the explicit subject of this revelation, and Paul is the receiver.^
In Jewish tradition, the concept of a revelation was the unveiling of what
God has hidden from the knowledge of the present age. The mysteries of the
eechatological future are veiled in the sense that God keeps them hidden with
him in heaven above, though he will reveal them to all men, when the last hour
has sounded. This last hour they will then experience, by receiving either
damnation or salvation. God, however, sometimes anticipates the end by disclosing
the hidden mysteries of the end to a few chosen men. This kind of pre-
eschatological revelation takes place through the experience of a specific form
of vision. Those who receive these visions are astonished to receive a sudden
miraculous insight into what is hidden. Usually an audible word of interpretation
is added to what is seen, or else the visionary sees an angel who at God's
command gives him the interpretation. The form of such revelations, particularly
in apocalyptic texts, goes back to the ancient prophetic tradition. This can
also be seen in Ga 1.15 in which Paul formulates his own experience by echoing
the words of the prophets. In such an act of revelation, God showed Paul Jesus
as the one who is in heaven above with God, for by raising Jesus God had carried
him into this eschatological and hidden realm, and had there given him the
function of judge of the faithful, who will give his decision in favour of
salvation. The vision of Stephen in Acts 7.56 is, perhaps, described in similar
terms, whereas in the accounts of the apparition to Paul at Damascus which are
given in Acts the specific character of the experience as a revelation is somewhat
overshadowed by Luke's art of story-telling.
See: U. Wilchene, "Der Urcprung der Ueberlieferung der Erscheinungen dee
Auferstandenen; Zur traditionsgeschichtlichen Analyse von 1 Kor 15.1-11">
in: Dogma mad Denkstrukturen. ed., ¥. Joest and W. Pannenberg, Gbttingen, 1963,
p. 33, n. 66.: " iy ItyoZ meint nicht die exietenaielle Tiefenwirkung der
Erscheinung im Innern des Paulus (so Schlier), sondexn bezeichnet-
gleichbedeutend mit dem einfachen Dativ-Paulue ale EmpfSnger der Offenbarung
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The content of revelation is Jeeue Christ as the risen one: "and designated
Son of God in power according to the Spirit of holiness by his resurrection from
the dead, Jesus Christ our Lord." (Ro 1.4). God opened the encounter with the
risen -eft©, heavenly Jesus to Paul: "And he said, 'Behold, I see the heavens
opened, and the Son of mail standing at the right hand of God'." (Ac 7.56), "....
was pleased to reveal hie Son to me, in order that I night preach him among the
Gentiles, I did not confer with flesh and blood." (Ga 1.16).
This encounter, however, was not confined to the dawning realization of the
risen one in Paul, but implied at the same time his vocation and sending as a
17
Gentile apostle by the risen one.
This means that Paul saw in his calling the command to play a part in God's
plan of salvation (cf. Ro 9.1l). In lo 9.11, one might recognize that
proclamation of the Gospel to the Gentiles is an integral part of the plan of
salvation, that is God initiates his plan by effecting proclamation to the Jews
first and then to the Gentiles. However, this mode of "heilsgeschichtlich"
understanding of the Gentile mission is a stumbling block to the opponents in
1 3
Galatia. 1 They demanded that the Gentiles be circumcised (Ga 6.12f.) in order
to have a sign of their incorporation into the Jewish community, whose place in
God's plan was based on the gift, knowledge and preservation of the Law, the
Torah. The opponents' understanding of God's plan of salvation was quite
17
cf. U. Wilckens, op, cit., p. 84: "Was Paulus als Heidenapostel zu verkUndigen
hat, hat das zum Inhalt, was Gott an Jesus getan hat: seine Auferwecicung von
den Toten und Erhfthung zum himmlischen Heilsmittler der Endzeit, Eben dieser
Inhalt seines eiuyr&Xlov aber war zugleich Inhalt der ihm widerfahrenen
Offenbarung durch Gott. Darum legitimiert die Srscheinung ihn als Apostel,
indem sie die V/ahrheit (Wirklichkeit) der ihm damit aufgetragenen VerMlndigung
'offenbart'."
13
cf. IT. Wilckens, "Die Bekehrung des Paulus als reHgionegeschichtlich.es Problem" .
.ieitTheolKir, 56, 1959, p. 275: "Nicht die Tatsache der Heidenmission ale solcAe,
sondem die Selbs.t Andigkeit und heilsgeschichtliche Gleichursprtinglichkeit der
Heidenchristen neben und mit den Judenchristen gait den Gegnern als skandalbs."
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different from that of Paul.
Paul warned against his opponents:
"I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting him, who called you in the
grace of Christ and turning to a different gospel - not that there is another
gospel, but there are some who trouble you and want to pervert the gospel
of Christ." (Ga 1.6f.)
"What then? Are we to sin because we are not under law but under grace? By
no meansI" (do 6.15)
"You are severed from Christ, you who would be justified by the law; you have
fallen away from grace." (Ga 5.4)
Paul understood his calling as apostle to the Gentiles in immediate
connection with the centre of the gospel of Christ. lie received the gospel in
the kerysjnatie statement of the tradition, but as an apostle to the Gentiles he
interpreted it in a particular way, that is as the proclamation of Christ as the
end of the Law (Ro 10.4): "For Christ is the end of the law, that everyone who
has faith may be justified."
2.4 Phillpplans 5.4ff.
The importance and far-reaching effects of Paul's decision to follow Christ,
sc. his conversion, are particularly clearly set forth in Philippians 5.4ff.
Turning sharply on his opponents, Paul first enumerates the prerogatives he once
could boast of. But then he goes on: "But whatever gain I had, I counted as less
for the sake of Christ. Indeed I count everything as loss because of the
19
cf. 'J. Wilekens, op. cit., p. 276: "Im Gegensata au ihm sehen seine Gegner den
Heilsplan Gottes darin, dass die Iieiden in die von Gott dureh die BrwShlung
Israels gescliaffene jtidieche Heilsgeraeinde sekund&r mit aufgenosaen vrerden dttrfen,
wechalb sie genau wie die Judenchristen, die seit dem 8. Tage ihres Lebene
beschnitten sind, durch denselben Initations-und Bekenatnisakt der Beschneidung in
den konstituierenden Geltungsbereich der Tora einbeaogen werden milssten."
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(surpassing worth of knowing Chriet Jesus my Lord. For his sake I have suffered
the loss of all things, and count -them as refuse, in order that I may gain Christ
and be found in him, not having a righteousness of my own, based on law, but that
which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness from God that depends on
faith." (Php 3.7-9)
There is no suggestion that, while Paul highly esteemed his former
possessions, they did not, before his conversion, mean everything to him. At his
conversion, however, his foimer wealth changed into refuse, and he is filled with
loathing for it and he regards his former seal to be accepted by God, his
righteousness simply as an attempt at self-assertion. What Paul here illustrates
by means of his own conversion is very much more than a personal confession of
faith. It takes precedence over the hour when Christ appeared to him - of this
there is not a word here - and becomes the most decisive statement about his
whole life. But it goes further; it epitomizes his gospel of the revelation of
God's righteousness which treats all men as lost, but now, for the first time,
through the gospel, brings them under divine grace. Christ's coming and self-
sacrifice betoken the turning point in the aeons, as is said in Romans: "For
Christ is the end of the law, that every one who has faith may be justified."
(10.4)
Therefore one may say that in Php 3.4ff., as in Ga 1.13f.» it is clear at
least that Paul already experienced the antithesis between the law and Christ
as consecutive stages in the history of salvation in the turning point of his life
on the way to Damascus: "circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel,
of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew born of Hebrews; as to the law a Pharisee, as
to zeal a persecutor of the church, as to righteousness under the law blameless."
(Php 3.5f.). Before his calling, Paul was an Israelite who was righteous in the
law and by the law, and a Pharisee to idiom the law was all (v.5: fan yipov
V.6t far*, ffikos )• After the event of the Damascus road, however,




(1) One can say that the content and the context of the three passages
(Ga 1.12, 15 1 Cor 15.8-10 Php 3.4ff.) to which Paul explicitly mentions what
had happened to him show that he experienced a revelation of Jesus Christ. The
content of this revelation was Jesus himself as the risen and the exalted "Son of
God" (cf. Ga 1.15 Ro 1.4).
(2) In its form it is a revelation-experience similar to the Apocalyptic
vision, in which an anticipatory view into the reality of God's mysteries is
granted to chosen people.
(3) However, the revelation, which Paul received goes beyond the framework
of this tradition, to so far as the resurrection of Jesus is revealed to him as
the eechatological event which has already occurred and the risen Jesus is
revealed to him as the eschatological mediator of salvation. In the process the
traditional concept of the resurrection, sc. the Jewish hope of the resurrection,
has also been changed, in so far as the risen one is also the one who has been
20
cf, U. Wilckens, op. cit., p. 277: "Seine biographische V/endung, die wir seine
3ekehrung au nennen pflegen, korrespondiert in setoem Verst&n&nis also jener
hei1rgeschichtlichen W'ende, die er in Rb 10.4 als das Ende des Gesetaes
beaeichnet. Wie durch Gottes Heilshandeln Chrietus an die Stelle dee Gesetaes
getreten bzw. als solcher offenbart worden ist-wodurch dae Heil ursprtinglich
den Heiden augleich nit den Juden erbffnet wurde -, so ist Paulue entsprechend
eben diesem selben Heilswillen Gottes zum Apostel der Heiden berufen worden,
indem er C'hristus als das Ende des Gesetaes predigt."
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exalted to heaven and has assumed the function of the eschatological mediator of
21
salvation.
(4) For Paul experience of the eschatological event meant his calling and
authorization as an apostle, particularly to the Gentiles (der heilsgeschichtliche
Plan Gottes), and implied an entirely new understanding of law (die heilsgeschicht-
liche Anthithese Gesetz-Christue).
Paul himself has little to say about his conversion and call, and when he
does mention them, it is with reserve. Nevertheless, one can see that they are
important, for it is evident that Paul traces the origin of hie mission to his
vision of Jesus (cf. Mt 28.16ff., Jn 20.19-23, Ac 10.40-42). For Paul, his vision,
his revelation of Jesus Christ (and this alone), substantiates his apostleship. It
is also important, in that it is on his conversion that his new and original
explication of the gospel depends, his understanding of law and history in view of
the gospel, the gospel which is for him the one thing of importance.
according to U. Wilckens, the tradition of the Jewish hope of the resurrection
begins with the apocalypse of Isaiah, and goes on through the Dook of Daniel
to the apocalypse of Baruch and Ezra. (e.g. Dan 12.Iff., 2 Mace 7,9, 14, 36,
12.43f., 2 Ear 7.25). They show common features in their conceptual structure,
for "Resurrection is always an act of God in the context of the events of the
last days. No one other than God can raise the dead, Resurrection Beans
that God calls the souls or spirits of the dead, lying in the sleep of death
in their chambers, from their 'cells' and brings them to himself in the
exaltation of his throne of judgement. Thus resurrection is the means by
which the dead are carried into the moment of the conclusion of time, in
order to receive their final destiny through the judgment of God, whether
it be damnation or the salvation of eternal life. Thus resurrection is only
resurrection to life where God's judgement allows them to eschatological life;
resurrection can also be resurrection to eternal damnation. Resurrection is
always initium finis: that is, it signifies being carried and lifted up to
receive a final decision about the destiny of those who are resurrected." (U.
Wilckens, "The Tradition-history of the Resurrection of Jesus", in: The
significance of the message of the resurrection for faith in Jesus Christ, ed.
C.F.D. Moule, London, 1963, pp. 65f.
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Chapter 3 1 Corinthians 15.3ff.
3.1 Textual Problems
The problem concerning the derivation of 1 Cor 15.3-5 has been discussed
for a long time.^
J. Jeremias proposed that 1 Cor 15.3-5 contains a testimony that originated
in the Palestinian community: the original text of 1 Cor 15.3-5 ie Semitic and
2
is probably related to Jerusalem.
e.g. W. Heitmtlller, "Zuin Problem Paulus und Jesus", ZeitNTWiee. 13» 1912,
p. 331: "Wir lernen hier den Hauptinhalt der Predigt des hellenistischen
Christentums kennen." cf. ¥, Boueset, Kyrios Christos. GSttingen, 1921(2),
p. 73: Bouseet holds Palestinian Community. Against this: e.g. M.
Dibelius, Die Form,fceschichte dee Evangeliums. TUbingen, 1966(5), p. 17:
"... nicht die ligemeinde... sondern der Kreis hellenirtischer Gemeinden, dem
Paulus sich anschlose." cf. E. KMsemann, "Zum Thema der Mchtobjektivierbarkeit",
in: Exegetische Yersuche und Besinnungen. 1, GBttingen, 1960, p. 225: "Urn das
Jahr 55 ttberliefert Paulus in 1 Kor 15.3-7 eine katechetische Lehrtradition
liber die Auferstehungsereignie.ee, die er seinerseits aus der (hellenistirch- ?)
judenchristlichen Gemeinde tlbernommen hat."
J. Jeremias, Die Abendmahlsworte Jesu. Gftttirgen, 1960(3), PP. 95-97.
H. v. Campenhaueen, Der Ablauf der 0sterereij.ausse und das leere Grab.
Heidelberg, 1966, pp. 9f.: Campenhausen holds Jerusalem, "wo die Forme1
wahrscheinlich entstandee ist." See also, E. Lohse, Mhrtyrer und Gottesknecht.
G!3ttingen, 1955, p. 113# also Die Geecliichte des Leidens und 3terpens Jesu
Christi. Gtitersloh, 1964, pp. I2f. Also see, H. Grass, Ostergeechehen und
Osterberichte. Gftttingen, 1964# p. 95, p. 127, pp. 134ff.# p. 300: "Daes die
Formel aus der Jerusalemer Gemeinde starnmt, ist walxrscheinlich, wahrscheinlicher
jedenfalle ale dass sie aus Antiochien stammt," cf. F. Hahn, Christologische
Hoheitstitel. Gbttingen, 1964, p. 199: "Die frtlher bisweilen vertretene
Ansicht einer Entstehung im Bereich der ersten hellenistischen Geraeinde von
Damaskus Oder Antiochien eteht auf schwachen Fuesen." See also K.H. Hengstorf,
Die Auferetehung Jesu, Luther-Verlag, 1952, pp. 47f.
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Against J. Jeremias' proposal, H. Conzelmann holds that the original text
of 1 Cor 15.5-5 is Greek. However, a decision about the locality of the
original Greek text is very difficult. According to H. Conzelmann's supposition,
the locality of the original text is Antioch.
Recently, B, Klappert^ again argued this problem by proposing a methodological
modification of H. Conzelmann's argument.
H. Conzelmann indicates the strong connection of the form, UTTff Ttuv
vj/*fTcu>Y , with that of Is 55 (DCX), and rejects the probability of the
3
relation of 1 Cor 15.5 to the Targum Text.
6
B. Klappert indicates the Aramaic equivalent (is 55.5. Targ) of Ro 4.25.
Then he proposed Virtf tZv aj/npTiu/v ^jjeov (1 Cor 15.5) as a translation of
Is 55.5 tip Targ, ,V J/J ; jya. ?
3
H. Conzelmarm, "Zur Analyse der 3ekenntnisformel 1 Kor 15.5-5", EvangTheol 25
1965, pp. 1-11, esp. pp. 4-6, cf. Ph. Vielhauer, "Bin Veg zur neuteetamentlichen
Christologie?", ZvangTheol. 25, 1965» pp. 24-72, eep. pp. 56-60.
^ B. Klappert, "2ur Prage des eemitischen oder griechischen Urtextes. Von 1
Kor XV 3-5". NTEtud. 13*pp. 163-75.
5
H. Conzelmann, op. cit.. pp. Iff.
®
B. Klappert, op. cit.. p. 170: "...., dass die Wendung mPtSo^ Jcot rw MpaTrriC/rtToc
ryjuiv (Eftm 4.25) nicht auf Js. 53, 12 LXX ( Jik tvs fyKfT&S trOrSv tkpe<S6fy)
zurtickgeht, wie Conselmann neint, sondern ein Zitat von Js 53,5 Tg ist, denn
J^JJl1 ?y2 "1 D X) JT,V entspricht genau der Wendung fio( TV TW/Vnrwywr*
muuy in Rftm. iv,25. Eine Herleitung von Js 53,12 LXX J(«c ris kfMft'uxs
gura/ empfiehlt sich deshalb nicht, veil (1) die Wortfolge in Rftm.
iv.25 gegenttber Is 53,12 DOC umgekehrt ist, (2) DCX t/l>T<Sv statt hat und
(3) 7iKfirrTv/M, in Is 53 DOC vftllig fehlt, folglich sein Auftauchen in Rftm
iv.25 nicht auf DCX-Einfluss zuriickzuftthren ist."
^ B. Klappert, op. cit.. p. 170s dass Jiel TK irtifoiXTTuf/rttl. yyvv
(Rbm iv.25) Wiedergabe von Is 53.5 ttp Tg.: .A' J J7 " 7 y 2 ist und lehnt man
das Urteil Conzelmanns ab, dass der Targum a limine zur Bestiamung des Urtextes
nicht infrage komme, so machen diese Ueberlegungen wahrscheinlich, dase die
Wendung vnip t*»v itMfnCor jpZv (1 Kor 15.3) ebenfalls Wiedergabe von Is 53.5
Tg.: S?JJf JyJL ist. Die Grundformel Xpifros jhrtfatev Kate
(vgl. Rftm iv.25, viii 34, xiv, 9) whre dann durch ein Element aus Is. 53.5<*/3
Tg. erweitert worden."
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Using these arguments as a basis, Klappert proposes that Ro 4.25:
7T<xf>HirTu>f/oiT<*. jjycov and 1 Cor 15.3: vrrkp riuv rtpetpTccoy -jfscuv
are alternative translations of Is 53.5 Off Targ. 8
He also takes into account Ga 1.4 and judges the passage also a translation
variant of the Is 53. Targ.
Is 53.5 «p Targ: ,V J J] 1 7 y 3. 1 D y) J1 ,\'
r - r r - - i: : *
Ro 4.25: WXptJof}] tm TnXf>VRTtJf/«Xn fytov
Ga 1.4: o Joys kccxjxov vifkf rtov ocjjxf rtuiV fycuv
Concerning the preposition UiKp and Is 53 (iXX), J. Jeremias indicates
that Oifcf in 1 Cor 15.3-5 does not refer to Is 53 (KXX), for the reason that
OiKf with genitive is lacking in Is 53 (iXX), which has cfc« with the accusative
and IKfti. with the genitive.
Against J. Jeremias' proposition, H. Conzelmann argues that "The reference
to the Hebrew text is weaker than to the Greek text, which does after all contain
x 9 r N
a rKfi . B, Klappert, however, argues that "The preposition vircf in 1
Cor 15.3 - alternative translations to Jcu (Ro 4.25)—is a rendering of Is 53.5
Targ."10
8
B. Klappert, op. cit.. p. 170: "1st die Konstatierung der Bezugnahrae von Fiba
iv.25 und 1 Kor xv.3 auf Is 53.5 e(/3 Targ. richtig, so whren nicht nur die
Propositionen Jo6 ("Abm 4.25) und (t Kor XV.3) als Wiedergabe der
Proposition a , sondern auch die ¥endungen: Jii rw mtffocrcTuuVTtK.
(Rbra 4.25) und virif> T<uv ec/MfriidV qyeoV (1 Kor. 15.3) als
Uebersetzungsvarianten zu beurteilen."
.. t v.
H. Conzelmann, op. cit.. p. 5. H. Conzehaaxm holds that ir*f>1 and uit£f>
are interchangeable.
1
B. Klappert, on. cit.. pp. 171f.: "Die Auftauschbarkeit von urZf mad
iKf>1 : Conzelmann hat schliesslich seine These, dass die ursprlingliche Sprache
der Forme1 die griechische sei, entscheidend damit begrttndet, daso 'die beiden
Pr&positionen irtfC mid virkp ... in den kerygmatischen Aussagen iiber das
Heilswerk Christ! ausgetauscht werden' kbnnen, wi© das Verh&ltnis von Matt xxvi.
23 zu Hark xiv. 24 zeige. Nun hat, was das VerMltnis von Matt. xxvi. 28
( mft ) zu Mark xiv. 24 ( Ol&f ) anbetrifft, J. Jeremias bereits wahrscheinlich
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B. Klappert concludes: "One could sua up in such a way, that the thesis,
that the creed in 1 Cor 15-3-5 has its roots in the Aramaic-speaking community in
Jerusalem, is to be regarded as more probable than the thesis that the text is
originally a confession formulated in Greek. The creed in 1 Cor 15.3-5
11
originates most probably in a Semitic proto-text."
Recently J. Jeremias argued again about the "Artikelloses X/°tst&s
in 1 Cor 15.3."^ In hie article, Jeremias concludes: " T1 "* \UXi is thus
10 (contd.)
gemacht, dass die Abweichung dee Matt, vom Mark.-Text nicht etwa eine
Ueberlieferungsvariante darstellt, eondern auf Matt. zurtickgeht, bei dera
sich Cvif mit Gen. nur ein einziges Mai. (v. 44), dagegen mft mit
Gen. 30-mal findet. Matt, teilt die allgemeine Vorliebe ftlr rt-fC
innerhalb des K.T., in den gelegentlich rrepc fUr $ir£f eintritt, wfehrend
die umgekehrte Vertauschung fHr nepi) eeltener ist. Hinzu koiamt,
dass die Analyse nicht allgemein den Wechsel der Pr&positionen Ovtf und
ittfl einfach konstatieren sollte (so aber Coaaelaann), sondem diesen
Wechsel strong im Zueammenhang der Hwtogt unt-f Tu>* iiynfriZ* fyS*
(1 Kor. xv. 5) au untereuchen hMtte. Was bei einer solchen Prhzisierung
der Fragestellung die Ereetzung von 6*ef durch im Zusammenhang
der Wendung ' Ott&p r&v if*fnS>v ' anbetrifft, so ist lediglich auf
1. Petr, iix. 13: Yp&Tos It'tdf T€fc S/Jdpuwv iwe&tvev, Htkr* it: vsfi 6vt(n
und 1. Joh, ii. 2(iv. 10): <xbroi LAm?I rS»f tSjMprtS^ fo&v
zvl verweieen. P1ir alle diese Stellen ist angeeichte ihres Auftretens in
sp&ten Schriftstticken wahrscheinlich, dass wir es bei ihnen mit einer im
N.T. auch sonst sichtbaren Tendenz der Ersetzuag von &it*f durch jrcfX
zu. tun haben."
11
B. Klappert, op. cit.« p. 173-
12
J. Jeremias, "Nochmals: Artikelloses in 1 Cor 15.3," ZeitETWiss.
60, 1969, pp. 214-219, p. 219. ef, "Artikelloses Ypi*t*s. Zur Ursprache
von 1 Cor 15.3b-5," ZeitHTWies, 57, 1966, pp. 211-215.
J. Jeremias has sought to prove that in Semitic circles Kpicrvs was used as
a title without the article and that the same was true of rfTU>>* . Rejecting
J. Jeremias' arguments in the article, "Artikelloses Yfi*ris ", E. Gtittgemanns
says ("Christos in 1. Kor. 15.3b - Titel Oder Eigenname?" EvangTheol 28, 1968,
PP. 533-554) that more than half of Jeremias' examples are not relevant to the
issue in debate; none is contemporary with 1 Cor; an early date is not
proved for most of them. So few are certain instances), that they cannot
establish that such a usage was customary in the first century. Ee holds that
in 1 Cor 15.3 Paul understood Christok as a proper name and therefore hardly
considered it a translation of fl-u/y).
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not only in Mesopotamia, "but also in Palestinian Judaism widely used as a proper
noun without an article, though at the same time there remains complete awareness
of the derivation from rfibX and the titular significance of the term. Only thus,
on the basis of Semitic usage, which omitted the article without prejudice to the
meaning or the titular significance, is it intelligible, that the pre-Pauline,
Greek speaking community already used Xfttfrvs' without the article - as for
example in 1 Cor 15.3b."
However, whether 1 Cor 15.3-5 originates in the Palestinian community or
whether it originates in the Greek-speaking Jewish Christian Church, cannot be
decided merely in philological examinations.
As J, Jeremias and also B. Klappert point out, the Greek in 1 Cor 15.3-5 is
indeed close to that of a Semitic language. Nevertheless, that is no reason
for supposing that it arose in the circle of tradition formed by the primitive
community in Jerusalem, for the Syrian communities, for example, were at least
bilingual, so that on this basis the formula could have come into being in
Antioch just as well as in Jerusalem.
12 (contd.)
cf. *1. Jilckens, "The tradition-history of the Resurrection of Jesus", in:
The significance of the message of the resurrection for faith in Jesus
Christ, ed. C.F.B. Moule, London, 1966, p. 47. See also: H, Conzelmann,
Grundries uer Theolovie dee Neuen Testaments. Munchen, 1967 NTs An Outline
of the Theology of the New Testament. London, 1969, pp. 64f.: "The
terminology shows Semitic influence. It is usually concluded frcsa this that
the original form of the formula was Aramaic, therefore it arose in the
earliest period, even in Jerusalem. But an exact analysis of style shows
that we do not have a translation from the Aramaic here, but a passage
influenced by the language of the LXX- hence the impression of Semitic
colouring. That means that the community which composed the formula used
the Old Testament in the Greek translation, i.e. spoke Greek. This is
not, however, to deny that a Jerusalem tradition was incorporated in it."
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3.2 Gitz im Leben of the formula in 1 Corinthians 15.5ff. - Form-critical
Study.
The oldest form of tlie Faster Kerygma is not to he found in the Faster
narratives recorded in the Gospels, but in the christological form of the
tradition in the pre-Pauline time, which one finds in the Epistles of Paul and
13
Acts by form-critical analysis.
13
This Form is named in various ways such as: "Glaubensbekenntnis", "Paradosis",
"BekenntnisbiIdling", "Symbol", "Credo", "YerMindigungsformel", "Homologic",
"Pistis-Formel", "Glaubensformel", "Bekenntnis", "Akklamation", "Praeeymbola".
K. Lehmann (Auferweckt am Dritten Tag nach der Schrift. Freiburg, 1968) con¬
cludes his argument on "Die forageechichtlicho Bestimmung'Glaubensformel" with
the following sentences (pp. 59f.): "So wird man also nieht bedenkenlos beim
Begriff der 'Formal' stehenbleiben kftnnen, ohne die darin enthaltene
Problematik mitzubetrachten. Sonst wird die 'Formel' sehr rasch auch im Sinne
eines 'dttrren Scheaas' verstanden. Wenn die Bekenntnistradition gerade als
wiederholt gebrauchte Wendung auftritt, dann m&chte Paulus seine A&ressaten an
die ursprtingliche Botschaft dec Glaubens erinnera. 'Er erinnert nicht nur an
Texte. Er erinnert an das echon veridlndigte Wort. Seine Briefe bewegen sich
erstaunlich oft im Modus der Erinnerung. Das hftngt damit zusammen, daes
Paulus mit sch&rfsten Krisen zu ringen hat, von denen die durch seine
Yerklindigung entstandenen jungen Kirchen tiberfallen sind: in Galatien, in
Philippi, in Korinth.' (G. Bichholz, Tradition und Interpretation. Mtinchan,
1965, p. 29) Deswegen bleibt es nicht bei tradierten 'FameIn1. 'Paulus greift
vor die Formeln zurtick auf das in ihnen Bezeugte,. .So bleiben die Forme In lebendig.
Paulas verwendet alle Traditionen im Dienst seiner YerkDndigung'. (G. Bichholz,
op. cit.. p..30.) Hier liegt die tiefere Einlieit von 'Credo' und theologischer
Entfaltung. Jede Kennaeichnung des formgeschichtlichen Charakters von 1 Kor
15.3—5» die diesen fundamentalen Sug verkennt, greift zu kurz. Die Bezeichnung
'katechetische Formel' ist eindeutig zu eng."
Regarding the christological form of the tradition: see also the following
literature, M. DibeliuE, Die Formgeschichte des EvaiyTcliums. Tftbingen, 1961(4)
pp. 24f., pp. 34ff., pp. 41ff.» pp. 128ff., R. Bultmann, Theologie des Neuen
Testaments. Tiibingen, 1953. FT: Theology of the ITexf Testament. London, 1952-55,
V.E. Neufeld, The Earliest Christian Confessions. London, 1963, R. Deichgr&ber,
Gotteshvmnus und Christushymnus in der frtihen Christenhe.it. Gttttingen, 1967, H.
Conzelmann, Grundriss der Theolo^ie des Neuon Testaments. MUnchen, 1967, ET:
An Outline of the Theology of the Hew Testament. London, 1969, pp. 81 ff., pp.
106f., pp. 320ff., A. Sgeberg, Der Katechismus der Urchristcnlieit. Munich,
1966(2), E. Stauffer, Theologie des M*s. ghtersloh. 1948(4). p. 516. W. Marxsen,
Einleitung in das FT. Gtttersloh, 1963, pp. 26-30, W. Kramer, Chriatos. Kyrios.
Gottessohn. Zhrioh, 1963, E, Nordens, Amostos Theos. Leipzig, 1966, pp.
555ff., W. Popkes, Christus traditus. Ztirieh, 1967,
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However, the earliest Easter kerygma might not be found in the texts that
express the dignity of the risen Christ (wtirde dec Erhbhten). (e.g. Ac 2.36, Ho
1,3f. ), but rather in a simple formula concerning mainly the life of Jesus (Jeeu
Ueg)14 (e.g. AC 2.23, 3.15, 4.10, 5.30).
15
Consequently many scholars hold that the shortest formula, which simply
expresses the event of the resurrection, belongs to the oldest tradition, e.g.
o 10.9; o $gos eivTov Sk VfKfSv , and detailed
1 &
formulae such as 1 Cor 15.3b-5 may be later theological developments.
13 (contd.)
?. Peine, Die Gestalt des aportolipchen Glaubensbekenntnicses in der Jolt des
Heuen Ik-rtauenig. Leinsig. 1925. ¥.G. Kttesael. An die Korinther I/ll. (HNtH
Ttlbingen, 1949, p. 191, B. Gerhardr.con, ieaory and Manuscript. Uppsala, 1961
p. 297, F. Ilahn, Christolo^ische lioheitetitel. GSttingen, 1963, p. 197, H.
Rengetorf, oo. cit.. G. Eichhola, 'Tradition und Interpretation. Hiinchen,
1965, K. Wegeaaet, Das Verct&idnis der Tradition bei Paulus und in den
Deuterooaulinen. lieukirche, 1962, pp. 51ff., P. Siuhlxaacher, "Erwtgungen
sua ontologiechen Charakter cier Theologic bei Paulus", GvanaTheol. 27,
1967, pp. Iff., W. Heitmtiller, "Gum Problem Paulus u. Jesus", GeitHTwiee. 13
1912, p. 320, 0. Cullaann, "Die ersten chrietliehen Glaubensbekenntnisse",
Theoiogjgche 0tudien. 15, 1943.
^4 L. Goppelt, op. cit.. p. 86.
1^
e.g. H, Coneelmann, HGG. (3), 1. cole. 698f., "Jesus von JJaaareth und der
Glaube an den Auferstandenen", in; Per historische Josue und dor Icoryv-raatische
Chris tug. Berlin, 1961, pp. 198ff.; similarly, G. Bomkasm, Jesur von
Nazareth. Stuttgart, 1956, p. 166.
16
Ho 10.9b mentions only one saving act which is to be believed in the heart;
S 9ek o/uTov In yettpav . Comparing this with 1 Cor
15.4b: mi %n. krnr*t™'- TH ^ Tf^ He/1* T"s >
m note the following differences. l) God is explicitly the agent in the
resurrection. 2) The verb ifrwtfw !• aorist, emphasising the once-for-all
character of -the resurrection as a past event. 3) The resurrection is a
resurrection "from the dead". There is no mention of "the third day". 4)
The Christological title to which this sentence relates might at first eight
appear to be YcOpiov 'l^troOv , together with the rest of v. 9a and clearly
belongs to a different range of chriotologics! ideas.
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This proposal for setting the historical time of the traditions, however,
is to he investigated more closely. All one can say at this stage is that the
traditional statement about the resurrection of Christ existed in different forms,
one type following the pattern of the formula at 10or 15.3b-5 and the other in
the form used at Ro 10.9, etc. And Paul preferred the latter form. (it may
be disputable, however, whether the formula which expressed only the bare fact
had relevance as a proclamation at that time for no Jew could have been content
with such bare information relating to his faith.)
If one examines the formulae which could be recognised clearly as
proclamation, one can also find another form of the Easter Kerygna in the
preaching of Peter in Ac 2-5. Without doubt the form of the missionary
proclamation in Israel constitutes a background for this. Here "an antithetical
1 1
view on the life of Jesus" (eine antithetieche Auseage fiber Jeeu Weg) is
obvious: e.g. Ac 2.23: "This Jesus, delivered up according to the definite
plan and foreknowledge of God, you crucified and killed by the hands of lawless
men." (cf. 3.15 4.10 5.30).
This sort of proclamation is generally combined with reference to the
fulfilment of the scripture and with reference to the witness of the Easter
appearances in Peter's preaching as well as 1 Cor 15.3b-5. The preaching of
Peter clearly refers to the earthly acts of Jesus (Ac 2-5), and in comparison
with this 1 Cor 15.3L-5 relates to the meaning of the death of Jesus, about which
the Xerygma in Acts does not talk much.
In his studies in the Acts of Apostles, Mbelius had. proposed the thesis
that Luke had indeed formulated the details of the speeches, but had derived
their pattern from an early tradition of sermons and also found detailed kerygmatic
17
L. Goppelt, op. cit.« p. 86.
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18
formulation already in existence.
In U. Wilckens' opinion, the question ought to be raised of whether the
pattern of the sermon pointed out by Dibelius might not be detected in non-Lucan
texts as well. This Dibelius has not attempted, but has always only taken it for
granted. Dibelius merely adduced 1 Cor 15.1# 3-3 in order to substantiate his
assertion that there was an existing traditional pattern for the first speeches
19
in the Acts. Wilckens, however, has demonstrated in a very careful analysis
that the sermon pattern in the first missionary speeches is not found in 1 Cor 15,
but that there are fundamental differences between the two:
1) The speeches in Acts merely report the fact of Jesus' death: in 1 Cor
15.3b, on the other hand, there is a mention of the soteriological significance
of Jesus' death: Siref tw\> otptpxtuv .
2) 1 Cor 15 speaks only of the death of Christ: the missionary speeches
refer to Jesus being killed.
3) 1 Cor 15 lacks any statement about the story of Jesus' paeeion and in
contrast to Acts, no mention is made either of the action of the Jews or of the
manner of Jesus' death. It is not the death as such, hut its soteriological
significance, that is the purpose of the statement.
4) In contrast to the missionary speeches, 1 Cor 15 lacks any reference
to Jesus' life before his death.
5) Admittedly, use is made of scriptural proof in both passages, but in
the missionary speeches it is merely intended to be evidence from the OT
for the fact of the death and resurrection: in 1 Cor 15.3f.» however, it bears
18
M. Dibelius, Die Formgeschichte des Evajogeliums, Tlibingen, 1963, BT: From
tradition to Gospel. London, 1934, pp. I6ff.
19
M. Dibelius, op. cit.. pp. 17-22. cf. U, Wilckens, Pic rlissionsreden der
A doste Iceschichte. Neuktrchen, 1961, pp. 77ff.
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witness to the soteriological significance of the death and the resurrection "on
the third day".
6) In both passages, the word "raised" is used, but ihe "third day" is
mentioned oniy in Ac 10,40. l) There is only one traditio-hietorical connection
between 1 Cor 15.5 and Lk 24.54, the mention of the first appearance of the risen
one to Peter. Wilckeas, having established these facts, reaches the conclusion,
in opposition to Dibelius, that "1 Cor 15 does not provide evidence for the
sermon tradition, conjectured by Dibelius on the basis of the speeches in Acts."
With regard to this problem, L. Goppelt argues that "This difference is to
be explained, in the first instance, by a difference in the direction of the
kerygma, not by differences in Christology. The form of Peter's sermons is a
missionary penitential summons to Jesus' Jewish contemporaries. They are held
responsible for their behaviour to the man of God, Jesus (cf. Mt 11.20-24). On
the other hand 1 Cor 15.3-5 is a catechetical summary of the Easter kerygma for
the congregation, which appropriates the confession in the 'we'-style: Jesus'
death is declared to have taken place for them. It is not surprising that the
Easter kerygma from the beginning appeared both in an outward and in an inner-
directed form, for both aspects were already in effective operation in Jesus'
earthly activity, being simply given by the facts of the matter. In hie earthly-
life, Jesus, in view of the imminent coming of the kingdom, summons all men to repentance
(Mt 4.17). But 'the secret of the kingdom of God' (Mk 4.11), namely the coming
of the kingdom in the present in his activity, and the secret of his status as
of his departure, he makes known only to hie followers (cf. Mk 8.30f.), for the
20
U. Wilckens, op. cit.. p. 30. cf. B.M.F. Van Iersel, "Per Sohn" in den
synoptischen Jesusworten. Leiden, 1961, pp. 33-51. J. Schneider ('Die
Beitr&ge der Urgemeinde aur Jesusttberlief©rung im Lichte der neuesten
Porechung", TheoLitZeit, 1962, pp. 401ff.) supports Dibelius against Wilckens
and maintains that the pattern employed is a traditional one.
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only avenue to this is faith. Accordingly it is not surprising that after Jesus'
departure both aspects, even if in altered form, occur anew both in the formation
of the Easter kerygraa and in the Markan and the ' Q' tradition. For a historicist
and objectifying analysis both forms of the Easter kerygma fall apart as indeed
both sides of Jesus' earthly activity and both streams of the synoptic tradition
£
(Hk and Q)s for an analysis with theological understanding they belong, as
21
missionary and catechetical kerygma, materially together."
Clearly Goppelt's arguments about the derivation of the interpretations of
the kerygma are supported by the presupposition that the Easter kerygma in 1 Cor
15 has originated in the Palestinian community. It might be still disputable,
however, whether or not the Easter kerygma in 1 Corinthians originated in the
Palestinian community.
One might say that, since the formula in 1 Cor 15.3b-5 is pre-Pauline, there
are three groups whom scholars consider as possible authors of it.
1) The Hellenistic Gentile Christian Church.
2) The Greek-speaking Jewish Christian Church, i.e. the "hellenistB" of
Acts 6.1 (=*the "Stephen circle" in the wider sense).
3) The early Aramaic-speaking Church (in Jerusalem).
As one noted in the former section, Jeremias has referred to the Semitic
character of the formula.
E. Sehweizer points out the fact that the formula mentions appearances which
do not figure in the synoptic tradition. This at least guarantees, as Schweizer
understands it, that in form and content this statement in the formula is of great
22
antiquity. Paul himself emphasizes in v.11 that the formula is determinative
L. Goppelt, op. clt.. p. 88.
22
E. Schweizer, Kraiedrigung und ErhBhung bei Jesus und seinen 'Naehfolgera.
Zbrich, 1955, p. 9.
23
both for his own preaching and also for that of the original apostles: "Whether
then it was I or they, so we preach and so you believed."
The appearances to Peter (Lk 24.34: ^j-ovtks <otl ovth>$ °
ytopios km r^vt) and others gave to the disciples an experience by virtue of
which they became the Aramaic-speaking Church in Jerusalem. 3y this Easter
experience the Church lived, believed and waited. So one might assume that this
awareness must have been formulated in some way (admittedly the Q materials do
not speak of the resurrection, but it is all the same presupposed in the sense
that only the resurrection makes it possible to await Jesus as the Son of Man )
possibly in terms like these: o 6e-»$ on/rov en
(Ko 10.9). It is probable that this sentence, or one like it, was used by the
early Aramaic-speaking Church in its preaching. The statement about the death
did not need to be formulated at the same time, for this was known to all and
served as the foil against which the resurrection stood out. This sentence,
side by side with the confession of Jesus as Messiah, seems to have played an
important part in preaching both to Aramaic-speaking and Greek-speaking Jews.
The further the chain of missionary activity spread beyond the confines
of the earliest and smallest circle, the less was Jesus' death generally known
or tacitly presupposed. Thus it had to be expressly stated and justified
together with the statement about the resurrection. This stage could not possibly
have been reached until Greek-speaking Jewish Christians undertook the mission to
the Gentiles. So this moment could be the terminus ad quem for the formulation
of the statement about the death.
23
cf. A. Seeberg, Per Katechigrnus der Prchristehheit, Mtinchen, 1966, p. 189,
P. 193. He concludes from this that the formula must have arisen in the
original circle of the apostles between AD. 30 and 35. But he fails to
distinguish sufficiently between the time when the formula was acknowledged
and the time when it originated.
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From the texts themselves it is very difficult to obtain clues for dating the
statement about the death. All the same, because the death is not merely mentioned,
but is interpreted as being "for ue" or "for our sins", one may take it that the
formation does not come from the very earliest period of the Aramaic-speaking
Church?^ This is underlined by the observation that in thoss strata of the synoptic
tradition which go back to the early Aramaic-speaking Church, there is no inter¬
pretation of Jesus' death by means of the vnef phrase or any similar expression.
One could say, therefore, that such an interpretation of Jesus' death does not
25
originate from the Q environment, nor does the material peculiar to Luke contain
7 26
such a conception. Only in Kk 1Q.45» saying, and in Ilk 14.24, the
eaying which interprets the significance of the cup in the account of the last
supper, does the idea appear. Presumably neither of these sayings goes back to
the early Aramaic-speaking Church (The absence of any interpretation of Jesus'
death in the earliest strata of the synoptic tradition fits well with what one can
establish as the theology of Q. This source gives evidence of a rigorist attitude
towards the Torah (cf. Lk 16.17 and parallels), and also of the expression of the
Son of Man's coming upon Zion (cf. Lk 17.24 and parallels)). The Q community's
christology certainly sees in Jesus the eschatological teacher of wisdom and
preacher of repentance (cf, Lk 11,31f. and parallels), but it does not go so far
24 /
cf. H. Braun (."Der Sinn der neutestamentlichen Christologie", ZeitTheolKirch♦
54, 1957, p. 349) takes no account of this when he concludes from the presence
of sacrificial language that this is the theological teaching of the original
church.
25
cf. H.E. Tttdt, Der Menschensohr, in der synoptischen Uebe-rlleferung. Gtttereloh,
1963. ST: The Son of Man in the Synoptic Tradition, London, 1965, p.251.
2o
R, Bultmann (Die Geschichte der Synoptisehen Tradition. Gttttingen, 1921. ST:
The History of the Synoptic Tradition. Oxford, 1963, pp. 143f., p. 155.) takes a
different view, seeing in the saying a combination of "Son of Man" and "Ebed
Yahweh" ideas.
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as to take up and interpret positively the death of Jesus. Of course, the circle
responsible for the Q source does not make up the entire early Aramaic-speaking
27
church, but what one finds here is symptomatic. So it is not certain from the
texts that the l/xzf phrase comes from the early Aramaic-speaking church. Since
it is clear, nevertheless, that the ideas which lie behind this phrase are Jewish
23
in origin, (this is so, whether the idea is of an atoning sacrifice, or of the
\ 29
vicarious suffering of a righteous man.), it must have here arisen within a
Jewish-Christian environment. If one takes all these points into account, the
most likely supposition is that it was the Greek-speaking Jewish Christians who
C v
interpreted Jesus' death precisely in terms of the UlKf phrase and formulated
the statement about the death accordingly.
If these reflections are correct, then the statement about the resurrection
was handed on as a piece of tradition from Aramaic-speaking to Greek-speaking
Jewish Christians. The latter then formulated the statement about the death as
something which happened "for us", and then joined the two statements together in
one formula of two parts. Because the statements originated in different places,
it is natural that they are not parallel in structure. The second part affirms
the resurrection as an event, whereas the first part expounds the saving
significance of the death. However, just because of this, the essential unity
of the two statements is preserved. For while the resurrection constitutes, or
27
cf. R. Bultmann, Theologie des Neuen Testaments. TUbingen, 1953. FT: Theology
of the Hew Testament. London, 1952-55, Vol. 1., pp. 43ff.
23
cf. E. Schweizer, on. cit.. p. 73. See also: R. Bultmann, op. cit.. p. 3, p. 7,
p. 43.
29
cf. E. Schweizer, op. cit.. p. 32: Schweizer says that "neither Paul nor the
Hellenistic Church were the first to interpret Jesus' death as atonement." It
is not clear, however, whether this means that he attributes this interpretation
to the early Aramaic-speaking Church.
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confirms, Jesus' eschatological status, the phrase "for us" interprets his death
as the death of this same eschatological figure.
30
In the kerygma of Acts this essential unity is broken down into two parts,
and the pattern there is "You killed him, but God raised him." Wilckens lias
shown that this is not an earlier composition than the interpretative statement
31
containing "for us", but is simply Lucan style.
Similarly the completely parallel formation of the two lines in Ro 4.25,
os mpe&iS] Six rk 7WjPKrrro>yw*r« xott
Trjy $LKoiiu>fiis ?fyvv , show features which are clearly secondary by
comparison with the formula which has been established above.
Thus one recognizes the Greek-speaking Jewish church as the author of the
statement about Jesus' death, for Jewish ideas are used to interpret that death,
and one recognizes the same church as tlie compiler responsible for combining it
with the statement about the resurrection which originated in the early Aramaic-
speaking church, thus producing the two parts of the formula in 1 Cor 15. Moreover,
the church appears to have developed the formula and passed it on in several
variant forms. (Sometimes "God" remains the subject of the resurrection statement,
but at other times the sentence is recast in passive form. This Church also
extended the two part formula to include a reference to the scriptures - which one
would only expect in a Jewish Christian environment, but it is also extended by
adding evidence of particular facts.)
In this way the formula passed into the mainstream of the Jewish Christian
Church, and then to the Gentile Church and so eventually reached Paul.
30 U. Wilckens, Die Hissionsreden der Apogtelgeschichte. Neukirchen. 1961, p. 109.
Wilckens gives a list of the pattern, e.g. Ac 2.23, 3.15, 4.10,
31
U. Wilckens, op. cit.. p. 120.
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Although Paul clearly makes the "beginning here in 1 Cor 15, he does not make
clear where the tradition formula ends. Paul carries the statements further and
classes himself among the witnesses to the resurrection. It is certain that v.3
does not belong to the pre-Pauline tradition. V.6b, however, must be regarded as
a Pauline interpretation. Yet the text which remains presents no perfect unity,
c 32
for the parallel OTl -clauses cease in v.5.
Whatever may be the truth concerning the appearances noted in w.6a and 7»
whether they belong to the tradition from the start or were added later, whether
one has here a really chronological series, or whether it is a case of competitive
enumerations of the first resurrection witnesses, whether the link with the ancient
33
formula was pre-Pauline or made by him; what is certain is that v.5 belongs to
34
the old formula of confession.
Finally, it must be recognized that despite the formal correspondence in
w.3b and 4a, 4b and 5, the important and primary matter is the correspondence in
35
context. There are four lines of which I and III stand out not only because
32
cf. E. Norden, op. clt.. p. 270. n.1.
33
cf. K. Ho11, "Der Kirchenbegriff des Paulus in seinem Verhhltnis zu dam der
Urgemeinde", in: Gesammelte Aufs&tze zur Kirchengeschichte, II. Tlibingen, 1928,
pp. 44-67. See also the following literature: C.H. Dodd, "The Appearances of
the Risen Christ", in: Studies in the Gospels, ed., E. Nineham, Oxford, 1955,
pp. 9-36, esp. pp. 27ff. v. Camperihausen, op. cit.. pp. 13ff.» H. Grass, on.
clt.. pp. 94ff., E.L, Allen, "The Lost Kerygma", MTStud. 3, 1956/57, pp. 349-353,
P. Winter, "1 Corinthians XV". 3b-7", KovTest, 2, 1958, pp. 142-150.
cf. J. Hering, La premiere ep'itre de Saint Paul aux Corlnthlens. Paris, 1949, HT:
The first fpistle of Saint Paul to the Corinthians. London, 1962. Hering regards
only w.3b,4 as the sure stock of tradition.
35
cf. F. Hahn, Ciarlstolog!sche Hoheitstite1. Gbttingen, 1963, ST: The Titlesof
Jesus in Christology. London, 1969, p. 176;
I » v.3b, II = v.4a, III = v.4b, IV = v.5, v.6
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of the similar motive, that is the scriptural fulfilment, but also by their
characteristic and parallel interpretations, whereas II and IV seem to occupy a
36
subordinate and consequential position.
That Jesus appeared to Cephas and the twelve (v.5) is just as unified a
statement as v.4a, that is "He was buried." But while the concise statement in
line II might imply that beyond the burial there would seem to lie nothing
further, v.5 with the reference to witnesses points to the new perspective of
history disclosed by the event of the resurrection. The later development in
37
w.6a, 7 follows quite naturally.
cf. F. Hahn, op. cit.. p. 176. See also, E. Liechtenstein, "Die hlteste
christliche Glaubensformel", ZeitKirchGesch, 63, 1950/53, PP. 1-94, esp.,
pp. 3ff.
37
¥, Michaelis, Die Erscheinungen des Auferstandenen. Basel, 1944, argues that
the traditional formula ends with xvi jfrc in v.5a, and that the
list of names was added by Paul himself, on the ground that there are three
pairs of witnesses with an individual in each pair, and since Paul must have
been responsible for his own name the whole pattern must go back to him.
Similar3y E. Bammel, "Herkunft und F'unktion der Traditionselemente in 1 Kor 15.
1-11.", TheolZeit. 1955, PP. 401-419, esp. pp. 402f.
K.H. Rengstorf (op. cit.. p. 54) holds that "he appeared" stands in exact
parallel to "he was buried".
A. von Hamack (Sitzurgsberiehte der Heidelberger Akademle der V/issenschaften.
Heidelberg, 1922.) hold.s that Paul had combined the texts of two rival parties,
the appearances to Peter and the twelve from the Peter party, and those to
James and to all the apostles from the James party. These two hypotheses
appear in a fresh form in the article of E. Bammel (op. cit.) and P. Winter
(op. cit.). who both start from an independent four-fold traditional formula
ending with "he appeared", to which Paul has added either a) two originally
independent lists already known to the Corinthians, the first comprising
appearances to an individual, a group and a church, and the second appearances
to an individual and a group, both once having some such introduction as
"Christ rose and appeared" or b) two lists, both originally threefold, the
second of which once read "to James, then to the apostles and to all the
brethren", but was reduced by Paul through the emission of the last - named.
Others who postulate a combination of two independent lists are: E. Stauffer:
(jesus and his Story. London, 1960, pp. 121ff.) holds that the combination
already had been made at Antioch. U. Wilckens: (Die Kissionsreden der
AposteIxeschichte. Neukirchen, 1961, pp. 74ff.) holds that the appearance
to the brethren was added by Paul from oral tradition. G. Koch: (Die
Auferstehung Jesu Christi. Ttlbingen, 1959) Koch takes the five appearances
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One can summarize the investigation so far as follows!
1) Easter traditions existing in the early Christian community are to bo
classified mainly in two different types: One type follows the pattern of the
formula in t Cor 15.3ff. and the other that in Ho 10.9. The sermon pattern in
Acts is to be differentiated from these,
2) The Sita in Leben of the form in So 10.9 is the early Aramaic-speaking
Church. However, the form in 1 Cor 15.3ff., in which Jesus' death was stated
expressly and justified, together with the statement about the resurrection,
probably took determinate form in the Greek-speaking Jewish Christian Church,
37 (contd.)
as a whole, but sees in the first three the gathering of the church in the
persons of those who had already shared in Jesus' earthly ministry (Peter,
the twelve, the brethren), ana in the last two the spfiboi of the missionary
task of the church towards Israel (jataes, the apostles-missionaries).
C.F. Evans ( ^correction and the New Testament. London, 1970.) holds that
"on the whole, the most satisfactory analysis would seem to be that which sees
a break at the beginning of v.6 after 'then to the twelve', marking the point
at which Paul begins to supplement a traditional formula with reports of other
separate appearances." (See, p. 45-p. 46.)
Regarding rots S&fenoi , G, Klein (Die Zwblf Apostal. Gbttingen, 1961, pp.
41ff.), examining 1 Cor 15.5ff. and Gal 1.18 in order to determine Paul's
concept of an apostle, cases to the conclusion that it was not confined to the
twelve, but included a wider circle, which was not a small one. Its members
could be found within the whole Church: e.g. Andronieus and Junius (do 16.7).
It was not until later that the historical nucleus of the twelve- was endowed
with the character of the apostleship, whereas at the beginning oi
Vvo*tp/W and oi different groups. Klein also rejects
Kamack's thesis that Paul brought about the gradual restriction of the concept
of apostle to the twelve. He emphatically denies that a concept of apostleskip
existed before Paul and in addition to Paul's and that Paul had any chare in
developing a concept of the adostriate as an institution. He also rejects
Campenhausen's thesis that the association of the twelve with the concept of
an apostle came into being only after the apostolic generation had died out,
hence in the early poet-apostolic era: nor does he accept Schaithals' view
that the idea of apostleship had its home in gnostic myth and that it is to
be derived from ryncretistic Christianity and to be located in Ephesus. He
concludes that, since the original link between the apoetolate and the
institution of the twelve is not historical and is not theologically pertinent
in the earliest sources, the origin of the close association is to be sought
in Post-Pauline time, viz. the intermediate links between Paul and Luke's
two books.
31
This problem, however, is to be investigated more precisely by tradition-
history (See next section).
3) About the limits of the foraiula in 1 Cor 15.3ff., v.3 does not belong
to the pre-Pauline tradition, v.6b is to be regarded as a Pauline interpretation
7Q
and v.3h-v.5 belongs to the old formula of confession.*'
Further historical-critical analysis and tlie investigation of the significance
of the formula in 1 Cor 15.3ff. in its historical context arc to be clarified more
precisely in the next section mainly by means of tradition-history.
38
cf. U, Wilckene, "Der Ursprung der Ueberlieferung der Erscheinungen des
Auferstandenen", ins Dogma und Denkstrukturon. ed., ¥. Joest and W, Pannonberg,
Gbttingen, 1963, p. 31:
I a 1 Kor 15.5s Sine (ursortinglich liturgische ?) Forme1 tiber den
stellvertretenden Stihnetod Christi flir uneere Stinden
ait Schriftbeweiss
b 1 Kor 15.4a: eine Erw&hnung der Tatsache deo Begr&bnisses
Jesu:
c 1 Kor 15.4b: eine kerygmatlsche Formol aus dem Miaaionskerygma,
auf die Paulus im Zueammenhang des ganzen Abschnittes
zentral abzielt:
II d 1 Kor 15.5s die hlteste Legitimet!onsforme1 aus den Anf&ngen der
Gecchichte der Urgemeinde, die Petrus ua der ihm
zuteilgewordenen SrBterscheinung des Auferstandenen
vrillen die FUhrungerolle im Kreise der durch eine
weitere Ersciieinung auegezeichneten Gruppe der
"ZwtJlf" zuspricht:
e 1 Kor 15.6: eine von Paulus forenulierte Zusaimaenfasesung
einer Erz&hlung tlber eine Erscheinung vor
tiber 500 Brtidern, die urspriinglich wohl die
Grtindxingslegonde der Urgomeinde gewesen 1st:
f 1 Kor 15.7s die geltende Legitimationsformel einer
etwae sp&teren Beit, die deia Herrenbxuder





F. Hahn classifies the text, 1 Cor 3h-6, into four lines:
(v.3b) ore Xfiaros ocnefltcrty virij3 t*ov olf/VfTtZv
hutu rus
(v.4&) k<*c ore &vx<ji ,
III: (v.4b) ho/t ore e-fyj-epr-ea rfj fyef'% r<j Tf^TtJ
fcdTof. vis j-pajtois J
TV: (v.5) Xdi ore vojJ>i , eir* rots Su>S**c<4 ■
eireiToi £><£$1 err*vuj ftwt\co6Lo<-s t --(v.6)
He points out that I and III stand out not only by the common motif of
scriptural fulfilment, but also their characteristic and parallel interpretations
40
and also that II and IV occupy a subordinate and consequential position
( otnefloivi-v kT+j>n t &ffyefretL ).
Here, each line contains its own verb, &ir6&et.v(rv , ,
and u>Pi ■
fae$tc</6is
The first &tt6&*i/6)/ is rather important, for it avoids speaking of the "my
A i —•
in which the death took place". Perhaps it was only much later that *7vvfouv
42
became a "gospel word". In the passion story "crucify" occurs several times,
39
F. Hahn, op. cit.. p. 176.
40
cf. F, Hahn, pp. cit.. p. 176.
^
A. Schlatter, Paulus. der Bote Jesu. Stuttgart, 1934, p. 394.
42
K.H. Schelkle, Die Passion Jesu in der Verktodi,gurur dee Neuen Testaments.
Heidelberg, 1949, pp. 240ff.
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but there it moans concretely the mode of execution. Otherwise it is very rare
in the non-Pauline tradition. For Paul, it comprises directly the gospel message
in contrast to the curse of Dt 21.23 (Ga 3.13) and just because of its character
as a o-k&v&uXoV (1 Cor 1.23). But thinking in tems of such paradoxes is not
demonstrable for the oldest church} it may, because of Hie OT assumption, have
avoided the word "cruCify" in confession and preaching. Conversely the term,
ot iro$v{jfK6*y' , is to be found in many Christological statements, both of
Pauline and post-Pauline provenance, but as such it is not a "gospel word".
43
The soteriological function of the death of Jesus was explained in various ways.
fiirlf TU)V kjMpXtUJV fy/ftV
Whether 6iref rG>v ocpifTtZbv can be understood as a reference to
44
Is 53 is disputable. For the oldest passion tradition the necessity of the
suffering of Jesus had a significant meaning and to convey this conviction it
adopted scriptural proof. The motif of the persecution and killing of God's
45
messengers by the Jews also played a certain part but in both cases the thought
of expiation was lacking. F. nahn postulates that "it was probably only after
the church had learned to understand the necessity of the death of Jesus that it
43
cf. R, Bultmann, Theologle des Neuen Testaments. Tllbingen, 1953, PP. 47ff.
He points out, e.g. LWr^ptoi/. Also he writes (p. 47) that "Endlich ist ihm
(Paul) die hier vorliegende Vorstellung von der gbttlichen St.wtoa6yn , die eine
Silhne fttr die vordem begangsnen Stolen verlangte, sonst fremd. Es liegt also
offenbar ein Satz der Tradition vor, der vielleicht auf die Urgemeinde
zurilckgeftlhrt werden darf."
44
So, J. Weiss, Der erste ICorintherbrief. MeyerK, Gbttingen, 1910, p. 343.
See also: H. Lietzmann, An die Korinther I und II. (HNT), Tlibingen, 1949,
P. 77. ~~ '
45
cf, STB, 2, pp. 275f., pp. 279-232. Also see, G.F. Moore, Judaism in the first
centuries of the Christian era. 3 Bde., Cambridge, 1927-1930, Bd. 1, pp. 547-549.
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took the further step of asking about the meaning of God's suffering from the
point of view of salvation. It then applied to the death of Jesus the motif of
vicarious expiatory suffering which was widespread in late Palestinian Judaism."
Furthermore Hahn argues^ that scriptural proof and the motif of expiation regarding
the death of Jesus are to be understood to have been developed and handed on to
seme extent independently of each other. Perhaps, at this early stage Is 53 still
played no part. However, gradually the motif of the expiatory death became linked
with scriptural proof, and eventually linked with the prophetic chapters of the
Old Testament, viz. Is 53.
H. Lohse lias pointed out to what an extent the conception of death for one's
own sins and as a vicarious atonement was rooted and spread abroad in Palestine
43
in late Judaism. Is 53 is indeed the earliest evidence for the idea of a
vicarious expiatory death, nevertheless the conception in all its compass cannot
be derived from there but reflects a broader background. Moreover, it needs to
be noted that the idea of an atonement "for many (all)" which is characteristic
of Is 53 does not appear elsewhere in late Judaism. Nothing is said anywhere of
an atoning death having universal validity, the expiatory virtue remains throughout
restricted to Israel. This means that Is 53 has independently carried further
49
what was obviously an older motif. On the other hand, it has to be observed
that the whole of late Judaism consistently avoids reference to Is 53 in its
statements about expiation,
46
F. Hahn, op. cit. , p. 177. Regarding the motif of vicarious atonement
attributed to the righteous man in late Judaism see, E. Lohse, Il&rtanper und
Gottesknecht. Gbttingen, 1955, pp. 73ff. Also see, R. Bultmann, op. cit.. p. 43.
47
F. Hahn, op. cit.. p. 177.
43
E. Lohse, op. cit.. pp. 38ff.
49
E. Lohse, op. cit.. p. 106.
50
E. Lohse, op. cit.. p. 107.
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These presuppositiom need to be taken into consideration for primitive
Christianity. On the one hand, a fairly wide dissemination of the idea of
vicarious atonement has to be reckoned with, and on the other hand, the motif
of atonement is by no means necessarily connected with Is 53 and consequently
does not as a matter of course comprise the idea of vicariously standing surety
"for many (all)". Tide means that such formal phrases about the death of Jesus
as "for us (you)" and "for our sins" and the like are not derived from Is 53 but
rather assume the conception of atonement that obtained in late Judaism and was
fairly generally widespread. Only statements which make mention of a vicarious
death "for many" or otherwise make a clear reference to the atonement conception
of Is 53 may b© brought into connection with that prophetic chapter.
With the combination of reference to expiation and scriptural proof the
door war then opened for the adoption of the motif of expiatory suffering on
the part of the servant of Jahweli, which, eo far as on© can see, was completely
avoided in Judaim, and in no way combined with assertions about vicarious
51
expiation.
Therefore, it may be inferred that the affirmation of expiatory death is
older, that only later was it combined with the motif of congruence with the
scriptures, and thus became bo firmly fixed a® an independent tradition that in
this form it exercised continued influence. 52
?. Hahn, or>. cit.. p. 173.
52
nufferisvc of the servant of Jahwch
cQtif of Scripture proof HlZl
36
AtfTrf Tifc
It may be clear that X*rk rib yfu^ds does not refer to the scriptural
basis for the idea of expiation, and the latter is not intended to be supported
in this way. For the affirmation of expiation has its own weight and needs no
further legitimization. On the one hand, the dying of Jesus was explained by
the thought of scriptural necessity, and on the other, it was explained by this
eoteriological idea. Therefore, "according to the Scriptures* in line I is to
be understood as a reference to the verb, ottft.&Lv6-v , and is to be understood
also as a further more precise qualification of the death of Jesus.
What must be taken account of is in what stratum of tradition the motif of
scriptural congruity primarily played a part. F. Hahn holds that this was from
53
the outset the passion tradition. The basic thought of the ancient passion
story is combined with the soteriological statement about Jesus' death: the
suffering and death of Jesus happened according- to the will and promise of God,
the agony and abandonment of Jesus, hie shameful death;lie in the counsel of God
and are therefore to be understood in the light of Old Testament prophetic
testimony. The ftbiT* rks is doubtless to be understood as an
allusion to it. Two diverse traditions about the death of Jesus are therefore
combined here. It is clear that the thought of scriptural fulfilment strongly
marks the confession, for this point alone occurs twice in a formula which is
extremely compressed.
In view of the very terse turn of phrase, merely noting facte, and of the
subordination of line II to line I, is to be understood as a confirmation
of the death of Jesus, the burial securely affirms the real death of Jesus, and
53
F. Hahn, op. cit.. p. 179.
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tlie vision establishes the really ensuing resurrection .
Granted that v.4a belongs in the context of the statement concerning his
death, U. Wilckens argues from the point of view of the history of the tradition,
that v.4a, ore £roL^y , perhaps signifies that certain traditions about Jesus'
CC
grave existed in the place from which the formula originally derived its material.
tl. Wilckens says that "This cannot be excluded in view of the fact that Paul
himself lias no concrete knowledge about the empty tomb, nor of the finding of it.
For, what Paul himself, and the group in Antioch from whom he received the formula,
did not know, and did not associate with the expression , could have been
known and handed down in the primitive community, if the content of the Hellenistic
Christian formula originally derived from a tradition of the primitive community.
1 Cor 15.4a can in no way be regarded, as has frequently been the case, as an
argument that at the time of the writing of 1 Cor the stories about the burial of
Jesus and the finding of his empty tomb, which are recorded in dark 15 and 16,
56
could not yet have existed as such,"
Ho certainty, however, can be obtained from 1 Cor 15 itself, whether or not
the expression, h-Tot<j>r[ , belongs to the tradition about the empty tomb. All one
34 /
See: E, Conzelmarm, (Grundrlss der Theolo/cie des Heuen Testaments. Mttnchen,
1967. ST: An Outline of the Theolorry of the New Testament. London, 1969,
p. 85): "Some exegetes made a reference to the empty tomb in 'er&fi , But
this interpretation is refuted by the fact that Ufa is not subordinated to
the resurrection, but to the dying." Also, H. Grass, op. cit., pp. 146ff.,
H. Conzelmann, "Zur Analyse der Bekenntnisformel 1 Kor 15.3-5", SvangTheol.
25, 1965, p. 7, E. Schweizer, op. cit.. and also E. Lohse, op. cit.. pp. 220ff.
55
U. Wilckens, "The tradition-history of the Resurrection of Jesus", in: The
significance of the message of the resurrection for faith in Jesus Christ, ed.
C.P.B. Moule, London, 1968, p. 58.
^ U. Wilckens, op. cit.. p. 58.
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could say is that 1 Cor 15.4a is a confirmation of the death of Jesus().
57
Concerning this problem, L. Goppelt argues in a different way. The
indifference, silence concerning the enpty tomb in 1 Cor 15 and Acts, has nothing
to do with the tradition-history problem at all, but is "sachlich" in origin. The
report of the empty tomb might belong to a very early and reliable tradition, even
though the character of the tradition is without doubt legendary. According to
the statement in the oldest Gospel, the discovery of the empty tomb by the
disciples does not forn a part of the ©aster faith, but, as according to Mk 16.8,
merely gives rise to fear and astonishment. Further Goppelt says that "the
angel's voice, which explains the empty tomb to the women, refers to the easter
appearances (Mk 16.6f.). Therefore, the finding of the empty tomb was originally
only an ambiguous sign, which prepares for the easter appearances and is only then
interpreted by them. In 1 Cor 15.4, the easter kerygraa, by the strong expression,
'he was buried' , may well presuppose it, but it is not based on this sign of the
58
empty tomb, but rather on the appearances."
However, we ehail discuss the problem of the empty tomb tradition and the
Pauline easter kerygma again in a later section.
trirefT«L
The £yjfe-prdL of line III is in the perfect tense. This is by no means
normal in the references to the resurrection elsewhere, even the resurrection of
Jesus is usually spoken of in the aorist, (cf. Mk 16.6 par. Lk 24.34 Jn 2.22 21.14
Ac 3.15 4.10 5.30 10.40 13.30, 37 Ro 4.24, 25 6.4, 9 7.4, 8, 11, 34 10.9 1 Cor 6.14
15.15 2 Cor 4.14 5.15 Ga 1.1 Eph 1.20 Col 2.12 1 Th 1.10 1 Pe 1.21) and but seldom
57
L. Goppelt, op, cit.. p. 91.
58
L. Goppelt, op. clt.. p. 91.
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in the perfect tense (cf. 1 Cor 15.4, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20 2 Tm 2.3). K.E.
59
Rengstorf renounces any attempt to discover in this an essential differentiation
and regards the two tenses, viz. the aorist and perfect tenses, as mere translation
variants. It seems, however, questionable to regard, the two tenses as translation
variants, for, as F. Hahn views it, " At least in the Greek text of 1 Cor 15.3-5
the perfect tense has a clear function to perform: in contradistinction to the
testimony to the resurrection event alone, there is here also a reference to the
60
repercussions of the easter miracle." Perhaps it might be discerned that by
this means lines III and 17 are closely bound together (cf. Mk 16.|4). The passive,
as is frequent in Jewish tradition, is in this case circumlocutory, drawing a veil
over the action of God.
The same thing can be noticed also in testimonies to the Easter event, for
"He was raised up (has been raised up)" alternates almost regularly with "God
raised Him up". ( 0 x&voV ijpfrpe-V - in Ac (346 above), many in Ho, e.g.
4.24 3.11 10.9 1 Cor 6.4 2 Cor 4.14 Ga 1.1 Eph 1.20 Col 2.12 1 Th 1.10 1 Pe 1.21).
In this respect the use of is distinguished from that of the intransitive
verb, . Perhaps for this reason the use of the verb, pei)S
increasingly prevailed.
r«y TfiT!j
That the formula, apart from the affirmation of the resurrection in the
perfect tense, was concerned to emphasize the cnce-for-all character of the event,
59
K.H. Rengstorf, op. cit., pp. 54f.: "Angesichts dessen wird jeder Versuch einer
Differenzierung von und hr*f4i lediglich nach grammatiechen
Gesichtspunkten fragwttrdig. Has gilt erst recht, wenn das Ueberlieferungs-
stiick wirklich auf eine semitieche Vorlage zurlickgeht."
60
F. Halm, op. cit.. p. 180.
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r a
is shown by the addition r<? frr? r7 rrtTij
It is widespread in the early Easter kerygma in two versions: "on the third
day" and "after three days". There rjay be no difference in the meaning. Attempts
at explanation are:
621) The first appearances took place at this time.
2) The phrase refers to the time of the discovery of the empty tomb. On
the other hand, however, the information is earlier than the legends about the
+ V 63tomb.
3) The information has been conjured up out of the fact that the Christians
64
used to assemble on the first day of the week. Precisely, however, the reverse
process is more probable: This day became the day for assembly because it was
65
regarded as the day of the resurrection.
4) There are parallels in the history of religions, e.g. the idea that the
soul remained in the neighbourhood of the body for three days. The analogy is
66
vague.
5) The information is taken from scripture. If, however, one asks what
scriptural passage is involved, confusion abounds. There is, of course, an
explicit scriptural proof from Jon 2.1 in Mt 12.40. This passage, however, is
late in the tradition. Nor can tie formula "on the third day" be derived from it,
61
cf. P. Hahn, op. cit., p. 190. cf. U. Wilckens, op. cit.. p. 53: "... it is
certain that it is intended to give the date of the event of his raising as
such, and not of his first appearance."
62
F. Halm, op. cit.. p. 130.
63 H. v, Carapenhausen, op. cit.. pp. 11f.
64
YJ. Rordorf, Per Sonatar. Attrich, 1962, ET: Sunday. London, 1963.
65
cf, H. Grass, op. cit.. pp. 127ff.
Oo
cf. C. Clemen, :eliyionaceschichtllche arklhruny des Heuen Testaments. Giessen,
1909, pp. 100ff., UP: Primitive Christianity and its non-Jewish sources. Edinburgh,
1912.
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because It does not correspond with the details of the quotation:
fry
K*i xpfii yvKr>ts , Others refer to Ho 6.2: ' OyiScetri jutrj. Suo
£y ifl fyt-ft Tfj Tptrq kW-tTyfof/tfa K*i fatofstrh eVtoTtoV o(uTOUt " (Lx/).
According to F. Hahn's conjecture, "the motif of 'the third day' was combined
with witness to the resurrection before scriptural proof had been made use of in
such a context, a fact which becomes especially clear from the tradition about the
63
suffering and resurrected Son of Kan." Further Hahn conjectures that scriptural
69
proof was originally used only in view of the suffering of Jesus.
67
B. Lindars, Hew Testament Apologetic. London, 1961. Similarly recently H.K.
McAythur ("On the Third Day", KTStud. Vol. S, Oct., 1971, London, No. 1) says
(p. 36) that "I conclude, therefore, that Hos 6.2 was the outstanding, single
rcriptural passage behind the 'on the third day' tradition, although the phrase
•according to the Scriptures' in 1 Cor 15.4 may have been based on the general
'third day' motif which the Babbie found in numerous passages and not exclusively
in Hoe. 6.2." D. Hill suggests that the scriptural reference in 1 Cor 15.4 is
not to Hos 6.1-2, as often proposed, but to Ps 16.3-11(LDC), by way of the
popular Jewish belief that corruption set in only after the third day. (D. Hill,
"On the third Day", BxuTiaes. 73. 1967, pp. 266-267.)
J. Ifijngaards ("Death and Resurrection in Covenantal Context (llos 6.2)," VetTest
17. 1967, pp. 226-239) suggests that the notion of resurrection derives from
convenantal terminology and argues as follows: Neither Canaanite fertility-
cult language nor the idea of recovery from illness satisfactorily explains
Hos 6.2. A series of examples from ancient Near Eastern texts show that
dethroning a king was often called "killing" him and restoring a vassal to
favour was called "raising him to life." The latter expression connotes
dispensing fertility and prosperity to the people. In Hos 6.1-3 this back¬
ground is reflected: Yahweh will "raise" hie people when "on the third day" he
will renew hie covenant with them. There is evidence that the covenant
practices were still known in New Testament times and applied to the New
Covenant. Thus Hos 6.2 may well be the reference in 1 Cor 15.4 and elsewhere.
F. Hahn, op. cit.. p. 131: "The early version of the words about the suffering
and rising of the Son of Man in Mk 9.31 is independent of the scripture proof,
but it contains the jycxi TfftS *
F. Hahn, op. cit., p. 130, n. 353: "This is shown by the early passion tradition
in contrast to the Easter tradition: cf. Mk 16.Iff., parr. Further it is shown
by the short formulae about the suffering Son of Man Mk 14.21, 41. In Mk 8.31
the kwa ±b certainly dependent on the previous StZ , but actually
it is only loosely connected with it. 1 Cor 15.4 is the first to repeat the




Harnack frequently and rightly emphasized tliat the syntactical structure of
v.5 and v.7 is the same. "Whereas v.6 is clearly formulated by Paul, who is
using the traditional story of an appearance to more than five hundred as part
of an argument for the purpose of his debate with the Church at Corinth, w.5 and
71
7 are in a fixed form, which Paul probably received with this wording. In
each case the name of an individual ccmes first, and is followed by a group. If
one can assume here the interpretation of the appearances described above, this
means that both sentences describe a relationship of authority, and what one has
no
here are "legitimation formulae". "He (Christ) appeared to Cephas, then to
the Twelve" simultaneously signifies that Peter is the first in the circle of
the twelve. The same is true of v.7: James is the first in the circle of all
the apostles. Harnack and others after him tried to see in this evidence of a
rivalry between Peter and James. This thesis, however, has been widely rejected
and rightly so. There was, nevertheless, something correct in Harnack's
observation: the two sentences express the validity of an authority, and are
presumably evidence of two different situations in the history of the Church
within the primitive community, each of which can be recognized in the Epistle
to the Galatians, Philippians and also in the Acts of Apostles (e.g. Ga 2,9 Ac 2.14).
Yplffos
The formula 1 Cor 15.3b-5 is linked to Yptfvos used without the article.




U, Wilckens, "Der Ursprung der Ueberlieferung der Erscheinungen des Auferstandenen",
in: Dogma und Denkstrukturen. ed., W. Joest and W. Pannenberg, Gttttingen, 1963. p.71.
72
U. Wilckens, op. cit.. pp. 63ff.
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proper name had already become established. Could such a niode of speech, without
the article and without express identification with Jesus, have been possible in
the sphere of Palestinian Judaism?
73
Concerning this problem again P. Hahn's argument should be referred to:
"It is to be noted once more that in the combination of the Christos title with
the passion tradition, we see the effect of a completely new initiative. On
the basis of the fact that Jesus was crucified as 'Xing of the Jews', there arose
a marked Christianized interpretation of the idea of royal messianim. The idea
that the Messiah must suffer is made also part of the conception: the thought
of the necessity of this suffering according to the scriptures stands in the
background, but is in part directly expressed. In Hie association of the
Christos title with the confessional tradition concerning the suffering and
resurrection of Jesus, the thought of expiation was also adopted, a thought which
was absent from the old account of the suffering and from one part of the later
passion tradition (1 Cor 15.3b-5). The Palestinian outlook clearly reflected
both in the details and in the whole, shows in regard to Christology a real
continuity with the Hellenistic church tradition. The strong influence of
the pattern is traceable up to the later Hew Testament tradition. Here * hristos"
lias retained its secure place within the stratum of tradition, nor has its
titular meaning been given up. Hence the tradition to its use as a proper name
ft yt
is not to be explained from within this historical context."
73
F. Hahn, op. cit.. p. 189.
74
cf. W. Kramer, Christos. Kyrios. Gottessohn. Ztirich, 1963. ST: Christ, Lord.
Son of God. London, 1966, p. 61: "The title Christ, translating
presented itself to the Hellenistic Jewish Christians as a term which would
clearly indicate the- eechatological status of Jesus. Therefore it is by
far the most likely that Christ was linked with the statement about the death
by Greek-speaking Jewish Christians."
94
Hahn concludes as follows: "It is clear that the last broadening of the
Christianized messianic idea, making possible an application to the work of Jesus
as a whole, first took place in the sphere of the early Hellenistic church which
assimilated t o messianisra the tradition of the earthly Jesus as the new Moses
and the eschatological prophet. In this way 'Christos' could in particular be
brought into connection with the miraculous work of Jesus also. This led to a
use of 'Christos' and 'Son of God' in a similar sense. However, the use of the
Son of God predicate soon gained the ascendancy, with the result that 'Christos'
75
increasingly faded and finally was congealed as a proper name."
</ V
on— xaa •••
What is striking in this formula is the several times repeated and cumulative
C/ v (/ v f/
on --tori ore—Ml — . In a hymn such a on would in any case be disturbing, whereas
in a confessional statement it marks the firm and obligatory article of faith.
Especially in connection with TTi^T^Coj/6V) di&vytV , etc., stereotyped turns of
{/ ,
phrase introduced by OTL are particularly frequent (ef. Ro 6.9, 10.9 1 Th 4.14
Jas 2.19 1 Jn 5.1,5), and the same applies also to the continuity effected by
the traditional technical terms and trtxpKJiJSi/ML ■
Thus there is certainly the possibility of regarding OTL as suitable in
style and of interpreting its regular repetition in the line of the credal
statement as vigorously emphasizing the various points affirmed.
It must be asked, however, why in such a formula, handed on as a unity,
75
F. Hahn, op, cit.. pp. 192f.
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{/
the introduction by a single on. is not sufficient. The only comparable
parallel text 1 Th 4.14ffv " ore--- ketl —\eyof/6if"- ore ••• /nfl ••• t
shows that the enumeration there was not a unity originally and was thus co-ordinated
by Paul himself. This cannot be said of 1 Cor 15.3b-5, on account of the very
technical and formal structure, and the unPauline features. Perhaps, most
probably, as U. Wilekens sees it, the repeated %tl could be an indication that
in the pre-Pauline period a number of confessional formulae originally independent
were fused together.
Summary:
1 Cor 15.3b-5 presents a comprehensive formula, which despite its ancient
date cannot have stood right at the start of the development. One sign of this
is the repeated ore : a further sign is that the mtZ rZs rf*f4s ha® so
emphatically been added in two places, and not least significant is the fact that
to the confession of the death and resurrection of Jesus have been joined
statements about his burial and appearances.
In the formula 1 Cor 15.3b~5, which iB a representative formula showing
a specific Christological conception, the tradition of the passion story, which
in the main sought only to overcome the scandal of Jesus' way of suffering, has
absorbed into itself independent soteriological statements together with the
message of the resurrection, and adopted the Chrietoe title. Thus there occurs
on Palestinian soil a further significant idea in addition to the Son of Man idea
and the view of Jesus as Lord. The Son of Man Christology played the decisive
part in the earliest times, ana it may also be asserted that it was probably
U. Wilekens, Die llissionsreden der Anostel^cescliichte. Neukirchen, 1963, pp.
73ff.
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reproduced in the Hellenistic Church. It should be noted that this Christological
conception most of all makes one aware of the continuity between the Palestinian
and the Hellenistic Church traditions.
This hypothesis is also supported by the investigation of the expressions,
5mf TUfV Kfj*f>TUov 1*S ppoift/S , and so on. These
expressions show a continuity with the Palestinian outlook in view of the tradition
of the passion story. These traditions which circulated in the Palestinian community,
however, were not fixed yet in a determined confessional form. Probably it is
only in Greek-speaking Jewish Christianity that these traditions became fixed in
a confessional determined form together with its interpretative expansion. When
the formula was taken over by Gentile Christianity, its wording remained unchanged
but "Christ" came more and more to be regarded merely as the name of the person
to whom the events stated in the formula had happened. It was, perhaps, at this
stage that the formula reached Paul.
The next subject to be investigated is the function and significance of the
confessional form in view of the whole context of the Epistle.
3.4 Problems of the christological doctrine in the Corinthian Church.
A. A brief critical survey of the recent studies on Gnostician in the
Pauline congregations.
A recent discussion concerning the problem of the prevailing christological
doctrine in the Corinthian Church opened with the publication by W. Schmithals, of
77
a monograph on gnosticisn in Corinth. This was followed by articles treating
77
Die Gnosis in Korinth. Gttttingen, 1956.
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73 79 60
Galatians, Philippians, the letter to the Ephesians attached to Remans as
31
Chapter 16, and the Pauline Corpus in general.
Schmithals provides a solution to the problems of primitive Christianity,
comparable to the hypothesis of P.O. Baur, who saw everything in terms of the
struggle of Paul with the Judaizers. However, with Cchmithals the Judaizers are
32
replaced by Jewish gnostics, a variant already proposed by W. Ldtgert.
One of the criticims of Schmithals' thesis is that he, like Baur, overstates
his case, ana thus tends to discredit the truth of his position. In the first
place, he presupposes in an uncritical way the Bultmannian solution of the gnostic
problem, centered in the pre-Christian origin of the gnostic redeemer myth. It
is, however, still problematic whether or not this presupposition is proper. The
o«a»
presupposition cannot be validated simply by alluEion to Reitzenetein. C. Colpe
proposes that although various ingredients of gnosticism are pre-Christian the
34
gnostic redeemer myth presupposes the docetic interpretation of Christ. However,
85
R. Rudolph has made a new defence of the pre-Christian origin of the Mandeans,
^
"Die H&retiker in Galatien", ZeitHTWiss. 47, 1956, pp. 25-67.
79
"Die Irrlehrer des Philipperbriefes", delt'i'IxeoIKirch. 54, 1957, pp. 279-341.
30
"Die Irrlehrer von Rftm 16.17-20", StudTheol, 13, 1959, pp. 51-69.
31
"Zur Abfassung und hlteeten Saainlung der paulinischen Hauptbriefe", ZeitHI»Viss.
51, 1960, pp. 225-245.
82
Freiheitspredi^t und Gchwarm/reister in Korinth. Glitersloh, 1908.
83
Die religiontyceschichtliche Schule: Bd. I: Darstellung und Kritik ihres 3ildes
vom gnostischen ZrlBsermythos. Gbttingen, 1961.
34
"Gnosis I Religionsgeechichtlich", RGG(3). 2, cols. 1648-1652.
Die Mandher. 2 Bde, Gbttingen, 1960-1961.
96
including their mythology in the Jordan valley. One of 1he recent surveys of
86
the immense literature on these problems of comparative religion by S. Schulz
leads more or less to a non liquet; "Hasty alternatives in this case do not at all
bring us further" (p. 334). In view of this situation, Schmithals' doctrinaire
presupposition of the view of a generation ago does not inspire confidence, but
rather concern.
The other aspeet of SchraithalE' thesis on gnoetician in the Pauline
congregation which raises questions, is the claim that in each Pauline congregation
one has to deal with precisely the same gnostic movement. Apart from the fact
that this monolithic assumption hardly seems probable in view of the wide diversity
in Hellenistic syncretism and within gnosticism itself, Schmithals' position is
often argued in such a way that his thesis is based upon rather invisible evidence
imbedded in the Pauline epistles,
37
D. Georgi argues that the heresy reflected in 2 Corinthians was a quite
83
distinct movement from that confronted in t Corinthians, and H, KBeter presents
a differentiated statement of the nature of the heresy confronted in the various
Pauline congregations. Galatians confronts "Judaizers" of an "Oriental-syncretistic"
39
type from the "Hellenistic diaspora": 2 Corinthians also opposes "Hellenistic,
but non-gnostic Jewish Christians" who envisage themsleves, and Jesus, along the
"Die Bedeutung neuer Gnosisfunde ftir die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft",
TheolHund. 26, 1960-61, pp. 209-266, pp. 301-334.
37
Die Gegner des Paulue in 2 Kor. 2.14-7.4 und 10-13. Heidelberg, 1959.
38
"E&retiker im Urchristentum", .GG(3). 3, cols. 17-21.
«Q
cf. C.K. Barrett, "Paul's Opponents in II Corinthians", NewTStud. 17, 1971,
pp. 233ff.
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line of a 9et«s ivjf : in contrast 1 Corinthians opposes a party whose members
were "certainly gnostics": "Jewish Christian gnostics" are opposed in Philippians
90
and Colossians.
The discussion lias made most progress particularly with regard to 1 Corinthians,
since different scholars have thrown light upon different parts of the Corinthian
situation, which are now brought together into a unified picture. Already
91
Reitzenstein had drawn attention to the fact that Paul is presenting his argument
in gnostic terms when he distinguishes in 2,6-3.1 between "psychics" on the one
hand and "pneumatics" or "the perfect" on the other; and Bultmann has long insisted
that what the pneumatics, in distinction from the psychics, know in 2.6ff. presupposes
92
knowledge of the gnostic redeemer myth. J. Schniewind slims that Paul argued on
two points, on the one side against the teaching of 2 Tim 2.18 and on tine other
93
against denial of the bodily resurrection of Jesus.
94
Hans von Soden has shown that the excesses at the Lord's Supper did not
grow out of a reduction of the sacrament to a common meal, but quite the reverse:
One assumed that if one had the magical power of the sacrament, one need not concern
oneself with such earthly details as one's human relationships. Schmithals
95
argues that the passage in 1 Corinthians 12.3 regarding testing the spirits is
90
Regarding this problem, see: e.g., H. Conzelmann, Per erste Brief an die
Korinther. MeyerK, Gbttingen, 1969, pp. 28ff.
91
e.g. R. Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen livsterienreligionen. Leipzig, 1927.
92
See his Theologie des Neuen Testaments. TUbingen, 1953, ET: Theology of the
Hew Testament. 2 Vols,. London, 1952-1955, I., p. 175. Similarly, E. H^ichen,
"Gnosis und IT", RGG(3), 2, col. 1652. '
93 See his Hachgelassene Reden und AufsStze. Berlin, 1352.
94
"Sakrament und Ethik bei Paulus", in: Urchristentum und Geschichte . I., 1951
pp. 239-276.
95
Die Gnosis in Korinth. Gbttingen, 1956, pp. 45ff.
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beet explained on the assumption that Paul's opponents were so caught up in the
worship of the heavenly Christ that they could express their scorn of all things
earthly by damning the earthly Jesus. That is, "no one speaking in the spirit of
God says 'Jesus be damned', and no one is able to say 'Jesus is Lord' except in
the Holy Spirit" - this statement is to be interpreted in terms of 1 Jn 4.2b-3:
"Every spirit which confesses Jesus Christ to have come in the flesh is from God,
and every spirit which does not confess Jesus, is not fi*om God." This explanation
of the ecstatic exclamation "Jesus be damned" is the argument of Schmithals which
D, Georgi regards as "the most successful and also the most important in the whole
book."96
97
U. Wilckene argues that the Christology of the Corinthian heretics grew out
of Jewish wisdom literature with its personification of "Wisdom", "Sophia", for
example, 1 Enoch 42.2: "When Sophia came to dwell with men and found no abode,
Sophia returned to her place and took her seat among the angels." It was,
according to the Corinthians, this pre-existent Sophia, who in vain had spoken
through the prophets, who spoke through Jesus and was again rejected by everyone;
everyone that is except -the gnostics. "In the know" with this Wisdom above, the
gnostics can disdain earthly existence and have no need in their theology or their
lives for the cross. It may at first sight seem impossible that persons who
called themselves Christians could develop such a Christology. Yet if one places
oneself mentally back into the situation of a highly speculative congregation which
did not have our Gospels but had at most, a picture of Jesus from the stage which
the synoptic tradition had reached around 50. A.D., then such a misunderstanding
JuF, 1953/59, 1960, p. 91.
97"
Ceisheit und Torheit. Ttibingen, 1959. See also, "Sophia", in: ThV, VII, pp. 465ff.
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is at least possible.
Having thus briefly looked at some of the important proposals concerning the
general background of the Church in Corinth, one may now look particularly at the
problem of 1 Cor. 15 in the light of the various theses indicated so far.
B. Some important problems and their prec&ippositions in 1 Corinthians
15 I.ff.
In order to have a proper interpretation of 1 Cor 15.Iff., one must examine
the following presuppositions concerning the understanding of the resurrection in
the Corinthian Church.
(1) All interpretations which hold that 1 Cor 15.1-11 testifies to an
actual resurrection are based upon the presupposition that in the Corinthian Church
any possibility of the resurrection was doubted generally:^®
vexfcov ofa (v-i*).
(2) Another presupposition is that Paul tried to proclaim the probability
and reality of the resurrection in the future by means of a series of witnesses,
99
which implies witnesses to the fact that Jesus had really risen.""'
In this case, one may say that a series of witnesses provided testimony to
the fact that one man had been raised, and if one had been then all would be.
Thus the general denial of the possibility of resurrection was confronted - and
refuted by an instance of it.
OA
J
cf. H. Lietzmaan, An die Korinther I una II. (BUT 9), Tiibingen, 1949, p. 79,
¥. Schmithals, op. cit.. p. 71. Similarly, H. Conzelmann, "2ur Analyse der
Bekenntnisforme1 1 Kor 15.3-5", Bvaraffheol. 25, 1965, p. 10.
99
cf. I. Hermann, Kyrios und Pneuma. Mtinchen, 1961, p. 114, and J. Weiss, Her
erste Korinthcrbrief. HeyerE, Gftttingen, 1910, p. 345.
102
(j) It has been often presupposed, also, that Paul did not understand
100
properly the Corinthians' doctrine at the time when he wrote the letter to them,
101
consequently hie arguments were not relevant.
With regard to the examination of these presuppositions it is necessary to
undertake a careful analysis of the understanding of the resurrection prevailing in
the Corinthian Church.
If one presupposes that the Corinthians denied only the doctrine of the
102
resurrection of the dead, but not ihe resurrection of Jesus, then the question
how the Corinthians represented the resurrection of Jesus without accepting any
103
probability of the resurrection of the dead will be raised. If that is the
case, Paul should have made it clear to this congregation first of all that they
actually denied the resurrection of Christ also, ^'r (cf. v. 12b), that is, they had
100
cf. J.C. Hurd, The Origin ox 1 Corinthians, London, 1965, PP. 195f.
cf. R. Bultmann, Theoio/dc des Heuen Testaments. Ttibingen, 1953, p. 172.
Similarly, W. Schaithals, op. cit.. p. 71.
102
So the following literature: K. Deissner, Auferstehungshoffruing und
Pneumagedanke bei Paulus. Leipzig, 1912,pp. 16f,, H. Lietzinann, op. ext.. p. 79,
A.T. Nikolainen, ])er Auferstehungs/.?lauben in der Bibel und Hirer Umwelt. II
Neutestamentlicher Teil, Helsinki, 1946, p. 174, J. Weiss, op. cit.. p. 354,
A. Schlatter, Op. cit.. p. 404, p. 410, J. Schniewind, "Die Leugner der
Auferstehung in Korinth", in: Kach --elascene H.rden und Aufs&tze. Berlin, 1952
p. 111, p. 113, "d. Wilckens, "Der Ursprung der U<berlieferung der Srscheinungen
des Auferctandenen", in: Doma und Ikufcstrukturen. ed., W, Joest and ¥.
Pannenberg, G&ttingen, 1963, p. 58, p. 61, n. 11.
103
cf. W, Grundmann, "Ueberlieferung und Eigenaussage im eschatologischen Denken
des Apostels Paulus", NTStud, 8, 1561/62, p. 15.
104 **■
cf. U, Wilckens, op. cit.. p. b2. Wilckens argues that/Corinthians understood
the resurrection of Jesus in terms of the hellenietic "Epiphanievorstellung" and
that Paul refutes it in v.12.
103
no understanding of the salvation meaning of the resurrection of Jesus.
105
However, if the Corinthians doubted the resurrection of Jesus too, then
it might be possible to understand that Paul would have tried to prove the
resurrection of Jesus to them in these verses. It is not clear, however, whether
this understanding is right or not, for in this case it would be quite impossible
to speak of "the Christians" in Corinth at all and furthermore difficult to
understand why Paul concerned himself to such an extent with those Gentiles.
Some scholars propose that the Corinthians were opposed to the "Jewish
1OS
materialistic idea" of the resurrection and advocated the idea of the ascension
107
of the immortal soul ' (Hiiumelfahrt des unsterblichen Seele).
Paul could argue about the subject of the "Jewish materialistic resurrection
105
cf. V. Schmithals, op. cit.. p. 74, pp. 62ff,, pp. 67ff.
cf. J. Weiss, op. cit.. pp. 344ff. Regarding the problem of the Jewish
materialistic idea, see the following literature: W. Bousset-H. Gressmann,
Die Religion des Judentums im gpSthellenigtischen Seitalter. Thbingen, 1926,
pp. 269-274, P. V0I33, Die Eschatologie der .iMischen Gemeirxde im
neutestamentlichen Zeitalter. Thbingen, 1934, pp. 229-256, A.T, Kikolainen,
op. cit..pp. 148-197, ST3, Bd., IV, 1928, pp. 1166-1198, U. Vfilckene,
"Der Ursprung der Ueberlieferung der Erecheinungen des Auferstandenen , in:
Dogma und Denkstrukturen. ed., W. Joest and W. Pannenberg, Gbttingen, 1963,
pp. 86ff.
107
So, H. Lietaraann, op, ext.. p. 79, R. Bultmann, op. cit.. p. 172, J. Schniewind,
QP. cit., p. 134.
For the gnostis: background of this problem, see the following literature,
H. Jonas, Gnosis und sp&tantiker Geist. 1. Die qythologieche Gnosis. 1954,
pp. 205-210, W.G. Kttmmel bei H. Lietamann, op. cit., p. 192. Kttmmel disputes
the fact that the Corinthians accepted the immortality of Soul. Against this:




idea" if it was necessary. Obviously, however, Paul had no interest in this
discussion. Moreover, he clearly refused such a "materialism": &if% Wt
ptij/oc poLGtXetotV $6ov xk>lf6V0f/>ift(L ol iOvUToiL (v.50).
110 111
J. Weiss and H. Grass make it clear, that regarding the resurrection,
Paul distinguished his own from tie Jewish conception. The impression that Paul
defends the Jewish-materialistic resurrection idea in 1 Cor may be the result of
confusion between otW£To(6CS T^s £6Cj>K^S and iwifV&cs TvO ♦ which is
found throughout the Pauline anthropology. However, according to 1 Cor 15.35ff.»
103
cf, P. Wernle. Die nnf&nge unserer Religion. Ttibingen, 1901, p. 109: "Paulus
k&rapft ftir das alte jttdische Auferstehungsdograa...., und augleich bricht er
ihis, den Griechen zuiieb, die Spitae ab durch die Preisgabe des alten Leibes."
J. M&nek, "The Hew Exodus of the Book of Luke", HovTest II, 1953, p. 279:
"If he (Paul) had understood the resurrection of Christ as purely spiritual
event, he could not have come into conflict with the Corinthians." See C.K.
Barrett, "New Testament Eschatology", ScotJournTheol. VI, 1953, p. 144. "His
epistles are almost as different from the apocalypses in content as they are
in form. The sense of expectancy with which Paul looked for a future con¬
summation is combined in hie epistles with an intense spiritual life lived in
the present, and with a concentrated attention focused upon events in the
past - the life, death and resurrection of Jesus regarded as the fulfilment
of prophecy and the completion of the Old Testament." cf. g.K&semann, Zum
Phema der urchristlichen Apokalyptik", ZeitTheoKirch. 59, 1962, pp. 27dff.
109
cf. J. Jeremias, "Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God", NTStud.
II, 1955/56, pp. 151-159,; See also the following literature: R. Bultaann,
op. cit., p. 193, H. v. Campenhausen, Die Be^ndinduiy; kirchlicher Entscheidungen
beini Apoetel Paulus. Heidelberg, 1957, p. 28, n. 59. Against this, J. Weiss,
op. cit.. p. 377, also A.T. Nikolainen, op. cit., p. 199.
110
op. cit.. p. 345, cf. H. Lietzmann, op. cit.. p. 86,: Similarly, A. Schlatter,
op, cit.. p. 433.
^
0ster^eschehen und OEter'berichte. Gbttingen, 1962, p. 152. See also, R.
Bultmann, op. clt., p. 39.
105
112
it is obvious that only ztvkettffls jw ')jj*tos is Pauline. Paul defends
113
at most the general bodily resurrection against the Corinthians, therefore he
refers to the bodily resurrection of Jesus.
114
Schniewind holds that Paul depended upon the bodily character of the
resurrection of Jesus, for all salvation depends on him. The opponents in the
115
Corinthian Church opposed this "Leiblichkeitseschatologie", for to them "-
1 1 6
character of Jesus was a stumbling block of the first magnitude". Sclonicwind,
however, does not make it clear, how the rejection of the bodily resurrection of
Jesus and the verse 2 Tm 2.18, tfS-^ yeyovtvoH, , that was, according
to his understanding, the centre of the Corinthians' resurrection doctrine, are
117
connected with each other. Dchniewind holds that Paul argued on two points,
on the one side against the teaching that is found in 2 Tm 2.18, and on the other
side against the denial of the bodily resurrection of Jesus, but by understanding
it in this way, Schniewind eventually fails to have a comprehensive understanding
of the problem based on 2 Tm 2.18. Moreover, there is no single piece of evidence
112
cf. 0. Cullmann, "Unsterblichkeit der Seele und Auferstehung der Toten.
Das Zeugnis des Keuen Testaments", TheolZeit. 12, 1956, p. 147, W. Bieder,
"Auferstehung des Fleisches Oder des Leibes?" TheolZeit. 1, 1945, pp. 105ff.»
113 cf. E. Schweizer, Thy VII, pp. 128ff.
op. cit.. p. 111,pp. 121f.5 See also, H.W, Bartsch, "Die Argumentation des
Paulus in 1 Cor 15.3-11", ZeitHTtfiss. 55, 1964, p. 269, n. 19.
115
op. cit.. p. 130.
116
op. cit.. p. 123.
117
op, cit.. p. 67, p. 70.
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in w,1ff. that gives any legitimacy to Schniewind's exegesis: that is, for
118
instance, that Paul indicated the bodily resurrection of Jesus by the term
Then, what did Paul try to imply to the Corinthians in 1 Cor 15.1ff?^ No
satisfactory indications about this question have been given by the exegesis
mentioned so far.^^
C. Difference between the chrietology of Paul and the Corinthians.
The question of the Corinthians' concept of the resurrection is to bo answered
only in the framework of the discussion about Cbristology.
This section will deal with the important thesis put forward by J. Schniewind,
W, Schmithals and U. Wilekens, who have contributed to a clearer recognition of
121
the Corinthians' theology by their exegetical works.
1) ¥. Schaithals makes it clear in his book that Iy*ovs in 1 Cor
113
Schniowind argues (dp. cit.. p. 122): "Endlich aber wird die somatisehe
Auferstehung Jeou, an anderer Stelle unseree Briefes. ausdrticklich verldindet,
in unseremKapitel wie selbstverstfedlich vorausgesetzt." Against this, K.
fefegenast, Das Verst&nanis der Tradition bei Paulus und in den Deuteropaulinen.
Neukirchen, 1962, pp. 65f.
119
cf. J, Weiss, on. cit.. p. 345: "So k&apft er gewicsermaseen gegen zwei
Fronton: gegen die rein spiritualistisehe Lehre von der k&rperlosen
Fortexistenz der Seele, aber auch gegen die materialistieche der Auferstehung
der begrabenen KBrper."
1 20
cf. H. GrasB, op. ext.. pp. 143ff. Grass gives a survey of the various
exegesis so far.
121
J. Schniewind, op. cit.. W. Schmithals, op. cit.. pp. 45ff.» B. Wilckens,
Wei sheit und Torheit. Tiibingen, 1959.
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122
12.3 which wae spoken in pneumatic ecstasy is obviously a gnostic proposition.
123
In this verse the problem involves only baptized Christians, and there arises
from this verse "the paradoxical fact that for the people in 1 Cor, it was not a
contradiction to make the confession, KvfioS Xpitrts , and to make the
declaration, &Vd 'I^eovS .* Scbmithals conjectures "elne doketische
125
Christologic-", which one may recognize in 1 Jn 2.22, 4.2f., in the background
of this curse. It is the doctrine of the Gnostics to refuse a close connection
1 ^6
between the heavenly pneumatic Christ and the man Jesus. The sharp
differentiation between the man Jesus and the heavenly pneumatic Christ in the
1 p'T






See also, W. Lhtgert, Fretheltspredigt und Schwaxmsreister in Korinth. Gtttersloh,
1903, p. 75s "Das Kreuz scheint ihnen nur die Verhttllung der Eerrlichkeit
Christi zu sein. Offehbar iet sie erst in dm Erhbhten, der der Geist ist.",
and p. 103: "Dae Kreuz Christi ist nach Helming der Geaeinde nicht geeignet,
eine Quelle und ein Gegenstand der Weisheit zu sein," cf. A. Schlatter, Die
korinthlsche Theologie. Gttters loh, 1914, pp. 37ff. \ Also, E. Eaenchen, Die
Botechaft des Thomas-Zvamceliums. dorlin, 1961, p. 71: "Dier.e korinthische
Gnosis ist...durch eine falsche Auslegung der paulinischen Predigt entstanden."
cf. ¥. Schmithals, op. cit..pp. 45-47.
¥. Schmithals, op. cit.. pp. 45-47.
cf, H. Braun, Gesammelte Studien zuni ITeuen Testament und seiner Uawelt.
Tttbingen, 1962, pp. 238ff., W. Nauck, Die Tradition und der Charakter des
ersten Johannesbriefes. Ttibingen, 1957, pp. 124f. Seef also, S, Bultaann,
FGG(3). 5.cats. 337f.
cf. ¥. Schaithals, op. cit.. p. 43. against this, ¥. Kramer, Christos.
ICvrios. Gottessohn. SUrich, p. 200.
127
cf. W. Schmithals, op, cit , p. 49. See also, E. Schniewind, op cit o 115»(Diese chriscliche Gnosis) unterscheidet offenbar schon den lli X+tJrfs '
^ ' B HerremaJl1- Against this, E. Conzelmann, "ZurBeicenntnisforrae1 1 Kor 15.3-5", EvaivTheol 25 1965 ™ i_n
. on fche Analysis of the Confessional Formula in 1 Corinthians 15 3-5"'Interpretation. 1%0, 20, pp. 15-25. oor_ntnians 15.3-5 ,
103
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¥. Schmithals' argument is right in its general thesis, * though in detailed
points not acceptable. One of the points made clear by him is that it is
characteristic of the gnostic christology to identify the redeemer with the redeemed,
10Q
via. the gnostics. This identification played a decisive role in the Corinthian
130
Church. The identification provides a mythological basis for hie denial of
131
the earthly Jesus and his cross. The salvation event can exist for "them only
in the identity with the redeemer and this is objectified in mythological form, as
132
the ascension of the soul into the kingdom of perfection.
2) U. Wilckens removes some of the deficiencies of Schraithals' presentation
and enlarges his fundamental thesis in a positive way. He holds that there was a
133
fundamental controversy over Christology between Paul and the Gnostics in Corinth.
The Corinthians understood the crucified Jesus merely as a transient phase that
128
Against this, e.g., D. Georgi, op. cit.. pp. 90~96, C. Colpe, Die
relifdonageschichtliche Schule. Gbttingeca, 1561, p. 42, pp. 63f., p. 140* n, 5»
p. 149, n. 7, p. 175» n. 1., S. Brandenburger, Adam und Christus, Heukirchen,
1962, p. 12, n. 7.» P. 76, n, 4» pp. 132f., p. 155» J.M, Robinson, "Basic
Shifts in German Theology", Interpretation. XVI, 1962, pp. 79ff. ? And Colpe
is in turn criticised by the following scholars: S. Scbulz, "Die Bedeutung
neuer Gnosisfunde fttr die neutestamentliche Wissencchaft", TheolRucd. 26, 1960,
pp. 223-228, K, Rudolph, Die .'oli,?!onsi-eschichte an der Leipziger Universitht
und die Bntwicklun,^ der Religlonswissenschaft. Berlin, 1962, G. Widengren, "Die
religionsgeschichtliche Schule und der iraaische Erlhsungsglaube", OrLitBeit.
53, 1963, pp. 533-543, R. McL. Wilson, The Gnostic Problem. London, 195-3, R.M.
Grant, Gnosticism and BarIf Christianity. Row York, 1959.
129
W. Schmithals, op. clt.. pp. 82-134, cf. X. K&semann, Leib und. Leib Chrlsti,
Ttlbingen, 1933, pp. 65-69. R. Bultm&nn, "Die Bedeutung der neuerschlossenen
raand&ischen und manich&ischen Quellen fhr das Versthndnis der Johannesevangeliums"
ReitNTWiss. 24, 1925, pp. 100ff.
130
W. Schmithals, op. cit.. pp. 153-183.
131
W. Schaithals, op. cit.. pp. 56ff.
132
cf. H. Schlier, Religions^schichtliche Untersuchua::en au den igaatiusbriefen.
Giessen, 1929, pp. 136-140.
133
Jeisheit und Torheit. p. 20.
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134.
belonged to the past / and thus they denied him. To say that Christ was
, y 135
<$iToivf>ivy£VOS was, according to the Corinthians, a heresy which rested on
a mistake, but for Paul the crucified one was 1he real centre of his whole
136
proclamation. Therefore the stress on the cross in 1 Cor 1.18 and 2,8 is
137
Paul's christological antithesis to the denial of the crucified Jesus in Corinth.
As can be seen also from the fact, if it is one, that Paul added a gloss to Phil
2.8, namely: 9°<*mtov <& C&vfou , a gloss that "breaks" the Gnostic redeemer
myth, the crucifixion for him is not a transient phase stadium, but the salvation
event. Although Paul shares a certain structure in Ms christology with Ms
138 139
gnostic opponents, Christ is and remains essentially the crucified.
3) U. Wilekens develops Me interpretation further in a certain respect by
taking into account Schmithals' arguments.
The gnostic enthusiasts in Corinth came to deny the earthly Jesus in ecstasy
and to identify themselves wiih the heavenly pneumatic Christ. Against tliis
gnostic view, however, Paul emphasized that by the gift of the Holy Spirit man can
recognize, not that one should curse the crucified one, but that he is the Lord
(1 Cor 12.3).^ J For the gnostics the function of pneuina was to bring the
recognition of the identification of the redeemer with the redeemed, viz. the
gnostics, whereas for Paul the function of pneuma was to bring the recogMtion
that the crucified one is the Lord. Therefore, for Paul community with the
134
on. clt.. p. 93.
135
op. ext.. pp. 211f.
156
OP- cit.. p. 215,
137
of. OP. Cit., p. 215.
1 33
op. cit.. p. 217.
1-'" op- cit., p. 219, p. 95, pp. 70ff.
140
cf. W. Schmithals, op. cit., p. 50: "...dass der Jesus der Gnostiker in Kor.
dieselbe historische Person war, die in der Urkirche als Herr verehrt wurde.
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heavenly pneumatic Christ exists only when this pneumatic Christ reveals the
crucified one as Lord, The gnostics demoted the earthly Jesus to being a figure
of the past, and by identifying the redeemer in the present with the redeemed, sc.
the gnostics, they failed to recognize the cross to be the salvation event. Paul,
on the contrary, emphasized the earthly Jesus, in so far as he focuesed on his death
on the cross, because for Paul the crucified one is the one who is revealed by the
Holy Spirit, as Kyrios. Therefore, Paul proclaimed the crucified one and inter¬
preted the crucifixion as the salvation event. By doing so, Paul made it clear
that the core of the term "Kyrios" is the crucified one, not in the sense that he
refers to the life of the earthly Jesus, but in the sense that he refers to Jesus'
death on the cross.
Wilekens, however, does not conclude his arguments merely with the assertion
that for Paul the crucified one was the Kyrios by the aid and virtue of Pneuma.
For, in Wilckens' view, Paul goes on to insist on the abiding distance between the
crucified one and the redeemed, viz. the christians. "The distance is both
chrictological and chronological. That ie, there is a chronological gap between
the crucified one and the redeemed christians. By this thesis of Wilckens, there
was raised a new question on the problem of the contrast between the eschatology
of the Corinthians and that of Paul, i.e. between the christological teaching of
the Corinthians and of Paul. This difference of esehatological teaching is
argued and developed by J. Schniewind.
4) Schniewind has made a meritorious effort, in that he lias made it
understandable that the gnostic verse, 2 Tm 2.18, ZoufToiscV
is the core of the Corinthian eschatology. Although most scholars agree with
111
Schniewind on this point,^ Schmithals does not agree with the argument: "Just
because he was ignorant of the actual situation, Paul could not have brought up
ook &TtV as the Gnostic teaching, if the Corinthians were maintaining
(xyWrfTtftrtV vfii f£jfov£/dL Here Schmithals overlooks the point that the
^ / > 7/
thesis of the opponents was expressed not in yvvdTtLJiS oon earcv , but in
J / j ?/ / \
UVbL^XddtS venftov ov« 6&ZIV (v.12j. The Corintliians ignored only
Uv«dTK*ts YiHPajy , but not the general otvdsrc/dts . Furthermore, Schmithals
14.1
J, Schniewind, op. cit., pp. 113ff.
Regarding the argumentation of J. Schniewind, E. Glittgemanns writes (Per
leidende Apostel und sein Kerr. Gftttingen, 1966, p. 67, n. 73.): "Schniewinds
Exegese leidet allerdings unter drei Thesen, die zum Teil seine richtigen
Erkenntnisse wieder durchkreuzen. 1. nimmt Schniewind, a.a.O., p. 116, an,
dass die korinthische These auf ein Missverst&ndnis der paulinischen
zurtickgehe. 'Paulus verkhndet, an Jesus sei die eschatologische Totenerweckung
proleptisch schon vollzogen und die Glaubenden seien jetzt schon mit ihm
auferstanden, sie gehbren jetzt schon zum zuktinftigen Aeon, und das bestimmt
ihren Lebenswandel' (p. 117). Aber das kann Schniewind, ebd. Anm. 1,nur mit
Hilfe der deuteropaulinischen Stellen Kol 2.12f., 3.1, Eph 2.5f. beweisen.
Diese These ist aber auch schon einfach dadurch ausgeschlossen, dass Paulus
nirgendwo auf dieses Missverst&ndnis der Korinther anspielt Oder es korrigiert.
2. nimmt Schniewind, a.a.O. p. 113 an, die Korinther hStten 'die strenge, auf
den Gerichtstag und die Parusie Christi gerichtete Eschatologie so wenig
geleugnet, wie sie die Auferstehung Jesu leugneten'. Wie die Korinther unter
diesen Umst&aden glauben konnten, 'sie seien in der /ScWtA^c* r»o Xfuxod
schon mitten drin' (124), ist dann nicht mehr versthndlich. 3. nimmt Schniewind,
a.a.O. p. 111, 121f. an, die Korinther h&tten die somatische Art der Auferstehung
Jesu geleugnet und Paulus wolle sie ilmen beweisen."
The following literature agrees with Schniewind: H.W. Bartsch, "Pie Argumentation
des Paulus in 1 Cor 15.5-11", ZeitNTWiss. 55, 1964, pp. 261-274., W.G. Kbmmel
bei H. Lietzmann, op. cit.. pp. 192f., R. Bultmann, Pas Urchristentum im Rahmen
der antiken Reli^ionen. Zhrich, 1954, p. 250, also his Theolo/rie des Neuen
Testaments. TUbingen, 1955, p. 172, H. Conzehnann, Pie Pastoralbriefe.
Ttibingen, 1955, (HNT), p. 33, E. Schweizer, "Per Glaube an Jesus den 'Herrn'
in seiner Entwicklung von den ersten Nachfolgern bis zur hellenistischen
Gemeinde", EvangTheol. 17, 1957, pp. 13f.» H. Schlier, Pie Zeit der Kirche.
Freiberg, 1953, pp. 148f., E. Brandenburger, op. cit.. p. 70, E. K&semann,
Exegetische Versuche und Besinnungen. 1, Gbttingen, 1960, p. 137, and also
"Zum Thema der urchristlichen Apokalyptik", ZeitTheoIKirch. 59, 1962, pp. 272ff.
142
op. cit., pp. 71f.
112
conjectures tli&t the gnostics in Corinth, if they were identifying the redeemed
? s 1 ^ *3
with the redeemer, could not call the ascension of the redeemed aw*Vises .
One should, however, take it into account that in the Hew Testament sphere, the
conception that Christ has already risen and ascended to heaven and is enthroned
there, was consistently possible.^44 The tern frvdsrotfcj was consistently
used by the Christian gnostics in connection with the motifs of ascension and
enthronement. There are a number of proofs for this, as E. Gtittgesanne
145
particularly has pointed out.
It is clear that the gnostics used the expression ivisrotscj in the sense
of the ascension of the redeemer, who is identical with the redeemed. Certainly,
however, this does not mean that the Corinthians advocated the thesis, &\/&svu<£'c\?
ffy fef'Y+Ved- , as is suggested by Echniewind.
Gchniewind, however, makes it clear, at least through his interpretation
of 1 Cor 15.23-23, that the gnostic Christians, as well as the non-Christian
146
gnostics, thought that they had already readied the final stage of perfection.
That Paul here should use the arguments he does becomes intelligible if one
supposes that it is against Christian gnostics that he is using the®, which is
how Sehsiowind interprets the situation. For he argues that the resurrection is,
4 A *Jt
J
cf. W. Schaithals, op. cit.. p. 74. W, Schmith&ls argue® (p. 74) that the
gnostics in Corinth held to a belief that Christ is "dor lebendige, svar nicht
auxerstandene, aber doch aufgefahrene Christus".
144
cf. Eph. 2.5f., Kol. 3.1.
145
cf. E, Giittgossans, op. ext.. pp. 68ff. E, Giittgesaanns refers to Acta
Apostolorum auocrrolta led.. H.A. lipsius-M. Bonnet, 1891) e.g., 3d. 11,1. 207,
11-13. 200, 5-9. E© also says that "Aber such in anderen eprachlichen
loreichen lassen rich Belege dafQr finden, dase die Gnoetiker den Aufctleg des
Erlftsers In seiner IdentitSt ait den Orlisten aio *Auferstehuag' beaeichnut
Ixaben." (p# 69).
14^
J. Schniewind, op. clt.. pp. 123ff.
113
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in fact, not a simple event, tut a complex or series of events. The
resurrection of Christ is only the , not the whole of the .
According to Paul, therefore, there are three stages (v.23bf.): Only the earthly
Jesus is risen as the so far. The Christians will be raised only at the
time of his parousia. Therefore the eschatological salvation event is not yet
</
concluded. The universal accomplishment of salvation will occur, only otckv
Csc-/pise's) MTdfrfef fiusau/ ka/i -n&gvv /foit SCyu
(v.24b), and %<?x.<xtos ixflfes kaTKppeZUL O $*V*xo± (v.26),
and tfaftfckofo ry✓ fZ<*6t\(riD(V tuj &€£> ko/L W>tTf>C (v.24a).
Only the third stage of the salvation event of $WST&6i$ > that is, the
destruction of death itself, constitutes the T0\es , which the Corinthians thought
that they had already obtained. W.23-28 will become understandable when one
recognizes that the Corinthians taught that the cUVclktkkcs had occurred already,
that is: the universal vt\f&4x*6is of the gnostics, who are, according to their
understanding, identical wiiii the redeemer. Paul taught them to interpolate a
chronological and christological distance between Christ and the Christian. Christ
is not identical with the Christian, for he is the crucified one who has been
exalted to be Lord by the tfvxe Zotktj which he has experienced and is the first to
have experienced, but there is a chronological gap between the resurrection of
the crucified one and that of the Christian. Since the resurrection, as already
implied by Jewish apocalyptic, is the eschatological act of God by which he
inaugurates the time in which he alone rules, one may interpret the resurrection
of the crucified cne as the begiming of Ms sole rule. WMle the gnostics held that
147
cf. J. Schniewind, op. clt., pp. 124ff., also ¥, Grundmann, "Die Uebermacht
der Gnade", NovTest. 2, 1953, p. 56. Against this, E. Brandenburger, op. cit.
p. 71, A. Schlatter, op. cit.. pp. 124f.
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they too were already risen, Paul emphasized that on the contrary, only the earthly
Jesus had risen so far. Thus the characteristic difference between Paul's and the
143
gnostics' teaching in Corinth becomes understandable.
D. Summary: Significance of the Easter tradition in the context of 1
Corinthians.
The real character of Paul's opponents at Corinth may be still an open
question. Research into this problem is still going on. Possibly one of the
most remarkable recent propositions about this question is H. Conzelmann's theory
149
on "Proto-Gnostiker". Nevertheless, whether they were Judaizers, Judaizmg
Gnostics or, most probably, Gnostics or proto-Gnostics, there is certainly evidence
in the Corinthian correspondence of a circle in the Corinthian congregation which
was in the grip of an extravagant "spiritual" enthusiasm or fanaticism, had
relinquished the preaching of the theologia viatorum and the theologia crucis and
had surrendered to the conviction that they had already attained, had already
passed beyond earthly temptation, and had already been elevated to the status of
143
cf. E. Fuchs, Gesammelte Aufsfttze. II, TUbingen, 1960, p. 388, See also U.
Wilckens, "Das Offenbarungsverst&ncLnis in der Geschichte des Urchristentums",
in: Offenbarung als Geschichte. ed,, ¥. Pannenberg, Gftttingen, 1961, pp.
67-70, p. 70: "Die von Paulus scharf herausgearbeitete Differenz swischen
Christus und den Christen impliziert zugleich eine Unterscheidung der
Vergangenheit des Christusgeschehens von der Gegenwart der Christen und der
Zukunft ihrer Heilsteilhabe."
149
H. Conzelmann, Der erste Brief an die Korinther. MeyerK, Gbttingen, 1969, p. 30:
"Welche Ideen haben sie in die Gemeinde mitgebracht? Wie wirkt sich der
christliche Glaube darauf aus? In welche Richtung wird ihr mitgebrachtes
Denken gelenkt? Und wenn schon 'Einflilsse' : ¥ie sind diese vom Glauben her
mbglich? ¥ie wirkt dieser als Prinzip der Aneignung und Auswahl? Es 1st zu
bedenlcen, dass er sich ja in den jeweiligen Denkformen ausspricht. So ist die
''Uebernahme' ein Moment, das mit dem Glauben selbst gesetzt ist. Die
entscheidende Prage ist dann die nach den Kriterien. Es ist die Frage des Paulus
an die Korinther. Im Yerhhltnis zu ihr liegt die Frage nach dem Denk-Material,
dessen mehr Oder weniger synkretistischem Oder gnostischem Charakter, im
Vordergrhndigen. Ausserdem darf man dieses Material gar nicht zu genau bestimmen
wolien.
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angels. The Corinthians could, conclude: if Christ is risen, so also are his
people.
Then, how did Paul, confronted by the problem in the Corinthian community,
interpret the Easter kerygma which he had received? How in Paul's mind were
cross and resurrection, i.e. the historical and eschatological components,combined
with each other when, to warn the Corintliians, he adopted the traditional formula?
What actually happened between the experience of Jesus' crucifixion and
burial and Ms Easier appearances, is left in the darkness of Hie unknown and
hidden God. Yet Hie event that took place between the two experiences, of the
cross of Jesus and Ms living appearances, was expressed and interpreted as being
"raised from the dead". This was a confessional expression and Paul received it
149 (contd.)
JUdieche, griechische (popularpMlosopMsche) Gedanken, wie eie auf der
Strasse aufaulesen waren, traditionelle Anschauungen der griecMschen Religion,
Mysterienwirkungen (Veihen, Bkstasen) - alles ist da und ist gar nicht reinlich
zu sondern. Einzelne Spuren weisen auch darauf, dass sich das zu formieren
beginnt, was sich sphter als 'Gnosis' pr&eentiert, also Gnosis in statu
nascendi. Man mag die Korinther als Proto-Gnostiker cliarakterisieren."
cf. E. K&semann, Bxegretische Versuche und Besinnurvcen. II Bd., GBttingen, 1965,
ST: Hew Testament Questions Today. London, 1969, p. 19: "Its first literary
document is 1 CorintMans, in wMch we find the views and motifs of the
religious life of the Hellenistic community springing up to meet us on every
side. Nothing is more characteristic of this piety than the denial of the
corporeal resurrection. The resurrection of Christ is not denied and the
Corinthians are anything but rationalists: thus this deMal cannot be
derived simply from the Hellenistic "Enlightemant1. The only remaining
explanation, however, is Hiat Hie CorintMana have appropriated to themselves
at least in part the words of the gnostics of II Tim 2.18: "'The resurrection
has already taken place.•' In baptism they liave experienced rebirth, they
have achieved the breakthrough from death to life, Hiey have put on the new
man, Hiey have escaped from the power of the forces of fate and entered into
aesociation with the hosts of the blessed: as the undoubted quotation from
a hymn in Eph 2.6 formulates it, they are enthroned with Christ in the
heavenly places."
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as such. From the two mutually and radically contradictory experiences of the
cross and the appearances of Jesus, the oldest Easter tradition infers an event
in between, sc. an eschatological event, for which the verifying' analogy is as yet
only in prospect. That is, the term "raisins'" itself already expresses, as Paul
understood it, not only a judgement about something that happened to Jesus, but at
the same time also an eschatological expectation which, though it had already been
fulfilled in Jesus' case in the experiences of the cross and of the appearances,
150
yet for the believer remains an expectation and a hope that precedes him.
150
cf. G. Delling, "The Significance of the Resurrection of Jesus for Faith in
Jesus Christ", in: The significance of the message of the resurrection for
faith in Jesus Christ, ed., C.F.D. Koule, London, 1968, p. 37: "Christians
confess the God who raised Jesus from the dead: here God is characterized by
his main decisive action. This is evidently a deliberate alteration of a
divine title in the form of a participle, used in Judaism: 'Who makes living
the dead', the end of the second benediction of the shemoneh 'eerali (Paul takes
it up in Rora 4.17, cf. II Cor 1.9). Primitive Christianity made the
distinction between itself and. Judaism, that it believed in him who raised
Jesus from the dead. Whereas the Jewish divine title refers to the future
act of God, the Christian title signifies that the eschatological action of
God has already begun - in Jesus Christ,"
cf. U. Wilckens, "Der tJrsprung der Ueberlieferung der Erscheinungen dcs
Auferstandenen", in: Dogma und Penkstrulcturen. ed., ¥. Joest and ¥. Pannenberg,
Gbttingen, 1963, P. 36: "Die eschatologische Totenauferstehung gehbrt nun awar
duxcliaus - wenn auch keineswegs durchweg und vor allem vorstellungsm&ssig
vBllig disparat - zu den Inhalten apolmlyptisch-traditioneller Offenbarung."
p. 89: "Die Art und Weise der esciiatolo&ischen otrroxiXu^ts des Paulus wist
in ausgesprochener Eindeutigkeit von vornlierein zum Verst&ndnis des
Auferstehungsereignisses selbst an. Es hatte sich hier in der Tat urn bereits
ereignetes eselmtologisches Geschehen gehandelt. Was die Tradition von der
Sukuaft - und zvar in beetimat vorgeste litem Ereigniszusammenhang - erwartete,
das vmrde hier unbeaweifelbar als geschehenes Ereignis erfahren, uhbezweifelbar,
veil es eben der gestorbene und begrabene Jesus war, den Paulus als auferweckten
Erhtthten (d.h. in den Bereieh der fiir alle Menschen noch verborgenen, zukilnftigen
Endereignisse Ixinein aus dem Tode Entrlickten) zu sehen bekam. Dies Ereignis
also hat selbst den Yorstellungszusammenhang der Tradition gesprengt.
Diejenigen jedoch, die durch die Erfahrung davon betroffen wurden, batten
dieses Geschehen mit den Mitteln der Tradition (andere hatten sie nichti) zur
117
Perhaps, as EUsemann proposes, this peculiar eschatological idea belongs
151
originally to the apocalyptic contest in the primitive Christian, community.
For the gnostic Christians, expectation of an imminent parousia ceases to be
meaningful, because everything which apocalyptic still hopes for has already been
realised. Chat is important to note is that a large scale process of trans¬
formation is taking place here, in which present eschatology is taking over from
Jewish Christian apocalyptic of the time after Easter. Paul, however, finds
himself unable to adopt the basic premise of the gnostic Christians, that the
Christian participates not only in the cross, but also in the resurrection, of his
Lord, It is not that lie is not acquainted with this assertion, as emerges above
150 (contd.)
Sprache zu bringen. Das ist es gewesen, was den wesent lichen Unterschied der
christlichen Tradition von der jttdischen in jener doppelten Ceise bewirlct hat:
Hier wurde (1) die geschehena eschatologische Auferweckimg dieses Einen in
Unterscheidung von der noch ldinftigen Auferstehung der Cerechten verldindigt,
und zwar (2) deutlich abgehoben von ihr, aber darin nicht von ihr getrermt,
denn die Auferweckung Jesu war ftir Paulus ja das Erstlingsgeschehen von
eschatologischer Totcnauferweclcung, den die Auferatehung der Christen als
der Gerechten folgen werde."
Also see, B. Klappert, Diskussion urn Kreuz und Auferstehum. Cuppertal, 1967,
p. 26: "In der Auseinanderseteung mit seinen gnostischen Gegnern in Korinth
hat Paulus den unauf15slichen Zusammenhang mid die enge Verklammerung swischen
der Auferotehung Jesu Chrieti und der IdAnftigen Auferstehung der Toten
herausgestellt",
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cf. E. KEsemann, Exegetische Versuche und Besinnungen. 2, Gbttingen, 1965,
ET: Hew Testament Questions Today. London, 1969, pp. 124ff.
Cf. J. Moltmann, "Resurrection as Hope", HarvTheolRev. 61, 1968, vol. 50-60,
p. 133: "St, Paul sets himself apart from the old apocalypticism in at least
two important points. (l) He no longer awaits the consummation of God's
righteousness only from id)© future, but believes that from 'the cross of the
resurrected Christ this righteousness begins, in Word and Spirit, its creative
course through the godless world. (2) For this reason he no longer speaks of
a resurrection of the unjust for judgment. 'Resurrection' is for him, just
like 'God's righteousness' and 'Predestination', an unequivocal concept of
salvation. He understands resurrection as a new creation of God, a creation
which is good and no longer equivocal. The apocalyptic theodicy question was
raised by St. Paul on grounds of the cross of Christ and in the midst of
'"the sufferings of this present time"', and was answered in the proclamation
of the creative righteousness of God. It was faith pointing towards hope in
conscious solidarity with the entire creation still 'groaning in travail' (dam
8.22)."
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all from his modification of it in Ro 6.4f.: for him, too, baptism effects
participation in the destiny of the redeemer and therefore immerses him in the
death of Christ. It even conveys participation in the heavenly life by making
possible the nova oboedientia. -which demonstrates the working of the power of
the risen Lord upon the believer. Paul associates sharing- in the cross with
sharing in the resurrection: but in so doing, he builds in a remarkable caveat
in the shape of an eschatological reservation. Participation in the resurrection
is spoken of not in the perfect tense, but in the future. Baptism equips for
it, is a summons to it, but does not itself convey this gift. If baptim makes
the nova oboedientia possible, yet this is still only an anticipatory hint of
what is undoubtedly in the future. Christ alone is risen; one has in the spirit
the expectation of the resurrection and proclaims this by Hie new obedience of one's
life. Further than this Paul, unlike the gnostics, is not prepared to go. 1 Cor
15 shows that what is at stake is a fundamentally different theological conception
which enables Paul to remain true at this point to the apocalyptic tradition.
Without it, his whole anti-enthusiastic-gnoetic argument would lose its heart and
its meaning. In 1 Cor 15.20-23, where occurs the dominant motif of Paul's
theology of the resurrection, the content of the resurrection is primarily not
anthropological at all, but Chrietological. It is the work of the second Adam and
therefore its meaning is not immediately, and primarily the believers' re-animation,
but the lordship of Christ. "Christ must reign": that is the nerve centre of
the design and the firm ground which gives one confidence concerning one's own
destiny. Paul, however, is not content with this. In a way which is more than
strange, he immediately adds to this first assertion a second - that the lordship
of Christ is limited and passing. The only goal it serves is to give way to the
sole lordship of God. Christ is God's representative over against a world which
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is not yet fully subject to God, although its eschatological subordination is in
train since Easter and its end is in sight. No perspective could be more
apocalyptic. With the greatest clarity it merges here that Paul is absolutely
unable and unwilling to speak of any end to history which has already come to paES,
but does, however, discern that the day of the end time has already dawned. This
has been so since the resurrection of Christ, because since then the subjection of
the cosmic power has been taking place. The present eschatology of the gnostics,
is therefore taken up, but apocalyptically anchored and delimited as it is not with
them. For, Paul, it is not an alternative to, but a component of, a future
152
eschatology. Its realm is called the baeileia Christx.
To conclude, Paul, adopting the formula and in basic agreement with the
apocalyptic idea of the formula, instructed the Corinthians that the event which
is revealed in the cress and the Easter experiences points back to the promise of
God and forward, to an eschaton in which his divinity will be revealed as "all in
all". What happened to Jesus is understood by Paul as the dawn and assured
premise of the coming glory of God over all, as a victory of life from God over
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cf. E. K&seaann, ep rnt - T p. 153. Furthermore, Khsemann argues that
"Equally of apocalyptic origin is the outlook which sees in the Kyrios,
not the lord of a cult, but the exalted Ruler of the Universe. This is
the point at which the correctness of my reconstruction, which derives the
theology of the Exaltation from apocalyptic, is confirmed: it is not the
heavenly Son of Plan in his hiddennese who is the Lord of the World, but
the Christ exalted to God's ri$it hand, and the extent of his lordship -
this is the sense of the Hellenistic hymnus to Christ - is the extent to
which the world-powers have been puafc in subjection. There remains only
the end of tlae lordship of death upon earth, which is identical with the end
of history. The resurrection of Christ is therefore, even while it counts
as the beginning of die general resurrection, still for the time being the
great exception, in which we can participate by hone alone." (op. cit. ,
PP. 133f.)
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death.^ Therefore, in Paul's mind, the dialectic of cross and resurrection is
an open dialectic, which will find its resolution and synthesis only in the
eschaton.
Another point to be noticed in this connection is that, according to Paul's
intention, in 1 Cor 15.3ff. the emphasis lies on the "last appearance" (1 Cor
15.3) which is to be interpreted as a legitimation and is expressed, like the
earlier appearances, in a legitimation formula. These formulae have a clear
motif, the motif of "mission". The appearances of the risen lord were experienced
by those involved as a commission to service and mission in the world. By the
revelation of the risen Lord the men involved and Paul as well were identified
with the mission of Jesus and thus placed in the midst of a history which is
instituted and determined by the mission of Jesus and by Ms future as revealed
and made an object of hope in the fore-glow of Easter. Paul grasped the
mystery of the person of Jesus and of his Mstory in the cross and resurrection
from the standpoint of his mission and in the light of God's future for the world,
wMch Ms mission serves.
The last point to be noticed here might be that in the passage (1 Cor 15.3ff.)
lies not only a quantitative increase but a change in the understanding of "time"
itself. The originating moment, Easter, is succeeded by the time of the church
which is understood by Paul as an intermediate time, namely, as the time in which
the death of the Lord is proclaimed and Ms parousia is expected. Moreover, an
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cf, B, Klappert, op. cit., p. 27: "Die Auferstehung Jesu Christi ist also
ftir Paulus Mcht lediglich ein Ereignis der Vergangenheit, er begreift sie
aueh Mcht isoliert als Auferstehung eines einzelnen. Vielmehr ist die
Auferstehung Christi fUr ihn ein utiabgeschloesenes, auf kommende Zukunft Mn
offenes, die Auferetehurg aller Toten einschliessendes und verheissendes
Geschehen. Daraur folgert Paulus im Hinblick auf seine Gegner in Korinth:
der die allgemeine Auferstehung der Toten verneint, leugnet die Auferweckung
Jesu Christi, wer die Auferweckung Jesu Christi bekennt und gleichzsitig die
ktlnftige Auferstehung verwirft, hat daait im Grunde auch das erste mitverworfen:
"Gibt es aber keine Auferstehung der Toten, dann ist auch Christus Mcht
auferweckt worden (1 Kor 15.13)."
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idea of redemptive history is developed which bears strict reference to the
connection of the church with Israel.
The next task is to investigate am clarify Pauline resurrection texts besides
1 Cor., so that one can have a comprehensive understanding of the meaning and role
of 1 Cor 15 in the context of the whole Pauline resurrection theology.
3.5 Paul's contribution to the theology of resurrection.
Paul's contribution to the theology of resurrection would appear to lie along
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two lines, " the dogmatic and the empirical.
A. The dogmatic involves an eschatological scheme, which is modified
according to context. The fact that Paul sharpens the eschatological element
would seem to be partly due to the way that he understands himself as an
eschatological figure and his mission to the Gentiles as a new and integral part
of an eschatological programme. Judging from such a passage as Ga 1-2 (cf. 1 Cor
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cf. Evans, Resurrection and Hie Hew Testament. London, 1970, pp. 155ff.»
cf. to". Grundmann, "Eschatologisches Denken des Apostels Paulus", HTStud. 3,
1961/62, pp. 12-26, p. 15: "Ftir das Veret&ndnis der pauliniechen Eschatologie
eind damit zwei entscheidende Ans&tze gewonnen. Das eschatologische Geechehen
ist einerseits ein personal-kommunikatives Geschehen... Ihr Geschehensvollzug,
und das ist der andere Ansatz, wird in apoicalyptisch beetimmten zeitlichen
Kategorien als ein zeitliches Nacheinander entfaltet. Hier treten apokalyptisch-
zeitliche Denkkategorien und Aussagen ein." p. 26: "Die zeitlichen Aussagen,
am Anfang mit starker apokalyptiecher Bildhaftigkeit und zeitlicher
Periodisierung vorgetragen, wandeln sich: Bildhaftigkeit und Periodisierung
treten zurtiek, wShrend sich die personal-kommunikativen Aussagen als das
Sigentliche und Best&ndige erweisen und Gegenwart und Zukunft christlicher
Existenz umschliessen und tragen." p. 17: "Die zeitlich-apokalyptischen
Aussagen sind Hilfsvorstellungen, die der Veranschaulichtjng dienen, nicht sie,
sondern die pereonal-kcmEmmikativen Aueeagen eind bestimmend ftir das
eschatologische Denken des Paulus, die apokalyptisch-zeitlichen Aussagen aber
haben die wichtige Bedeutung, den in den personal-kommunikativen Kategorien
ausgedr tickten Vorgang als geschichtlichen zu sichern."
15.3, Fhp 3. 4ff.» Ro 11,15ff.)» Paul divided the Christian sieelon into two groupe,
i.e. a mission to Israel under Peter and Ms companions and a mission to all who
were not Israe 1 under himself aid his companions. Paul considered mission to be
the gathering of the elect as the prelude to the parousia, Whereas the conversion
of Israel should have preceded and led to the conversion of Gentiles, the gospel
demanded paradoxically that a representative sua of the Gentiles was to precede
the conversion of Israel. Therefore, one may say that Paul's part in this had
been thrown into relief by having imparted to him the divine secret of the reversal
of what would have been the normal procedure. This eschatological perspective is
extensively represented in II Thee&aloniane, if this was Pauline, and if the exegesis
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of II These. 2.6f., found in 0. Cullasnn. were correct, whereby "he holds back"
and "that which holds back" the final manifestation of evil and the appearance
of the antichrist figure, refers to the apostle himself and the gospel he proclaims,
Paul etatee hie ultimate object ae being the presentation of his churches to Christ,
and it is this intention rather than simply pastoral care in the ordinary sense
which involves him in writing letters at all, and which gives his letters their
particular tone.
The Corinthians were maintaining that "there is no resurrection of the dead"
(15.12). And they also denied any future resurrection on the ground that they
believed themselves to be in a resurrection existence already (cf. 2 Tim 2.13).
As has become clear through our earlier investigation, it stemmed from the
155 n
0. Culinann, "Le earactere eechatologique du devoir laissionatre et de la
conscience apostolique de 0. Paul* Etude but le de II These, 2.6-7",
PeyilistPhllPel. 16, 1936, pp. 210ff. Cullraann maintains that this passage,
as well as others in the New Testament, presupposes that the Gospel must be
preached to the heathen before the end can came. Similarly, J. Munck, Paulas
wkI die Heilsgeschichte. Aaxfcus, 1954, pp. 23ff.
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conviction that the believer was already living "proleptically in the kingdom",
157
with all the spiritual freedom which that implied. Although there is an
exposition of the resurrection body in 1 Cor 15 in the suggestion of some form of
"somatic" and personal identity between the present and the future, it is in the
chapter itself limited in its scope. The perspective is the apocalyptic one of
the last trumpet (15.52), and the possibility of some Christians having died before
the parousia, and may be extremely primitive if the correct reading in 15.51 is
wZvres ob and is to be rendered "all shall not
sleep", i.e. "none of us shall die". Against any idea of a reunion of the Lord
in his glorious state with the elect in their present earthly condition, Paul adds,
as a secret revealed to him, that all, without exception, are to be prepared for
the parousia, the dead by resurrection to incorruption and the mortal living by
transformation into immortality, and expresses his certainty that this will take
place immediately at the paroueia (15.52). The mode of this change is suggested
by appeal to various analogies together with reference to a second Adam or
heavenly man who is lifegiving spirit, and -who is identified with Christ.
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The same perspective is recognized also in I Thessalonians. The problem
(1 Th 4.13ff.) here is how Christians who have died can participate in the reunion
of the Lord with his elect. The resurrection of Jesus is simply appealed to as a
guarantee that the same God who raised Jesus will likewise raise those who have
156
cf. J.C. Hurd, The Origan of 1 Corinthians. London, 1956, p. 286,
157
cf. ¥, Schmithals, op. clt.. 1965, pp. 206ff.
158 The first Epistle to the Theesalonians shows how emphasis on the expected
return of Jesus led some Christians to neglect their work and ignore the
demands of society.
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died "through Jesus". These will thus not be left as without hope, but will be
raised first in order to be able to join those still alive at theparousia in a
reunion with the Lord and a permanent existence with him beyond the judgement and
the divine wrath, from both of which they had already been delivered (i.to). The
expression, "for a meeting with the Lord in the air" is a remarkable one for the
paroueia. Both in the word (of. 1 Th 4.17) and in the expression
"in the air"
t ets (cf, 1 Th 4.17), used of a region of elements and
159
spirits between earth and heaven, it reflects apocalyptic ideas.
The perspective is essentially the same in Philippians, at any rate in the
160 161
present form of that letter, and probably also even if 5.20 and 4.5 belong
to different letters. "The Lord is near", i.e. for the parousia, and his expected
159
cf. A. Oepke, Die klelneren Briefe des Apostels Paulus. 37TD, Gbttingen, 1962,
p. 170. --------- -— - -----
160
cf. F.W. Beare, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Philippians. London, 1962.
Regarding this verse, E. Glittgemanns (op. cit.) writes (p. 240-241): "Aue
einer ganzen Reihe von GrUnden ist es h&chst wahrscheinlich, dass wir in Phil.
3.20f. das Fragment eines vorpaulinischen Ilymnus vor uns haben." Similarly,
G. Strecker, "Redaktion und Tradition im Christuehymnus Phil 2.6-11",
ZeitHTWiss. 55, 1964, pp. 75f., E. Lohmeyer, Die Briefe an die Philipper. an
die Kolosser ucd an Philemon. MeyerK, G&ttingen, 1954, pp. 156f.
E. Gtittgeiiianns writes again (p. 241.): "Diese terminologisch-eachliche
Uebereinstiramung macht wahrscheinlich, dass Phil 3.20f. und 2.6-11 aus dem
gleichen sprachlichen, vorstellungsm&ssigen und religions-geschlchtlichen
Milieu stammen." Similarly, E. Lolaneyer, Kyrios Jesus. Heidelberg, 1961,
E. K&seaann, "Eritische Analyse von Phil 2.5-11", ZeitTheolKirch. 47, 1950,
pp. 313-360, G. Bornkama, "2um Verst&ndnis der Christushymnus Phil 2.6-11",
in: Studlen zu Antike und Urchristentum. Heidelberg, 1959, pp. 177-107.
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cf. E. Lohmeyer, Die Briefe an die Philipper. an die Kolosser und an Philemon.
MeyerK, Gttttingen, 1930, pp. 16Qff.: "So begreift sich urmittelbar die
AnfUgung des n&chsten Shtzchens: 'Der Herr ist nahe'. In lira ist die
Lhsung des Streites gegeben, der an dem M&rtyrer sich vollzieht Denn mit
dem Kommen des Herrn ist auch eein und der Gl&ubigen 'Sieg' liber die Welt
offenbar. Dies Wort dringender eschatologiecher Hoffnung und zwingender
Gewissheit erweckt don Sindruck einer fest gepr&gten Forme1,"
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return from heaven, but whereas the passive verbs in 1 Cor 15 suggest that the
author of the transformation is God (15.4 fY^ycyTeiL : perf. pass. cf. 15.51
: fut. pass. v.52 eyeyfysovTitL : fut. pass.), here Christ
himself as the future saviour is to carry out the transformation, into the likeness
of his own body of glory, and by the exercise of his power to subdue all tilings to
himself, by which in 1 Cor 15.24f. also he subdues all the enemies of God,
including death.
2 Cor 5.1-10 seems to be rather difficult to interpret both in itself and
in relation to the question as to whether or not Paul's perspective had developed
to any extent from that in 1 Cor 15. The context is Paul's estimation of his
present temporary sufferings in the light of future permanent glory. The concern
is primarily with the possibility of resurrection and of how it may come about,
as ife clear from the conditional clauses in w.1,3 (v.1: $*y y ertyHes
■pjyZv 0LKCK TbU SxyyovS XetTotXu^fj v.3: ei yt Kdl e-ySve&f/t-VOL od yuy>Voi
QffoyeiQet. ) and the expression of aspiration in v.4. The parousia is not
immediately in view, though it may be hinted at in a rather different manner in
the concepts of "being absent from the body", and of "being present with the
Lord". (cf. 2 Cor 5.3: Ufa* Tov K&pto]s). Further, the qualification
is introduced that the elect, who in 1 Th 1.10 have already been delivered from the
wrath to come and in 1 Cor 6.2f. are said to bo destined to Judge angels and the
world, must stand before the judgement of Christ. Hear© also there is mention
of an ultimate transformation of present existence at the resurrection, namely,
as in 1 Cor 15, a "putting on" or "putting over". What is put on or over, however,
is "a building from God", a "heavenly house eternal in the heavens", and a
"dwelling place from heaven". The interpretation of these mixed metaphors, of
the clothing with a resurrection existence not of th© individual, but of the whole
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body of Christ, the church in its glorified state, is not convincing. The
word olnmight be given such a sense on the ground that elsewhere in Paul
163
it refers to the church and its edification - though of the only two parallels,
1 Cor 3.9 means rather that the Corinthians' community is of God's constructing;
and Hph 2.21 is dubiously Pauline. This corporate sense can hardly attach to
07tHt* and oLwfT*ipiov , for these are not said to be a place where Christians
dwell together, but something' to be put on. The words "if our earthly house is
demolished" (v.l) obviously refer to the death of the individual. That Paul was
thinking here in individual terms would also seem to be indicated by his somewhat
surprising conclusion to the passage, that each one is to appear before the judge¬
ment seat of Christ to be judged according to what he lias done in the body. The
Idea of heavenly clothing (though not of a heavenly house), prepared in advance for
the elect, is found in apocalyptic writing (cf. 1 Enoch 62.15, 108.12,11, 2 Enoch
22.8). The nearest parallel to the heavenly body as a house appears to be
Iranian.1^
B. The second line of Paul's thought on resurrection is thoroughly empirical
and experiential. This is not so much in relation to himself and to his own
165
private experience. Harxsen observes that when speaking' of his own conversion
Paul does not refer specifically to having seen Jesus as the risen one, and
conversely, when speaking of the resurrection he does not refer to his own conversion
162
So, J.A.T. Robinson, The Body. Chicago, 1952, pp. 76ff. Also S.B. Ellis,
Paul and his Recent Interpreters. Grand Rapids, 1961, pp. 33ff.
163
cf. J.A.T. Robinson, on. cit.. p. 76.
164
cf. R. Reitaenstein, Die hellenistischen Hysterienreligionen. Leipaig, 1910,
p. 355; See also, P. Vielhauer, Oikodome. Karlsruhe, 1940, pp. 107ff.
165
W. Hansen, "The Resurrection of Jesus as a Historical and Theological Problem",
ins The .edL^nificance of the messa-ye of the resurrection for faith in Jesus
Christ, ed., C.P.D. Moule, London, 1968, p. 23.
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experience. The connection is rather with the Christian life as such as being
life in the spirit. For Paul, the hallmark of Christian life is that it is the
existence in the spirit of those who have received tlw spirit. What life in the
spirit means can be seen from the fact that Paul bases his whole exhortation to
the Galatians upon it. The starting point of Paul's appeal is that they have
received the spirit, and they can be asked whether they received it as a result
of the performance of law or from the hearing of the gospel with faith (Ga 3.2).
They can be exhorted to return to life in the spirit as those who have been begotten
according to the spirit (Ga 4.29-5.25). oven in 1 Cor 15.1-20 the primary appeal
is to the experience of the Corinthians, for to rule out the possibility of
resurrection is to deny the resurrection of Christ, and with it the effective
working of the gospel which is evidenced in their present faith and the forgiveness
of their sins. Similarly, in 2 Cor 3» the whole apostolic ministry of the new
covenant is characterised as a permanent ministry of the spirit, in contrast to
the transitory ministry of law, and a progressive transformation into the likeness
of the Lord's image is possible, because the Lord who brings it about is himself
spirit, or effective divine power, and ensures the communication of it.
This life of the spirit lias three particular characteristics:
a) it is characterised, by "newness" (ef. Ro, 7.5s tjjJSs &V
y(ettv'0r>in. vv&CjSiLToS ) as opposed to the "oldnecs" of the law. Something of what
^
cf. 0. Michel, Bar Brdef an die Saor. MeyerK, Gbttingen, 1963, p. 3:88:
"
xHLvopis uiiii ffoiMi6rys bilden hier ein Gegensatapaar, das aebr sm Ausdruck
fcringt als 'neu* und 'veraltet* (II Kor 3.6»14)." " KViufAk 1st das
charakteristische deichen fiir das rechte Veret&ndnis dee Alten Bunles, w&hrend
fpfyf* «1» polsmische Abgrenaung auf das Geeetz aim Huaser© TrniUil Vfl j als
Geschriebenes und Yorgescliriebenes hinweist. Bas Auftauehen der beiden
Gegeasatspaare trotcrfrfs und , jrfevptx una ypki/fsp^ seigt,
das© PI© sich in diesaa Augenblick in der Auoeinaudereetsung mix rpStyfset ,
dam jhdisch-rabblniechen Gasetsesversttainis befindet."
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this newness consists of is indicated in the statements about the Christian life
in 3o 3.
b) The spirit imparts life and makes alive in contrast to botlx the law and the
fienil. One aspect of this life is righteousness, in contract with the law, which
only brings unrighteousness to light, and with the flesh's totalabsence of
righteousness (do 7.6ff., 2 Cor 3.6ff., Ho 3.6-11, Ga 3.21)♦
e) The spirit is called a "first instalment", ?mi Sous rev frpfttpioKK
ToU trvk\>yaTes : 2 Cor 1,22, 5.5) and "first-fruit"( vjv Snocpxyv rou
KVtvfrtTes : Ro 3.23). These technical terms from finance and tho cults do not
mean that the present possession of the spirit is a guarantee of further instalments
of the spirit, but that the possession of the spirit is a foretaste and promise of
something further, i.e. the full life of "glory", an eschatological term which
163 /
comes nearest to denoting the divine life itself. (cf. Ro 3.21, 2 Cor 3.17f.,
5,5ff,). Since resurrection also spells far Paul newness, life and the promise of
glory, it can be brought into connection with this life of and in the spirit. This
is true, first, of Christ himself, who is said to have been appointed or designated
Son of God with effective power both as a result of resurrection and by a spirit of
holiness (do 1.4)» and through resurrection and exaltation lie is able to perform
the work of the spirit in interceding (do 8.34). But as the risen and exalted
Lord, he does or will impart the resurrection life to the believer, and in doing
167 r v.
cf. 0, Michel, on. cit.. p. 205J * 7 too weu/jetras 1st eia Bild aue
dor a1.lichen Qpferspr&ch© und klingt an unserer 3telle betont feierlich. Dem
Ahhub eatspricht die volltooawMie Brute, der gegexrwdrtigen Btirgsehaft die
zukhnftige V< rherrlichung. Weil wir ale Christen die eech&tologiseh© Gabe des
Gcistes Gottesosxpfaagen haben, eeufzon auch wir 'in tans selbst5 odor 'in 3lick
auf una selbst' baw. 1wenn wir uns sua Gebet vereacmieln!
163
cf. 0. Michel, op. eit.. p. 203.
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so imparts newness and righteousness, life and glory. Thus the characteristics
of life in the spirit are drawn together under the heading of resurrection. In
Ro 6.4, union with Christ's death in baptism carries with it that "as Christ was
raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, we too might walk in newness of
life", and shall bo in the likeness of his resurrection and live to God. Dying
to the law means belonging to the one who was raised from the dead and bearing
169
fruit to God through the newness of the spirit. In Ro 8.11 the spirit of God,
i.e. the spirit of Christ, dwells in the believer to produce life and righteousness.
It is the spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead, and in virtue of this
present indwelling of his spirit God quickens the mortal body in resurrection.
170
In 2 Cor 4.1Off., the apostolic ministry of the spirit and of progressive
1 ftQ
cf, E. Giittgemanns, op. cit., p. 276: "Jesus als der Inhaber der
eschatologisehen Zeit auf Grund der Heilsereignisse wirkt also auf die Christen
durch den Geist als die Macht der eschatologischen Zeit ein, so dass der Christ
sein Sein in se verliert und sein Sein durch den Geist extra se gewinnt: der
Gekreuzigte selbst ist sein 'Seln' geworden. Indem sich so am Orte Jesu fttr
die Christen der Zeitanwechse1 vollzog, vermittelt das Heilsereignie als
Ereignis der Gottesgerechtigkeit kraft der Macht eschatologischer Zeit die
oder die &lh*lo<s6vh , d.h. echte Zukunft, wShrend das der Christen
- ontisch gesehen - dem Tod als Auswirkung der Sbn&e verfalien bleibt (v.10).
Weil abcr der Christ extra se in Christus sein Sein hat, hat diese Vergangenheit
ihre Macht an die Zukunft verloren, also diejenige Zeit, die das Sein der
Christen ontologisch konstituiert (v.1l)." Similarly, E. Fucks, "Die Grenze
der Kirche", EvannTheol. 3, 1936, pp. 43f., R. Bultmarm, Theologie des ileuen
Testaments. Tilbingen, 1953, p. 336.
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Regarding the problem of "Leidens-oder Passions-Iiystik" of the passage, see
the following literature: M, Dibelius, Botachaft und Gsschichte II, TUblngen,
1956, p. 97, p. 136, A. Schulz, "Leidenstheologie und Vorbildethik in den
paulinischen Hauptbriefen", in: Meutestamentliche Aufs&tze. ed., J. Blirizler-
0. Kuss-F. Mussner, Regensburg, 1963, p. 265, W. Heitmiiller, Taufe unci Abendmahl
bei Paulus. Gbttingen, 1903, p>. 2Qf., J. Weiss, Jesus icq Glauben des
Hrehriatentums. Tubingen, 1910, pp. 36f., H, Windisch, Per zweite Korlntherbrief,
HeyeriC, Gbttingen, 1924, PP. 40f., 0. Schmits, Die Christus-Gemeinacliaft deg
Paulus ira hichte seines Genctlvgebrauchs. Giltoreloh, 1924, J. Schneider, Die
Passionmystik des Faulus. Leipzig, 1929, pp. 48-61, F. Hauck, Th¥ III, pp.
306f., K.H. Schelkle, Die Passion Jesu in der Verkitndlgung des Ileuen Testaments.
Heidelberg, 1949, p. 265, R. Schnackenburg, Das Heila&eschehen bei der Taufe
nach dem Apostel Paulus. Mttnchen, 1950, pp. 177f., A. V/lkenhauser, Die
Christumvstik des Anostels Paulus. 1956, p. 95, pp. 103-109.
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transformation into the divine glory is said to be a treasure contained in earthen
vessels.
Paul nowhere brings these two lines of thought, i.e. the eschatological and
the empirical experience, into a systematic relationship. When he argues for
the possibility of resurrection, as in 1 Cor 15 or 1 Th 4, he does not refer to
the Christian life of the spirit, and when he talks of life in the spirit he does
not argue it on an eschatological basis. Nevertheless the two at times, somehow,
overlap, and often it is not certain which line he is following. Thus the
statement "if any man is in Christ, he is a new creation" (2 Cor 5.17) could be
taken to be a technical eschatological statement to the effect that for any to
171
be "in Christ" means that the new final age of the world has begun.
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H. Schwantes adduces, however, rabbinic parallels in which the expression
"new creation" is used in a non-technical and purely metaphorical sense. An
unexpected deliverance from danger, or a fresh start in forgiveness, is called a
170 (contd.)
The following literature shows the critical line towards the mystical
interpretation of the passage: K. Deissner, Paulus und die Hystik seiner Zeit.
Leipzig, 1921, p. 107, p. 121, E. v.DobscMitz, "Rationales und irrationales
Denken liber Gott im Urchristentum", ThStKr 95, 1923/24, pp. 326ff., also
his Per Apostel Paulus. Halle, 1926, pp. 42f., P. Feine, Per Apostel Paulus.
Gtttersloh, 1927, pp. 539ff., G. Heinze2mann, Glaube und Hystik. Tilbingen,
1927, pp. 55-67, E. Lohse, MSrtyrer und Gottesknecht. Gbttingen, 1955, p. 202,
P.. Bultmann, RGG(3), 4, cols. 1244f., E, Gttttgemanns (op. cit.) writes (p. 101):
"Diese reihen unsere Stelle in der liberwiegenden Mehrzahl in das Ph&nomen ein,
das man 'Leidens-' Oder 'Passions-Hystik1 genannt hat. Aus einer ganzen
Reihe von Grhnden muss die 'mystische' Interpretation flir unpaulinisch
erkl&rt werden,"
171 *
Regarding the problem of ev Xpiariy see: F, Neugebauer, In Christus.
£N XPIZTHI . Gbttingen, 1961, also his "Das paulinische 'In Christo'",
NTStud. 1957/53, pp. 124-138, A. Oepke, Th¥ II, pp. 537ff., W. Kramer,
Christos, Kyrlos. Gottessohn. Zhrich, 1963, pp. 143f. Regarding the
expression, iv Xpi<T*J 'Itja-oo : See, W. Kramer, op. cit.. pp. 141ff.,
and also, F. Neugebauer, op. cit.. p. 131.
172
H. Sehwantes, Schttpfung der Endzelt. Berlin, 1963, pp. 26ff.
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"new creation". He holds that in Ga 6.15 and 2 Cor 5.17 the emphasis is on
XoiLv([ rather than and that Paul is arguing from experienced newness of
the life in Christ, There is some overlap in 1 Cor 15, in that the possibility
of a future resurrection lies in the certainty that as the believers have borne
the image of the earthly Adam, they will also bear the image of the eschatological
heavenly Adam, who is lifegiving spirit, and the future body is a spiritual one.
174
Again there is an overlap in 2 Cor 5.1-10. Whereas Paul generally speaks
of the resurrection of the believer as a future event, there are statements,
especially about the pressure of distress, opposition and suffering, where the
boundary line between the future and the present is crossed, and the resultant picture
is blurred. However, it is not clear what is the relation between the present
participation in Christ's resurrection and the future hoped-for resurrection, when
these are brought into conjunction in a single sentence as in Fhp 3.10f. or 2 Cor
4.l6-5%,4 or between the new man who is being daily renewed at the expense of the
old man's destruction, and the house-garment through which that which is mortal is
completely swallowed up by immortality.
Paul's letters are ad hoc letters. Therefore, what he mentions in them is
due to the several situations to which they are addressed. One of the earliest
173
Regarding the mystical interpretation of the passage, see: H, Lietzaaann, on.
cit.. p. 124, 0. Schmitz, Die Christus^-emeinschaft dee Paulus im Lichte seines
Genetiva-obrauchs. Ghtersloh, 1924, p. 136, A. Deissmann, Paulus. Ttlbingen, 1911,
p. 160, n. 2,, ¥. Bousset. SKT II, p. 1.38, also his Kvrios Chris toe. Gbttingen,
1965, p. 116, H.J. Holtamann, Lehrbuch der neutestamentlichen Theologle, Thbingen.
1911, p. 257, H.E. Weber, dschatologie und Mystik im Ifeuen Testament. Giltersloh,
1930, p. 89, H. Windisch, op. cit.. pp. 132f.
Against mystical interpretation: A. Schlatter, Die Theologie der Apostel. Stuttgart
1922, p. 30, 0. Schauta, op. cit..to. 135f., E. Gttttgemanns, op. cit.. p. 30.
174 Some scholars argue a transition from a futurist to a realized eschatology in
the passage, e.g., H. Windisch, Der Zweite Korintherbrief. Gftttingen, 1924,
p. 157, W.L, Knox, St. Paul and the Church of the Gentiles. Cambridge, 1939, pp.
123f., J.A.T. Robinson, Jesus and His Coming. London, 1957, p. 101, pp. I60f.,
W.D, Davies, St. Paul and Rabbinic Judaism. London, 1955, p. 319.
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situations is that which is reflected in 1 Thessalonians: the crisis for faith is
the death of some Christians before the parousia, and what is said about resurrection
is orientated towards this problem. Paul argues that their conversion meant a
turning from idols to be the slaves of God, and to await his Son from heaven, whom
he raised from the dead, Jesus, their deliverer from the wrath of the judgment
(cf Here the orientation is towards the future consummation. To be a
Christian is to be waiting for the Lord's coming from heaven as the judge at, as
well as the deliverer from the coming judgement, his resurrection being the pre¬
supposition of these functions. The problem is not that these Christians are
dead, but that being dead they may miss the reunion between the Lord and the
living. It is answered by what Paul calls a "word of the Lord" (1 Th 4.15):
there will be no difference between living and dead, because as Jesus died and
rose, those who have died "through" Jesus, as Christians, God will bring along
with Jesus through resurrection to join the living (4.15ff.). Further, they are
exhorted to the practice of virtue in the meantime, because, "whether we wake or
sleep we might live with him" (5.10.). In this statement, there is already a
hint of resurrection as not merely a means to a further end, but as a new permanent
form of existence characterized by the relationship expressed in the word "with
Christ". The preposition, especially as a prefix to the verb, marks this
17*->
parallelism between the career of Christ ani that of the Christian (cf. Ho 8.17,
6.1-9, Ga 2.20, Col 2.12, 3.1 Eph 2.6 Php 3.10, 21).
It is to be noticed that this parallelism breaks down at the point of
resurrection, so that at one time it can be said that the Christian has already
risen with Christ (Col 3.1) and at another that he will rise with him (So 6.8).
This is because in the case of Christ resurrection was followed by exaltation, to
175
cf. E.E. Fills, op. cit., p. 215.
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be soon followed by parousia, while in the case of the Christian it is followed
by continued life in this world. While the expectation of the parousia remained
with Paul all his life, and so determined his thought on resurrection, the
realization of what was involved in being here and now "in Christ" or "with
Christ" served to sever some of the links which tied resurrection to apocalyptic
expectation, and to allow it to play a more creative role of its own.
This is evident in Philippians. The expectation of the end is still there
(?hp 4.5, 3.20f.: "But our commonwealth is in heaven, and from it we await a
Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, who will change our lowly body to be like his
glorious body, by the power which enables him even to subject all tilings to
himself,"). Here Christ is Lord and Saviour, not as in 1 Thessalonians because
he will deliver from the future wrath of judgement, but because he will in the
future resurrection impart to them the same divine glory with which he has himself
been clothed, and by which he subdues the universe. This future resurrection,
however, is also a present experience, so that in the same epistle, Paul can say
that his aim is "that I may know him and the power of his resurrection, and may
share his sufferings, becoming like him in his death, that if possible I may attain
the resurrection from the dead" (3.1Of). Resurrection is used here in two ways in
a single sentence, it is both what the apostle already experiences in conjunction
176
with Christ's suffering and death, and also that which he hopes to attain. The
1 'JS
J. Moltmann, or>. clt.. pp. 138f.: "The Christian Hope, however, is not a one¬
way street on which one leaves the present behind in order to flee into the
future. It has a two-way traffic, as it were. For it draws the future into
the suffering of the present. This implies for Christology that Jesus'
resurrection is by no means only an arrow pointing to the hitherto unknown
future of God and man, but that this future lias become flesh in Jesus, the
crucified, and thusbecome involved in the present. Resurrection, life and
freedom did not merely dawn in Jesus, so that we would now have some reason
to hope for these things. They were also mediated through Jesus to those who
live in darkness and in the midst of death. This is the meaning of the cross
of the risen Christ. The prolepsis or anticipation of the future that was
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first is giving substance to the second. This transition is also evident in
Galatians. When he begins hth "Paul, an apostle (not from men, nor through man,
but through Jesus Christ and God the Father, who raised from the dead).... grace
to you and peace from God the Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ, who gave himself
for our sins, to deliver us from the present evil age" (Gal 1.1ff.), he bases
the divine origin of his apostleship on his understanding of Christ as one raised
from the dead by God. However, when he goes on to speak of himself as crucified
together with Christ, and as having died to the law in order to live in God with
a life which is not his own but the life of Christ in him (2.19f.)» it is not
resurrection in relation to parousia which is dominant, but resurrection in relation
to death, i.e. resurrection as a means to a life which continues because it is
life "in" and "with" Christ.
Life through death and life in death is the secret both of Christ (2 Cor 13.4)
and of the apostle (2 Cor 1.8f.), and in this way God is apprehended as God.
Further, since for Paul death was associated with sin in a way it is not for us,
death and resurrection expose to view the ultimate issues of human life under God.
Paul does not say that the death of Christ was brought about by sin, but that
it was on account of sin and for the purpose of dealing with it (Ro 8.3, 1 Cor 15.3»
2 Cor 5.21, Ga 1.4). Therefore, the death of the Christian with Christ is death
to sin, a crucifixion of the old man and the destruction of the body of sin. The
176 (contd.)
seen in his resurrection was embodied in his existence for others and in the
vicarious'sediator of freedom, justice, and salvation that one had seen in
his cross, Jesus' resurrection may have been understood as a sign of hope
for a god-forsaken mankind. But only his cross was the real mediation of this
hope for the hopeless. Thus the cross is the present form of the resurrection.
The coming glory of God is mirrored in the face of the crucified one. We are
therefore able to say that Jesus' resurrection is only indirectly, but the
seaming of his cross is directly the foundation of Hie Christian hope for
justice and life,"
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resurrection life, however, which Christ lives is life to God. At this point
Paul hovers between the present and the future. He can refer both to the
Corinthians' resurrection as future and to the Christians' resurrection as present.
It would not be fruitful to attempt to discriminate between death and resurrection
in this camplex of thought and to assign more importance to one than to the
other, but in view of the longstanding tendency to stress the death of Christ in
Paul's thought almost to the exclusion of everything else, it may be observed that
in one respect -resurrection is here more important.
The death which Christ died to sin once issues in a life which is lived
permanently to God. In reference to the Christian this can become: "For if
wiiile we were enemies we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much
more, now that we are reconciled, shall we be saved by his life" (Ro 5.10) or:
"You have died to the law through the body of Christ, so that you may belong to
another, to him who has been raised from the dead in order that we may bear fruit
for God" (Ro 7.4). To be "in Christ" is to be of the new creation, i.e., to
belong through death and resurrection to him who through death and resurrection
lays claim to all men, whether dead or alive (2 Cor 5.14ff., Ro 14#7ff.). Christ's
resurrection, however, is more tlian the vindication of him ab extra by God: it
brings to light the quality of his death as a death to sin and as an act of supreme
obedience and righteousness, in revealing his life as a life to God. Paul can,
therefore, see resurrection as underlying that justification by faith which is
the only proper relationship between man and God.
This is interpreted by the figure of Abraham in Romans, who is the prototype
of such a relationship, and who, in contrast to Adam, the parent of that life of
all men in which they die, is the parent of all believing men. The faith in
question here is not faith in general, but a specific trust in the God who is able
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and powerful to fulfill his purpose and his promise. In this situation faith in
God must take the form of faith in him as the one who raises the dead in imitation
of his original act of creation and of calls (Ro 4.16-21). Such faith, which is
already foreshadowed in Abraham at the very beginning of the Jewish religion, Paul
sees as having sprung to life and as having been established at the heart of things
in Christian faith. This is faith in "him that raised from the dead Jesus our
Lord,who was put to death for our trespasses and raised for our justification"
(4.24f.). Here justification is connected casually not with death but with
resurrection, and Paul calls it "justification of Life" in 5.18. In Ro 8.1-18,
deliverance from the law, sin and death, justification, righteousness, life, the
possession of the spirit and the sonship of God which goes with it, these are all
drawn together, and the pivot of the thought is the resurrection life already
conveyed to mortals by the spirit. One has, however, too little evidence to be
able to speak definitely of a gradual evolution of Paul's thought, but it is
possible to see resurrection, from being primarily an adjunct of the end, becoming
the centre of Christian belief, indeed its starting point, which is to govern what
lies between beginning and end. So far from its being an adjunct of the end, the
end is now "read off" from it, and understood (as in 1 Cor 15) as the final putting
on of the spiritual body of the glorified heavenly man, who ig both the eschatological
Adam and a life conferring spirit, or as the clothing with a heavenly habitation
and as the climax of a process of the wearing away of the old or outer man of this
creation by the constant renewal of the new man in Christ. The word "body" here
means essentially "person", and need nob bird Christian hope to the particular
anthropology which Paul and his contemporaries may have held.
It is thus of the essence of the Christian faith that within the temporal
order a real beginning is possible which is new, and which is from God. Paul
expressed this in terms of death and resurrection with Christ.
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3.6 Summary
1) The ideas arid expressions in 1 Corinthians 15.3ff. show a continuity
with Palestinian outlook in view of textual criticism, fora-critical study and.
tradition-history,
2) These traditions, circulated in the Palestinian community,were not yet
fixed in a confessional formula.
3) Probably the tradition became fixed in a formula, together with its
interpretative expansion within Greek-speaking Jewish Christianity.
4) Paul received the formula as the determinate tradition of Greek-speaking
Jewish Christianity.
5) The formula, however, is totally oriented by Paul towards Ms opponents
at Corinth, arguably Proto-Gnostics who relinquished the preaching of the theologia
viatorum and theologia crucis and surrendered to the conviction: "If Christ is
risen, so are also his people."
6) Paul, adopting the formula and in basic agreement v?ith the apocalyptic
idea of the formula, instructed the Corinthians that the event which is revealed
in the cross and the Easter experiences points back to the promise of God and
forward to an eschaton in which Ms divinity will be revealed as "all in all" and
in which one can participate by hope only. The event is, therefore, for Paul an
eschatological event wMch has its goal in future revelation and universal fulfilment.
It points beyond itself, and even beyond Jesus, to the coming revelation of the glory
of God, What happened to Jesus is understood by Paul as the dawn and assured
premise of the craning glory of God overall, as a victory of life from God over
death. Therefore, in Paul's mind the dialectic between cross and resurrection is
an open dialectic, wMch will find its resolution and synthesis only in the
eschaton.
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7) Paul's theology of resurrection aruns along two lines: the dogmatic and
the empirical. The dogmatic line is totally determined "by and orientated towards
Paul's understanding of eschatology. 1 Cor 15 belongs to this line, together with
other books (1 Thessalonians, Philippians).
The second line of Paul's thought on resurrection is empirical and experiential
and is closely connectAd with the life of the spirit.
These two lines of thought on resurrection are not brought into systematic
relationship, but rather they overlap at times.
It is evident that resurrection is for Paul both what he already experiences
in conjunction with and in Christ's suffering and death, and also that which he
hopes to attain. However, since Paul's epistles are ad hoc letters, what Paul




A STUDY OF THE EASTER NARRATIVES II THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
Chapter 4 Hark 16.1-8
4.1 Textual Criticism
There are three different groups of manuscripts concerning Marcan endings:^
The longer ending, the shorter ending and the Freer logion.
(a) The longer ending = Mk 16,9-20.
(b) The shorter ending: "But they reported briefly to Peter and those with
him all that they had been told. And after this, Jesus himself sent out by means
of them, from east to west, the sacred and imperishable proclamation of eternal
salvation Amen":
Him </i tv rots repi roi/ JJeryoy <sovxofjius k^j-ffykuv. Mem tie
Ttivz* divas b 'lydovs oarb iivdToXys nxl xxft Jusetos kftarisrstXey St'
tbriov rb iefoY xd xfSotfTev xyyvyj/K rys tduvLov aiuryyuts . xfsjv.
(c) The Freer logion: "and made their defence saying this age of lawlessness
and unbelief is under Satan who by unclean spirits does not allow tie true power of
God to be apprehended} wherefore reveal thy righteousness now. They were speaking
to Christ and Christ made the reply to them that the limit of years of Satan's
power is fulfilled but other terrible things draw near and on behalf of these
sinners I was delivered up to death, that they might turn to the truth and sin no
more, in order that they may inherit the spiritual and immortal glory of righteous¬
ness, that is in heaven.":
nkxelvec direkopuyro \eyowes ore o ituuv oZxos rjs ivoyitcs xotl fjs
o(iri<sr:cKS tiro rvv diaxvotv eavcv, o yj kujy m tiro twv Trvtvyirtuv vwiSnyv* tjv
*XjkldY no $6od KKXK\oij}e^S((L Soyxyty' <fw rovTO dTOKxXv jroV <SDO rjv JtWLOfCvjV
yjy. knelvoi 'kktpy tu> Xf-'riy , wl o Ypt<rbs, kxeCyats, jryodeYj-ev ore ireirkyytoxori-
o oyos riuo krZv rjs k^oujtots t»v <^o/zo(yo(j btx\v eyjri^e-l kX\k Jetvx h*i
vrkf Zv ejui cxytyryjxzrw mpeJoSjy els HivxTtv ivx Srrosxpkfooacv &s rjv
wi yjxkn xytyTyfustV' M rjy ky r<y ovyotrio TrvevyiTixjv wi 'iej^yroV
rjs blxxcoa-vyys Z'o^vv xkyytYoyjyutft^.
1
Concerning manuscripts, see: The Greek New Testament, ed., K. Aland, M, Black,
B.M. Metzger, and A. Wikgren, Stuttgart, 1966, pp. 196-198.
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The evidence is decisively against the three endings given above. Although
widely attested, the longer ending is omitted by the principal members of the
Alexandrian . S . the African Latin K . and the Antiochian Sjs families,
supported by the ancient versions and Eusebius.
2
The shorter ending is even less well attested.
L and xf/ have both readings and so bring doubt upon each, while 099 and
0112 are late uncial fragments of the seventh century. The style and diction of
the two readings tell strongly against their originality, since they contain words,
phrases, and constructions not otherwise found in Mk. This is true also of the
Freer Logion which appears after verse 14 only in W. In all three cases, the
subject matter is manifestly that of a later period.
Patristic testimony, Tatian, Irenaeua. Justin Martyr, shows that the longer
ending was added at an early date. From the evidence as a whole the only con¬
clusion one can draw now is that the present ending of the Gospel (16.9-20) is
not original Marean Text.
However, we discuss this problem later again from the literary critical
point of view.
4.2 Empty Tomb Story
A. Materials
The oldest testimony concerning the resurrection in the Gospels, not merely
in the literary sense, but also from the point of view of the tradition-history,
2
cf. B.H. Streeter, The Four Gospels, London, 1924, p. 336. He understands the
shorter ending as "obviously an attempt by some early editor to heal the gaping
wound" and "as additional evidence for a text that ended with efopourTo ft •'*
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3
is the account in Mk 16,1-8.
U. Wilckens holds that "here is the very first evidence of the tendency of the
tradition to bring into a narrative unity what happened at Jesus' tomb, and the
"4
Galilean appearances of Jesus. Perhaps, the two complexes of tradition, the
empty tomb tradition and appearances' tradition, were originally separate, and were
5
handed down without any explicit connection with one another.
It is possible to exclude some phrases from the beginning of the passage as
secondary additions. The core, however, is not merely pre-Marcan, but goes back
6
to a very early stage in the history of the tradition. U. Wilckens maintains
So e.g., U. Wilckens (op. cit.), v. Campenhausen, (op. cit.), L. Goppelt
(Christologie und Ethik. Gbttingen, 1968) and W. Pannenberg (Grundztige der
Christologie. GUtersloh, 1964, "Did Jesus Really Rise from the Dead?", in:
New Testament Issues, ed., by R. Batey, London, 1970, pp. 102ff.)
V.8b, Xbtl ouSevl eudiv ecjwv, e^opovvxo yap , must be excluded as a
liarcan redactional addition. Also the admonition by the angel to the
disciples in v,7 does not belong to the part of the original tradition.
4
U. Wilckens, op. cit.. p. 71.
5
cf. 3. Klappert, Diskussion urn Kreuz und Auferstehung. Wuppertal, 1967, p. 12:
"Die ursprUnglich traditionsgeschichtliche SelbstUndigkeit der beiden
Ueberlieferungsstr&nge von den Erscheinungen des Auferstandenen einerseits und
vom leeren Grab andererseits erMrten den wahrscheinlichen historischen Verlauf,
dass der Aufbruch der JUnger nach Galil&a unabhftngig von der Entdeckung des leeren
Grabes erfolgt ist und dass die JUnger erst bei ihrer RUckkehr von Galilha nach
Jerusalem vom leeren Grab Kenntnis erhalten haben." R. Bultmann (Die Geschichte
der Synoptischen Tradition. Gbttingen, 1963, ET: The History of the Synoptic
Tradition. Oxford, 1963, pp. 284ff.) says that "the easter stories fall into two
groups - stories of the empty tomb and stories of the appearance of the risen
Lord, though there are stories that combine both." As regards the form-critical
study, see e.g., L. Brun, Die Auferstehung Christi in der urchrietlichen
Ueberlieferung. Strasbourg, 1925, R. Bultmann, op. cit,. pp. 284ff. Also, M.
Alberts, "Zur Formgeschichte der Auferstehungsberichte". ZeitHTWiss. 21, 1922,
pp. 259-269.
So also, J. Jeremias, Die Abendmahlsworte Jesu, Gftttingen, 1960, pp. 95-97.
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that the empty tomb tradition originally belongs to an early stratum of the passion
7
narrative. We shall test U. Wilcksens' hypothesis in a later part of this section.
Summary: The empty tomb story was elaborated at various stages of the history of
the tradition, and in different nays, into a separate and distinct narrative: (a)
A pre-Lucan tradition, which was supported by a pre-Johannine tradition, told how
the women ran to the disciples, who are here assumed to be in Jerusalem, and how
of these Peter ran to the tomb to convince himself (Lk 24.12^ cf. Jn 2Q.3ff.).
(b) A tradition which gives aqxite different account of what happened at Jesus'
tomb, in which the Jewish leaders are made the principal figures in the action
(Mt 27.62-66, 28.2-4, 11-15).
Since Mt 28.11-15 is an apologetic legend that goes with Mt 27.62-66 (group
b), and Jn 20,3ff. (group a) is a late formation,"" the material reduces itself to
the one story in Mk 16.1-8,
B, Tradition-history and the significance of the empty tomb etoiiesLn the
Gospels.
10
W. Nauck notes, quite properly, that the empty tomb stories lack the
7
Contra: R, Bultmann, op. ext.. p. 284, 7. Taylor (The Gospel according to St.
Hark. London, 1952, p. 602.) says that "the detailed reference to the women in
this verse after the similar passages in 15.40 and 47 shows that 16.1-8 stands
apart from the passion narrative proper, representing a different cycle of
tradition."
3
cf. ¥. Hanson (The Gospel of St. Luke. London, 1930.) says that "this is wanting
in the Greek MS.D, and in some Latin Versions, and is probably an insertion into
Luke from the narrative of John."(p. 265.) See also the chapter on Luke.
9 cf. R, Bultmann, op. eit.. p. 286. As regards the tradition common to the
Gospels of Luke and John, see: J.A. Bai]y, The Traditions Common to the Gospels
of Luke and John. Supplements to Hovua Testamentum, vol. 7, Leiden, 1963.
^
¥. Nauck, "Die Bedeutung dee leeren Grabes flAr den Glauben an den Auferstandenen,"
ZsitHPWiss, 47, 1956, pp. 243-267.
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following important theologumena;
(i) the motif of the proof from prophecy, ^' (ii) the traditional concept of the
new aeon, that is, a common idea tied up with the idea of the resurrection of the
dead among the contemporary Christians, (iii) reflection on the theology of
ascension of the spirit of Jesus into heaven and its descent into hell, (iv)
reflection on the mode of the risen body, as described in the appearance stories,
(v) the chrietological motif as a basis for early christian confession and the
theology of the primitive christian community. (e.g. christological titles such
as Messiah, Kyrios and the Son of God. The christological motif of the empty
tomb is merely related to the designation of the identity of the risen and the
1 2.crucified.) *
The absence of iiiese theological reflections implies that: (i) The evangelists,
who received the tradition of the empty tomb, did not subject it to theological
examination. (ii) The empty tomb stories in the Gospels have no mythological
characteristics in them.^^ (iii) The empty tomb stories are not coloured by the
Particularly in MK and .It; in Lk (24.7), and in John (20.9) oie can recognize
the motif.
12
cf. W, Nauck, op. cit.. p. 250. n. 42: "3ei Markus weist der Engel auf 'Jesus,
den gekreuzigten Bazarener' hin {f/itCuMr^s ist markinisches Voraugswort: 1.24,
10.47, 14.67, 16.6; sonst nur noch Lc 4.34 = Me 1.24 und Lc 24.19); bei
MatthSus weist er auf 'Jesus, den Gekreuaigten' hin (28.5); bei Lukas spricht
er von einer Veissagung Jesu, dass der Menschensohn den Stindern ausgeliefert uad
gekreusigt werden mtisse und am dritten Tage auferstehen werde (24.6); bei Johannes
fragen die Jtinger awar nach dean 'Herrn' (20.2, 15), aber frCpies wird hier im
technischen, vorchristlichen Sinne zu verstehen sein; sie fragen naeh dem
Verbleib ihres Herrn und Meisters, mit dem sie wShrend seines Lebens Dmgang
hatten".
13
cf. M. Dibelius, Die Forageechichte des Evangeliums. Tttbiagen, 1933, p. 270:
"Die Grsbcelegende erinnert in keiner Weiee an einen Mythoe." E. v,Dobschllta
(Ostern und Pfiry-steru Leipzig, 1905, p. l) says that the empty tomb stories
have a mythological element in the appearance of the angels, but this has no
independent significance. Similarly R, Bultmann says (op. cit.. p. 290) that
"The point of the story is that the empty tomb proves the Resurrection: the
angel lias no significance in himself, but simply plays the part of the angelus
intemres."
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theology of the primitive Christian community.
Then, what is the significance of the empty tomb stories in the Gospels?
Concerning the problem, whether or not the stories had any significance as evidence
for the resurrection of Jesus in the early Christian community, one can give no
positive answer. For Hark ends his Gospel with the passage, xul $\§ov>mc eAvjruv
Alio Tod flxw MVtis rpopfS KdL OU&tlSl olA(-v e?7IW, iifopoovTo Y*j
(ilk 16.3), and it indicates obviously that for Mark the empty tomb was not the
evidence that awakes the Easter faith.^ For Mark, neither the moved "stone"'"
nor the oracle of the angel''0 were evidences or proofs of the event of the
resurrection.
These were not convincing enough, because the stone could have been moved
even by the disciples or guards (cf. Mt 23.1 Iff,), and the oracle of the angels
17
was noted only by the women who were unfit to bear witness.
Hence, there is no peculiar theological significance in the tradition of the
empty tomb at the Marcan stage, nor any obvious theological significance in the
tradition of the empty tomb in the pre-Marcan stage.
cf. A. Oepke, "Wie entsteht nach den Schriften dee Neuen Testaments der Glaube
an die Auferstehung Jesu?", Wiseenschaftl. Zeitschrift der Karl-Marx-u*niversitht.
Leipzig, 1953/54, pp. 109-115. Also see: E. v. Dobschtltz, op. eft.. p. 17,
and G. Kittel, "Die Auferstehung Jesu", in--Deutsche Theologie. 4, 1937, p. 153.
15
cf, M. Albertz, "Zur Formgeschichte der Auferstehungsberichte", ZeitNTt/iss. 21,
1922, p. 261. Also see, L. Brun, op. cit.. pp. 2?ff.
1 6
cf. L. Burn, op. cit.. pp. 16ff., R. Bultmann, op. cit.. pp. 284ff.» See also
F. Hauck, THHT 2, p. 193.
17
cf. STB 5, P. 560.
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The primitive Christian community, however, sooner or later, began to feel
the need to have seme apologetic evidences for the event of the resurrection and
some evidences to awaken easter faith.
Perhaps, one could recognize Luke as the first Gospel that took this course,
since Luke has so modified the passage Mk 16.8 as to reverse it (Lk 24.9). In
the Kmmaus story, there are some passages concerning the report of the women, which
was confirmed by the disciples themselves. But, apparently, v.24, "some of those
who were with us went to the tomb and found it just as the women had said; but him
18
they did not see" shows that, here, the empty tomb still plays no role of awaking
the easter faith. This perhaps means that in Luke, as well as in Mark, the empty
tomb does not yet constitute the evidence that calls forth the easter faith. Luke
can indicate the reaction of the disciples on receiving the message from the women
about the empty tomb, who regarded it as follows! "but these words seemed to them
an idle tale, and they did not believe them."^J (24•11).
Jn 20.5-8 shows the understanding of the empty tomb in the fourth Gospel.
One nay ask whether the passages point to something that awakes the easter faith,
or point merely to a proof that the body was not stolen. The answer depends upon
how one interprets v.8. There are two probabilities: (i) and he saw and believed,
(ii) and he saw and was convinced. The latter translation Eeems to be a proper
20
interpretation, for it fits the context better, " that is, he saw and me convinced
18
cf. F. Hauck, TENT 5> p. 293: "Den einzig gliltigen Beweis, der in dem ,/iedereehen
Jesu selbst liegen wdrde, haben weder die Frauen noch die M&nner gewonnen."
19
cf. L. Brun, on. cit,. p. 26, F. Hauck, op. ext.. p. 290.
20
cf. E, v.Dobschlitz, op. cit.. p. 16: "Das r&tselhafte, 'er sail und glaubte'
1st alien andere als Oeterglaube." E. Bammel ("Herkunft und Funktion der
Traditionselemente in 1 Kor 15.1-11", TheolZeit. 2, 1955» p. 407) also holds
that "Alle Schwierigkeiten verechwinden in dem Augenblick,wo man sich entschliesst,
das iiforevsev in 20.8 nicht auf die Entstehung des Csterglaubens au beZiehen,
sondem es so zu verstehen: er tiberzeugte sich von dem Tatbestand, die Leiche
war nicht da." ii^so cee' Oepke, op. cit.. pp. 109ff.
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that the body was not there. Then, it is clear that the fourth Gospel also does
not understand the empty tomb as the evidence for awaking the eaeter faith.
Another stage in the course of the transmission of the tradition in the
canonical gospels is presented in Matthew.
In this Gospel one can observe an apologetic intention of the community
concerning the empty tomb tradition, though there are some unclear and rather
21 22
complicated points in the passages 27.62-66, and 23.5-11.
In connection with this, one may recognise another characteristic in Matthew's
Gospel, that is: The empty tomb actually awakens faith to a certain extent. The
motif of fear which is obvious in Mark is modified here: Mk 16.3b - "for trembling
and astonishment had come upon them, and they said nothing to any one, for they
were afraid." Kt 28.3 - "So they departed quickly from the tomb with fear and
great ;)oy, and ran to tell his disciples." In conflict with this passage,
however, Mt 23.4, "And for fear of him the guards trembled and became like dead
men,", shows that the empty tomb is not the evidence for awaking the easter faith.
So one could say that in Matthew the idea of Hie empty tomb as the evidence that
awakes the easter faith is still not consistently held.
In the Apocryphal Gospel of Peter, "the stone" is moved to the tomb by many
guards and the tomb is sealed up seven times. Nevertheless, when the resurrection
occurs, it is moved away from the tomb. The guards become the witnesses of the
25
event of the resurrection. jn Gospel according to the Hebrews the tradition
made a further development. That is, Hie risen one himself gave the linen cloth
cf. v. Campenhausen, on. cit., pp. 26ff.
22
cf. v. Campenhausen, on. cit.. p. 27.
^ cf, M. Goguel, ha foi \ la resurrection de Jesus dans le Christianigae primitif,
Paris, 1953, p. 214.
14<7
to the servant of the high priest as the evidence of the resurrection.
In these later developments of the tradition, one may also find the confession
Prom the discussion so far, it is clear that the empty tomb tradition had in
its oldest stage neither significance as evidence of the resurrection and as
awaiting the easter faith, nor significance as recorded information on the actual
course of the event.
One, however, would still have the question: What was the significance of
the empty tomb for the faith in the risen one according to the understanding of
the evangelists?
The later church in its apologetic activity altered the tradition in an
important aspect, but originally the account of the empty tomb was not evidence
for the resurrection. The evangelists appreciated the tradition not because they
considered it as evidence for the event but rather because of its function. That
is, they interpreted the account of the empty tomb not as a proof, but as an
24
indication and a sign. The message of the empty tomb made the hearers open to
the self-manifestation of the risen one, by and through which he shows himself as
the Messiah and the Lord and the Son of God to the people, and by which belief in
Jesus of Nazareth, who was sent by God and was crucified, is awakened. That is,
the oracle of the angel pointed beyond the tomb and made clear that the Easter
faith originates in or arises by means of the witness to himself. One can
recognise the same understanding in Luke, whose empty tomb story has almost no
apologetic tendency at all. The oracle of the angel in Lk 24.5f.: " 'Why do you
24
. Nauck, op. cit., p. 256: "Der Bericht vojii leeren Grabe sollte nieht beweisen,
sondem er sollte fortweisen und hinweisen."
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seek the living among the dead?* Remember hot? he told you, while he was still
in Galilee", can be understood as the Lucan interpretation, namely, as the Lucan
theological reflection.
The tomb, on the one hand, bore the sign of death. Therefore, those who
looked for Christ at the tomb, looked for the living among the dead. On the
other hand, however, the tomb was the sign of the living and the proleptic sign
of eschatological life, because it was the empty tomb. The tomb is a mystery
according to the understanding of these oldest interpretations that indicates
death and life, the death and life of the crucified and the risen one, at the same
25
time, for it points to the crucified as the risen and the risen as the crucified.
Summary and Observation:
Prom the investigation so far, it is clear that in the Gospels the empty tomb
story has a kerygmatic function, not in a direct way, but rather in an indirect
way. The theological notions, which lie at the basis of the early evangelists'
understanding of the empty tomb, have formed also the appearance stories. The
appearances too did not awaken the eaeter faith itself, and this is clear from the
27
fact that the appearances were not clear in themselves, but rather caused fear
23 29
and doubt ' or met with incomprehension.
There were, however, within the framework of the appearances certain
"accompaniments" that to some at least seemed unambiguous, And these are described
25
Kilnneth, Theologie der Auferetehung. Miinchen, 1934, P» 34.
26
cf, K.H. flengstorf, op. ext., pp. 43ff.
27 Lk 24.36-33.
28
Mt 28.17b, Jn 20.25.
29 Lk 24.13-29, Jn 14.4-6.
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■7A *14
in the gospels in three ways:'' 1) the display of the stigmata, a feature which
belongs to the apologetic against gnosticism, 2) the word of the risen one,''2
'zrz
and 3) the table-fellowship.
These distinctive "accompanimente" argue the identity of the risen one with
the crucified. They refer, however, not only backwards, but forwards and so
address the hearer in hie own situation: The risen one manifests himself in the
word and table fellowship. This may be the reason why neither the old kerygmatie
34
form in 1 Cor 15.3f. nor the mission preaching in Acts mentions the empty tomb
as a proof of the risen Jesus. The empty tomb played a role in the primitive
Christian community, but not in missionary preaching. That is, the empty tomo
is met with in the Gospels, not because the primary interest of the evangelists
was the proclamation of the salvation event to unbelievers, but the edification
of believers and the Christian community.
Here, naturally the following question rises: What interest had early
Christian preaching in the empty tomb?
One may answer the question as follows:
(i) The apologetic interest: Polemical assertions against opponents and
people who doubted the proclamation of the risen one.
(ii) The theological interest, which emphasises the empty tomb as a sign
which points to the reality of the resurrection of Jesus.
The apologetic use of the empty tomb narrative appears not at the beginning
30
K.H. Rengstorf (op, cit., p. S2) classified into two groups: 1. "Die Wundmale"
and 2. "sin flir Jesus charakteristieches Yerhalten".
31 Lk 24.39, Jn 20.20, 27f.
Mt 28.9f., 18ff., Jn 20.16, 21.15ff.
33 Lk 24.30f., 41-43, Jn 21.13.
34
cf. Acts 2.24, 13.29T.
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of the transmission, hut rather at a later stage. For the primitive community
was driven to apologetic argumentation only when they were forced into discussion
with Judaism. Thus, one may suppose that the theological meaning of the empty
tomb is the older interest.
Beside the theological interest there was probably another interest in the
empty tomb in the primitive Church. The clue may be found in the Sitz im Leben
in which the tradition was preserved. To some degree, in contradiction to the
theological significance, stands the view that all Gospel narratives have a
particular interest in the actual locality of Jesus' tomb.
55Johannine accounts imply a certain topographical conception. In the
Johannine account of the burial of Jesus, the short distance of the tomb from the
place of the crucifixion and the setting of the grave in the middle- of the garden
are emphasized: "Now in the place where he was crucified there was a garden, and
in the garden a new tomb where no one had ever been laid."
In the Marcan text, the hearer is, at least implicitly, invited to note the
locality of the empty tomb. If the word of the angel is to be understood entirely
as an interpretation, then it means that the community had particular interest in
noting the locality where the body of Jesus was laid. This may mean that the
tradition concerning the locality of the tomb, which in the oldest stage hardly
had any apologetic meaning as evidence for the resurrection of Jesus, refers to
56
some kind of a cultic worship of the empty tomb in the early community. The
fact that the primitive community had a cultic interest in its shaping of the
cf. K. Kundsin, Topologische Ueberlieferungsstoffe im Johannes-Evangelium,
GBttingen, 1925, p. 43, p. 45. He remarks, "dass die schriftliche Darstellung
eine fromme Betrachtung der denkwtirdigen St&tte zur Voraussetzung hat." (p. 45.)
Also in p. 43 he says that in John's Gospel one can notice "eine feste
topographische Vorstellung alsGrundlage der Darstellung."
But it cannot be maintained that this is more than a hazardous speculation.
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passion narratives, has been rightly noticed by G. Schille. It might be possible
to infer that early Christians came together at the place, which they knew as the
tomb of Jesus, in order to remember his resurrection and his risen presence. If
this supposition is tenable, the empty tomb had a special significance for the
38
Palestinian community. What was the extent and character of Mark's view of the
7nr
J
G. Schillo, "Das Leiden des Herm. Die evangelische Passionstradition und ihr
'Sitz ira Leben'", EeitTheolKirch. 52, 1955, pp. 161-335.
It is generally accepted that the passion narrative circulated in the primitive
Christian community at a very early period, (cf, II. Conaelmann, "History and
Theology in the Passion Narratives of the Synoptic Gospels", Interpretation.
1970, pp. 181ff., G. Bertram, Die Leidensgeschichte unci der Christuslailt.
GSttingen, 1922. See also, E. Linnemann, Studien zur Passionsgeschichte.
Gttttingen, 1970, esp. p. 174.
The lack of any connection between the Q stratum of tradition and that of the
passion narrative could be so, not because the two complexes were handed down
by different persons (cf. W. Schmithals, "Paulus und der historische Jesus",
EeitKTWiss. 53» 1962, pp. 145-160), but because of their different Slta Ira
Leben. The tradition of Jesus' Logia was as it were mainly the practical
instruction of the primitive Christian community (Halacha). The Sitz im
Lebe-n of the passion narrative was probably the cult, "for the form it takes,
that of a coherent narrative divided into pericopeg, leads to the conclusion
that the purpose of this tradition was not any kind of missionary preaching,
nor doctrinal teaching used in the synagogue, but that of recitation in the
context of a cultic memorial of the passion." (U. Wilckens, "The Tradition-
history of the Resurrection of Jesus", in: The significance of the message
of the resurrection for the faith in Jesus Christ. London, 1968, p. 72). Prom
this view of the passion narrative, U. Wilckens postulates as follows: Not
only a narrative of the passion, but also some texts such as the summaries,
prophecies of the passion and resurrection of Jesus, Mk 8.31, 9.31» 10.33f.,
and similar passages would have been handed down, providing a powerful argument
to the contrary. Had the passion narrative been recited in the cult, it would
have had the resurrection narrative, the pericope concerning the empty tomb,
as conclusion. (cf. U. Wilckens, ot>. cit., pp. 72ff.) Similarly J. Jeremias,
Heutestamcntliche Theologie. 1 Teil, Gtttersloh, 1971, ET: New Testament
Theology. Vol, 1, London, 1971, p. 300.
38
cf. G, Schille, op, cit.. p. 199: "Dass die evangel!sche Passionetradition der
Begehung, genauer: der Osterbegehung der dltesten Gemeinde entstammt." Also
he postulates that the empty tomb story could have had its origin in the early
"Oeterfeier" (Begehung am Grabe Jesu selbst?) (p. 43).
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cultic veneration of the empty tomb remains rather obscure, for how far the
passage, "He has risen, he is not here, see the place -where they laid him" (Mk
16.6b), is coloured by the evangelist's redaction cannot be definitely ascertained.
Probably Luke, who seems to know the tradition of the locality of the empty
tomb which circulated in Jerusalem, knew also something of such a cultic veneration
of the empiy tomb. Luke's interest in this is, however, distinctly critical: "Why
do you seek the living among the dead?" (Lk 24.5b). (This question occurs only
in Lk.) Behind this redactional passage of Luke, there may perhaps be inferred
a reproachful question of the Gentile Church, which is Luke's own Sitz iia Leben.
to the primitive community in Jerusalem concerning its attitude to the empty tomb,
sc. its cultic veneration of the empty tomb, as well as Luke's theological
reflection upon the tradition of the empty tomb, as has been discussed already.
4.3 Ending of the Piarcan Text
A Unity of the text
It is generally recognized that the report of the resurrection and ascension
(Mk 16.9-20) found in the majority of the manuscripts and versions was not a part
of the original Mark. In support of that is not only the lack of this report
in the oldest tradition, ,V B K sf , and the testimony of Eusebius and Hieronymus,
40
but also the divergent character of the text in respect to the other Gospels.
This section (the longer ending), which is a rounded-off composition strongly
39
J. Jeremiae tends to view Mk 16.6b as the evangelist's reproach to the primitive
community in Jerusalem concerning its attitude to the empty tomb, sc. its
cultic veneration. (cf. Gol^atha. Leipzig, 1926).
40 A bibliography on the question of the Marcan ending is given by R. Bultmann,
op. clt., p. 54 and p. 437, W.G. Kttraael, "Das Urchristentum", TheoLlund. 17,
1943-1949, p. 9, n. 18, p. 23, n. 1., and E. Helzle, "Der Schluss des Ik.uid
das Freer-Logion", TheolLitZeit. 85, 1960, pp. 470ff,
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dependent Upon Luke/"1 must have originated in the second century, since Tatian
and Irenaeus know it/2 but it is not attested in Greek manuscripts of the New
Testament before the fifth century (Codex W).
Ths Freer-logion also probably arose in the second century as a supplement
to the secondary Marcan ending. The Freer-logion is a defence of the twelve
which refers to the power of Satan, and gives an answer of Christ. The shorter
Harcan ending attested in some manuscripts/' L jJl_9 and later versions
between 16.7 and 16.8 (in K it replaces 16.9-20) is all the more a secondary
supplement to 16,1-8.
From these various attempts to add an ending to Mk 16.8, one can recognize
that the feeling arose very early that Mark could not have ended with 16.8.
Matthew and Luke must also have had the same feeling, for their divergence after
Mk 16.3 shows that the Mark which was expanded by them ended at 16,3. But was
that the original conclusion of Hark? Till today that is disputed by many,
mainly because it is thought that the predicted appearance of the risen one in
Galilee (14.28, 16.7) must have been reported. But no one has yet been able
to make really clear how the original ending was lost. One could hardly have
remained satisfied with a lose which arose because of the breaking off of a page:
4 Mk 16.9 - Lk 8.2, Jn 20.11-13
Mk 16.10 -Lk 24.10f., Jn 16.20
Mk 16.12 -Lk 24.13-35
Mk 16.14 -Lk 24.36-49, Jn 20.19-23, 1 Cor 15.5, Mt 28.16, Lk 24.25, Jn 20.26-29
Mk 16.15 -Mt 23.18-20
Mk 16.17 -Mt 10.8, Lk 9.1, 10.17
Mk 16.18 -Lk 10.19, Ac 28.23-26, Mt 9.13
Mk 16.19 -Lk 24.3, 50-53.
42
See, The Greek New Testament, ed., K, Aland, M. Black, B.M. Metzger, A, Wikgren,
Stuttgart, 1966, p. 196.
43
cf. S.E. Johnson, The Gospel according to St. Hark. London, 1960, p. 265.
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nnd no one can say why the conclusion should have been intentionally removed.
Consequently, scholarship in increasing measure is moving towards the view that
Mask reached his intended end with 16.8.^
B W. Marxsen's interpretation
The geographical theory of the Gospel of Mark:
45
It is well known that E. Lohmeyer tried to draw conclusions about the
situation of the primitive community from the geographical statement in the
framework and in the separate traditional pericopes. He goes so far as to
maintain that hardly any geographical detail is mentioned in Mark's gospel without
46
having a theological significance.
Taking up this idea of Lohmeyer, Marxsen emphasizes that stronger distinction
must be made between the traditional material and the work of the evangelist. The
statements about places in the traditional material ought to be examined by form-
47
criticism and in the framework particularly by redaction criticism. '
According to Marxsen's understanding, the name "Galilee" in Mark has
theological significance. He argues that "Galilee" throughout has been inserted
by the evangelist. "Galilee" means the place of Jesus' activity in the same way
A3
as the desert in the place of activity of the Baptist. This is obvious from the
A A
e.g.» W. Kichaelis, R.H. Lightfoot, E. Lohmeyer, F.C. Grant, ¥. Grundmann, P.
Carrington, A.M. Fairer, A.F.J. Klijin, ¥. Marxsen, R.C. Heard, J. Sehreiber,
J.3. Tyson, W,C. Allen, L.J.D. Richardson.
45
E. Lohmeyer, Galilha una Jerusalem. Gbttingen, 1956. Also his Das Svange liven
des Markus. Gbttingen, 1959.
46
E. Lohmeyer, Pallida una Jerusalem. Gbttingen, 1956, p. 162.
47
¥. Marxsen, Per Evangelist Markus. Gbttingen, 1952, p. 162.
48
W. Marxsen, op. clt., pp. 57ff., pp. 44ff.
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fact that in Mark the crucial proclamation of Jesus is always made in Galilee.
The fact that Mark concentrates Jesus' ministry so largely in Galilee is doubtless
connected with the significance of Galilee and the Galilean ccmmmity for the
49
primitive church at the time of Mark.
Haxxeen'a Interpretation of Mk 14.28 arid Hk 16.7?
After examining geographical statements in Mark's Gospel, Marxsen refers to
the role played V Galilee in the passion story. Ea attributes special importance
to the two passages Mark 14.28 and 16,7, where it is stated, that the risen one will
go ahead to Galilee, carl will appear there. Against many scholars, Marxsen
attempts to understand the close of Mark's Gospel on the assumption that it actually
ended with 16,8. He disputes the fact that the passages usually adduced for the
purpose, 14.50* 14.27f.» 16.7, Jn 16.32, 18.8, support the thesis that the
disciples fled to Galilee. Marxsen does not take the two passages 14.3 and 16.7
as allusion® to Jesus' appearances in Galilee, or as a promise of the paroueia,
51
like Lohraeyer,' but rather as being connected with the importance which the
52
Christian community had at the tiioe when Mark's Gospel was written.
49
¥. Marxeea, op. cit., p. 64.
50
e.g., &. Bultaana assumes that the original ending of the Gospel after Mk 16.8,
which suet have reported appearances of the risen otic in Galilee, has been lost,
(cf. 3. Bultmann, on. ext.. p. 285, n. 2).
51
cf. E« Lobmeyer, Galll&a und Jerusalem. Gbttingen, 1956, See also Me has
Evari^eliuin doc Marlrus. MeyerE, Gbttingen, 1959. On 16.7: He argues that
£*« trfniv does not refer to appearances of the risen Lord, but to the
parous!*, Marasen argues against Lohaeyer that the linguistic evidence,
pointed out by Lohmeyer, is not sufficient aM cannot support the contention,
for, as Hansen understands it, hfSv means simply "to see" and lias no connection
with the paroueia. (See: ¥. Marxaen, on. ext.. pp. 33f.}
5<* W. Marxsen, Per Mvan^llst Karbus. Gttttingea, 1952, ETi Mark the ivan-elist,
Kashville, 1969, pp. 35f.»: "If, therefore, Mark inserts 16.7 into mi already
existing context, then we are dealing with the latest stratus reflecting the
evangelist's own situation. But then this redactions! note cannot deal with
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Marxsen's thesis on Mark's understanding of the parousia:
Harxsen maintains that Mark had expected the imminent pareunia. Matthew
and Luke, however, had already realized this error and accordingly altered their
parallel text (Mt 28.7k, Lk 24.6-9). The later ending of Mark is possibly
closely connected with the delay of the parousia. Marxsen understands the
differences between Matthew and Mark in the Easter story also thorough the fact
55
that Mark was in imminent expectation of the parousia, " but for Matthew the time
had already begun to lengthen. So, Matthew provided an interim solution by
interpolating a period of missionary work. Marxsen describes he conclusion of
Matthew's Gospel (23.16-20) as being timeless, for after the conclusion of the
time of Jesus, Matthew makes a new era begin which continues till the end of the
world. And before the time of Jesus there was, for Matthew, the time of the Old
Testament. So, Matthew made the time of Jesus an epoch between two others by
52 (contd.)
an appearance of the risen Lord awaited in Galilee: in Mark's context this
passage can only refer to the expected parousia. If this is correct, several
questions are immediately taken care of. The interruption at v.8 becomes
intelligible. If Mark intends to prepare for the parousia in vs.7, then its
coming cannot be referred to after vs.3, The phrase 'see him' is future for
Mark. The parousia is still to occur. At the same time, we understand the
Gospel's orientation to Galilee, It is there that Mark awaits the parousia,
We see why Galilee is a midpoint, why (in Mark's time) the communities' 'gather"
by the Sea This explanation is compatible with the text as we have it
and no longer requires that we postulate a long conclusion whose content would
in any case be open to serious question.9
r**-t
>
H. Conaelmaim ("Geschichte und Bschaton nach Markus 13"» MeitMTwiss. 50, 1959>
p. 211.) argues that in Hark 13 delay of the parousia is already playing a part.
So, Matthew and Luke are not the first to do this. G. Streeker IPer Ifefi- der
Gsrechtiskeit. Gbttingen, 1962, p. 42) argues that the synoptic gospels are
similar in their understanding of the delay of the parousia. S, Dinkier hold s
the similar thesis. (E. Dinkier "Geschichte und Geschichtsauffassung, II A
Neutestameatlich", RGG ( 3 ), 2 r cols. 1476-82.)
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turning Mark's design into a history and making it a continuous progression.
Marxsen is in close agreement with Conaelmann's study on Luke, Marxsen
makes a comparison of the theological conception of the Gospels of Mark and Luke
and concludes that the leading theme in Mark is place, in Luke it is time. In
Mark, a unity is provided by the orientation towards a place, but Mark does not
yet consider the problem of "time" in the sense of its continuity: Luke is the
first to do this. In Luke, time is the factor of his historieiaing presentation
and the statements about place are only a means of carrying out his conception.
Concerning the problem that Acts, which also came into being later than
Mark's Gospel, knows nothing of a community .in Galilee, (except Acts 9.31)>
Marxsen would have to attempt to explain it by the hypothesis that the Christian
community which had existed in Galilee in 66 had meanwhile perished during the
Jewish war.
Marxsen' e thesis on the community in Jerusalem and Luke:
Marxsen thinks that the community in Jerusalem is an invention by Luke, inso¬
far as it could not have been in existence at the time after the year 70, when he
wrote his work. And Luke did not try to vindicate any particular place, but to
assimilate the problem of what had been experienced meanwhile in the lengthening
period of time. For behind Luke there stands a community which Ms to solve
the delay of his paroueia, and tackle the problem of the second and third generations.
This Gospel is only orientated towards Jerusalem insofar as within Luke's two books
the city has the significance of a central point, which is at the same time a
point of transition. In Luke the salvation history is orientated towards
J G. Strecke- op. cit.) lias demonstrated this historiciaing work of Matthew in
detail. H., Conaelmann (Die Hitte der Meit. Ttibingen, 1954. 3T: The Theology
of St. Luke. London, 1960.) lias done the same for Luke's historical books.
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Jerusalem as the place of the temple. And "the third era" begins in Jerusalem.
Until then, in Luke, the activity of Jesus has been consistently restricted to
Palestine. Hot until then does Luke break out of the boundaries of that land.
"To turn back to Galilee would, in the opinion of the evangelist, mean a retrograde
step as regards not only the place, but also its importance. Thus Good Friday,
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Easter and Ascension are followed by Pentecost, and the missionary period."
Luke is living in this missionary era. So it is not important for him at the
time of writing his Gospel that a Christian community still existed in Jerusalem.
But it was important to him that at one time the Gospel went out from Jerusalem
to Gentile lands. Possibly, there is in Luke even an underlying polemic against
Galilee as the early home of the Gospel, and an assertion of the equal rights of
the missionary communities.
Summary:
Marxsen deals with Mark 16.7 especially in regard to the relationship in time
of the reeurrection and the parousia. The advocates of thoroughgoing eschatology
use this verse as evidence for their ideas that Jesus lias supposed no interval of
time between resurrection and parousia. Marxson, however, is not enquiring about
Jesus' idea, but about the ideas of the evangelists. Mark could not have
understood resurrection and parousia as events following each other directly, for
he was writing his Gospel betvreen these two events. But he relates them to each
other by eliminating the interval between than. Mark lias the ress;erection behind
him: the era of the reeurrection, the rule of the risen one has begun and will be
concluded by the approaching parousia. But this era is not continuous progression
55' W. Marxsen, op. cit.. p. 72.
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of time in Mark. Instead, by his editorial work, it Ms become reduced
essentially to a transition between resurrection ana parousia.
A critical appreciation of Ilancsen's conception and method:
(i) One should emphasize the fruitful possibilities of redaction criticism
as a method. nevertheless, one should utter a warning against possibly employing
too great subtlety, a danger which in our opinion Marxsen has not avoided.
It is open to question whether the authors of the Gospel thought matters out
in the detail that Marxsen believes he can recognize.
(ii) Marxsen's conclusion about the historical situation when Mark's Gospel
came into being, might be still an open question, in spite of the fact that he
has given a convincing picture of Mark. One could not think it at all impossible
that this Gospel should have received the shape which in fact it possesses, even if
it Md been written in Rome according to the evidence of the tradition of the early
Church in the time between 66 and 70: for Mark who was most probably a Palestinian
Jewish Christian, possibly a native of Galilee, could follow the events in Palestine
even from Pome, without it being necessary to assume his presence in Galilee. There-
are too many arguments against Marxsen's hypothesis of Mark's composition in Galilee
for the primitive community which had left Jerusalem: The explanation of Jewish
customs (Mk 7.3f., 14.12, 15.42), the translation of Aramaic words (Mk 3.17, 22,
5.41, 7.11, 9.43, 10.46, 14.36, 15.22, 34), the reference to Roman marriage law
(Mk 10.12), the use of many latin expressions (Mk 4.21, 5.9, 15 , 6.27, 37 , 7.4, 12.14,
42, 15.39, 44.45) not least the fact tMt Jesus' message and actions are addressed
to Gentiles as well (Mk 11.17, 13.10, 14.9): for these reasons the composition
tor Gentile Christian communities seems to fall little short of demonstration, ho
trace can be observed of a Jewish Christian theology and bias, which would certainly
have to be present if the Gospel of Mark had come into being in the primitive
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community which had fled from Jerusalem.
(iii) How could Mark be supposed to have eliminated the interval between
resurrection and parousia, when more than thirty years had elapsed from the
resurrection until the x?riting of the Gospel? Is the evangelist supposed not
to have been conscious of time, in the sense of a delay of the parousia?
(iv) It might be possible that in the situation presupposed by Karasen the
expectation of the parousia could have became intensified. But in that case the
question arises why Hark is supposed to have composed a Gospel in writing when he
expected the parousia to be so imminent. Can a work like the Gospel of Hark be
composed in a period of such confusion?
4.4 The motif of fear and amazement in Hark and the significance of the Easter
narrative in Hark.
A. Form-critical study of the motif of fear and amazement
1) Mark
There are some ten passages that depict the motif of amazement in Hark: 1.22,
27, 2.12, 4.41» 5.20, 42, 6.2, 7.57, 9.6, 12.17.^ Of these, three passages,
56
cf. H. Rohde, Die radaktionsgecchichtliche I-Iethode, Hamburg, 1966, ET: Re¬
discovering the Teaching of the Evangelists. London, 1968, pp. 138ff.: E.
Rohde considers it to be a task for redaction-critical research in particular to
use its methodological presuppositions for an examination of Mark's Gospel in
order to find a Pita im Leben. He considers that it might perhaps be defined
as being in the period of 66 to 70 in the community in Home, which consisted
mainly of Gentile Christians. He appreciates the work done by Harder, who
understands Mark 13 as a Christian revision of apocalyptic material which
treated of the extension of the Christian Church and its controversy with the
synagogue and the state government, cf. G. Harder, "Das eschatologische
Geschichtsbild der sogenaimten Kleinen Apokalypse Markus 13", in: Theologin
Viatorum. 4, Berlin, 1953, pp. 71-107.
67
The passages which are not included here will be considered in the next section
(10.24, 26, 11.23, 9.15, 10.32a, 16.8).
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1.22, 6.2, 12.17, are not linked with miracle stories, but with the teaching of
Jesus. In 6.2, 9.6, the motif of amazement occurs in the middle of the narratives.
The particular feature of the literary style of all these passages is that the
motif is depicted by the generalizing third person plural of the verb with no
disciples, for this passage is a conclusion of the miracle story. One may not
understand the motif of amazement in 4.41 merely as an expression of the mis¬
understanding of the disciples, even though in this story the motif of the
misunderstanding of the disciples is dominant. For Matthei* (8.27) alters the
Matthew understands the passage, Mark 4.41, not as signifying of the amazement
of the disciples, but as being a common formula of the conclusion of the miracle
story. Nor can one understand this interpretation of the Marcan text as a
typical Hatthean theological tendency, of which Mt 8,27 is an example. Rather
it might be more reasonable to understand that here Matthew interprets the Karcan
text (4.41) just as the common formula of the conclusion of a miracle story which
is precisely what Mark, too, meant. If this is the case, one may observe that
in Mark 4,35-41 there are Wo motifs in parallel: the misunderstanding motif of
the disciples (v,40) and the motif of amazement, which characterizes the miracle
the subject of as non-personal third person plural, rather than as
stories.
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"fear" are often translated into Greek words meaning "amazement", might indicate
58
that there is no strict difference between "fear" and "amazement".
The amazement motif, however, is not restricted to one or two terms alone.
There are in Mark different expressions which imply the same motif: eft-^rvcvitl
(2.12, 5.42), tKnXfeaesJhi, (1.22, 6.2, 7.37), hcvfativ (5.20, 12.17),
(4.41, 9.6) and <^oj3e1<?§«\s J %K<f>ojgoS -fCv(r<Sen, . In post-
Markan texts, the verb, tends to become the dominant term for
"amazement".
2) Matthew
Matthew omits the passage, Mk 1.27, together with the whole story, and
abbreviates the passages Mk 5.20, 42 and 9.6 by abbreviating stories. One,
however, cannot say that Matthew has no particular interest in the motif of
amazement which is so prominent in Mark. For instance, Matthew attaches the
motif of amazement to a miracle story where the parallel text in Mark has no
motif of amazement at all: e.g., Mt 21.20, "When the disciples caw it they
marvelled, 6&>LvfA«fu\/ , saying, 'How did the fig tree wither at once?:|." Beside
this, Mt 12.23, which belongs to a common source with Luko, and 9.33, which is a
modification of the same story (Mt 12.33), include the same motif.
Concerning, then, the motif of amazement in Matthew, the following three
points must be taken into account:
(i) In Matthew 9.8, Matthew alters the motif of amazement into tie motif
of fear, and on the contrary the motif of fear (Mk 4.41) into the motif of
53 cf. Ex 15.11, 34.10, Dt 28,53. 2 Chr 15.5, Job 4.1, Ps 44(45).5, 64(65).
5, 67(68).36, Jr 2.12, Eze 27.35, 32.10, Zch 14.13. cf. ThW. Ill, pp. 32ff.
59 One can see this tendency even in the manuscript tradition: e.g., in MS:W. 1.27:
, 2.12: efcsviis modified into (w).
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amazement (Mt 3,27). This means that these two motifs are not clearly
differentiated, and this is not a trend peculiar to Matthew, hut a general
tendency.
(ii) Matthew states explicitly the subjects of the verbs in all passages
which depict the motif of amassment, except at Mt 22.21 (par. ilk 12.17)« e.g.,
ox\n (9.3, 33, 12.33, 15.31), %Y$f<ojcot (8.27), (21.20) and
otvTol (13.54). Probably the reason why Matthew states the subject explicitly
is that the Marcan usage of tlx: generalising' third person plural might be strange
for Matthew, This does not mean, however, that Matthew has a particular interest
in the subjects, for subjects are presented always by general words: e.g.,
ox\ol J fyvSpufnoi J qivtol , f/oitPjT'il , except at 21.20, k</0 lJ6vT€-S
(iii) The literary expression for the motif is to a .ortain extent
stereotyped in Matthew. Btxuv&fei v is used often as the tern that depicts the
amazement motif. Matthew modifies the Marcan text three times by employing
: Mt 8.27 » Mk 4.41, Mt 15.31 * ilk 7.37, Mt 22.21 • Mk 12.17.
In two (Mt 9.33, Mt 21.20) of the three passages that have their roots in other
sources than Mark, is used. Moreover, the literal style of the
sentences which depict the motif is also fixed. In most cases, the sentences
ran as follows: a) »£■ £* a\s$fu>noc eSttOj/VJxv \eyovres , (8.27,
9.33, 12.23, 13.54, 21.20), b) L&0VT6S OL axkot 1/ £$o£o(*tU/
, (9.8, 15.31). Thus, strictly speaking,the category of the so-called
"Alcklamationsformel"^ or "Chorschlussfonael"^ at the conclusion of the miracle
stories is applicable and is observable only in the Gospel of Matthew in the synoptic
Gospels.
SO
cf. R. Bultmann, Die Geschichte der Synoptischen Tradition. Gttttingen, 1921, ET:
The History of the Synoptic Tradition. Oxford, 1963, p. 266.
^
M. Dibelius, Die Formgeschichte des EvengRliumR. TUbingen, 1963(4), p. 28,
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5) Luke
In Luke, Hark 6.2 and 7.37 are omitted, the latter together with the whole
story. The omission of the passages may not he due to the presence of the motif
itself, but to the content of ifae stories. In the parallel passage to Mk 5.33,
somehow, Luke omits only the motif. Probably, it might be the case that Luke
fudges the motif improper to the context.
It is to be noted also that in Luke no distinction is made between "amazement"
and "fear". In Mark 2.12, only the motif of "amazement" occurs, whereas, in the
parallel passage (Lk 5.26), both "amazement" and "fear" are recorded. And to
Mark's "fear" in 4.41, Luke, at 8.25, adds "amazement".
It is a characteristic of Luke to "historiciza" his narratives. To each
character Luke attributes a certain psychological motive, so that Ms readers may
understand why, for example, a character, or characters, is, or are overcome by
amazement and fear. Therefore, the generalising third person plural of a Marean
text, whose subject is not defined, is given a definite subject in a Lukan text, as,
e.g. in Lk 8.56, where Luke modifies Mk 5.42b ("And immediately they were overcome
with amazement") into: "And her -parents were amazed," Here, one notes that it
was in order to depict the scene as an actual event, that Luke altered the subject,
for actually it was only her parents that were present.
On similar lines, the phrase, "For they were exceedingly afraid" (Mk 9.6), is
put between Peter's speech and the motif of the cloud, and one can understand the
passage as an insertion. On the other hand, however, in Luke 9.34 the order of
the motif of the cloud and the motif of fear is altered, so that the reason for
the disciples' fear may become clear. And this tendency to "historicization" and
"psychologization" in Luke is observed even more clearly in the passages which originate
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in other sources than Mark, e.g. Lk 5.9, 7.16, 9.43, 11.14.
Another particularity of Luke in the conclusions to his miracle stories is
the phrases "praising God". This phrase occurs in Karl: only once (2.12) and in
Matthew twice (par. Mk 2.12 and Mt 15.31). In contrast with this, "praising God"
appears often in the miracle stories of later Christian literature.04" The same
tendency, viz. to cone ltd© the miracle stories with the motif of praising God, is
also observable in Hellenistic literature,03 with which Luke, of all the Synoptieta,
is most in agreement. He brings the phrase in the parallel passage to Mk 2.12
(Lk 5.26), and at 7.16, 9.43, 13.17, 17.15, 18.43.
In inverse proportion to this, in Luke the motif of amazement and fear is less
prominent. For Luke historiciaes and psychologizes the motif of amazement and fear
by attributing these emotions to a character in the story and on -the other hand,
adopts the formula of "praising God" as a conclusion of the miracle stories. The
tendency naturally comes frctn the redactor's theological point of view, that is,
the redactor understands the miracles of Jesus as the particular events which
manifest the power of God in the middle of salvation history.
R. Bultmann holds that the motif of amazement and fear belongs to the
hellenistie milieu and the formula of "praising God" originates within the Jewish
64
Christian milieu. It is to be noticed that the motif of amazement and fear was
cf. 2. Peterson, £1* . Gftttingen, 1926, pp. 193ff.
63 0. Weinreieh, Antiice Ileilunarstrunder. Glessen, 1$D9» pp. 108f.
64 ~ _
R0 Bultgiarm, op, clt.« p* 241*
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popular in the hellenistic milieu to a certain extent, but, since thus motiif is
observed also in the LXX and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament, one may say that
66
it is common also amongst contemporary Jews. Bultmann is right in holding that
the motif of praising God, which makes use of the term, iifyc , or its derivatives,
67
belongs to the biblical Jewish tradition. Yet, perhaps, it is questionable
whether or not one can understand it simply as stemming from the Jewish tradition,
when the motif of praising God is used he the ending of a miracle story in a
Lukan text. For in the Gospels, Luke, which is to be considered as the most
hellenistic text of them all, is the first to use the motif of praising God as
the conclusion of miracle stories. Therefore, one might say, that it is
characteristic of Luke that, although, as far as his terminology and style are
concerned, he stands on the same line as the Old Testament and follows LXX-
biblical style, he adopts the motif of praising God for the end of his miracle
stories, /
In Luke, the crowd who sees the miracle of Jesus praises God, who manifests
his power through the miracle. That is, people see the hand of God in Jesus,
the performer of the miracle. This points to Luke's Christology, that is, Jesus
66
is God's instrument.
In contradistinction to this, Mark directs his attention simply to the acts
of Jesus themselves.
'
cf. G. Bertram, ThW II. pp. 2Sff. e.g. p. 28 (ET): "In the religious sphere,
it is particularly the epiphany of deity which arour.es wonder (Hon. Od., 1,323:
19, 36} II., 3, 398; Horn. Hymn. Ap., 155} Vergil. Aen., Ill, 172} Lk 24.41).
The same feeling is kindled by miracles and by teaching of priests and prophets
as the mediators of revelation (Plat. Ehaedr., 257c). Astonishment at the iOntyis
and of the deity is the basis of worship. There are innumerable examples
of religious usage in Aeliuo Aristides."
cf. G. Bertram, ThV/. II. pp. 2Sff.
67
cf. G. Kittel and G. v. Had, Th£ III, pp. 236ff.
68
cf. H. Conzelmann, Die Mitte der Zeit. Thbingen, 1954, ET: The Theology of St.
Luke. London, 1960, p. 184.
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Conclusion:
It is popular in Hellenistic folklore to set the motif of amazement and fear
at the conclusion of miracle stories.
Hark is the first evangelist to adopt on a large scale the same method for
the miracle stories of Jesus, and, in his case, by using the generalising third
person plural, he indicates that amazement and fear in his own estimation of the
miracle. The literary form of the motif, however, has not yet become fully
determined in Mark, and the mode and style of depiction is still primitive.
Matthew takes a step further towards the determination of the literary style
of the motif. But, since he uses the expression virtually as a stereotyped phrase,
it is not possible to derive from it any insight into his own particular theological
viewpoint. This tendency to formalize the motif is taken over by later Christian
literature.
Luke adapts the motif of amazement and fear to the concrete scene
(historicization). Therefore, the literary style of the motif varies from one
story to another. The motif of amazement and fear does not give Luke's point of
view on the miracle stories, but rather his intention is to connect the motif with
the conduct of the characters in each story (psychologization).
On the other hand, Luke introduces the motif of praising God as a fixed form
of expression, which is also taken over by later Christian literature.
B. Particular usage of the motif of amazement and fear in Mark
Since we have already dealt with the passages, Mk 1.22, 27, we now treat Mk
6.2, 9.15, 10.24, 26, 32, 11.13 and 12.17, 16.8.
Mark 12.17:
The content of Mark 12.17 is teaching, but formally it is exactly the same as
the form of the conclusion of the miracle stories. Here, the motif of amazement
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and fear is attached to ithe end of the story, and ifeQxfexfev , a verb which
is a generalising third person plural, is used. These two points indicate what
is peculiar to Mark. The amazement and fear in this passage is not the response
of Pharisees and the Herodians to the teaching of Jesus, but rather Mark's
understanding of the story. That is, here, Mark intends to point simply to the
fact that the teaching of Jesus causes amazement. Mark does not even say that
"the crowd" was amazed at the teaching' of Jesus, but says merely that "they were
amazed at him." In contrast with Mark, Luke says "but marvelling at his answer
they were silent." (Lk 20.26a) In Mark, however, such an interpretation as is
noticed in Luke does not appear. In Mark, it is not his answer but Jesus himself
that gives rise to amazement.
Mark 11.18:
C ft \
The form of the passage, Mk 11.18, is unusual. Here, a subject, 0 oxXoS
instead of a generalising third person plural, is attached: 0 Qx\cs
fete-to eicl rfi txvtov . The crowd's ovation at the teaching
of Jesus stands in striking contrast to the trick of the scribes and the chief
priests. Therefore, one may say that in this passage, the motif of amazement and
the motif of OxkoS are overlapping. The passage, v. 18, is attached to the
paragraph (11.15-18) by Mark. The paragraph itself does not refer to the teaching
of Jesus. Nevertheless, Mark adds the redactional passage wtnch inclules the
motif of amazement. This probably means that the idea, that the teaching of
Jesus is amazing and astonishing, is one of the basic motifs in Mark. This is
the reason why, this motif appears often in Mark in places where it has almost no
connection with the context,
Mark 6,2:
The characteristic which we have seen is more obvious in the passage Mark 6.2:
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"And on the sabbath he began to teach in the synagogue, and many who heard him
were astonished," Here, many were astonished, not because of Jesus' teaching and
for Jesus has not yet done any miracle in Nazareth. In v.5 one reads: "And he
could do no mighty work there, except that he laid his hands upon a few sick people
and healed them." Although Jesus did not do any miracle, the crowd were astonished.
On this contradiction of the contents of the narratives, one observes the fact that
Hark does not intend to report a simple course of historical facts but to manifest
his own view of Jesus. For Mark, the being and activity of Jesus itself is
amazing and frightening. With this view of Jesus as his basis, Mark thinks that
amazement and fear should accompany both the teaching and miracles of Jesus. Since
this is so, it is unimportant for Mark whether or not the story actually makes
mention of the teaching or miracles of Jesus, And even where it has little or only
partial relation to the Ciaractere in the story, he, nevertheless, adds the motif
of amazement and fear. For these are for Mark inevitable reactions to the
activity and being of Jesus. Parallel to the motif of amazement and fear, v.6
expresses the motif of criticism, which has bean referred to already in the
parenthesis, v.4: because, in Mark's judgment, they did not understand the
amazing character of the teaching and miracles of Jesus. Therefore, one could
say that the paragraph, Mk 6,1-6, is not simply the account of a single episode
but includes a summary of Jesus; activity together with Mark's assessment of that
activity and the actor.
Mark 10.24-26:
This passage is rather complicated, Here, Mark refers to the motif twice- in
v.24 and v,26. Luke, however, eliminates the motif as a good stylist-for stylistic
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reasons. Since, in v.24, there is used the verb, k$*f/jtovVTO , which is
observable only in Mark's gospel in the New Testament, one can postulate that the
motif of amazement in v.24a is Mark's insertion. On the other hand, however,
because of the complicated construction of this passage, it is difficult to
distinguish Mark's redaction from the pre-Marcan tradition. Generally, Mark
starts a sentence with a conjunction Ke(i , rarely with & . Chapter 10,
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however, is an exception to this. This sudden change of style in Chapter 10
might be due to the fact that here Mark transcribes conscientiously the pcre-Marcan
tradition. If this were so, it would not be clear how far the motif of amazement
and fear in v.24 and v.26 reflects the specific intention of the redactor. More¬
over, in this case, unlike the other passages, a subject, "disciples", is referred
to. Perhaps, Mark refers to the disciples' misunderstanding in the passage.
Could it, then, be the case that Mark's intention is to say thai the misunderstanding
is a misunderstanding of the amazing character of Jesus' teaching? At any rate,
the expression in the passage is rather awkward and insufficiently explicit.
Mark 9.15:
This passage is a parenthesis between the story of the transfiguration of
Jesus and the story of the healing of a boy with an ■unclean spirit. It is clear
70from the style and contents that this passage is a Marcan redactional insertion.
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cf. M. Zerwick, Untersuchung zum Harkuastil. Romae, 1957, pp. iff.; In Mk 1-9
and 11-15, is used 446 times and Si 49 times (9.9/). In chapter 10,
however, Si is used 22 times (44.4/ ) and ml 27 times.
TO The term, tv<h.ppeZ<r9v(L , in particular is Maroan terminology. K«l ebdOs
is also characteristic of the Marcan way of writing. The contents of w.14f. and
w.16ff, are contradictory, because in w.14, there is the crowd in the scene from
the beginning; but in v.25 one reads: "when Jesus saw that a crowd came running
together". H.J. Ebeling (Das Messiar.maeimnis una die Botschaft deg Markas-
Evangelisten. Berlin, 1959, p. 125) interprets v.25 to mean that the crowd lias
been continually increasing, but this interpretation is strained.
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Here, Mark says that all the crowd were amazed merely by seeing Jesus without
71
giving any particular reason for their amazement.
E, Lohmeyer interprets it as follows: the crowd was pleased, for, when
people were talking about Jesus, he suddenly appeared. And the rejoicing of a
crowd in the passage implies the power of the being of Jesus in contract with the
72
disciples' powerlessness and meaningless arguments. One may say that Lohmeyer
properly points out not only the senselessness of the disciples' arguments with
the scribes, but also the positive meaning of the being of Jesus which stands in
contrast with the powerless disciples.
Lohmeyer, however, does not refer to the motif of amazement and fear, for he
interprets the passage according to Ms Pit. VPoaxkif>ovr&S , and explains the
reason for the rejoicing of the crowd. The manuscript Pit, however, which
Lohmeyer adopts,is rather secondary. It may be more sensible to understand the
passage in the light of the discussion so far, as a redactional insertion by Hark
to indicate the character of the being of Jesus. Awl eu80s rrefS h %k\os
L&0VT6S ocOrov 7<£<timplies that Jesus, who makes his appearance now, is
an amazing being. Here, the amazement of the crowd is directed not toward a
73
certain activity of Jesus but toward the being of Jesus itself.
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It is not correct to link this passage with v. 13, by understanding it as a
conclusion of the preceding story of the transfiguration on the mountain or
with v.16, by understanding it as an introduction to the following healing story.
Concerning the psychological interpretation of the passage see: B.H, 3ranscomb,
The Gospel of I-Iark. London, 1937, und C .E.B. Cranfield, The Gospel according to
St. Mark. Cambridge, 1959.
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E. Lohmeyer, on. clt.. p. 135.
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M. Pibelius, on. cit.. p. 73, Bibelius argues for the "mysterious atmosphere" of
the passage. It might be possible to think of the passage in this way, if the




"And they were on the road, going up to Jerusalem, and Jesus was walking
ahead of them: and they were amazed, and those who followed were afraid." Many
commentators hold that the subject of etiuppoovro is the twelve disciples and
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the subject of 6<fopooVTO is those who followed Jesus and the disciples.
Obviously, however, this interpretation does not fit the scene, Here, as Mark
depicts the scene, Jesus is ahead alone, and all the others are following him.
The idea that there are still others who are following the disciples is not what
Mark means. Actually, in the passage a distinction between the twelve disciples
and other disciples is not referred, to at all. And there is no evidence that
indicates the subject of €-Se(f/po'uvTo as the twelve disciples. Therefore, the
attempt to define the subject of the verb is mistaken, as has been pointed out by
75
V. Wrede.
Other commentators, for instance, \r. Taylor, read the verb, kSujj^oovTo
(third person plural), as a third person singular: "(Jesus) was amazed and those
7f\
who followed were afraid," on the basis of the Aramaic background. One does
not, however, know for certain the original Aramaic text of this passage, and the
content of the text, "Jesus was amassed", would not be intelligible. 77
^
cf. E. Lohmeyer, op. cit., E, Klostermann, Das Jarkusevanveliun. Tttbingen, 1926,
F. Hauck, Das Evangelium dee Markus. Leipzig-Berlin, 1931, and C.E.B. Cranfield,
op. cit.
75
Dae Mesgias.veheIranis in den Evan,?elien. 1901, pp. 275f.
^ V. Taylor, The Gospel according to St. Hark. London, 1952, p. 437. See also,
C.H. Turner, The Gospel according to St. Mark. London, 1928, pp. 151f. and 'The
Study of the Hew Testament. Oxford, 1920, p. 62. C.C. Torrey, Our translated
Gospels. London, 1936, o. 151, pp. 152ff. J.V. Bartlet, St. Mark. Edinburgh,
1922, p. 301.
^ V. Taylor holds that means "deep distress", but the term simply
expresses astonishment. (The Gospel according to St. .ark. London. 1952, p. 437.)
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*£.9otJ/povvTO most probably denotes Mark's own view of Jesus. For Mark, the
being of Jesus itself is the amazing event. Therefore, whenever he refers to
the name of Jesus, almost automatically he refers to the amazing character of the
being of Jesus. ■ This is the connotation of the word, hSujj^ovi/To
Mark 16.3:
From what has been said about the motif of fear and amazement, the passage,
"And they went out and fled from the tomb, for trembling and astonishment had
come upon them, and they said nothing to anyone, for they were afraid", would seem
to be rather appropriate as the end of Mark's Gospel. Here, again, the verb
k^opoovxo yeif , is a generalising third person plural and again the motif
of amazement and fear is expressed. And the passage is attached to the Easter
narrative as a conclusion of the story in the same way as the concluding passage
which expresses the motif of amazement and fear at the end of the miracle stories.
In this case, the passage is not only a conclusion of the preceding narratives,
but also a conclusion of the whole Gospel. The redactor of the Gospel who
emphasizes the amazing character of the being of Jesus by employing the motif of
amazement and fear at every opportunity quite consistently has recourse to the
same motif again at the close.
Therefore, one should say, that the passage, 16.3, is indeed appropriate as
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Lohmeyer maintains the seanc point of view. However, his explanation is too
complicated, e.g. p. 200 (op. cit.); "Aber das ist kaum ein durch-
schlagender Gegengrund; denn einxnal steht dieEes Geheimnis fllr Mk unmittelbar
vor seiner Offenbarung, eben dieeer Gang hinauf ist ihr Beginn, und so-
dann wird klar, weehalb Mk diesen Satz tlber den ganzen Abschnitt setzt:
Br leiht den Jiingem und dem Gefolge das Wissen, das die urehristliche Gemeinde
von der Bedeutung dieses Ganzen hatte, und verkleidet es in Staunen und Purcht."
It seems, however, an open question whether or not Mark has such detailed,
complicated ideas in this short passage, viz. 10. 32a.
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the conclusion of the Gospel of Mark. R.H. Lightfoot classifies the motif of
amazement in Mark in two types, according to his so-called "two division theory":
(1) overwhelming amazement, which is dominating in the first half of the Gospel,
(2) religious fear and amazement, which is evoked in the second half of the
Gospel. This claim, however, to divide the motif of amazement and fear into two
different categories, viz. overwhelming amazement and religious fear and amazement,
is rather strange. For it would, not be intelligible that the same motif of
amazement and fear could express, on the one hand, the proper understanding of the
miracle and, on the other, the misunderstanding of the miracle.
C. Significance of the Easter Text in Mark
It is not easy to maintain that Mark considers the motif of amazement and
fear an improper attitude toward the being of Jesus, and so rejects it, for, if
this is the case, it is not explicable why Mark should conclude the Gospel with
30
the motif. According to traditional Jewish ideas which have their roots in
the Old Testament, "amazement" is a general way of describing the reaction to
creative acts of God, and "fear" is often an expression of the pious attitude
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cf. R.H. Lightfoot, The Gospel Message of St. Mark. Oxford, 1950, p. 37, p. 44,
pp. 80ff,, p. 92. See also, ¥. Grundmann, Das Evangelium nach Markus. (HINT),
Berlin, 1959.
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J.M. Robinson (The Problem of History in Mark. London, 1957, pp. 68-73.) accepts
that the motif of amazement and fear is obvious in Mark. His understanding of
the motif, however, is determined by the so-called "numinous", in the sense
suggested by R, Otto. And he maintains that Mark rejects this motif, for Mark
thinks, according to Robinson's understanding, that amazement and fear stand in
opposition to faith, which is the only proper attitude towards revelation. The
motif, however, which is referred to in Mark cannot be defined as "the numinous";




toward God. Therefore, this motif cannot be a motif that is to be rejected.
In gnostic Christianity, "amazement" is counted as the highest stage in many
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religious experiences. In the New Testament, Matthew might be regarded as the
first evangelist who understands the motif of amazement and fear to mean religious
experience: e.g.
Mk 6.51: "And he got into the boat with them and the wind ceased, and they
were utterly astonished."
Mt 14.24-33: "The wind ceased. And those in the boat worshipped him, saying
"Truly you are the Son of God*."
In this passage, Matthew shifts from the motif of the misunderstanding of the
disciples into christological confession. But one cannot, for this reason alone,
infer that Matthew rejects the motif of amazement and fear, although generally
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it is true that Matthew tends to remove the motif of misunderstanding. For, in
contrast with the passage (Mt 14.32b-33)» in Mt 21.20 one observes that although
the parallel passage of this in Mark (11.12-14, 11.20-24) does not refer to the
motif of amazement and fear at all, Matthew employs the motif in a positive way.
Therefore, one may say, that in Matthew there is no distinctive account in which
the motif of amazement and fear is rejected as an inadequate and insufficient
experience.
In Mark itself, there are four passages which refer to the motif apparently
in a negative way.
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cf. G. Bertram, ThW, III, pp. 29ff.
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e.g. The Gospel of Thomas, Log. 80.14f.: ^"Jesus said: 'Let him who seeks, not
cease seeking until he finds, and Dfchen ( 0WV ) he finds, h© will be troubled,
and when he lias been troubled, he will marvel and he will reign over the All'."
cf. New Testament Apocrypha, ed., R. McL. Wilson, Vol. 1, London, 1963, p. 297.
83
cf. G. Bertram, op. cit., pp. 2Sff.
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a) Mk 6.2:
Here, two motifs, viz. the motif of amazement and fear and the motif of the
relatives of Jesus, are considered together. However, obviously the motif of
amazement and fear is not itself rejected.
b) Mk 10.24, 26:
In thiE passage, the motif of amazement and fear is employed in conjunction
with the motif of the miEimderstanding of the disciples.
c) Mk 6.51b:
The passage agrees with the Marcan way of writing, for a verb, ifjtfmvTO ,
sc. the generalising third person plural, is used and the motif is referred to at
the end of the miracle story. But, by the following passage, 6.52, the motif of
aaazemaat and fear is tied up with the motif of the misunderstanding of the
disciples.
d) Mk 6.52:
The conjunction, ft , in Mark 6.52 may indicate that amazement is due to the
misunderstanding of the disciples. In Mark, however, the conjunction, /*> , is
not always used to give the causes or reasons for a statement made in the preceding
sentence. Rather, what Mark often does is to insert an explanatory passage which
x 84
begins with ymf . Therefore, one may understand Mk 6,52 not as a passage
which gives the reason for what is expressed in v.51, but as a supplement which
simply expresses the misunderstanding of the disciples. That is, in v.51 Mark
characterizes the paragraph as a miracle story, adopting the verb, kfiGWVTo
(a generalising third person plural), and the motif of amazement and fear. And in
cf. C.H. Bird, "Some rwP clauses in St. Mark's Gospel", JournyheolStud. NS 4,
1953, PP. 171-187. '
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v. 52, referring to the misunderstanding of the disciples, he states the motif of
the misunderstanding of the disciples in parallel. Thus, after all, one cannot
accept the view that Mark rejects the motif of amazement and fear as an inadequate
attitude towards the divine revelation. Rather, the motif of amazement and fear
firmly ties up the Marcan view of the being of Jesus.
Mark consistently maintains the amazing character of the being of Jesus; his
miracles, healings, teachings, passion and even resurrection and indeed the being
of Jesus itself are amazing events for Mark.
Mark refuses to understand Jesus from the traditional religious point of view,
e.g. he refuses to understand Jesus from a Messianic point of view, to plot his
position within the apocalyptic scheme and to view Jesus as a rabbi. Judged from
this standpoint, Mark is thinking on different lines from the primitive Jerusalem
community.
One might say, that Mark obtained the motif of amazement and fear originally
from the miracle stories. Therefore, one can say tentatively that the Marcan
understanding of Jesus lias its roots in the view of Jesus as the miracle performer.
The peculiarity of Mark, however, lies in the fact that Mark does not limit the
motif of amazement and fear merely to the miracles of Jesus, but extends it to all
the activities of Jesus. By adopting the motif, Mark intends to point to the
being of Jesus as supernatural, Hie meaning of which cannot be easily grasped.
Mark, however, does not adopt a particular concept, terminology and world view to
express the supernatural character of Jesus. The centre of Mark's concern is
always the being of Jesus himself. Therefore, for instance, in the story of the
feeding of the five thousand (Mk 6.30-40), although Mark does not adopt the motif
of amazement and fear, he intends to imply what that motif indicates, namely, the
absolute meaning of the being of Jesus, In other words, to indicate the
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significance of Jesus, Hark directs his eyes toward the actual history of Jesus,
i.e. his miraculous deeds and his amazing words. Thereby, Mark proclaims the
meaning of the being of Jesus not in terms of timeless, abstract truth, but
rather within the framework of historical events, i.e. the teaching, healings and
miracles. It might be possible to see this concern of Mark as the essential
background to, and as creative of, the literary type, that is known as a Gospel.
This essential liarcan concern is to be noticed particularly in the miracle stories
and the teaching of Jesus. However, one must say that all the accounts in Mark,
which tell of the amazement and fear awakened by the miracles and the teaching, are
pointing to the final account, Mk 16.1-8, which has the same framework as the
miracle stories. The literary form of Mk 16.1-8 is more or lens the same as the
usual miracle stories. Therefore in this sense, one can classify it as a miracle
story. So far as the content of the passages is concerned, however, the Easter
narrative in Mark is the culmination of the miracle stories, for Mark moves
from the amazing reality of the being of Jesus, which is implied in each miracle
story and in the teaching of Jesus, to the amazing reality of the being of the
risen Jesus in the Easter narrative. At the same time, he, thereby, implies the
identity of the reality of the being of Jesus in Ms historical life with the
risen one by taking up again the motif of amazement and fear in Mk 16.8, Nor is
this Easter narrative merely the culmination of the miracles: It is their pre¬
supposition. For the Marcan view of Jesus which is implied in all parts of the
Gospel, is predetermined and supported by the Easter faith, which is intensively
expressed in the passage 16.8, just as, conversely, every passage which implies
the Marcan view of Jesus points to the last passage, 16.8. These two are closely
interrelated and constitute together the whole Gospel.
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4.5 Summary:
In view of the tradition-history, one might conclude that Mk 16.1-3 is the
oldest tradition (together with Lk 24.12) amongst the empty tomb stories in the
Gospels.
Concerning the pre-Marcan stage of this tradition, one might say, that the
empty tomb tradition constituted originally the end of the passion narrative, and
that the Sits im Leben of this tradition was most probably the cult of the early
Christian community.
Regarding the significance of the empty tomb tradition, one might conclude
that, although in the later developed stage of the tradition, e.g. The Gospel of
Peter, The Gospel according to the Hebrews, one can find confession of the empty
tomb itself, in its earlier stage, this tradition had significance neither as an
awakening of the Easter faith, nor as recorded information of the actual course of
the event.
In its earliest stage (the pre-Marcan stage), the empty tomb tradition shows
two of the interests of early Christian preaching: the apologetic interest over
against contemporary Judaism and the theological interest in emphasizing the
empty tomb as a sign which implies the reality of the resurrection of Jesus.
The evangelist also appreciated and interpreted, the tradition of -the empty
tomb mainly as a sign; therefore*, one could say, that generally, the account of
the empty tomb has an Indirect kerygmatic function in the Gospels.
One must admit also, however, that the tradition (together with the tradition
of the appearance) is drastically determined and coloured by each evangelist's
theological viewpoint. The Easter narratives give a typical example of the process
of the transmission and interpretation of the tradition (tradition-history) in New
Testament times.
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In Mark, the problem of the ending of the Gospel is crucial for the inter¬
pretation of the Easter text. However, the solution of this problem depends much
on the question of what was Mark's intention (lleaalrtionsgeechichte). rather than on
the history of the pre-Harcan tezt.
Employing the method of Redaktions^eschichte. ivIan;sen refers to Mk 14.28 and
Mk 16.7, as being connected with the importance which the Christian community had
at the time when Mark's Gospol was written. According to Marxsen's understanding
of Mark, Mark expected the parousia to be at hand. For Mark, the era of the
resurrection, the rule of the risen one, has begun and will be concluded by the
approaching parousia. This era, however, is no continuous progression of time
in Mark. Instead, by his editorial work, it has become reduced essentially to
a transition between resurrection and parousia. This is the basic promise of
Maracsen's interpretation of the Easter narrative in Mark. Apart from thie-
hypothesis, however, but continuing to use Redal-rtionsgeschichte as a method, one
observes that the problem of the interpretation of the Marcan Easter texts depends
largely on the question of the motif of amazement and fear, in view of Mk 16.8.
As a result of form-critical study of the motif of amazement and fear, one
notes, that in Hellenistic folklore, it is already popular to place this motif at
the conclusion of miracle stories. Amongst the evangelists, however, Mark is the
first to have adopted the motif in his miracle stories of Jesus, using it on a
large scale and using a generalising third person plural, which indicates that
the motif is Mark's own estimate of Jesus' miracles. The motif occurs so
frequently in Mark, that it becomes virtually a formula. 3ut, if it is or becomes
a formula, it expresses a theological estimate. For Matthew, it is a mere formula
or stereotype and does not express a peculiar Matthean idea. In Luke, historiciaation
and psychologisation of the motif are obvious: however, Luke introduces the further
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motif of praising God and uses this latter as a fixed form of expression.
Particular usage of the motif in Mark is observed in these passages: Mk 1.22,
27, 6.2, 9.15, 10.24, 26, 10.52, 11.18, 12.17, 16. 8, where one notes that, by-
employing the motif, Mark points to the activity, viz. the teaching and the
miracles, of Jesus and above all the being of Jesus itself as amazing. This motif
is firmly bound up with the Marcan view of the being of Jesus, which is actually
the main concern of the redactor. However, Mark, emphasizing the amazing character
of the being of Jesus by the motif of amazement and fear, consistently, has recourse
to the samo motif again and typically at the close (16.8). In this sense, one
must say that the passage, 16.8, is an adequate conclusion of the Gospel of Mark
and at the same time that this passage shows the peculiar character of the Marcan
Easter narrative.
The literary form of Mk 16.1-8 is more or less similar to the other miracle
stories in Mark. However, the account carries not only the theological
connotations of the empty tomb tradition in its pre-Marcan stage, but also some
peculiar Marcan -theological ideas on the resurrection and the being of Jesus, for
the tradition has the characteristic conclusion of the evangelist, i.e. the motif
of amazement and fear, which implies the identity of the reality of the being of
Jesus with the risen one.
One may, therefore, draw the conclusion that this Marcan view of Jesus,
implied consistently in all parts of the Gospel, is in fact pre-determined by the
Easter faith, which is intensively expressed in 16.8, and conversely that every
passage which implies the Marcan view of the being of Jesus points to the climax
in the Gospel, viz. the last passage, 16.8.
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Chapter 5 Matthew 28.1-20
5.1 Form-critical Study
A. Empty tomb story
In the Gospels, stories of the empty tomb are mentioned in Mk 16.1-8, Mt
28.1-10 (11-15), Lk 24.1-11, Jn 20.1,. 11-13.1
Mt 28.11-15 is an apologetic legend that goes with 27,62-66, and Jn 20.1, 11-18
p
is a late formation. Further the accounts in Matthew and Luke are derived from
Mark. According to R. Bultmann's view, the purpose of the story is to prove the
reality of the resurrection of Jesus by the empty tcmb. It is a reflection of
that purpose that this point is expressed in the words of the Angelus interpres^
(Mk 16.6, Mt 28.1f., Lk 24.5-7). The angel has no special significance in himself,
but simply plays the part of the Arygelus interpres. Paul says nothing about the
empty tomb (cf. 1 Cor 15.3ff.), which perhaps does not imply that the story was
no longer current in his day, but most probably that it was a subordinate theme
with no significance for the official kerygma. The same point is suggested by the
speeches in Acts. This is finally established by the fact that originally there
was no difference between the resurrection of Jesus and his ascension. The
distinction first arose as a consequence of the Easter legends, which eventually
necessitated a special story of an ascension, with heaven as a conclusion to the
risen Lord's earthly sojourn. The story of the empty tomb, however, has its place
The classification depends on R. Bultmann's Form-critical analysis. See, Die
Geschichte der Synoptischen Tradition. Gftttingen, 1921, ET: The History of the
Synoptic Tradition. Oxford, 1963, p. 287.
?
R. Bultmann, 00. clt., p. 287,
3 In Mark, however, what the angel says has a second point, to charge the women to
send the discipj.es to Galilee where the risen Lord will appear to them (Mk 16.7,
cf. Mt 28.7).
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right in the middle of thies development,
already modified.
B. Appearance Storied (Mt 28,9f.,
13-23, 24-29, 21.1-14, 15-17)
1) Matthew 28.9f., 16-20
for in it the idea of exaltation is
16-20, Lk 24.15-35, 36-49(-53) Jn 20.14-18,
See: R. Bultmann, op, cit.. pp. 288f.
C.H. Dodd("The Appearances of the Risen Christ: An Essay in Form-Criticism of
the Gospels", in: Studies In the Gospels, ed., D.E. Nineham, Oxford, 1955,
pp. 11ff.) classifies the passages: Mt 23.8-10, 23.16-20, Jn 20.19-21, in the
category of "fomciee narratives". He points out a common pattern and analyses
as follows: A. The situation: Christ's followers bereft of their Lord. B.
The appearance of the Lord. C. The Greeting. D. The Recognition. E. The
word of Command.
He labels concise narratives Class I, and those of the "circumstantial" type,
Class II. The bare pattern in Class I is expanded at certain points, but the
expansions merely emphasize what is already present in the pattern, though
scarcely explicit. Thus, in all three pericopae there is at least a hint of
an element of doubt or fear (in Mt 23.17: "some doubted", Mt 23.10: "fear
not", cf. Jn 20.20). Neither of the Kattliaean pericopae has any such explicit
tender of proof. In 28.18 the words of the Lord, "All authority is given to
me", seem sufficient to set all doubt at rest, but in 28.9 the fact that the
worsen touch his feet may be held to carry an implicit assurance that there is
a real Person before them. Dodd suggests "that this type of Resurrection
narrative carries within it, as an integral element, a suggestion that the
appearance of the Lord does not bring full or immediate conviction to the
beholders, who require some form of assurance: the sight of His wounds, contact
with His body, or His word of authority." (p. 11f.) Each pericope works up to
a significant word of the Lord. In Mt 23.10 it is no more than an injunction
to the disciples to keep their rendezvous in Galilee. In Jn 20.21 it is a
formal commission to the apostles in its simplest form,and in Mt 23.18-20 the
commission ie given a more extended form, covering a wider field: the mission
to the nations, the ordinance of baptism, the threefold Name, the promise of
the Lord's perpetual presence. Here the standard pattern of resurrection
narrative has been used to introduce a kind of "church-order", which may be
compared with the "church-order" of Mt 13.15-20. Dodd conceives Class I to
present the "formed" tradition, stereotyped through relatively long transmission
within a community, and Class II, the "circumstantial type", to represent a
freer and more individual treatment of the still "unformed" tradition consisting
of things that various people remembered having seen or having been told, and
in their turn related in a spontaneous and unconstrained fashion.
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R. Bultaann refers to two dominant motifs of the stories of the appearance,
(a) The motif of proving the resurrection with the appearance of the risen Lord.
This is dominant in Lk 24.13-35, Jn 20.1, 11-18 (in combination with the story
of the empty tomb), 2).24-29, 21.1-14. It is but faintly developed in Mt.2S.9f.,
because here one does not have an independent story at all, but only an appendix
to the story of the empty tomb. (b) The motif of the missionary cliarge of the
risen one. This is dominant in Ht 23.16-20, Jn 20,19-23.
Just as the first motif can enter into Ht 23.17, fit & $JCenxsbtv
and Jn 20.20, tvs X&fHXS Wt rjv oivrits , so both
motifs are combined in Lk 24.36-49 (a: w.36-43* bs w.44-49) and Acts 1.3-3
(as v.3, b: w.4—3), Obviously 1he first motif should fit appearances to
individuals, but by no means necessarily so, as Lk 24.36-43, Ht 23.17, Jn 20.20
show. The second motif came out in stories of an appearance to all the apostles,
5
8©e, R. Bultsann, op, cit.. pp. 233f.
Tim motifs underlying the two different types clarified by Dodd are as follows:
In the Gospel narratives of Class I, which, one lias reason to suppose, represent
most closely the corporate oral tradition of the primitive Church, the witnesses
are usually the apostolic body as a whole. Names of individuals are not
mentioned. An apparent exception is Mt 28,9-10, where, in view of 28.1, the
reader identifies the women as Mary Magdalen and "the other Mary", But if one
was right in isolating 23,9-10 as an independent pericope, the individual names
may not have bom present originally. In any case, the intention in general
seems to be to present the facts as attested corporately by the apostolic body,
in the spirit of 1 Jn 1.1-3. Credence is invited, not on the testimony of a
given witness, but on the authority of the apostolic tradition embodied in the
Church. Where one lias apostolic expansions of the narrative, they arc
directed towards meeting the objection that the apostles themselves may have
had insufficient grounds for making the chains they do make. Various r*ki/{pCK
are adduced, but these still rest upon the corporate testimony of the apostolic
body. In the end it all goes back to the affirmation of that authoritative
group, who say, in answer to questions raised, "That which we have seen, that
which we have hoard with our ears and our bands have handled, we declare to
you". Either their word is to be accepted, upon the whole matter, or there
is nothing further to be done.
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but again that is not in any way necessary, as one can see from Jn 21.15-17 where
the content presupposes that the other disciples are present, but where actually
the story is concerned only with what happens between Jesus and Peter. But the
primary historical fact is not that the risen Lord gave his charge to the whole
body of the apostles, for just as certainly as the appearance to Paul contained
in itself a missionary charge to him, so also for Peter too (1 Cor 15.5, Lie 24.34)
the appearance of Christ certainly implied a charge (Lk 22.32). It is clear that
the faeliioning of the second motif, in Mt 28.16-20, Lie 24.44-49, Ac 1.4-8 with all
the Jobannine stories, are late achievements of Hellenistic Christianity (if not
also in part of Hellenist Jewish-Christianity). For these stories presuppose
6
the universal mission, as something authorised by a command of the risen Lord.
The primitive Church knew nothing of this, as Ga 2.7 shows. For, even if the
task of preaching to Israel were given to the primitive Church in the certainty
of the resurrection, and found its expression in the instruction address (cf.
Ilk 6.8-11, Mt 10.5-16, Lk 10.2-12), there could hardly have been a story of an
appearance in which this charge was expressly given. For this missionary task
could not be experienced as something surprising, needing express authorization,
but was self-evidently given in the certainty that Jesus was risen frcen the dead
and as the risen Lord was the coming Messiah. This and nothing else must have
been the content of the oldest stories of the Easter appearances, just as it was
the content of Paul's vision on the Damascus road. TMs is also mown in the
stories of Peter's confession and of the transfiguration.
Even the stories, however, which are fashioned by the first motif no longer,
with one exception, contain their original idea, in particular Lk 24.36-43, Jn
^
R. Bultmann, op. cit.. p. 289.
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20.24-29 are late apologetic formulations. It is only in the Emmaus story that
the basic thing is the knowledge that the certainty of Jesus' resurrection is
identical with the certainty oil otuxos esti\? o jA\\uv \vxf>ova!)«U, tov
(Lk 24.21). In its form, it is like the oldest of the synoptic resurrection
stories, and it is the only one which expressly refers to the fundamental
appearance to Peter (Lk 24.34). Thus the original Easter happenings are almost
as good as overlaid by legend, that basic appearance which one reads of in 1 Cor
15.5 has its only echoes in the transfiguration, and the dominical saying in Lk
22.32, apart from Lk 24.24 and to come degree the special mention of Peter in Hk
16.7.
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R. Bultmann refers to other motifs of the Easter appearance stories: (l)
Dogmatic and (2) apologetic motifs have also vitally affected the Easter stories.
(3) Novolistic motifs have also affected the formulation, especially in the
Emmaus story. (4) -hie can ask whether there lias been any influence from the
primitive Christian cult in the strict sense of the term (cf. If 24.30 , 41-43,
Jn 21,12f., Mk 16.14).
2) Discrepancy between the appearance stories in 1 Corinthians 15 and in the
Gospel narratives.
1 Cor 15.1-8 contains the earliest account of the resurrection embodied in
the apostolic message that Paul received, and subsequently handed on in the course
of his preaching at Corinth. The appearances enumerated here are six in number:
1. to Peter,
2. to the Twelve,
3. to more than five hundred brethren,
4. to James,
7
R, Bultmann, op. cit.. p. 290.
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5. to all the apostles,
6. to Paul himself.
The various narratives of the resurrection appearances in the Gospel are:
1. to the women in Jerusalem and to the eleven in Galilee, in Matthew,
2. to -the two on the liamaus road and to the eleven with them, in Luke,
3. to Mary Magdalene, to the disciples without Thomas and with him in
Jerusalem, and to the seven in Galilee, in John.
Since the question to he considered here is that of the relation between the list
of appearances in 1 Cor 15.1-7 and the corresponding narratives in the Gospels,
only the first five in the first list corae into consideration.^
8
However, there might perhaps be two points that need to be dealt with concerning
our problems, following E.L. Allen's remarks (cf. "The Lost Kerygma", HTGtud. 3,
1956-57, PP. 349ff.).
The first is that of the variant reading in v.5 (l Cor 15). There is some
support for instead of Jw&kk ( 2>*, G, Ui. sjlm*, kr ).
J. Weiss (her erste Korintherbrief. MeyerK, Gbttingen, 1910) suggested that
neither is original. On this view, the eJeren were included within the "all
the apostles" of v.7! a scribe who did not understand this inserted an
appearance to the twelve between that to Peter and that to "more than five
hundred brethren" (all that stood in the manuscript), while another scribe,
intent on rectifying what he too felt was an omission, preferred to speak of
the efevea. That would leave us with only four appearances. It might be
much simpler, however, to suppose that Paul wrote "the twelve" according to
the tradition he received and that a somewhat pedantic scribe altered it
to "the eleven".
The second point is the relation between the three groups, 1. the twelve, 2.
the apostles, and 3. the five hundred.
Does the last named include either or both of the first two groups? A decision
on this is not easy, however, one could think that the five hundred may have
included some of the apostles but probably excluded the twelve. The Pauline
usage seems to favour the meaning "rank and file" Christian for
while such a verse as Ro 16.7 suggests that there may not have been a sharp
distinction between them and the apostles in the widest sense of that term.
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The question usually put by the commentators is, why did the evangelists
not include the appearances of 1 Cor 15?
The best approach to this question is that of form-criticism. The kerygaa
in 1 Cor 15 served the purpose of the Pauline mission. Then, what is the Sitz
im Leben of the Gospel narratives of the appearances?
1. One obvious thing concerning the later generation might be that it was
separated from the resurrection by a time interval in which criticism had developed,
so that it was now necessary to tell the story in such a way as to meet known
objections. For instance, in the Gospels the empty tomb stories play a major
part. But, at the same time it was apparently disputed by opponents, and what
functioned at first as a support of the message came to need support in its turn.
Perhaps, that is most clearly the case in Matthew, where 28,11-15 bears the raarks
of fairly protracted controversy. Jewish critics tried to rob the empty tomb
of probative force by alleging that the disciples had stolen the body. To this
the Christians replied that such a story had obviously been put in circulation by
the temple authorities in an effort to conceal the facts. In Luke 24» there is
indication that the story of the empty tomb was discredited in some circles as resting
only on the evidence of women. The objection is met by saying that those who first
heard their story were just as sceptical and only accepted it when it was corroborated
(w. 22-24). In John's Gospel, Peter and the beloved disciple visit the tomb and
confirm that it is empty and that the body has rather removed itself than been
removed.
As regards the appearances themselves, they were open to the criticism that
nothing more had been seen than a ghost, a disembodied spirit such as might appear
in the case of other dead persons. Luke definitely meets tliis objection by
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presenting the risen Lord as one who can he handled* who has flesh and hones, and
moreover can eat a meal. In John, Thomas demands just such evidence as the
unbeliever demanded and is offered it, though in the presence of the Lord he
refuses it and worships instead. That Jesus could enter through a closed door
was evidence that he belonged to another world than this: that he could be
handled showed that he was no mere apparition. In oilier words, the church's faith
in the resurrection was amply supported by the evidence.
Thus, while the kerygma of 1 Cor 15 was shaped in a missionary church the
Gospel stories served rather the needs of a church that had to defend against
criticism what had come down to her from the past.
2. The resurrection was of course something much more than a piece of
doctrine to be defended. By the time the Gospels were written, it had been
assimilated into the life and worship of the church and was approached through these.
As Paul's emphasis on dying and rising again "with" Christ shows, It was not a mere
past event, but a present power to be entered into in baptism. Also, the breaking
of the bread, while it continued the last meal of Jesus with the disciples, could
not be celebrated without the sense that he who had once died was alive for
evermore and, while he was to ecsae again, was also present in the midst. Hence
the Gospel stories of the appearances are influenced by the cult and also by the
church's missionary vocation.
Perhaps, the Eamaus story is evidence for the first of these influences.
The risen Lord is known in the act of blessing and breaking bread, he is recognised
as he re-ereates the situation of the Lord's Supper. The same point is stressed
also in the report of the two disciples concerned: "He was known of them in the
breaking of the bread." (Lk 24.35). The story reflects the experience of the
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Christian community, which has met with the risen Lord again and again in the
exposition of Scriptua-e, and at his table. The story in John 21.1-13 may be a
Galilean parallel to the Jerusalem story in Luke 24.
All the three Gospels that have come down to us completely connect the
missionary task of the church with the appearances. In Matthew and Luke the
appearance in question is the final one, while in John the appointment of the
apostles as the Lord's delegates and their equipment with the spirit comes at the
beginning.
So far, one has been concerned only with the form of the Gospel narratives,
It may be that they pre serve good traditions that have come to be presented in this
particular way: it may be that in some cases they are actually the creation of
the church.
But it may still be asked why the church of a later period did not take up
and adapt for her purpose what was in the first Kerygma. Certain considerations
may be offered in this connection.
The appearance to James would be of outstanding value to the Jerusalem church
and to any missionaries among Jews of the dispersion. For James was known as the
head of the Jerusalem church and respected for his fidelity to the Torah. In
addition, he had viewed Jesus during his lifetime with the suspicion not unnatural
to a kinsman. His acceptance of -the risen Lord was, therefore, against his
previous inclination and not to be accounted for by any predisposition to believe.
It is not surprising to find that the appearance to James figures in the Gospel
q
according to the Hebrews," with legendary accretions, for "it was the gospel
o
cf. Hew Testament Apocrypha, ed., R.McL. Wilson, London, 1963, p. 165: "And when
the Lord had given the linen cloth to the servant of the priest, he went to James
and appeared to him. For James had sworn that he would not eat bread from that
hour in which he had drunk the cup of the Lord, until he should see him risen from
among them that sleep."
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belonging to the Jewish Christians and employed by them." Presumably, the
Gentile Church was less favourable to James. The appearance to him belonged to
a pattern of tradition it was not disposed to preserve.
J. Bering maintains ^ that Luke's Gospel and Acts arose in a circle that was
interested in minimizing the role of James in favour of the twelve and of Peter in
particular. That may well be the case, but one is left wondering why the
appearance to Peter has not then been preserved. It is alluded to, to be sure,
in Luke 24.34. John seems to know of some claim to primacy for Peter in connection
with the resurrection, though it is associated with the empty tomb. He denies that
Peter was first at the tomb or that he was the first to believe that Jesus had
risen. Credit for both goes to the beloved disciple. Such precedence as
Peter has consists in a more detailed knowledge of the state of things inside the
tomb. One is left asking why more is not said.
What of the appearance to the more than five hundred? Were these all dead
when the Gospels were written? Did none of the evangelists have any contact with
even one of their number? If one supposes, as one could, that this incident is
to be located in Galilee, it is possible to imagine why it was not taken up into
the main stream of the tradition. But such questions cannot be answered with any
certainty.
One conclusion of some importance seams to result from all that has been said
so far.
It is namely that one is driven to assume, for this part of the tradition at
M.S. Enslin, "Gospel according to the Hebrews", in: The Interpreter's Dictionary
of the Bible. New York, 1962, Vol. 2, p. 571. - ■ - —
t 1 / N
J. Bering, La premiere epitre de Saint Paul aux Corinthians. Paris, 1949, ET:
The first epistle of Saint Paul to the Corinthians. London, 1962.
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least, some serious breach of continuity. Paul handed on to his churches what he
had received from these who were in the faith before him. This tradition, however,
did not come to the men who wrote the Gospels, either by Paul or by any other
intermediary. The evangelists, that is to say, did not at this point reduce to
writing a tradition that had been handed down to them from apostles. That is, "the
narratives in the Gospel were not produced as expansion, by way of commentary or
midrash, of the list of appearances in the primitive tradition: while it is quite
certain that the list of successive appearances on the other hand as one has it in
1 Cor 15. and as it is implied in Lk 24.33-34, and on the other hand the different
types of narrative in the Gospels, are Independent of one another, and represent
alternative methods of supplementing the simple statements of the Kerygma in its
baldest form, that Christ rose from the dead and that the apostles were witnesses
12
to the fact, since he appeared to them after his passion."
^
C.H. Dodd, op. cit.. p. 29.
U. Wilckens sees the discrepancy between the appearance stories in 1 Cor 15 and
in the Gospel narratives as an example of the development of early Christianity
aB a whole, which followed two distinct courses, the first being a tradition in
story form of the words and acts of Jesus handed down in the primitive community
but unknown to the missionary churches, and the other a tradition of preaching,
exhortation and liturgy about the cosmic Christ going back to the Hellenists,
the two traditions being brought together for the first time by the evangelists,
(cf. U, Wilekens, "The tradition-history of the Resurrection of Jesus", in: The
significance of the message of the resurrection for faith in Jesus Christ, ed.,
C.P.D, Moul* London, 1963, pp. 55ff.)The evangelists, however, for their part,
have placed such remarkably little value on these important and historically
almost irrefragable data that even the most important, such as the appearances
before Peter, James and five hundred, have not been thought worthy of any
individual narration at all.
E. K&seiaarm sees no other hypothesis open to the historian "than that more
detailed narratives which were available were suppressed on dogmatic grounds,
because they had ceased to correspond to the views of the second and third
generation of Christians." ("Zurn Thema der Bichtobjektivierbarkeit" in:
Exegetische Yersuche und Hesinnungen. 1, Glittingen, 1960. ST: issave on Hew
Testament Themes. London, 1964. p. 49)
H. Grass holds that some appearances disappeared from the tradition (those to the
brethren and to all the apostles) because it came to be realised that they belonged
not to the immediate post-resurrection period, but to a later time. (cf. H. Grass,
op. cit.. pp. 109ff.)
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5.2 Tradition and redaction history and the significance of the Easter
narratives in Matthew
On the basis of form-critical study one might say that Matthew's Easter
account is less rudimentary, and more highly articulated than Mark's. Matthew's
kerygraatic or theological interest is already reflected in the way he fills out
his chronology by including in his passion narrative an old apologetic fragment
proclaiming the emptying of the graves of the saints at the moment of the death of
Jesus (lit 27.52f.) Matthew's account is not a simple objective report, but
13
contains theological reflection. This theological reflection may. perhaps- be
illuminated more extensively by tradition and redaction history than by form-
criticissn.
A. Context (lit 27.56ff.)
After Jesus' crucifixion three women are again named: "among whom were Mary
Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James and Joseph, and the mother of the sons of
Zebedee." (25.56). The names of the women are not quite the same as those in
Mark (ilk 16.1). Instead of Salome, in Matthew the mother of the sons of Zebedee
is mentioned. The laying of the body in the tomb is then watched by Mary
Magdalene and the other Mary, as in Hark.
Mt 27.62-66 is an expansion compared with Mark. The day after the day of
preparation (i.e. on the Sabbath) the chief priests and the pharisees go to Pilate,
and point out that Jesus had prophesised that he would rise from the dead after
13 See: G. Bornkamm, "Der Auferstandene und der Irdische, Mt 28.16-20", in: Zeit
und Geschichte. Tttbingen, 1964, p. 171: "Bennoch sieht man sofort, dass der
Text an Details eines einselnen Vorganges kaum noch interessiert ist und der
geschichtliche -ahmen nur eben noch angedeutet, um nicht zu sagen, vbllig
gesprengt ist."
Similarly, M. Dibelius, Die Formgeschichte Aes EvangeHums. Tttbingen, 1963, P. 285.
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three days. They ads; Pilate to have the tomb guarded, lest the disciples should
come and steal the body, afterwards saying that Jesus had risen from the dead.
The deception would be worse than the first. Pilate accordingly gives the chief
priests and the Pharisees a guard. They all go to the tomb, secure it and seal
the stone. All this takes place on the Sabbath.
B. Account of the empty tomb (Mt 28.1-15)
v.1: In Mt 28.1-8, Matthew takes up the Markan thread, though with
characteristic variations. Two women go to the tomb (Mary Magdalene and the
other Mary). Their intention is not to anoint Hie body (as in Mark); they simply
want to see the tomb. There is accordingly no mention of their having brought
spices, and of course, since they are not planning to enter the tomb, they do not
wonder on the way who will roll away the stone for them. It is to be observed
that here is a reflective and critical element. In Palestine, it would be impossible
to undertake the anointing of a body on the third day, for the process of decay
would have already begun. Consequently Matthew strikes out this feature in this
version.
w.2-3: While the women are at the tomb there is an earthquake. An angel
of the Lord descends from heaven, rolls away the stone and sits upon it. One
knows (though only frees the very much later Gospel of Peter) there were traditions
which spoke of a heavenly intervention at the tomb. One may ask xdiether Matthew
knew such traditions and wove them into these verses. But the reverse process
is undoubtedly possible as well - that the author of the Gospel of Peter was
familiar with Matthew's Gospel, among other tilings. In this case the author's
intention would bo to accentuate the miraculous event and work of the God of
Israel, via. the God of Jesus, adopting Old Testament language.
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v. 4: The guards are terrified and fall down as if dead. The angel turns
to the women with words similar to those in Mark.
tat.5-3: Although there is no reference to the fact that the women went
into the tomb, one is no doubt intended to suppose that they at least looked in.
The story goes on to say that the women ran quickly away from the tomb "with
fear and great joy" to tell the diBCiples.
tv.9-JO: There is a meeting between the women and Jesus (28.9-10). He
greets them. They fall before him and take hold of hie feet as a sign of
reverence. Jesus speaks to than, but only repeats what "the angel had already
told them and bids them do it (23.8): "tell my brethren to go to Galilee and there
they will see me" (28.10).
w.11-15: Following on this, the story of the guard is brought to an end
(28.11-15). The men go into the city and tell the chief priests everything that
has happened - although they had fallen down as if dead. The chief priests
consult with the elders as to what is to be done. They bribe the guard, who are
now to tell Pilate that they had fallen asleep while on duty and that disciples
had meanwhile come and stolen the body. Here, if it has not already done so, the
story as an account of a real event breaks down. How can-anyone say what happened
while he was asleep? Matthew, however, himself gives the reason why he introduces
the story of the guard, which appears in none of the other Gospels, The theft
of the body "lias been spread among the Jews to this day" (28.15). In other words,
this is a defence. Down to the time of the evangelists the fabrication that the
body had been stolen was the form taken by Jewish polemic against the Christian




Whatever attitude one may adopt as regards the empty tomb, one thing is
certain; it is an indispensible part of Matthew's view of the resurrection. His
defence against the Jews makes this plain.
Did Matthew himself invent the story of the guard at the tomb, which he
introduces into his Markan copy at two places (27.62-66 and 23.4) and which he
later goes on to finish (23.11-15)? Or was he talcing over a tradition? The
answer to this question is by no means clear. In view of the inner contradictions,
however, it is evident that the story cannot in any case have actually taken place
as it stands. And all one could say is that Matthew's text of the empty tomb, and
of the subterfuge of the Jewish elders in enticing the guard to spread the rumour
that the disciples had stolen Jesus' body, shows a development of the tradition to
15
meet the needs of Christian apologetic.
One must also notice that in Matthew's account, told in Old Testament
language (Mt 23.2-4), "the empty tomb becomes the truly wonderful work through
which the God of Israel and the God of Jesus haB completed his great divine plan ;
neither the resistance of the Jewish leaders to Jesus nor the connivance of Rome's
representative is able to hold back God's mighty work. God has brought Jesus
14
It is noticeable that the talcing away of the body is mentioned three times in
John (20.15, 20.2, 20.13). One is bound to ask whether this repetition is a
chance one or whether there is a connection with the apologetic motif in
Matthew. The defence would then, it is true, be in different terms from
those of the story of the guard at the tomb. John's emphasis on the fact that
the grave clothes were folded in orderly fashion (20.5,6) and that the napkin
was rolled up (2D.7) may belong to this motif. For if the body load been
stolen this would hardly have been the case. A defence of the empty tomb
therefore seems to lie behind the story - a defence which was necessary because
of the claim that the body of Jesus had been stolen.
15
cf, v. Campenhausen, Per hblauf der Qsterereignisse und das jeers Grab.
Heidelberg, 1958, pp. 28ff., also, G. Bornkamm, op. cit., p. 171.
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back from the grave without the aid of man and despite the world".
17
C. The commissioning of the disciples (Mt 28.16-20)
The eleven disciples go into Galilee, to the mountain where Jesus had
commanded than to go (although Jesus had not in fact told them to go to a mountain
at all, but into Galilee in general, cf. 23.1, 10). There they see him and fall
before him, although one is told that some of them doubted. The so-called
missionary charge follows. It begins with Jesus' proclaiming "the power that
has been given to him." The eleven are now to make disciples of all nations, by
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost and
by teaching them to keep all Jesus' commands. The charge closes with a word of
promise: "Lo, I am with you always, to the close of the age."
H. Anderson, "The Easter witness of the Evangelists", in: The Hew Testament
in historical and contemporary perspective, ed., H. Anderson and W» Barclay,
Oxford, 1965, p. 44.
17
As regards form-critical study of the passages, J. Jeremias, following 0.
Michel, suggests that in verses 18 - 20 we have a good example of a "triple-
action coronation text", i.e. (l) the assumption of all authority by the
risen one in verse 13, (2) the command to proclaim his authority among all
nations in verses 19-20a, (3) the word of power in verse 20b. In 1 Tm
3.16, Ehp 2.9-11 and He 1.5-14, one also has coronation texts after the
fashion of the ancient Egyptian coronation ritual. (Jesu VerheissunA1 flir
die Vblker. Stuttgart, 1956, ET: Promise to the Nations. London, 1953,
pp. 33ff.) "
K.H. Rengstorf ("Old and New Testament Traces of a Formula of the Judaean
Royal Ritual", NovTest. 5, 1962, pp. 229ff.) classifies the passage in the
category of "the ancient oriental Royal Ritual". According to Rengstorf's
understanding of the text, there are a number of christological passages in
the New Testament which suggest the influence of the ancient Royal Ritual:
(1) the baptism of Jesus and the divine voice that was heard on that
occasion (Mk 1.9ff.) (2) the tradition about the transfiguration of Jesus
on a mountain (ffic 9.22ff.) (3) Mt 28.l6ff., (4) Php 2.5ff. (5) 1 Tm 3.16
(6) He 1.5ff. cf. K.-H Bernhardt, "Das Problem der alt-orientalisdien
Kbnigsidcologie im Alten Testament, unter beconderer Berlicksichtigung der
Psalmeneacegese dargestellt und gewttrdigt", Supplements to Yetus Testamentum.
vol. VIII, 1961, pp. 307-324. "
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There are some difficulties in analysing the passages, because there is no
direct parallel to them by means of which editorial alterations by Matthew might
be noticed. An editorial supplement by the evangelist must perhaps be reckoned
1s
with by virtue of its position as the conclusion of the Gospel. " Besides, the
"l 20
passages show a series of Matthean thoughts ^ and linguistic particularities.
Nevertheless, the evangelist must have had before him a tradition concerning the
appearing of Jesus to the disciples. How much in this section stems from
tradition and what must be due to the editorial work of Matthew?
18
cf. G. Bornkamm, op. cit.. p. 173> also, G. Gchille, "Bemerkung sur
Forageschichte des Bvangeliume II. Das Evangelium dec Matthftus als
Katechiaaus". NTStud. 4, 1957/53, p. 113.
19
Some scholars rightly have pointed to Mt 28.18-20 as the key passage of this
Gospel, e.g. 0. Cullaann, K&aiggfaerrscbaft Christ! und Kirche ia Heuen
Testament, ZDrich, 1950, p. 10, E. Lohmeyer, Galilha und Jerusalem. Gftttingen,
1956, 0, Michel, "Der Abschluss des Matth&usevangeliuas", Eyam^heol, 10,
1950/51, p. 21: "Nur unter dieser theologischen Voraussetaung von Matth.
28.16-20 let das ganze Evangelium geschrieben worden. Ja, der Abschluss kehrt
in gewisser Weise -sum Anfang zurlick und lohrt das ganze Svangelium, die
Geschichte Jesu, 'von hinten heir' verstehen. Matth 28.18-20 ist der Schltissel
sum Verst&ndnis den ganzen Buches."
E.P. Blair, Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew. New York, I960, p. 45: "Here many
of the emphases of the book are caught up: (l) the absoluteness and all-
embracing character of Jesus' authority ('all authority in heaven and on
earth') (2) its derivative character ('has been given to me') (3) the
command to evangelize all nations ('make disciples of all nations') (4) the
definition of the nation of discipleship (Baptiaa in the name of the Father,
Son and Holy Spirit and the observance of all that Jesus lias commanded) (5)
the assurance of Jesus' presence until the close of the age ('I am with you
always, to the close of the age')."
cf. A, Schlatter, Die Kirche des Hatth&us. Glitersloh, 1929, p. 23, G.D.
Kilpatrick, The Origins of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. London, 1950,
G. Earth "Das Gesetzesverst&adnis des Evangelisten Matth&us", in: G. Barth,
H.J. Held, G. Bornkama, Ueberlieferung und nusle/rmy.: im hattli&ucevamreHum.
Neukirdhen, I960, pp. 54-154, ET: "Matthew's Understanding of the Law": in:
Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew. London and New York, 1963, p. 131.
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1) w. 16-17
(a) Mt 23.16 and 17 report that the eleven disciples went to Galilee to the
mountain to which Jesus load appointed them and where he appeared to them. Gome
tradition about this must have existed before Matthew, but that it was the lost
21
conclusion of Mark and that he modifies this is improbable.
22(b) She theme of the mountain most probably goes back to Matthew.
(c) The report about the appearance of Jesus is very short (v. 17: ml Uovxes ),
and in this passage the emphasis does not fall on the appearance itself, " but
cf. W.C. Allen, A Critical and Exe.getical Commentary on the Gospel according
to St. Matthew. Edinburgh, 1951, B.H. Streeter, The four Gospels. London, 1924,
P. 345.
22 v
On the significance of the e/'S -motif in Matthew, see: E. Lohmeyer, "Hlr ist
gegeben alie Gewalt", in: In Hemoriaa E. Lohmever. Stuttgart, 1951, p. 24:"
It is the mountain which the reporter cannot or will not name: it is likewise
in Matthew's Gospel obviously the place of the revelations of Jesus (5.1, 15.29,
17.1, 24.3, 14.23), as it is in the Old Testament the place of the revelation
of God."
See also, G. Strecker, Per Wea der Gerechtigkeit. Gftttingen, 1962, p. 98, p. 208,esp.,p. 9*
"Die Parallel© su 23.16 liegt aui der Hani. Auch hier ist mit dera - Motiv
die berufene Gemeinrchaft und elne Demonstration des Kyrios vcrbunden.
Charakterisiert so M3erg' das eschatologische Geschehen, flir "GalilM' ergibt
cich die entgegengesetzte Folgerung; denn w&re Galilha in sich schon ein
eschatologischer Topos, so wtirde die besondere Verwendung des Bergraotivs nicht
mehr notwendig sein. Daher gilt auch die Urolehrung: 'Berg' als topologischer
Begriff kennzeichnet 'Galil&a' ale geographische Grbsse." Also, G. Bornkamm,
op. cit., p. 171: " 'Der Berg' ist nicht ein geographisch bestirambarer Ort,
sondern typische Offenbarungsst&tte wie h&ufig auch sonst im MattMus-
Bvangelium (vgl. 5.1, 15.29, 17.1), auch wenn man keineswegs sofort an ein
Gegenbild sum Sinai denken muss."
23
As regards form-critical study on this text, see: M. Dibelius, Die Foxrageschichte
des Evangeliums. Tlibingen, 1963, p. 91. Dibelius defines Epipkarriegeschichte
as: "Die Ephiphanie im Wunder 1st Selbstzweck",
See also, G. Bornkamm, op. cit.. pp. 171f.: "Die Erscheinung des Auferstandenen
wird selbst iiberhaupt nicht erz&hlt, sondern ist in der 1/endung Mi liivzes ctvTiv
rrfeaexCvyrttf, »L 4% eitavuauv (23.17) vorausgeeetzt. Schon darum ist die
gaaze Szene nicht eigentlich als Erscheinungsgeschichte zu beseichnen. Weder
findet sich im Text ein Wort liber die Art und Umst&nde der Erscheinung und das
Verschwinden des Auferstandenen noch liber Erschrecken und Preude der Jlinger Oder
liber das Wiedererkennen des Herrn." Against this, E. Lohmeyer, Das Evanreelium
des Matth&us, MeyerK, Gftttingen, 1962, pp. 26f., also K. Stendahl, Peake'e
Commentary. London, 1962, p. 798,
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rather on the words of Jesus that follow. This makes all the more striking the
fact that some doubted (23.17).
Hark 16.14 and Luke 24.41 also report the doubt of the disciples but, in
their case, it has quite a different meaning. In Mk 16.14, the disciples do not
believe the message of those who saw the risen one. The unbelief is abolished by
the doubters now seeing the risen one for themselves.
In Ik 24.41» some do not believe when the risen one appears, but their unbelief
is removed by the explanation. "And while they still disbelieved for joy and
wondered", they do not believe their own eyes. Their unbelief is overcome by the
request of Jesus for food, whereby proof is provided that they are not looking at
a "spirit" (24,39). In Luke, too, on both occasions, the doubt is overcome by
seeing the risen one; there, the only purpose of the doubt is to strengthen the
proof of the resurrection mediated by sight and touch.
Hence, the naming of doubt in Matthew in the passage must also serve the
purpose of the overcoming of "this doubt through what is reported in the following
23
verses. ' These verses, however, do not provide any clearer seeing or observing',
but the word of Jesus. The meaning, therefore, can only be, that this doubt
is overcome by the word of Jesus.
OA
'
cf. P. Stuhlmacher, Das paulinische Evangeliua. Gbttingen, 1962, p. 255:
"Aufgegriffen worden freilich in der reflektierten Form, dass die beterliche
Proklamation ausdrlicklich an die Lehre des Irdiechen gebunden wird. Es 1st das
uns schon vertraute Interesse der Identification kerygmati seller Aussagen durch
die Bindung an die Lehre Jesu, welche unseren Text beherrscht und Matth&us jenee
programmatische jMfatvstx* in die Feder drhngt." See also H. Anderson,
op. cit.. pp. 44f.
pC
E. Elostermann (Dae Matth&usevau^ellum. Tllbingen, 1927) thinks that eSifZttsxv
refers to an historical recollection of Matthew. Against this: G. Barth (on. cit.
p. 132) holds that the meaning of the doubt does not occur in an historical but
in a theological interest (cf. Mk 16.4, Lk 24.41, Jn 20.24ff.).
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0. Michel ° sees here the problem of the later Church, which seeks a new
certainty about the risen one beyond the Easter appearance, since the appearance
27
belongs to tradition and an event of the past. 0. Michel compares Jn 20.29 with
this passage, where the same question is referred to. In John, the hearer is
directed to the understanding of faith itself, which can do without the appearance.
In Matthew, the message of the risen one and obedience to the message is the way to
the overcoming of doubt.
In this sense, the mention of doubt in this passage belongs to a later time,
28
and, thus, one might say, that this does not belong to the tradition. Since
it can only be explained on the basis of the whole of Mt 28.16-20, it is probably
due to the evangelist.
2) w. 18-20
The decisive wei^it of the pericope lies on the saying of Jesus in
w. 18-20.
^
0. Miche1 op. cit., pp. 17ff.
27
H. Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins. New York,1964, p. 224: "The 'doubt'
mentioned by Matthew in verse 17 seems to reflect the later questionings of the
Church about a new Easter certainty, and here it is vanquished, not, as in Luke,
by a clearer sight of the physical presence of the risen Jesus, but by the
following words of the risen and exalted Christ, announcing his sovereign
heavenly Lordship." Also, G. Bornkamm, op. ext.. p. 172: "Besondere Beachtung
verdient um so mehr das Auftauchen des Zweifelsmotivs in 28.17, das aus der
Problematik der sp&teren Gemeinde verstanden warden will."
28 £ c
cf. G. Strecker, op. cit.. p. 208: "In v.17 schiesst oi tfe k&L4T*<ikV
hart an. Die Stellung kftnnte an nachmatth&ische Interpolation denken lassen.
Jedoch kftnnen sprachliche Argumente digs nicht wirklich begrtinden. Da Junxfeiv
auch 14.31 (sonst jedoch nicht im N.T.) begegnet und an unserer Stelle neben
dem oft ftir Matth&us bezeugten steht, ist redaktioneller Ursprung
wahrscheinlich. Das bedeutet, dass w. 16-17 ausschliesslich als matthMsche
Bildung anzusehen sind." P. Stuhlmacher, op. cit.. pp. 254f.: "V.17
widerspricht also der ZusammengehBrigkeit von Erscheinung und Sendung in alten
Texten nicht, signalisiert aber, dass diese alte Identitht fiir die Kirche sifter
interpretationsbedtirftig war. In dem Matth&ustext ist das Ilauptanliegen jener
alten Identit&t, dass n&alich die Botschaft selbst zum Wort des Auferstandenen
wird, bejahend aufgegriffen worden,"
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(a) la this passage it must be noticed first of all that the missionary
29
view of the early Hellenistic Jewish Christians is conveyed by a definite
30 31
christological concept. The command by the Lord to undertake mission among
the Gentiles may be old, but it seems that the item of tradition in 23.18-20 does
not in its present form belong to the earliest tradition. For, apart from the
triadic formula of the command to baptize and the editorial interventions, the
text, in view of the nature of its construction and the Christological outlook
29
It has been proposed that Matthew, with the help of the tradition taken up
by him, transformed Mark from a Jewish Christian standpoint, in order to
defend Christianity and to make it acceptable to Jewish Christian readers
and to prove Jesus as the Jewish Messiah. The author is said to be a Jewish
Christian, who also had at his disposal rabbinic knowledge (so in various ways,
Ropes, Schmid, Schlatter, von Dobschlitz, Michaelis, Feine-3ehm, Keinertz,
Heard, McNeil-Williams, Wikenhauser, Kilpatrick, Stendahl, Blair, Gttrtner,
Wolf, KUmmel), Other scholars recently have generally denied the hypothesis
that Matthew exhibits a Jewish-Christian character and is intended for Jewish
Christians, and have sought to demonstrate, that the author of Matthew was
not a born Jew and did not write for Jewish Christians. Rather, the author
is thought to be a Gentile, who addressed himself to the Gentile-Christian
church, which in his time was in the majority (Cleric, Nepper-Chrletensen,
Kebert, Trilling, Strecker). Bornkamm, also, sees the author as a Hellenistic
Jewish Christian, who knows Hellenistic Christianity and presupposes it. His
attitude towards it is by no means negative, as is clear from his acceptance
of the gospel of Mark and his considerably more frequent use of the
christological title Kyrios. Matthew and Paul presuppose a common faith in
the Kyrios and the Hellenistic Christian understanding of the Gentiles and
the mission to a far greater degree than is usually supposed. Both are
also engaged, in different ways, in a struggle against Hellenistic antinomianim
and enthusiasm. They are, however, differentiated strongly in their under¬
standing of the law and of righteousness. (G. Bornkamm, op, eit., pp. 180ff.)
30
P. Stuhlmacher, op, cit., p. 255: "Christologisch gehttrt unser Text also in
die Cphftre des hellenietiechen Christentume und der sich dort vollziehenden
Verflechtung von Christos - und Kyrioc - Yoretellungen." Similarly, G.
Bornkamm, op. cit.. pp. 171ff.
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Against this, F. Spitta holds that the risen Lord's missionary command has been
constructed from an account of an occasion on which the disciples were sent out
during the earthly ministry. (Jesus und die Heideraaission. Giessen, 1909, pp.
61ff.) ' " """ '
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on which it is based, cannot unreasonably be regarded as being part of a later
layer of the tradition: on the one hand, one has here a tripartite text with the
assertion of authority in v. 18, the missionary command in w. 19, 20a, and the
promise of help in v.20b - three parts that must originally have been independent
32 33
of each other, and, on the other hand, the theme of exaltation, which
represents a recasting of ancient eschatological expectation, dominates the whole
pericope.
0. Michel has made it clear that, in this text, composition and Chrietology
react on each other, as there is a certain enthronement pattern in the background
of the text.^
(b) In this connection, perhaps one must take account of a parallel text,
Mk 16.15-18, For,though this item of tradition from the later Karcan addition
32
0. Michel, op. cit.. p. 20: "Es ist anzunehmen, dass die drei Glieder dieeer
Komposition ursprtinglich selbst&ndig varen, zumal bestimaite Parallelen aufgewiesen
werden ktinnen, die auf sich allein stehen (v. 18 vgl. Mt 11.27 and Jn 3.35, v.19
vgl. Mk 16.15, v.20b vgl. Mt 13.20). Diese Zusammenstellung von Jesuslogien
ist also erst nachtr&glich entstanden, wie auch andere Kompositionen der
Svangelien (vgl. 2.B. Mt 11.25-30 Oder Mk 16.15-18)." cf. G. Barth, op. cit..
pp. 123fAlso G. Bornkamm, op. cit.. p. 173: "Sicher sind die drei Worte
nicht frei von Matthftus formuliert, sondem vraren ihm, wie schon die Parallelen
zu V.13b (vgl. 11.27, Job 3.35) und V.20 (vgl. 18.20) und der formelhafte
Charakter dee Taufbefehls in ¥.19 zeigen, durch die Tradition vorgegeben.
Nicht so sicher ist, ob erst Matth&us die drei Logien zu einem Ganzen
zusammengeftlgt hat Oder schon die Tradition vor ihm. Wahrscheinlicher ist die
erste Annahme, denn vergleichbare Parallelen zu Mt 28.18-20 im ganzen fehlen.
Ueberdies gehbrt die Zusamraenftigung verschiedener Sprtlche und ihre Ausgestaltung
zu einer einheitlichen Spruchgruppe zu der gerade von dieeeia Evangelisten mit
Meisterschaft gettbten Kompositionstechnik.1'
Against this: G. Strecker holds that the three motifs (1. von der Macht des
Prlkbhton (v.13b), 2. von seinera Taufbefehl (v.19b), 3. von seiner Verheiseung
(v.20b) ) never existed as separate logia, but came into existence as a unit in
the pre-Matthean tradition. (G. £tracker, op. cit.. p. 210).
33 The concept of the exaltation grew out of messianology, and it shows a close
connection with the Hellenistic Jewish Christian view of Jesus as Kyrios. cf,
F. Eahn, Christologische Hoheitetitel. Gbttingen, 1963, ET: The Titles of Jesus
in Christology. London, 1969, pp. 103ff.» pp. 129ff.
34
0. Michel, op. cit.. pp. 20ff., J. Jeremias, op. cit.. pp. 38ff.
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may be somewhat assimilated to Marcan ways of expression as regards details, it
35
seems, on the whole,an independent and comparatively ancient witness. In Mark
16.15 the commission is given to "go into all the world and preach the gospel to
the whole creation", and this is supplemented in v.16 by the reference to belief
as a condition of salvation, and also the reference to baptism. Then in w.17f,
there follows the promise of "signs" performed in Jesus' name, which accompany the
preaching. The missionary command itself (w.15f.) is therefore connected with
the idea of help - a connection which one may note also in Mt 28.19, 20a and 20b,
although the idea is expressed differently there.
(c) However, one must perhaps focus one's attention on the sharply marked
Christology in Mt 28.18ff., for it is the decisive element which distinguishes Mt
28.13ff. from Mk I6.15ff. The concept of Jesus' exaltation, which becomes settled
in Hellenistic Jewish Christianity is expreseed here with the help of the
36
enthronement pattern. The ceremonial rite of ascending the throne is taken
over in various parts of early Christian tradition and is expressed most completely
35
cf. 0. Michel, op. cit.. p. 21. Michel tends to see in Mark 16.15-18 merely
an imitation of Matthew 28.13-20, as is frequently done in commentaries. F.
Hahn holds that one can detect an older stage of the tradition in Mk 16.15-18.
Per Veretandnie der Mission im Neuen Testament. Neukirchen, 1963, ET: The
Mission in early Christianity, London, 1965, p. 64.)
cf. G. Bornkamm, op. cit.. p. 173s "M. Dibelius (Formgeschichte. pp. 282ff.)
hat dafttr auf die Verbindung von Selbstempfehlung und Predigtruf in hellenistisch-
gnostischen Offenbarungsreden verwiesen. Doch umschreibt die Itfendung wt
7T«?«w kiouse* kv oufuvtp xdl knl tfs (v. 13) nicht wie in Mt 11.27 die
Slualifikation des Offenbarers, sondern die Inthroniration aum Kyrios liber Himmel
und Srde, die hier wie oft unmittelbar mit der Auferstehung verbunden, genauer
gesagt,mit ihr ineins gesetat wird."
As regards the Traditionsgeschichte of v.13 see: G. Etrecker, op. cit..
p. 209, He holds that itfoxeXStiu (v. 18a) is a typical Matthean term, also
autoes \k/"U>y belongs to the editorial work of Matthew
p. 209: "Dagegen verbindet v. 13b mit der c -Aussage die Vorstellung
einer in kosaische Dimensionen gesteigerten Herrcchaft, wie dies sonst nicht im
Sedaktionsgut, wohl aber in vor-und aussermat-tMicchen Traditionen bezeugt ist.
..... Auch das singular!sche kv oufxxvw xxl kul rfs fys erweckt
einen unmatthBischen Eindruck."
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in Php 2.9-11. Here, the enthronement, sc. the exaltation, ie followed by the
proclamation which bestows the name and this is in turn followed, finally, by the
acclamation of the powers, which implies the thought of the exercise of sovereignty.
However, one cannot connect Mt 23.18ff. one-sidedly with the Philippian pattern.
For, as has been noted already, missionary command and promise of help have been
joined together before (cf. Mk 16.15ff.), but what must be seen is that neither of
these shows any direct connection with the enthronement pattern. The joining of
v.18b, and w.19f. seems to be a somewhat different matter. This word of
authority itself (v.13b), as Mt 11.27 shows, is also by nature of its origin not
determined by the enthronement rite. Therefore, if one takes into account the
close relation between Mt 11.27a and Mt 28.18, it might not be impossible to
conjecture that Jesus' commission to the disciples to make his message known now
takes the place of the idea of the revelation of the knowledge of God through
"the son".
But, what must not be overlooked is that in v.18b the idea of granting the
complete authority of Jesus is connected with the lordship over heaven and earth,
37
that is, with the idea of exaltation and this may suggest that the enthronement
37
cf. F. Hahn, op. cit., pp. 64f.j Also, Christologische Hoheitetitel. Gbttingen,
1963, ET: The Titles of Jesus in Christology, London, 1969, pp. 307ff., pp.
314ff. M. Dibelius refers to "die Verbindung von Selbstempfehlung und Predigtruf
in hellenistischen-gnostischen Offenbarungsreden." (Die Forma-eschichte des
Evangeliums. Tlibingen, 1963, pp. 282f.) Against this, G. Bornkamm, op. cit..
pp. 175f.: "Das Besondere unseres Textes ist n&nlich nicht nur die Verbindung
von Erscheinung und Sendung, sondern die von Erhtthung und Vblkermission
Wichtig ist, dass Matthhus dieses vorgegebene Motiv der Vftlkermission in Kap. 28
dem Erhfthungsgedanken zu-und unterordnet."
Concerning the concept of kfovaitx. , see: ThW II. p. 561, p. 563, cf. W.
Trilling, op. cit.. p. 9: "Von solcher mttglichst weitfgefassten und total
verstandenen Art muss die «< des Kyrios auch hier gedacht werden."
Also, see, G. Strecker, op. cit.. p. 211.
As regards, ky obf&vCp jcgi kni yr\s , see: ¥. Trilling, op. cit., p. 9,
ThW V, p. 514., ThW I. p. 678: "Himmel und Eyde sollen, sowohl in ihrer
Zusammengehttrigkeit als auch in der Ueberordnung des Himmels ilber die Erde, das
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pattern is being followed. It is noted, therefore, that the three basic elements
of Mt 23.13ff. are primarily of different origin, yet these elements had already
exercised a mutual attraction to a certain extent in the process of the development
of the traditions. It is only thus, that the modification of the enthronement
pattern may become intelligible. For the words about authority in v.18b are not a
direct saying about the act of enthronement, but one of revelation, which declares
by implication the exaltation, that has been accomplished. The theme of the
proclamation is adopted in w.19, 20a in the sense, not that the ascension of the
throne is now being made known to the powers, but that the risen Lord is sending
33
his earthly messengers to all nations. Finally, v.20b expresses the theme of the
37 (contd.)
Verli&ltnis Gottes als des Herrn und Schbpfers au seiner Herrschaft und Schbpfung
aeichonhaft darstellen." cf. G. Strecker, op, cit.. p. 211: "Gleichwohl reicht
die Volhaacht des Erhtthten liber die des Irdischen hinaus, da sie 'Ilimmel und Erde'
umschliesst und demit den Umfang der allumfassenden Basileia andeutet, mit der
der Kyrios am Ende der Tage erscheinen wird."
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cf. G. Bornkamm, op. cit.. p. 177: "Nirgends ist an alien diesen genannten
Stellen eo ipso das Motiv der VSlkermission durch die JUnger mit der Srhfthung
Christi verbunden. Und doch zeigt sich, dass sich der Auftrag an JUnger und
Apostel fllr die ganae Welt unraittelbar mit der rnythisch, nicht geschichtlich
vorgestellten BrhUhung und Epiphanie dss Kyrios vor der Welt verbinden konnte
und verbunden hat."
As regards lt&vx* rot ZSvi see: W» Trilling, op. ext.. p. 14.: "Als
Ergehnis darf man formulieren: Die Wendung icQvx* tit wird von
Mt mit Sicherheit im uneingeschrSnkt universalen Sinn verwendet in 25.32 und
24.9, mit holier 'Jahrscheinlichkeit auch in 24.14. Diese Basis reicht aunftchst
fUr 23.19 auE. Auch dort sind alle Vttlker ohne jede Beschr&nkung gemeint.
Diese Unbeschrhnktheit iet natUrlich von den Objekten der Missionierung, den
Measchen und Menschengruppen, nicht von eachlich-theolog!schen EntsclirUnkungen
au verstehen." Also, p. 34: "Die Kirche des Mt lehrt offenbar einen v&llig
unbeschrhnkten Universalismus des christlichen Glaubens. Es gibt weder
grundshtzlicho noch situations-oder aeitgebundene Schranken, Von der Problematic1:
Juden-IIeiden ist im Schlusswort des Buches nichts au spUren." pp. 1141'.: "FUr
Mt kann es den Gegensata zwischen einem Isrpal 'nach dea Fleisch' und einem 'nach
dem Geist' gar nicht geben, da das Israel 'nach dem Fleisch' als Israel, d.h.
als Voik der Verheissung und des Bundes, Uberhaupt nicht raehr existiert, Dafttr
Ubernimmt das wahre Israel in voUem Umfang die Tradition des verworfenen. 2u
dieser Tradition gehUrt die universale Bedeutung fUr die VUlkerwelt. Ua es
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38 (contd.)
pointiert zu sagen: Seine Kirche weiss sich nicht als 'Kirche aus Jwden und
Heiden', sondern 'aus alien Vttlkerri.'. Es kann nicht bestritten werden, dass
diese Anschauung durch den Bruch mit den Juden so klar entfaltet werden konnnte,
wohl aber, dass hinter ihr das Theologumenon steht. Die Juden mussten schuldig
werden, damit das Heil zu den Heiden komme."
Sec also the following literature: Th. Zahn, Binleituna in das Neue Testament
MI, Leipzig, 1897, p. 732., K.L. Schmidt, ThW II, p. 366, E. Lohmeyer, Das
Evangelium des Mtthaus. Gttttingen, 1962, p. 413, J. Schmid, Das Evangelium nach
Hatth&us. Regensburg, 1950, p. 391, K, Staab, Das Evan/Helium nach Hatthaus.
Wllrzburg, 1951, p. 163, D. Buzy, Evangile selon Saint Hatthiou. Paris, 1935,
p. 386, D. Bosch, Die Iieidarmission in der Zukunftsschau Jesu. Zlirich, 1959, p.190,
Feine-Behm-KUmmel, Einleitung In das Heue Testament. Heidelberg, 1964, p. 68.
G. Strecker (on. cit., pp. 117f.) writes that "Erst nach der Auferstehung gilt
der Missionsauftrag 'alien Vttlkem* (28.19). Zu ihnen mag auch die jttdische
Nation z&hlen..." But on p. 33, G. Strecker writes: "Das Evangeli.um endet mit
der Hahnung, alle Vttlker zu missionieren (28.19). Die Heidenmission wird zur
Zeit des Matth&us schon eelbstverst&ndliche Aufgabe der Kirche gewesen sein."
Against this, J. Weiss, Das Hatth&us-Evangeliuia. Gttttingen, 1898, p. 508: "Mit
dem jrop&o ns sendet er sie aus, wie einst 10.5f.» aber nicht mehr zu
Israel, das ihn ja verworfen und die Botschaft von seiner Auferstehung als
schmHjhliche Llige verl&stert hat (v. 15), sondem zu alien Vttlkern, die sie zu
Jllngern machen sollen.... Gemeint kttnnen damit nur alle Heidenvttlker sein...
Der Befehl 10.5f. ist also nicht bloss erweitert.... sondern zurllckgencanmen..."
Similarly, L. Goppelt, Christenturn und Judenturn 1m ersten und zweiten Jahrhundert
Glitersloh, 1954, p. 184, H.J. Holtzmann, Die Synontiker. Leipzig, 1901. p. 298,
J. Jeremias, Jesu Verheissung i'hr die Vttlker. Stuttgart, 1956, ET: Jesus', Promise to
the Nations. London, 1958, p. 34: "Of the three Synoptists Matthew evinces the
strongest inclination to ascribe to Jesus a missionary activity among the Gentiles.
He introduces the ministry of Jesus by a quotation which explicitly mentions the
Gentiles.." Similarly, H.E. Tttdt, Der Menschensohn in der synoptischen
Ueberlieferung. Glitersloh, 1963, EE?: The Son, of Man, in the Synoptic Tradition.
London, 1965, p. 85, J.C. Fenton, "Inclusio and Chiasmus in Matthew" StudEvang
1959, p. 452, J.P. Brown, "The form of 'Q' ioiown to Matthew", NTStud. 8,
1961/62, pp. 27-42, esp., p. 30.
Concerning the concept of Salvation-history in Matthew see:
R. Walker, Die Heilsgeechichte im ersten Evangelium. Gttttingen, 1967, p. 112:
"Gab es zur Jesuszeit keine Mission unter den Heiden, sondem allein unter dem
'auserwtthlten Volk', so ist jetzt die Zeit der 'Mission' Israels zu Ende und die
Heidenvttlker treten an seine Stella... Dieser schroffe Szenenwechsel der
Heilsgeschichte ruht nicht allein auf Vers 28.19. ... Die Berufung der Heiden
steht am Ende der Geschichte Jesu mit Israel und so mit gutem Grund in
programmatischer Grunds&tzlichkeit am Ende des Matth&us-Evangeliums, das diese
Geschichte darbietet." And p. 113: "So entsteht eine fllhlbare Spannung zu
der dem Bvangelisten eigenen 'Zeitkonzeption', die erkennen Ihsst, dass Matth&us
den ihm liberkommenen und krhftig von ihm redigierten Stoff 28.18ff. mit der
'ttsterlichen' Zeitbestimraung flir die Missionierung der Heiden aufgreift, olone
einen Ausgleich mit seiner redaktionelien Sicht der Dinge zu suchen." See also
G. Strecker, op. cit.. pp. 208ff.
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exercise of sovereignty, when it speaks of the Lord's presence and support to the
end of the world,
(d) With this pattern Old Testament concepts are taken up. The connection
of the passage about revelation and authority in 28,18b, with Dn 7.14 has been
39
long recognised, Lome scholars, on the contrary, hold that the primary reference
40
is not to Dn 7.14, for though the enthronement theme is found there, too, it is
found just in that unbroken form according to which the bestowal of sovereignty
coincides with the service of all the nations and the final exercise of
sovereignty. Besides, the concept of exaltation does not hang together with the
39
cf.E. Lohmeyer, Das Evange liven Matthhus. KeyerK, Gftttingen, 1962, p. 34, 0,
Michel, op. cit., p. 22, E. Klosteroann, Das IlattMusevangelium, Tilbingen, 1927,
p. 232, G. Barth, "Das Geeetesverstfindnis dee Evangelisten Matth&us? in:G. Barth,
H.J. Held, G. Bornkamm, Ueberlieferung una Auslegung im Matth&ueevangelium.
Neukirchen, 1960, pp. 54-154, ET: "Matthew's understanding of the Law", in:
Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew. London, and New York, 1963, p. 133,
. Trilling, op. cit.. pp. 6ff. See also, P. Stuhlmacher, Das paulinische
Evaagelium. Gbttingen, 1963, p. 255.
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i.e., P. Hahn, Per ^eret&ndnie der Mission iia Keuen Testament. Neukirchen,
1963, HT: The Mission in Early Christianity, London, 1965, p. 55, G. Bornkamm
writes (op. cit.. p. 174) that "Eu denken w&re etwa an den Begriff dee
Menschensohnes, da das erste Wort vielleicht in Anlehnung an das Menschensohn-
Wort Dan 7.14 formuliert iet.... Doch darf trota der Ankl&nge an Dan. 7
nicht der Menschensohntitel ohne weiteres von dort in Mt 28 eingetragen und
der sachliche Abstand beider Texte iibereehen werden; schon darum nicht,
weil dieser Titel den Gedanken an die Parusie impliaieren wtirde. Von ihr
ist jedoch in Mt 23 nicht die Rede, sondern von der Herrscliaft des
Auferstandenen tiber Himmel und Erde bis aum Weltende." K.H. Rengstorf,
op. cit.. p. 239, p. 234: "(sc. The Chrietological Kerygma) has two roots.
The first root is that the way of Jesus did not lead him to the throne of
David, whose imperial kingship forms the background of Psalm ii, but to the
cross. The second one is the Messiah-concept, as it lias been expressed by
the specifically Jerusalem-Judaean concept of kingship, which we still find
in Psalm ii. There is no doubt, that this special concept has influenced the
tradition found in Matt xxviii 16ff. to a very high degree. This is proved
by the role which the concept plays in shaping this Gospel's picture of Christ.
It is to be assumed, however, that it was not St. Matthew, who was the first
to make use of this concept for the Kerygma. He probably found it ready at
hand and already in connections."
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early Christian expectation of the Son of Han's return,^ but is rather derived
, N42
from royal messianology, in which particularly Ps 109.1 LKX (=110.1; played a
43
part. As P. Hahn points out, in Ps 109.1 one finds both the Kyrios title that
emerges in Php 2.9-11 and the enthronement theme, which occurs repeatedly and which
contains as a premise the final lordship over the world powers. This might be
taken by Hellenistic Jewish Christianity to mean that the heavenly lordship of
Christ, which has already begun, lias yet to be followed by the realization of
44
the royal power in the last days. The Old Testament theme of the subjection
of the nations is now replaced by the thought of the gospel to the Gentiles in
the last days, but it is not now, as in Re 14.6f., through the mouth of an angel
from heaven, but through the disciples and gospel witnesses from the time of Jesus'
exaltation till the close of the age, <fuvve\eL«s roO ori&Dvos . If
one were to seek other Old Testament passages, which might have influenced the
fore and content of Matt 28.18ff,, one would have to point to Ps 72.8ff. and other
passages rather than to Dn 7.13f. Thus, the final scene of the Gospel of St.
Matthew shows Jesus, the crucified and risen Lord, at his messianic destination.
In his last address to his disciples, who now definitively become his apostolic
representatives, he presents himself as God's own King Messiah, at the moment at
H.E. Tbdt, op. cit.. p. 290: "We therefore have to take care not to interpolate
the concept of the Son of Man into the passages which neither mention the Son
of Man explicitly nor occur in contexts within which Son of Han sayings occur
elsewhere ... It is evident that the title of Kyrios is a feature of statements
which exhibit quite a different structure from the sayings concerning the Son
of Man."
Ps 109.1 (ixx): Eltrw b Kvpios riff Kupluu fjov kx p>0Uj
xv tous exSfovs <sov uKono&tov ruv Kobibv &ov.^ P. Hahn, op, cit.. pp. 67ff.
^ cf. P. Hahn, Chrirtohgiahe Hoheitstitel. Gbttingen, 1963, ET: The Titles of Jesus
in Christology, London, 1969, pp. 103ff., pp. 129ff., pp. I68ff.
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which he takes over power. His words are, as it were, his speech from the throne,
on the occasion of hie accession to the throne. The central idea of this passage
could be taken also from Ps 2, particularly v.3. The scene, which closes the
Gospel of St. Matthew, might be interpreted as the fulfilment of Ps 2 which is
understood as messianic-eschatological prophecy. In view of Ps 2, this passage
seme to deal with the disciples* and apostles' universal proclamation of the
heavenly enthronement of Jesus and of his assumption of power from the hands of
God in order to fulfil His will. As messengers of this King, the apostles are
to issue the call to faith and to invite all nations to come and be baptised.
(e) So much may be said about the item of tradition that was adopted by
45
Matthew. To understand the details of w. 19,20a, however, one must take
editorial intervention into account, or at least the influence of later views.
This might be clear, as regards the triadic baptismal formulaf^ for this may well
45
As regards the traditionr^eschiehte of the passage, see: G. Strecker, op. cit.
p. 209: "Anders v. 19a: hier erscheinen wieder aucschliesslich die Eigenheiten
dee matthhischen Vokabulars, so dass die Verfasserschaft des Hedaktors
wdhrsdieinlich wird."
of. Ttooev^S^L - 9.13, 10.7, 13.12
olu t 5.43, 6.3f., 31, 34, 7.12
fM9jreu€(.\s : 15# 52, 27# 57.
¥, Trilling holds (op. cit.. p. 20) that the command to baptise in Mt 23.19 is
not to be regarded as an interpolation. For although baptism as an institution
appears here without warning and some New Testament writings do not mention it
at all, the practice is taken for granted. Concerning the fraditionsgeschichte
of the passage, see: G. Strecker, op. cit.. p. 209: "Die Taufforael in v.19b
ist ciemgegenliber nicht als matth&isch nachzuweieen, sie klingt im Evangelium
sonst nicht an; es ist auch undenkbar, dass sie der Eedaktor erstmals in die
Praxis seiner Gemeinde einflihrte. Flir unmatth&isehe Eerkunft spricht ferner
die dem Evangelisten auch an anderer Stelle vorgegebene ovojjix. - Konetruktion
... Da wegen der ausgezeichneten handschriftlichen Bezeugung eine nachmatthhische
Interpolation ausgeschlossen erscheint, staraat v.19b aus einer vormatthhischen,
dem Inhalt nach liturgischen (Tauf-) Tradition."
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have been used, in the second half of the first century. It is interesting to
observe that the term icofevSivxes occurs both in Kk 16.15 and Mt 28.19 as a
* We know that the familiar tent contains the threefold formula, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, the Son and of the Holy Spirit. In his pre-
Nieene writings, however, Eusebius (about 260/65 + 339?) renders Ids passage,
"Make disciples of all Gentiles in my name". Out of this variation, Lohmeyer
constructs a whole historical and theological edifice and links it with the
idea, already developed in his study Galilha und Jerusalem and in his commentary
on Mark, thai primitive Christianity had a twofold origin in Galilee and
Jerusalem. This thesis recurs here again in an altered form. He thinks that
two different movements in primitive Christianity are embo dLjei in these
variant tests just quoted. The one, using the Eusebian form of the text, did
not regard the sacrament of baptiraa, originating from John, hut the imitation
of Jesus' discipleship, as the decisive criterion of the eschatological fellow¬
ship, The other movement, with the current threefold form of the text,
regarded baptism as a necessary condition of salvation and had traced hack to
Jesus' example the form of baptism in the name of the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit. The practice of baptism in the name of Jesus alone, combined
with the bestowal of the Spirit, as attested in Acts, does not run counter to
this, because the essential and historical conditions in the command to baptize
in the gospel of Matthew are different from those in Acts. For the picture
of baptism in Acts is derived from the Jerusalem tradition, but the formula
in Matthew's Gospel from primitive Galilean Christianity. Lobmeyer's thesis,
however, stands or falls with the strength of the evidence the fore of the
Eusebian text.
F.C, Conybeare ("The Eusebian Fore of the Text Mt 28.19", ZeitKT¥iss. 1901,
pp. 275ff.) proved that Eusebius quotes the missionary charge without the
threefold formula only in his pre-Nicene writings. The use of the threefold
formula in the post-Nicene writings of Susebiue could also be derived from the
influence of the dogmatic decisions of the Council of Nieaea. Nevertheless,
the evidence for Lohmeyer's view is still not substantiated by the fact that
Eusebius quoted merely the abbreviated fore. Trilling (op. clt., pp. 20, f.n,
96) mentions Conybeare's work and demonstrates, that the shortened fore in
Eusebius by no means proves that he did not know the tlireefold formula, because,
in all the passages in which he employs the short fore, the detailed fore is
not required by the context. (cf. B.H. Cunco, The Lord's command to baptize.
1923, quoted by Trilling, op. ext.. p. 21, n. 96). If this is correct, then
it puts an end to Lohmeyer's idea of tracing back the textual variants to two
different movements in primitive Christianity. Similarly, his theory that
Matthew's missionary command entrusts the mission to the Gentiles until the
end of the world only to the primitive Christianity of Galilee is also
untenable.
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kind of technical term for missionary enterprise. However, the fact that Matthew
adds jjotS-y-civsoCXe would lead one to ask whether this vtu<fe(T& is not
his ovm editorial addition. There is more evidence of Matthean thought, or perhaps
of the view of his church, which was rather more strictly tied to the law and Jesus'
interpretation of it, in v.20a, "teaching them to observe all that I have commanded
49
you." Here, the disciples are commanded to teach people to observe everything
Concerning the term, , G. Bornkaram (op. clt., p. 135) writes
that "Hier etwa wird man geschichtlich auch das Sendungswort Mt 28.19 ansetzen
und schon den spezifisch matthfiischen ekklesiologischen Terminus
als energisches Korrektiv einee in hellenistischer Umwelt vertretenen, ait
Kyriosglauben, Charismatiker- und Prophetentua und Heidenmission verhundenen
-Yersthndnissee begreifen mtissen." Also w. Trilling, op. ext..
p. 18: "Eb (sc. jM&ixeCeiv ) geht nicht schlechthin um den 'Christen' in
der 'Kirche'. Die W'eieung iet nicht adSauat etwa mit dem Auftrag, alle zua
Eintritt in die Kirche zu veranlassen, wiederzugeben. Die Jiinger-Vorstellung
bei JET scheint in der Sehwebe zwischen einem rein 'pneumatischen' JVmgertiBa und
einem juristischen Kirchentum zu bleiben. Formelle Zugehftrigkeit zur
Gemeinschaft wie inhaltliche Bestimmung des neuen Lebensstandes dlirften in
gleicher Weise mitgeaeint sein und sich die W aage halten, wie eg flir den
•Christen' bis heute gilt." Against this, G. 3tracker, op. cit.. p. 212: "Die
Aufgabe, die ait dieser Aussendung gestellt wird, ist in dem hbergeordneten
jtMifjTtvd'ttTe zusamaenfaseend wiedergegeben: sie meint das 'in die Sehule
nehmen' der Vttlker, d.h. die Bildung der weltumspannenden EKKLESIA, wie das
folgende interpretierende pornrigovrts deutlich macht. In diesem grundlegenden
Sinn steht synonym zum Auftrag' an die Jtinger Jesu, cn\i*ls ocv9f>u>nu>v
zu werden."
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As regards ledaktionsgeschichte of the passage, see: G, Strecker, op cit..
p. 209: "V.20 enth&lt eine Fiille matthMscher Elements. Man mbchte aus
sprachlichen Grtinden den Vers als Ganzes dem Redaktor zuerkennen, ...." Also
¥. Trilling, op. cit.. pp. 21ff., G. Bornkamm, "Enderwartung und Kirche im
Matthhusevangelium", in: G. Bornkamm, G. Barth, H.J. Held, Beberlieferun.? unA
Auslegung im MattMusevanjcelium. Neukirchen, 1960, pp. 13-47, ET: "End
expectation and Church in Matthew", in: Tradition and Interpretation in ilatthew,
London and Hew York, 1963, p. 33, n. 1: "Matthew consistently distinguished
between n>jpv^<f6i*» and JiJtxa-Ktia; , the first relating to the message
of God's reign and the second to the exposition of the law. It is true, that
his Gospel speaks of preaching as well as teaching in relation to the people,
just as, on the other hand, there is still preaching among the disciples, yet,
for Matthew, the preaching lias primarily a missionary function. It has the
character of an announcement and promise of salvation, aiming at the jMSfceC^L\>
which precedes the actual 'teaching'."
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which Jesus commanded them. In this way, the importance of the commands of
Jesus, of the law, is once again underlined in the last verses of the Gospel. The
teaching of his commandments is something which is more than a precondition of
baptism; it characterises the preaching as a whole. The making of disciples occurs
through baptism and the teaching of his commandments. The significance of the
teaching of his commandments may become clearer by a comparison with the missionary
command in the Markan conclusion. In Mark, faith is referred to in connection with
baptism, but in Matthew, with the commandments of Jesus. In the preaching, the
kingly rule of the exalted Lord comes to men, and in Matthew's mind this preaching
is the teaching of his commandments of the law; in the preaching of the law, the
kingly rule of Jesus Christ comes to men.
(f) It is worthy of note that apart from these later elements in Mt 28.19f.,
the earlier elements of the tradition contain by implication the missionary views
of early Hellenistic Jewish Christianity. The command to conduct mission is not
there connected with the sending out by the earthly Jesus, but is traced to the
exalted JesuB, The mission to the Gentiles is not now regarded as an additional
instruction, as in the case of Peter, but the commission is directed to all nations
51
irrespectively. Since Jesus is already installed as mils'over the whole world,
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cf. G. Barth, "Das Geeetaesversthndnis des Evangelisten Matth&us", in: G. Barfch,
H.J. Held, G. Bornkamra, Ueherlieferung und Ausleguag im klatthfeusevaiy-'elium.
Neukirchen, 1960, pp. 54-154 ET: "Matthew's Understanding of the Law", in:
Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew. London and New York, 1963, pp. 131f.:
"It is also to be noted, that, in spite of the enthronement pattern and the
theme of -the efouaUi over heaven and earth, the frOpcos title is not taken
up here by Matthew/, but from v. 20a Jesus is seen as the Ji<ioi<s'vzo<\as , this
being in relation to the prtSy&t ."
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cf. G. Bornkamm, "Der Auferstandene und der Irdische", in: geit und Goschichtc.
Ttlbingen, 1964, p. 176: "Wie die grosse Konzeption der universalen Vttlkermission,
von der eben die Rede war, die Verabgerung der Parusie voraussetst und ausspricht,
hat die christologische Konzeption der Inthronisation Jesu zum Kyrios
offensichtlich entscheidend dazu beigetragen, die pal&stinisoh-urgemeindliche
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the eechatological aspect has fundamentally changed. For, while the Palestinian
Jewish Christians looked towards the end and to the coming of the Gentiles that
was then to take place, the exaltation concept conveys the conviction, thsfc&a
essential step towards the final completion has already been taken, and that,
therefore, the gathering of the Gentiles can now begin. But how could such a
commission that was directed to all nations come about?
In the earthly Jesus' commission, the important thing was the eschatological
call to the gathering of God's people; the sending wan concentrated on Israel,
but, at the same time, it necessarily extended further. Jewish Christianity had,
however, designed an apocalyptic division into two periods, and, according to old
Jewish tradition, it had reserved the second and last step for God himself.
Hellenistic Jewish Christianity, on the other hand, appreciated particularly the
universal aspect of Jesus' commission, which Peter, too, had not disputed,
Hellenistic Jewish Christianity, therefore, did not rely on Jesus' earthly commission,
but understood the missionary command as a commission of the exalted Lord, the ruler
of the worlds. "Here (sc. Mt 28.18ff.) we have the first fundamental motivation
of the Gentile mission, obtained in reliance on and modification of the oldest
52
expectation of the primitive Christianity."
51 (contd.)
Erwartung der Parusie des Menschensohnes aufs st&rkste zu relativieren. Nichts
w&re unangemessener als den Kyriosglauben einen Ersatz au nennen, mit Hilfe
dessen die sp&tere Gemeinde liber ihre Entthuschung hinwegzukommen versuchte."
cf. W. Trilling, op. cit., p. 11: "Aus dea Vollbesitz der erhhlt
das gauze Sttiek mit seinen einzelnea Aussagen den Charakter der 'erfllllten
Eschatologie'Similarly, 0. Michel, op. cit.. p. 25.
As regards Matthew's understanding of Hschatology and Heils»geschichto. see: G.
Ctrecker, op. cit.. p. 213.
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F, Hahn, Der Verstdndnis der Mission ia Heuen Testament. Keukirchea, 1963, ET:
Mission in the Hew Testament. London, 1965, p. 63.
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(g) The evangelist concludes with the promise of v.2S.20b. The words
^9' xj^u.~>v G^i"- indicate here not only the help and protection of Jesus
in the carrying out of the missionary task, hut the abiding presence of Jesus in
53
the congregation. One might say that, since, in Matthew, the missionary message
consists of communicating the actual commandments of Jesus of Nazareth, the
preaching itself actualizes the presence of the exalted Jesus Christ in the world.
0. Michel has observed that "I am with you" is a biblical way of expressing
54
the assurance of divine protection. Just as, at the beginning of Matthew's
Gospel, the revelation given with Jesus is the revelation of Emanuel, "God with
us" (Mt 1.22-23. cf. Is 7.14)» so, at the end, there is the premise from the
exalted Christ of the same nearness and the same comfort. Did the evangelist
find the statement already in the tradition, or is it his own construction? The
latter is possible, since the thought of the presence of Christ in the congregation
cc
is found elsewhere in his Gospel. In connection with this, 18.2) must be
referred to, a saying which Matthew ten obviously adopted from hie special source
and incorporated into the framework for the ordering of the congregation in 18.15-17.
The presence of Jesus in the congregation is here described as analogous to the
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cf, E. Lohmeyer, Das Evanaeliua des Matthhus. MeyerK, Gdttingen, 1962, p. 42,
¥. Trilling, on, ext.. p. 26. As regards Redaktionsgeschiehte. see: G.
Strecker, on. cit., p. 209: "Man mbehte aus sprachliehen GrUnden den Vers als
Ganzes dm Redaktor zuerkennen, wenn nicht die Verheissung der Gegenwart des
Erhbhten ( eyuj yt&' OyuiV in anderer Form in 18, 3D als vormatthSische
Vorstellung bezeugt und irn Redaktionsgut singular wftrej sie wird daher -
unbeschadet der matthhischen Herkunft des weiteren Rahmans- der Tradition
zuzuweisen Bein."
54 0. Michel, op. ext.. n. 86.
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Against this, G. Strecker, op. cit.. p. 209.
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S6 7/
presence of the Shekinah, the place of the Torah is taken by the ovoyu. of
Jesus, the place of the Shekinah by Jesus himself. Matt 1.22-23 should also be
referred to, where the question from Is 7.14 is due to Matthew, as the introductory
c * o
formula shows. Matthew has added to the question, 0 eszcv
o 8(-6$ .
In Jesus, God himself is with the congregation, is presented in the congregation.
The beginning of the Gospel thus corresponds with its end in 23.20.
In tMs connection, attention should also be directed to the story of the
storm at sea in Matthew (8.23ff.). The interpretation of the journey of the
disciples in the storm on the sea, with reference to discipleehip and thus to the
boat of the Church, presupposes that, as Jesus is in the ship with the disciples,
so He is also present in the Church. In the Church, the exalted, the risen one, who
is ahout to be the eschatological ruler remains present. The Church lives by his
presence. The presence of Jesus in Hie congregation means for her sustenance and
salvation in all the storms that break around her, gives her persistence in seeking
the loot, since the risen one is present among them, who, like a shepherd, seeks
the lost sheep (cf. 13.20).
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cf. STB, II, pp. 314f., I, p. 734! "Aboth 3.2: R. Chanina b. Teradjon (+ um
135) sagte: ¥enn zwei (zusammen) sitsen, ohne dass Worte der Tora zwischen
ihnen (Gespr&chsstoff) sind, so ist das ein Sitz der Spbtter, s. Ps 1.1: 'luf
dem Sitz der Splitter sitzt er nicht.' Aber wenn zwei (beieinander) sitzen u.
Viorte der Tora sind zwischen ihnen, so weilt die ScheMiina (Gottheit) unter
ihnen." Concerning the discussion on the significance of the old rabbinic
Shekinah concept, see the following literature; H.J. Holtzraann, Lehrbuch der
neutestamentlichen Theolo/ae. Tlibingen, 1911, p. 69, L.A. Marmorstein, "Iranische
und jtidieche Religion, mit besonderer Berlicksichtigung der Begriffe ' wort1,
'Wolinen' und 'Glorie' im IV. Bvaagelium und in der rabbinischen Literatur",
ZeltHTJlss. 26, 1927, pp. 231-14-2, D. Daube, The Hew Testament and Rabbinic
Judaism. London, 1956, pp. 27-32, tf. Trilling, op. cit.. p. 28:,.: "So wird aus
dem Vergleich mit 18,20 nochmals die direkte Herleitung von 28,20b aus der oben
beschriebenen atl Anschauung von dieser djaiamischen, aktiven Gegenwart JHffls
best&tigt, Dies© Gegonwart wird realisiert in der Gegenwart des Kyrios bei
seinem Volke. ... Die Verwandtschaft des Logions 18,20 mit der rabbinischen
Schechinah Voratellung und besonders mit dam bokannten Torawort gilt weithin
als gesichert."
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Matthew mediates this presence of the risen one to the congregation by
importing the present situation of the Church into the life of the earthly Jesus
and his disciples? that is, the equating of the Church with the dieciplee is
connected with the presence of the risen one in the congregation, whose doubt is
overcome by the saying of Jesus that follows, that makes known to them hie
exaltation and rule and gives them their commission. It is not the seeing of the
risen one that brings the Easter certainty and not the physical converse with the
earthly Jesus, but the word of proclamation, that is understood to be as the
preaching of the law, sc. the commandments of Jesue. Therefore, one might cay,
that, in Matthew, Easter certainty is dependent on the occupation of a man with
the Torah. Although this occupation involves the doing of the Torah, nevertheless
the Easter certainty is not a consequence of obedience to the law, but rather comes
to a man with the proclamation of the word, the commandments of Jesus.
To conclude thiB discussion, the following points may now be particularly
noted: V.13b, conveying the assertion of authority of the exalted Lord, and
probably being derived from royal raessianology or the enthronement theme in the Old
Testament, is set as a framework of the whole passage, w.10-20. Other traditions,
which convey missionary command and the idea of help, are combined in this framework
and, as has been observed, are recast to a considerable extent by the evangelist
(vv.19-30). Although some questions such as, the origin of the construction of the
poricope, (sc. v.13 + w.19-20), and the tradition history of the three basic elements
noted here, remain still rather obscure, yet the main themes of the evangelist in
this pericope are clear, that is: on the one hand, the presence of the exalted
Lord with his community, which is the ground of the Easter certainty, is the
inspiration and support of its mission; on the other hand, by its mission to the
nations, which is in each case, in Matthew's mind, the proclamation of the
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commandments of Jesus, the Church makes real to the world the presence of the
87
exalted Lord. Therefore, in this sense, one may perhaps note this mission
motif as Matthew's particular redactional contribution to the Easter tradition.
5.3 Summary
A. The account of the Empty tomb (Mt 28.1-15)
Matthew's text of the empty tomb, and of the subterfuge of the Jewish elders
in enticing the guard to spread the rumour, shows a development of the tradition
to meet the needs of Christian apologetic.
In view of Redaktionsgeschichte there are three points to note:
(a) Matthew strikes out the account of the anointing of the body on the third
day, probably because the process of decay would have already begun in Palestine.
(b) Matthew's account strongly influenced by Old Testament language, shows
the author's intention, i.e. the empty tomb has become the truly wonderful work
through which the God of Israel and the God of Jesus has completed his great divine
plan.
(c) Matthew links the story of the empty tomb with what has gone before and
with what follows, forming a continuous narrative.
B. Appearance stories (Mt 28.9f., 16-20)
1) The motif of proving the resurrection by means of the appearance of the
risen Jesus, which is dominant in Luke 24.13-35, Jn 20.1-18, is but faintly
developed in Mt 28.9f. This is only an appendix to the story of the empty tomb.
In Mt 28.16-20, however, the motif of the missionary charge is dominant.
2) Concerning two types of the appearance stories in 1 Corinthians 15 (together
with Lk 24.33-34) and in the Gospels, it is noted that there is some serious breach
57
cf. H. Anderson, "The Easter witness of the Evangelists", in: The Hew Testament
in Historical and Contemporary Perspective, ed,, H. Anderson and ¥. Barclay, Oxford,
1965, p. 47.
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of continuity. Paul handed on to his churches what he had received. This
tradition somehow did not come to the men who wrote the Gospels, either by Paul
or by any other intermediary. Complete certainty is not, however, possible.
C. w.l6f.
1) Come tradition that the eleven disciples went to Galilee and that Jesus
appeared to them there must have been in existence before Mt, but that it was the
lost conclusion of Kk and that Mt modifies this is improbable.
2) The theme of the mountain may go back to Matthew.
3) The emphasis is laid not on the appearance itself but rather on the words
of Jesus that follow the appearance: sc. the Commission. The mention of doubt in
Matthew serves the purpose of the overcoming of this doubt through what is reported
in the following verses, namely, the word of Jesus. The doubt-motif probably
implies the problem of the later church, which seeks a new certainty about the
risen one in the time after the Master appearances. Therefore, the mention of
doubt belongs to a later time, not to the tradition itself.
D. w.13-20
1) The item of tradition in w.13-20 does not in present form belong to the
earliest tradition: A tripartite text with the assertion of authority in v.13, the
missionary command in w.19, 20a, and the promise of help in v,20b- these three
parte must originally have been independent of each other. The whole passage
is dominated by the theme of exaltation, which represents a recasting of ancient
eschatological expectation.
2) Mark 16.15-18 refers to the missionary command, baptism and the promise
of signs, sc. triumph over demons, poison and disease. That is, missionary
command is connected with the idea of help - like Mt 28.19, 20a and 20b.
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3) However, a characteristic of the Matthean text is to be noted in the concept
of Jesus' exaltation, which becomes settled in Hellenistic Jewish Christianity and
is expressed here with the help of the enthronement pattern.
4) As to the Old Testament background of the text (v.13b), Ps 2, 72.8ff., 110.1
are particularly to be taken into consideration in connection with the royal
messianology, the enthronement theme and the messianic eschatological prophecy.
5) w.19, 20a are to be understood as editorial intervention, or at least as
which is strictly tied to the law and Jesus' interpretation of it. The teaching
of his commandments, as Matthew understands it, is not merely the proclamation of
baptism, but characterises the preaching as a whole. Preaching means, the teaching
of his commandments of the law and in the preaching of die law the kingly rule of
Jesus Christ comes to men,
6) Apart from these later (datthean) elements in w.19, 20a, the earlier
elements of the tradition are preserved and allow one ana posteriori insight into the
missionary view of early Hellenistic Jewish Christianity. The command to conduct
mission is traced to the exalted Jesus, the exalted Lord, rather than to the earthly
Jesus. The commission is directed to all nations. Hellenistic Jewish Christianity
took seriously this universal aspect of Jesus' commission. Therefore, one could
say that here one has the first fundamental motivation of the Gentile mission,
obtained in reliance on and by modification of the oldest expectation of primitive
Christianity,
7) V.20b shows the abiding presence of Jesus in the congregation. Here the
preaching itself actualizes the presence of the exalted Jesus Christ to the world.
The statement belongs to Matthean construction, together with the phrases, 1.22-23,
8.23ff., 13.20.
the influence of later views belongs to Matthean thought
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8) Matthew mediates the presence of the risen Jesus to the congregation by-
importing the present situation of the Church into the life of the earthly Jesus
and his disciples. The equating of the Church with the disciples is connected with
the presence of the risen Jesus in the congregation. The doubt of the congregation
is overcome by the saying of Jesus, that makes known to them his exaltation and rule
and gives than their commission. In Matthew's mind, it is not seeing the risen
Jesus that awakens Easter certainty nor physical converse with a Jesus who seemed
to be as he had once been when he was on earth, but the word of proclamation, that
is understood as the preaching of the Law.
To conclude this discussion, the following points are particularly worthy of
note: V.18b, which conveys the assertion of authority of the exalted Lord, and
is, most probably, derived from royal messianology or the enthronement theme in the
Old Testament, is set as an important framework of the whole passage, w.18-23.
Other traditions, conveying missionary command and the idea of help, are amalgamated
in this framework and are recast to a considerable extent by the evangelist so as
to provide a proper conclusion for his own particular version of the Gospel (w. 19-20).
How far this construction, sc. v.18b + w.19-20, is due to the evangelist's
redactional work and to what extent the three basic elements had already exercised
a mutual attraction in the pre-Matthean stage, is much debated, however, and remains
still rather obscure. Nevertheless the main themes of the evangelist in this
pericope are clear, that is: on the one hand, the presence of the exalted Lord with
his community, which is the ground of the Easter certainty, is the inspiration and
support of its mission; on the other hand, by its mission to the nations, which is
in each case, in Matthew's mind, the proclamation of the commandments of Jesus, the
Church makes real to the world the presence of the exalted Lord. Therefore, in this
sense, one may note this mission motif as Matthew's particular redactional con¬
tribution to the Easter tradition.
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Chapter 6 Luke 24.1-50
Luke's Easter witness is more fully developed than either Mark's or Matthew's.
It is not only that his Caster account is more extensive and alone includes the
Bmmaus story, but also one has to reckon with the fact that only Luke has fallowed
his Gospel with a second volume, in which he tells of the ascension of Jesus Christ
in physical terms. '//hat is the significance of the Saster narratives in Luke? The
best procedure seems to be to clarify first the nature of the text by critical-
historical analysis in order then to understand theological implications.
6.1 Form-critical study
A, Bmmaus story (Lk 24.13-35)
According to the form-critical study worked out by C.E. Dodd, Lk 24.13-35 (the
walk to Brnmaus), (as, too, Jn 21.1-14: the appearance by the Sea), belongs to
"circumstantial narratives", "Class II"# Emmaus Story is a highly-finished
literary composition. The author has lost no opportunity of evoking an
imaginative response in the reader. The pace of the story is leisurely, and the
lapse of time is extensive. The walk enlivened by conversation, continues until
one finds that time has slipped by. The return journey to Jerusalem is felt, by
contrast, to be hurried and interest passes to the reunion of "the travellers with
the eleven.; and the interchange of news. The changing moods of the two travellers
Definition of Class II by C.H. Dodd see: "The Appearance of the Risen Christ;
An essay in Form-Criticism of the Gospels" in: Studies in the Gospels, ed., by
D.E. Nineham, Oxford, 1955, p. 13: Pericopae in the Gospels which give a
circumstantial narrative of the appearances. The added matter is almost entirely
of the nature of dramatic or picturesque detail, especially in the presentation
of the recognition of the Lord by his disciples. A marked feature is the
introduction of a common meal at which the risen Lord "breaks bread" for his
disciples. The resurrection is thus associated with the eucharistic ideas and
practice of the early Church. For the rest.it cannot be said that these cir¬
cumstantial narratives alter the perspective of the implications of the briefer
type of narrative.
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are convincingly expressed: their encounter with the stranger and their invitation
to him (to change his plan of journeying further) are managed with naturalness: and
the scene of recognition at the supper table, with the immediate disappearance of
the mysterious guest, is dramatically effective. One may observe also the
identification of persons and places: the name of one of the two, Cleopas, the
village of ihnaaus, sixty stales from Jerusalem. These are none of them traits of
corporate tradition. Rather "they are characteristic of the practised story-teller,
!! 2
who knows just how to put his story across"
Further, the writer uses here the traditional form of an attractive story as
a setting for a comprehensive treatment of the theme of Christ's resurrection in
its character of a reunion of the Lord with his followers. The dialogue develops
and leads up to a basic programme for the study of "testimonies" from the Old
Testament, that is the foundation of the earliest theological task of the primitive
church. The recognition of Jesus at table carries a significant implication to a
community that makes the "breaking of bread" the centre of its fellowship.
The story is so managed as to include the discovery of the empty tomb, the
angelic announcement, and the appearance of the Lord to Peter, so that the pericope
as a whole forms a kind of summary "Gospel of the resurrection".
Therefore, it is perhaps clear that here one has "no mere expansion of the
general pattern, but a carefully-composed statement, which, in the framework of a
narrative of intense dramatic interest, includes most of what needs (from this
evangelist's point of view) to be said about the resurrection of Christ.""^ "It is,
however, worth noting that here, as elsewhere, the story begins with the disciples
feeling the loss of their lord, that Jesus takes the initiative and that the
2
G.H. Dodd, op, cit.. p. 14.
J C.H. Dodd, op. cit.. p. 14.
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dramatic centre of the whole incident is the ^yujryu^ia'tS for it seems
proper in this case to use the technical term applied by ancient literary critics
4
to the recognition - scene which was so often the crucial point of a Greek drama."
4
C.H. Dodd, op. cit.. pp. 14f.
R. Bultmann maintains (hie Geechlchte der Synoptischen Tradition. Gbttingen,
1963, ET: The History of the Synoptic Tradition. Oxford, 1963, p. 286) that
the passage of the walk to Emmaus (Lk 24.13-35) has the character of a true
legend, cf. B. Gunkel, duo, religjansaeschichtlichen Verst&ndnie des Neuen
Testaments. G&ttingen, 1903, p. 71: "In grttssern Massen kbnnen wir Mythisches
in den Geschichten von Erscheinungen des Auferstandenen konstatieren, Besonders
uralt iia Stil ist die Geschichte von den Jtingern zu Emaaus: Christus erscheint
hier unbekannt, als Wanderer - so wie es die Gottheit vor alters liebte, in
schlichter menechlicher Goetalt, etwa als Wanderer verkleidet, unter den
Menschen zu wandeln und offenbart sein geheimnisvolles g&ttliches Wesen an
einzelnen Zhgen; aber sobald er erkannt wird, ist er verschwunden. Dieser
Aufriss der Geschichte ist ganz analog den bltesten Erz&hlungen vom Erscheinen
der Gottheit, die Geechichte kftnnte ihrem Stil nach in der Genesis stehen." In
this context, H. Gunkel refers to the story of Hagar in Gen 16.7ff., of the
three men who visited Abraham, Gen 13.Iff., and otters like them.- Genesis.
Gbttingen, 1901, pp. 193ff. Dibelius ("Die altteetanientlichen Motive in der
Leidensgeechichte des Petrus und des Johannes-Evangelime," ZeitAltWiss.
Supplement, 33, Giessen, 1918, p. 137) recalls the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, pp.
275ff., (The attendant changed herself into the Goddess.) and on the story of
Epidaurus' healing, Ditt. Syll(2), 803, pp. 26ff. (the unknown traveller reveals
himself after the healing in Asclepius). And cf. Hans D. Betz, Lukian von
Samosata und das Neue Testament. Berlin, 1961, pp. 124ff.» A. Ehrhardt, "The
Disciples of Emmaus", HTEtud, 10, 1964, pp. 194ff.J E. Lohse, Die Auferstehung
Joeu Ohristi im Zeugnis des Lutesevangeliuras. Neukirchen, 1961, p. 31: "In der
Christlichen Gemeinde, in der die Geschichte von den Emmausjtingern zuerst
erzbhlt wurde, hat man ein Hotiv fronraer Ueberlieferung verwendet, wie ee bei
vielen 75Ikem der alten Welt bekannt war: Unerkannt komat in Henschengestalt
Gott selbst auf die Srde und begegnet Glhubigen und Ungl&ubigen. So karaen
nach 1 Mose 18 einst drei Manner zu Abraham nach Mamre, wurden von ihm gastlich
aufgenommen und verhieesen ihm, dass er noch im hohen Alter einen Sohn bekominen
werde. Einer unter dlesen drei M&nnern war der Eerr eelbst, der dem gehorsamen
Abraham seine Verheissung gab, tlber die gottlosen Sthdte Sodom und Gomorrha aber
das Gericht verh&ngte. Bei den Griechen und Rbmern heisst es, einst seien Juptter
und Minerva in MenechengestaIt in ein Dorf gegangen, hhtten aber tlberall
verschlossene Ttiren gefunden. Niemand tat ihnen auf, nur ein altee Paar, Philemon
und Baucis, nahm die unbekannten Wanderer gastlich auf. Sie bewirteten sie, so
gut sie es vermochten. Beim Hahl ging auf wunderbare Weise der V/ein nicht zur
Neige. Da gaben sich die Gbtter den beiden Alten zu erkennen und befahlen, ihnen
auf einen Htigel zu folgen. Dort sahen eie, wie das zu ihren Ptlesen liegende Dorf
vernichtet worden war, nur ihre Htitte, in die die Gbtter eingekehrt waren, stand
an ihrem Ort und wurde in einen Terapel der Gbtter vervandelt. Der Wunech der
beiden Alten, die den Gbttern geweihte St&tte zu htiten und dereinst gemeiiisam
sterben zu dilrfen, wurde ihnen gew&hrt."
As regards the account of the appearance of the Lord to seven disciples by the sea
. of Galilee (Jn 21.1-14) see; C.H. Dodd, op. clt.. pp. 14f.
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B. The appearance to the disciples (Lie 24.36-49)
The appearance to the disciples in He 24.36-49 seems to he an edited passage
having as its basis an older legend which included an appearance in Galilee:
5 6
w. 44-49 is obviously in its entirety a literary production of Luke. C.H, Dodd
points out that in these passages, the main items in the pattern of "concise"
narratives reappear, though much modified:
1) They were talking together.
2) Jesus stood in the midst (cf, Jn 20.19).
3) (He said "Peace to you", as in Jn 20.19, but not in the "Western Text.").
4) The process of recognition is greatly spun out: at first the disciples
are terrified (cf. Matt 28,10), and think they are seeing a ghost: Jesus
tenders proof by pointing to his hands and feet (cf. Jn 20.20) and
invites them to touch him (cf. Jn 20.27). They are still incredulous,
and he tenders final proof by eating in their presence.
5) The concluding word of command is here replaced by a longieh address
consisting of (a) instruction regarding the use of testimonies from the
Old Testament, (cf. Lk 24.26-27), (b) a commission to preach (cf. Mt
28.19), and (c) the assurance of the help of the spirit (cf. Jn 20.22-23
M t 28.20, where the presence of Christ is equivalent.)
In most of the pericopae, the proofs of identity are hardly more than hinted
at, Jn 20.20 is the only pericope that explicitly telle that Christ pointed to
his wounds. Though Lk 24.40 is not certainly tart of the original text, there is
a formal pronouncement of Christ which makes the point far more emphatic. Here
5
R. 3ultmann, op. cit.. p. 286.
fi
C.H. Dodd, op. ext.. p. 17.
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he bids them "Peel me, and look: a ghost has not flesh and bones, as you see that
I have," (cf, Mt 28.9: the women clasp the Lord's feet in a spontaneous gesture
of devotion). Here, he asks for food, and clinches the proof that a real person
is before them by actually eating broiled fish in their presence, (in the "Longer-
Ending" of Mark, the Lord appears to the eleven at table. In the Emmaus story -
also in the appendix to the fourth Gospel: he is known to his followers in the
breaking of bread.)
Therefore, the pericope is no longer a simple traditional story of the
appearance of the Lord: "It is a piece of controversial apologetic set in the
7
framework of sruch a story." The simpler narratives carry some tiling of the naive,
spontaneous sense of the primitive believers that something almost beyond belief has
happened. Here, however, one has something different: the faith must he defended
by argument, not against the natural doubts of simple people, but against a reflective
and sophisticated scepticism. In this connection, Dodd argues that "it may perhaps
best be characterized as an example of the "concise'type of narrative in which
apologetic motives have caused everything else to be subordinated to an elaborate
presentation, not indeed of the avxyyuJpt^LS itself, but of the grounds upon
8 9
which such recognition was based." Bultmann also properly observes that Lk
24.15-35 belongs to that type of story which contains the motif of the resurrection
by the appearance of the risen Lord and that Lk 24.36-49 (cf. Acts 1.3-8) contains
the two motifs, the motif of proving the resurrection and the motif of the
missionary charge of the risen Lord,
7
C.H. Dodd, op. cit.. p. 17.
^
C.H. Dodd, op. cit.. p. 13.
9
R. Sultmann, op, cit.. p. 286.
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6,2 Tradition and redaction history and the significance of the Easter narratives
in Luke.
A. Context (Luke 23.49-56):
v,49: Women are named as being witnesses of the crucifixion, but their names
are not given, at least at this point. They are not alone, they are together with
all Jesus' acquaintances and one is told that the women had followed Jesus from
Galilee.
w. 50-53: Joseph of Arimathea sees to the burial, while the women look on.
Luke again mentions that they had come from Galilee with Jesus. They return to
the city and immediately begin to prepare spices and ointments, but not just on
the day after the Sabbath, as in Mark.
v.56: They do notiling on the Sabbath itself. They rest, in accordance with
Jewish law.
At the end of the story of the empty tomb which follows, the names of the
women are referred to: Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the mother of James, and
others. If one takes these passages together it is, perhaps, possible to gain an
indication of Luke's method of procedure and of his intention. That is, here,
Luke links the Master stories with Jesus' ministry in Galilee by making the Galilean
group witnesses of the events in Jerusalem. Moreover, it should be noticed that
in Luke's mind the witness-motif which appears in its "Galilean form" (cf. v.55) is
parallel to the withess-motif in Acts 13.31 » where the circle to wham the risen
Lord appeared is restricted to the "Galileans". H. Consehaann is, perhaps, right
to maintain that there is an unmistakably polemical note here, that reflects rivalries
within the Church.^
^
II, Conaelmann, Die Hitte Aer deit. Ttibingen, 1954, LT: The Theology of St. Luker
London, 1960, p. 202.
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B, The resurrection of Jesus (Lk 24.1-11)
On the first day of the week the women came with their spices to the tomb
and find that the stone is rolled away. They enter the tomb, but do not find the
body there and are perplexed. Then, two men clothed in shining garments approach
them. The women are terrified and bow their faces to the ground. The men say
to them: "'Why do you seek the living among the dead? (He is not hore, but has
risen.) Remember how he told you, while he was still in Galilee, that the Son of
Man must be delivered into the hand3 of sinful man and be crucified, and on the
third day rise." The women now remember Jesus' words and they go away from the
tomb and tell the eleven disciples and the others all that has liappened. At this
point, three of the women who tell the story to the apostles are named, although one
is told that there are more than just these three. The apostles, however, do not
believe: they think that what the women say is an idle tale.
Like the other evangelists, Luke lias already worked upon traditional materials:^ ^
The Marean source is visible through the Lucan account at many points. Luke, however,
rather drastically edited the Marcan version of the empty tomb story. As usual,
both Matthew and Luke emit and transpose Marcan details, but Luke goes further even
than he usually does by giving to the whole story a meaning which is quite different
from the meaning which the Matthean, the Marcan and the original versions share:
in these latter versions the point is not to report the physical resurrection as a
historical inference from the "historical" fact of the empty tomb, but to convey the
assurance by the vmvufKos (Mark) or by the KYjreXtt (Matthew) that Jesus
was raised from the dead, f » 311(1 110 preceding "the disciples" to
Galilee (Mk 16.6~8,Mt 28.5-8). Luke makes the following singular points:
H. Conzelaann, op. cit.. p. 202.
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1) The order of events.
The order of events is altered: the women first discover that the tomb is
empty, only then it is explained to them why this is so. And the women are at a
what the two men say sounds like a reproach and is probably so intended, for
Jesus had prophesied his resurrection while he was in Galilee (Lk 9,22). So, the
fact that the women come to the tomb shows that they did not believe Jesus, or that
they misunderstood him. After they remember and bring the message to the apostles,
they remain quite unconvinced. Peter also, if verse 12 is genuine, departs from
the tomb still debating with himself.
P. Schubert draws particular attention to the question, "Why do you seek the
living among the dead?" and remarks that "With this simple and profound rhetorical
question Luke noticeably diminishes the interest in the empty tomb as providing by
12
itself direct or even inferential evidence for the fact of Jesus' resurrection."
For Ltuce apparently the empty tomb by itself is no proof of the resurrection.
2) The accounts of locality.
In Mark the young man tells the women to send the disciples and Peter to
Galilee, where they will seo Jesus, In the Marcan text, as one has it, no meeting
Jul Galilee follows, though it does in Matthew. By contrast, Luke transforms this
point into a reminiscence of Galilee: the angels refer to a prophecy, made by
Jesus while lie was still in Galilee, regarding what would occur in Jerusalem, his
passion and resurrection there (lie 24.26). One thus encounters one of Luke's
lose
empty (v.4a)
on their finding the stone rolled away and the tomb
12
P. Schubert, "The Structure and Significance of Luke 24", in: ITcutoetameatliche
Studien fiir R. Bultmann. Berlin, 1954, p. 167.
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special "themes": Jerusalem must be the centre for the accomplishment of God's
plan of salvation and the base for the mission to the Gentiles.^ (cf. Lk 2.25-33,
9.51).
3) The motif of the proof from the prophecy.
W.6(b)-10 is the most noteworthy and positive change which Luke makes in the
story of the empty tomb. Here, prominent is the so-called "fulfilment of prophecy"
motif in its particularly Lucan fom.
P. Schubert maintains that Luke furnishes the empty tomb tradition with the
climax (w,5-9) which one may briefly call "the proof from prophecy" that Jesus is
the Christ,^ It is apparent that for Luke, Jesus' own predictions of his
suffering (cf. 17.25ff., 18.31ff., 24.46f .), death and resurrection which continue,
confirm mid elaborate scriptural prophecies, are regarded as the decisive proof that
Jesus is the Christ, and that God has raised him from the dead. The women
remembered these words of Jesus (this might be Luke's redactional contribution), but
the apostles on hearing their report could not believe it (v.10). This last
statement is most likely part of the empty tomb tradition which Luke used (cf. Mk
16.7).15
It might be no accident, however, that Luke in the gospel calls the twelve
"apostles" (here and in five other passages) and that the term is confined to the
twelve (28 occurrences in Luke-Acts: no occurrences in Acts 17-20 as over against
23 occurrences in Paul's seven letters. Only in 14.14 are Barnabas and Paul
13
H. Conaelmann, op. cit.. pp. 73ff. pp. 93f.
P. Schubert, op. cit.v. pp. 173f.
15
?. Schubert, op. cit.. p. 174.
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spoken of as aPostles.)"'0
C, Luke 24.12.
According to the passage Peter ran to the torab, despite the unbelief mentioned
in 24.11 - or perhaps because of it, looked in, saw only the grave - clothes and
went away wondering, but without arriving at belief.
It must be noticed that the passage contains a summary of Jn 20.3-10 (except
for the absence of the beloved disciples), with striking verbal similarities:
Lk: jjvuj/tiov j eJjfcy/fy , rdpcOfu-j/vs ^Xenei rk
0 So VLK jjovt, OtnyTTfoS kxuTOV,
Jn: (*0.3)
} GZfeyov (*o t) 3 m^tcxOxjrvs /3\Zn*t
ketjjtvtt. r« oSoylk. (*<>.$), &itjXi)ov odu ttmXiv
TtpoS Kirovs 00 ju>V$y r*c (AO./O).
Lk 24.12, however, is not read by D it Hareion; the common vocabulary is
predominantly Johannine: OuSvlK is found elsevhere in the New Testament only
in Jn 19.40 in the burial account, whereas Luke there has <J"tv6u>v ;
oCK4 f>X£*$otL Vfos occurs throe other times in John, never in Luke-Acts;
TTKfitxuTrreti' is found elsewhere in John (e.g. 20,11), but never in Luke-
Aets. To be sure, some of the phraseology special to Lk 24.12 is Luean:
To ytyoYoS occurs six other times in Luke (and Acts), never in the other three
gospels, and kytGryj/i. in participial form preceding the main verb Is
characteristically Lucan. Hoskyns maintains that Ik 24.12 constitutes an original
17
part of the Gospel, and that Lk 24.24 is based on it, but the fact that several
16
cf. C.F. Evans, Resurrection and the Hew Testament. London, 1970, p. 58: "It
could, however, be due to Luke, who would here be preparing for the special
position of the apostles in Acts as witnesses to the resurrection and preachers
of the gospel of the resurrection,"
17
The Fourth Gospel. London, 1948.
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men are mentioned, in v.24, but only Peter in v.12, militates against this. On
the whole, the evidence points to the interpolation of v.12 on the basis of John's
account, by a scribe who thought that the reference to the disciples' having gone
to the tomb in 24.24 required a mention of the event when it occurred and used for
this purpose his reminiscence of an incident from John - thereby incidentally
13
softening the harsh picture of disbelief given in Lk 24.11. If this is not the
case, the natural explanation may be that Jn 20.3-10 and Lk 24.12, both are talcing
19
excerpts from a common source.
D. The Walk to Emmaus (Lk 24.13-55)
On the same day, that is, on the first day of the week, Sunday, two of the
disciples, one of whoa, Cleopas, is named, meet Jesus on the road to Emmaus, they
meet but do not recognize him. He joins in their conversation and they tell him
why they are so sad. Jesus of Nazareth showed himself to be a prophet mighlyin
deed and in word, so that they hoped that it was he who was to redeem Israel, but
now he had been crucified. They were astonished by the women who went to the tomb
and did not find the body, but saw an angel who told them that Jesus was alive.
Some of them went to the tomb and found that what the women had said was true, but
they did not see Jeeus. Jesus now teaches the disciples from the Scriptures,
explaining that Christ had to suffer and enter into his glory. They arrive at
their destination and the disciples beg their companion, who is preparing to go
further, to stay with than because it is evening. Their companion assumes the
position of head of the family although as guest this is not his place, takes the
18
F. Hahn, Christologische Hoheitstitel. Gttttingen. 19*?3» ET: The Titles of Jesus
in Chrlstology. London, 1969, p. 377, n. 177. Also see E. Klostermann, Das
jy Lukasevangeliua. Tllbingen, 1919, p. 233.
cf. R. Leaney, "The Resurrection Narratives in Luke, 24.12-53." NTStud 2 pp. 114ff.
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bread, gives thanks, breaks it and gives it to them. Then the eyes of the disciples
are opaned and they recognize Jesus. But he immediately vanishes. The disciples at
once start off for Jerusalem, because they want to tell the others of their experience
as soon as possible. But at first they do not find an opportunity, for the eleven
and others who are assembled in Jerusalem forestall them with the announcement: "The
Lord is risen indeed, and lias appeared to Simon." Only then can the Eramaus disciples
recount their experience.
The text, as one now has it, is neither congruent and homogeneous in itself,
20
nor simply an account of a historical event. Instead one has to do with a
thoroughly polished literary creation embodying the most comprehensive "theology
of the resurrection".
1) The intention of the tradition.
Form-critically one can classify the Smmaus story not as a narrative, but as
21
a "legend". Therefore, the main intention of the story is not to bring bare
historical facts to one's knowledge in an objective way, but it has entirely to do
with the Easter faith and its theological implications which are brought to one's
attention in the form of a narrative so that one might become receptive to its
implied theological content. Therefore, in the process of interpretation one must
keep in mind the principle that one is dealing with matters of proclamation, not
with accounts about historical facts in the ordinary sense of the word.
2) Luke's editorial work.
One must state that the text, as one reads it now, is not a unity in itself,
OA
R. Bultmann op. cit.. pp. 236f. p. 437.
21
See: section on Form-criticism, cf. M. Dibelius, Die Forageschichte des
BvangeHums. TUbingen. 1956, ET: From Tradition to Goeoel. London, 1934, p. 191:
"... the story of Emmaus is the only Easter Legend in the New Testament which
lias been preserved in an almost pure form.."
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but ie a composition out of various elements. However, whether Luke had to hand
a literary source, is very difficult to prove. The story has some affinity with
Greek tragedy, for it reaches its development in the o{VdLjvuJ, in this
case the travellers' recognition of the stranger in their midst, as has been noted
already. The basic elements may come from the Lucan source material, a fact which,
however, does not automatically imply that the entire passage is primitive. P.
Schubert, basing his view that Luke1s proof from prophecy is the heart of his
concern on chap. 24, holds that v.14, v.15a, w.17-27, v.32 and v.35a belong to
22 23
Luke's editorial work. J.A. Bailey, however, points out the fact that the
disciples' going to the tomb in v.24 conflicts with their reaction of disbelief in
v.11, which latter verse definitely stems from Luke and represents his alteration
of Mk 16.8 in order to make room for the Emraaus story. Luke could certainly have
avoided the conflict by constructing v.11 without mention of scepticism on the part
of the disciples. However, that would have resulted in v.11's being in too flagrant
conflict with Mk 16.8. Thus, Bailsyconcludes that the Smmaus story was in written
form when Luke encountered it, and that the v.24 tradition of the disciples'going
to the tomb was already embedded in it,
24
In connection with this tradition-historical problem, F. Halm, developing and
modifying Schubert's analysis, distinguishes between two pre-Lucan stages of
development, a simple narrative of the appearance of the risen Christ to the two
22
We shall see P. Schubert's arguments again later, sc. op. oit.. p. 174: "These
few verses (13. 15b, 16, 28-31) are the only parts left of the *original' story
as Luke found it."
23
J.a. Bailey, The Traditions Common to the Gospels of Luke and John', Supplemente
to Novum Testamen1turn. Leiden, 1963, Vol. ¥11., p. 83.
24
F. Hahn, op. cit., p. 376: "This stoiy, which certainly has an early core, has in
its present rendering been extended to a twofold way. As additions there are to be
regarded: the appendix w.33-35 and all the elements which are associated with the
conversation, therefore w.14, 15a, 17-27, 32," Consequently, Hahn tends to view
that Luke took over the 'narrative in w. 13-15 almost entirely.
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disciples and its expansion by an instructive dialogue: the original story
recorded merely that the risen Jesus as an unknown traveller met the two disciples
and made himself known to them at a meal, and then disappeared. To this original
story, the instructive dialogue, (w.14, 15a, 17-27, 32), as a completely new focal
point, and w.33-35 and w.21b-24, which link it with other narratives, were
probably added.
However, it is perhaps not possible to reconstruct the original form of the
tradition completely. Yet, it is not difficult to see that these few verses,
v.13, v.15b, 16, w.28-31, contain nearly everything of the original story. It
was an appearance story which was dominated wholly by the motif of a recognition
scene, a type of story, which is familiar from ancient mythology, legend and
25
literature.
P. Hahn analyses w.19-27 carefully and points out three different elements
which have, in his view, been interfused: a statement about Jesus as
in w.19b, 21b, then in w.20, 21b-24a summary of the passion and
Easter happenings, finally in w.25-27 a tradition about the passion of Christ as
26
necessary for Scriptural reasons. V.19b introduces the motif of power in deeds
and words, which also appears in Acts 7.22b, 36, 33. Hahn regards it as the
25
cf. R. Bultmann, op. cit.. p. 236. H. Gunkel, Sum re li. -ionc/-eschichtlichen
VerstSndnis des Heuen Testaments. GBttingen, 1903, p. 71.
P. Hahn, op. cit.. pp. 377f.
On v.26 and the tradition of the Son of Man, see: H.E. T&dt, Per Menschensohn
in der synoptischen Ueberlxeferung. Giitersloh, 1963, HT: The Son of Han in
the Synoptic Tradition. London, 1965, p. 290: "Luke himself demonstrates in




"tradition about the eschatological prophet", In 24.21, one finds that this
idea , the statement about Jesus as a prophet, is brought into association with
the hope of the realization of an earthly messianic kingdom, a hope which according
to these disciples had been disappointed. Therefore, one could say that what the
text certainly permits one to recognize iB an application of the eechatological
prophet conception to the earthly work of Jesus and a close association with the
Messiah conception. And the one main implication of the account seems to be the
replacement of the interpretation of Jesus as the eschatological prophet by that of
Jesus as the suffering Christ.
The idea of Jesus as the eechatological prophet like Moses possibly reaches
back to the early Palestinian stratum of the Hew Testament tradition. But, concerning
the question, how far Luke preserves in the passage, w.19-27, the original material,
complete certainty is not possible. All one can say is that Luke preserves here very
early material which conveys the idea of the eschatological prophet and reconstructs
the whole story according to his theologumenon, the true, scriptural interpretation
of Jesus as the suffering Christ, sc. the proof from prophecy theology.
3) The appearance to Peter (v.34)
In w.13-35 two appearances are recorded in the same close, literary context:
(a) the appearance to Cleopas and his unnamed companion on the way to and
in Emmaus.
(b) the appearance to Simon (v.34).
Of these two, the appearance to Peter is important, especially in view of the
tradition-history, because there is a parallel to 1 Cor 15.3ff.» where Paul names
Peter as the first of the witnesses to whom Jesus appeared. This, however, is the
27
F. Hahn, op. oit.. pp. 376f.: 'This traditioncfthe esohatslpgical prophet is
already recognizable in the late Jewish tradition, and precisely in view of
Jesus' earthly life it manifestly attained great significance.
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case in none of the other Gospels. In Mark no appearances are mentioned at all.
In Matthew Jesus appears first to the two women at the tomb and then to the eleven
in Galilee: there is no reference to a special appearance to Peter. In John,
Jesus appears first to Mary Magdalene, although it ie Peter who is the first to
2Q
believe. w Luke (24.34) and Paul, however, agree that the first appearance of the
risen Lord was to Peter, though Luke, in the context of chapter 24, mentions it
only briefly in spite of Peter's eminence in Acts, only "in order to heighten the
dramatic effect on the reader of the developments arising from the Eramaus story
with its immediate consequence and its significance."'""' Thus, this verse (24.34)
has the effect of a deliberate correction. For, it interrupts the context of the
original story. The Greek shows that the phrase is a stylized one - a kind of
formalized creed, which has a close verbal similarity to 1 Cor 15.5, Ml OTL
Ky<f<x , fit* Tots KtX . It is, therefore,a justifiable
inference that this verse does not originally belong to the Emmaus story, but was
inserted later. Whether it was inserted by Luke or by an earlier hand is not
clear."50
23
About appearances to Peter in John, see: J.A. Bailey, op. cit., pp. 88ff.
P. Schubert, on. cit.. p. 169.
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cf. P. Schubert, op. cit.. p. 170: "At any rate 1 Cor 15.5ff. makes clear, at
least as far as the appearance to Peter is concerned, that Luke, with all the
freedom which he employs as a literary and theological interpreter, works with
traditional materials, some of which he must have been at pains to secure, and
some of wliioh we are lees able to classify as early or late, as ' reliable'1 or
'unreliable" . I am inclined to think that an older and simpler Emmaus
tradition circulated somewhere where Luke came to iaiow it as an independent
unit of tradition." "Similarly a separate, independent appearance story is
back of verse 3&r43» hut the datum that this appearance was 'to the eleven and
to those who were with them' (v.33) is Luke's own contribution, based on
separate information through tradition, to this literary context." Concerning
the problem of the discrepancy of the appearances stories in 1 Cor 15.3ff. and
Synoptic Gospels, see chapter 5.
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4) The motif of the proof from prophecy (w. 17-27, v.32, v.35a):
Verses 17-27, 32 and 35a, belongs to items, which were later, according to
31
P. Schubert, added to carry the motif of the "fulfilment of prophecy",' or proof
30 (contd.)
As regards the theological significance of the appearance at Kmmaus, one
could observe that no stress is laid on the significance of the appearance
itself. The accent lies on the "recognition scene" in Jesus' blessing,
breaking and giving the bread (v.31). Then the eyes of the two travellers,
which up to tills moment "had been held" from recognizing him (v. 16), "were
opened". P. Schubert (op. clt.. p. 172) considers that the Smtaaus story, as
Luke found it, ended with verse 31, which is a very effective and truly
dramatic climax of the recognition appearance. Recently, Hans D, B©tz ("The
Origins and Nature of Christian Faith According to the Kmmaus Legend,"
Interpretation 23, 1969, pp. 32ff., Geraan Version, in: ZeltTheolKirch. LXYI,
1969, pp. 7-21,) proposes that "the resurrected Jesus is present in the word-
event. In the framework of the legend, this is expressed by the fact that
Jesus 'appears' on the scene while the two disciples are discussing the events
in Jerusalem. This means: Jesus is present wherever there are people who
raise questions about him, who contemplate and. discuss his significance (Mat
13.20, 28.20, 1 Cor 14.24f.)... the mythological concepts intend to show that
the resurrected Jesus is present in his word and by his word as a partner
in a conversation." (p. 41) p.42: "The resurrected Jesus is present also
in the act of a common meal. It is interesting that in the legend the meal
is described as quite a normal evening meal, but beyond that it shows clear
signs of an interpretation as the Lord's Supper. This means that the
interpersonal event of a common meal is elevated to such an extent that it
is thought of as the principle occasion where the resurrected Jesus becomes
manifest as one who acts." Beta's interpretation of the Emmaus story is
quite unique in pointing to the fact that, in both the word-event and in -fee
meal, one has to deal with an interpersonal event, and his interpretation is
entirely oriented by existential interpretation of the Scripture anil belongs
to a so-called "language-event theology". This becomes clearer when he says
in the last part of his article: "The presence of Jesus manifests itself in
two basic phenomena: in the new self-understanding of the Christians and
in their existence as congregational group." (p. 46)
•2 4
cf. H. Conzelmann, op. cit.. p. 157. On 24.26, he writes (p. 150) "Lk
24.26, 46 sind lukanisch.es Schema des Schriftbeweises (vgl.17.3)" On
24.27, he writes (p.64) "Tritt die Kirch© mit dm Osteraeugnis vor die Welt,
muss si© dessen Wahrheit begrttndea. Das geschieht 1) durch den Verweis auf
die Augenzeugen: 1 Kor 15.3ff., Apg 1.22, 2.32, 3.15, 10.40f., 2) durch




from prophecy, which appears in the Empty Tomb story. P. Schubert's remarks on
this deserve consideration:
(a) Luke's proof-from-prophecy theology is the structural and material
element that produces the literary and the theological unity and climax of the
Gospel. On this point, the editorial devices which Luke employed are clearly
discernible. This proof from prophecy theology is Luke's central theological
idea throughout the two volume work, and the editor of the Gospel had no difficulty
or hesitancy in incorporating it into any materials he liked for the purpose.
(b) From this theological point of view, the stories of the empty tomb, or
the Emmaus and the Jerusalem appearances (w.36-43) > because of their climactic
significance were effective as a setting for his proof from prophecy theology.
Luke's indifference to the "point" of the traditional story of the empty tomb, and
his indirect admission that even appearances by themselves can be explained away,
are in his view compCLetely robbed of their force by the assurance that the attested
events of the life, death and resurrection of Jesus as the Christ are guaranteed
beyond doubt, by the long foretold and on-going prophecies which unfold in history
the "will and plan" of God, (cf. Act 2.23, 4.23, 13.26, 20.27).
(c) The clearly noticeable, progressive change which begins with the statements
of perplexity (v.4) and disbelief (v.11) and then progresses steadily from the
remembering of the words of Jesus (v.3) to the rebuke of disbelief and the first
explanation of scriptural prophecy (w.25-27), to the burning of hearts (v.32), to
the opening of minds to the understanding of the scriptures (w.44-46) to the
authorisation (of the twelve) as witnesses to these fulfilled events, which they are
to proclaim in Jesus' name to all nations (v.47f.), to the promise of power from
32
P. Schubert, op. cit.. pp. 173ff.
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above (the Holy Spirit) (v.49), and to return to Jerusalem with joy where they
continually praised God in the temple (w.52-53), - these stages represent a
literary climax of considerable effectiveness, resting upon and g-iving expression
to Luke's dominant theological conviction.
(d) This theological conviction is presented in its three successive
parts.
First: the angels at the empty tomb simply call to mind Jesus' own earlier
words on the subject, but they also add in a brief formula the main items of Luke's
version of the "Keiy-gaa" - passion, crucifixion and resurrection (w.5-3) (cf. 1 Cor
15.5-5).
Second: (w. 19-27): the primitive nature of the Enmiaus story prevents the
elaboration of the Lucan "Kerygma" beyond the death of Christ - this is furnished
in the early chapters of Acts (2.32»> , 3.13-21, 5.31) - but it is extended into
the past by including the mighty deeds and words "before God and all the people"
(v.19 cf. Act 1.21-25, 2.22ft., 10.36-39).
Third (w.44-49): 1) "all the scriptures" of v.27 are specified as Moses,
all the prophets and the psalms: 2) the kerygma includes the proclamation,
kypvyi, of repentance and forgiveness of sins in his name (cf. Act 5.31,
11.31, 20.21); 3) it is to go to all nations (e.g., Act 2.5, 10.35, 11.1,18, 17.26,
18.6, 23.23); 4) the "apostles" are to be the witnesses of these things (e.g. Act
1.3,22, 2.32, 10.39-41, 22.15, 26.16); and 5) the caning of the Holy Spirit is
promised (Act 1.2,5, 2.1-21, 19.2, 23.25).
5) Legend of the meal at Emmaus:
Regarding the legend of the meal at Emmaus, where Jesus emerges in the likeness
of the one who had once been among than but is now seen from a different perspective,
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which reveals for the first time the true meaning of hie life, readers could hardly
fail to call to mind the church's Eucharist, where, in the breaking of bread, hie
passion is recalled and his continuing, yet hidden, life is celebrated.''
Therefore, in this legend, the meal is described as quite a normal evening
meal} but beyond that it shows clear signs of an interpretation as the Lord's
Supper. The important thing is that the eyes of the disciples, till now "blind",
are "opened", and it is this "opening of the eyes", not the rite of breaking the
bread, that enables them to recognize JesuE of Nazareth (v.35). One could say
that the disciples realized that Jesus is a present reality in the act of eating
a common meal. Therefore, it is noticeable that the interpersonal event of a
common meal is elevated to such an extent that it is thought of as the principal
occasion on which the resurrected Jesus becomes manifest as the one who acts in
the early Christian community where this old Emmaus tradition circulated. According
to this legend, as well as other New Testament texts, the Lord's Supper is the
continuation of the saving events initiated by Jesus: Jesus has become identical
34
with the salvation-event and is presented in the act of the common meal. Easter
faith believes that what the name Jesus stands for is present in the interpersonal
event of true human fellowship.
Thus, it appears that in this tradition the Easter faith in the present reality
of Jesus, is located within the framework of the Church's Eucharist, though it is
33 t
cf. J. Jeremias (Die Abendmahlsworte Jesu. Gttttingen, 1960, ET: The Eucharistic
Words of Jesus. London, I960, pp. 119ff.) maintains that the meal might refer
to the eucharistic meal. Similarly, H. Conzelmann, Die Apostelgeechichte.
Tlibingen, 1963, p. 31, W. Grundmann, Das Evangelium nach Lukas. Berlin, 1963,
P. 477.
34
cf. E. Braun, "Der Sinn der neutestamentlichen Chrietologie": in: Gesammelte
Studien zum Neuen Testament und seiner Pawelt. Tlibingen, 1967, p. 282.
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not possible to say that this is Luke's particular contribution to the theology
of the resurrection, Luke's contribution is that he furnishes the Emmaus legend
with the climax which was entitled above, the "proof from prophecy4' (v.32: "They
said to each other, 'Did not our hearts burn within us while he talked to us on the
road, while he opened to us the scripture?'"). That is: by constructing the new
structure, by adding another climax, sc. the "proof from prophecy" to the original
climax, v.31» which might have been the ending of the EramauE legend, as Luke
found it, Luke intentionally robs the force of the original Emmaus legend and shifts
the dominant theme from an Easter-Eucharist-theology to the "proof from prophecy
theology". By doing so, Luke expresses his main theological concern with the
Easter faith: the events of the life, death and resurrection of Jesus as the
Christ are guaranteed beyond doubt, enough to make mens' hearts burn, by the long
foretold fulfilment of still valid prophecies.
V,31b: the miraculous disappearance of Jesus might indicate that, in
principle, Jesus is no longer present and accessible in the same way as he was on
the road to Smmaus or even during his lifetime. Prom the standpoint of the legend
of the original Emmaus story, the relationship of the Christian today to Jesus of
Nazareth is entirely different from any relationship a disciple could have had with
hie master during the life time of Jesus. Table-fellowship is the new way in which
the resurrected Jesus is present, according to the Binmaus legend, and now Luke
implies that Jesus is present where there are people who reflect about him, who
contemplate and discuss his significance in view of the proof from prophecy, the
Scripture, the "will and plan" of God.
6) The mediator of the meaning of the Scripture (w.25-27, v.32, w.44-43)
The interesting thing is that Luke seems to think of Jesus not only as the
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fulfilment of the entire Scripture, but also as the mediator of its meaning as
whole (w,25-27: v.27b: "he interpreted to them in all the Scriptures the things
concerning himself." v.32: "Did not our hearts bum within us while he talked to
us on the road, while he opened to us the Scriptures?" cf. v.7). The theme is
continued in Lk 24.44-48. In the first phase of the discussion on the road to
Emmaus, Jesus is the "partner" who raises questions. In the further course of the
discussion, he becomes the one who "teaches" and "uncovers" ignorance and unbelief
on the part of the disciples. It appears that after Pentecost, the Holy Spirit,
by which the church is equipped for the missionary task, takes the place of Jesus
as the mediator of Scripture. Luke may thus he indicating that Scripture belongs
35
to the Church, for she is in possession of the correct interpretation. At the
stage of Lk 24, however, before ascension and Pentecost, Luke, in view of the way
he lias constructed Acts, is not ready to refer to the Holy Spirit. This may he
the reason why the risen one appears as the mediator of Scripture. In this way
Luke foreshadows the function of Scripture in the Church.
7) "Those who were with" (v.33)
An examination of the short phrase "those who were with" the eleven (v.33 of.
v.10 v,24a) may yield some insight into Luke's redactional views.
Here, Luke carefully uses the phrase because he already has in mind the idea
which he develops in his account of the "election" of Matthias (act 1.15-26). This
account is of thematic importance throughout acts. It establishes the significance
of the twelve;Matthias is chosen, to fill the place of Judas Iscariot, "as one of
the men who have been going with us all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and
out among us beginning from the baptism of John until the day when he was taken up
35
cf. H. Conzelmann, op. cit,, pp. 207ff.
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from us." Thus he could "become with us a witness to his resurrection" (Act 1.21f.).
As P. Schubert argues, however, the phrase could also be interpreted to mean
that the Lucan phrases (24.9,10 and 33) are an expression of the author's judgement,
based on the information which had came his way, that there were a great many appearances
to individuals, to smaller, larger and mixed groups. "In this general respect Luke
gives a total picture similar to Paul's in 1 Cor 15.5-a-36 Since one can find
evidence throughout Luke-Acts that the author's way of working and composing is to
fit larger units of tradition as well as mall fragments of information diligently
collected directly into his account, and to make them subservient to his overall
literary intentions and theological purposes, it is not impossible to conjecture that
the phrase in question is one of these snail fragments which could just imply such
37
a list of appearances as P. Schubert suggests.
E. The appearance to the disciples (Lk 24.36-49)
Various scenes follow in close succession. While they were teaching (late in
the evening of the first day of the week and still in Jerusalem), Jesus appeared
among them. They were startled and frightened, supposing that what they saw was a
ghost, Jesus now asks why the disciples are so troubled. He shows them his hands
and his feet and tells than to touch him, pointing out that a spirit has neither
flesh nor bones. The reaction of the disciples is a twofold one. On the one
36
P. Schubert, op. cit,. p. 170.
37
P. Schubert, op. cit.. pp. 170f.: "As an historian Luke no doubt modelled
himself on the Old Testament (LXX) and, chiefly, on Greek historiography. As
a theologian he in fact must be regarded as one of the most theologically
minded among the Hew Testament authors." "... in hie whole two-volume work he
gives coherent and effective, even systematic and certainly conscious expression
to a -type of theology which was becoming increasingly popular in the Hellenistic
Christian Churches of the late first century A.D. This type of thinking may
be regarded as Biblical or Biblicistic...."
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Vinn.i they are overjoyed, on the other they still do not believe and are astonished.
For the second time, one might ask how this fits in with the belief attested in
24.34. Jesus now asks whether they have anything to eat. They give him broiled
fish and he eats it in their presence. One is not told what the reaction of the
disciples was, but they are now apparently convinced. The teaching of Jesus in
w.44-49 is, in certain respects, similar to that given already to the disciples
on the road, to Emmaus. It closes with a missionary charger repentance and the
forgiveness of sins is to be preached in the name of Christ among all peoples,
beginning at Jerusalem. The disciples are to be witnesses and Jesus premises them
the gift of power from on high. Until then they are to stay in Jerusalem.
1) The third appearance (w.36-43)
The passage (w.36-43) contains the third appearance in the Emaaus legend. It
is significant that, in this story, the question of the nature and significance of
the appearance itself is explicitly raised and answered. The doubt of the beholders
that they saw a mere TTvevj/C. , C <j>KV TofSjAX f J) tfcien : v.37), is
dispelled by Jesus' offering his hands and feet to their sight and touch, and then,
to clinch the matter (w.41-42), he eats a piece of broiled fish before their eyes,
The parallels in John 33, 19-20, 27 and 21.5, 9-13 perhaps confirm the conclusion
38
that Luke 24.36-43 ic almost entirely a popular and late tradition. The early
Christians, as implied in this tradition found themselves having to confute the
33
cf. P. Schubert, op. cit.. p. 172.
It appears from Jn 20.19-23> that John knows Luke's Gospel, for the similarity
to Ik 24.36-43 is too great to be accidental. Luke is, in fact, John's source
here. This is to be emphasized in opposition to R. Bultmann, who overlooks
Luke's role as a source for John, and attributes Jn 20.19-23, as well as the
following pericope, to the running source which he postulates for John, Loisy
(L'Evangile selon Luc. Paris, 1924) does not see John as here dependent on Luke,
but rather as drawing on John. This position is dependent on his view that John
is an earlier gospel than Luke, and hence was not known to the third evangelist,
but as the anointing pericope once and for all demonstrates, this view of the
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judgement that the appearances of Jesus were phantasmagorical. And there can be
no doubt that Luke shared in appreciation of traditions which expressed "this
39
massive historiciaing and naturalistic theology". Luke shows this clearly else¬
where, Act 10.39-41: 'h^nd we are witnesses to all that he did in the country of
the Jews and in Jerusalem... God raised him on the third day and made him manifest,
not to all the people but to us who were chosen by God as witnesses, who ate and
drank with him after he rose from the dead." There is, at least, one umisstadcable
reference here (v.41a) to Luke 24.47-48, though the phrase "we ate and drank with
him" could at best be regarded only as a loose inference from Lk 24.36-43 or from
Lk 24 30.
The only appearance story in which a few of the disciples are reported as
having eaten with the risen Lord oan be found in John 21.1-14, while Luke 13.23-27
obviously a late perlcope, half dialogue and half parable, contains the phrase, put
into the mouth of some followers of Jesus, "We ate and drank in your presence, and
you taught in our street." (13.26).
Nevertheless, the entire complex of data, which must, somehow, be related,
40
hardly allows of a neat, clear-out and complete genetic or literary explanation.
38 (Contd.)
chronology of the gospel, is not justified by the evidence of their contents.
Grant (P.C. Grant, "Was the Author of John dependent upon the Gospel of Luke?"
JournBibLit. LVT, 1937, p. 301) regards Lk 24.37, 39-43 as a gloss derived almost
exclusively from Jn 20f., but this view, which lacks manuscript support, is
surely less convincing than that which holds that the similarities are due to
John's drawing on Luke. AH one can say is that "either John knew another
tradition strikingly parallel to Lk 24.36-46, or he was so impressed by the Lucan
passage that he used it as the basis of not one but two parallel incidents in his
gospel." (J.A. Bailey, op. cit., p. 95) P.A.V. 3tempvoort( "Interpretation of
the Ascension in Luke and Acts", NTStud. 5, 1953-59. pp. 30-90) draws attention
to Luke's realistic interpretation (cf. Acts 1.9-11).
39
cf. P. Schubert, op. cit.. p. 172.
cf. P. Schubert, op. cit.. p. 173.
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As for the motifs of this appearance legend, one might draw attention to the
motif of the missionary charge of the risen Lord, and the motif of the resurrection
. 41
or, in other words, the apologetic motif.
The account of the appearance itself (w.36-43) is probably left essentially
A O
unchanged by Luke,t£" but quite without any transition Luke tacks onto it the words
of the risen Lord with their proof from prophecy theology (w.44-49). Thereby,
Luke shows that the epoch which culminates in the death and resurrection of Jesus
of Nazareth, whose meaning Scripture unfolds, must now give way to the epoch of
the preaching of repentance for the forgiveness of sins. That point on the line
of "sacred history", which is the time of the church, now been reached, and the
apostles, armed with the authority of those alone who have encountered the risen
Christ, are ready to receive the enabling power of the spirit sent from God on high
to confirm them in their missionary work (Lk 24.49).
2) Missionary charge"
In Lk 24.36-49, much is reminiscent of the end of Matthew's missionary charge
(though in Luke this is given in Jerusalem and in Matthew on the mountain in Galilee)
With these verses, however, Luke brings an entirely new line of thought into
connection with the words about mission, that is, the early Christian mission is
founded, not only on Jesus' command, but also on Old Testament prophecy.
4.1
cf. P. Schubert, on. cit.. p. 175.
P. Schubert, on. cit.. p. 175.
43
H, Conzelmann, op. cit., p. 221, on 24.49, Conselmann says that "Das Wort Vater
steht viel seltner in den Alten Quellen Q, und Markus als in der spStesten
Ocliicht, der Redaktion des Hatth&us und Lukas," and on Lk 22.29 he says that
"Wie mir mein Vater das Reich vermachte..Ms handelt sich urn eine sphte
Bildung innerhalb der lukanischen Abendmahlsgespr&che, Sp&t ist auch Lk
24.49, ein Wort des Auferstandenen."
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F. Hahh^ draws particular attention to the connection of Lk 24.47 with Mk
13.10. Hie view to that in v.44 Luke possibly adopts the 461 from Hark 13.10,
... ore Sel mvxtx tdc pefpYjJpZvtH lv r<p vSjju) Mv'usecos
(Lk 24.44), but gives it a different sense, because Luke uses the term freed from
its apocalyptic setting and transfers it to the pattern of prophecy and fulfilment.
The noun, 6W]rf£M0V , in Mk 13.10, which Luke often avoids, is dropped in
this passage; too. Luke adopts Hypux§*j WL — eiS jroitfr<< W edvy
in v.47 from lark 13.10, but eni Tip Ovojmtl od/ToD jj^XUVOlUV Hod
fyesiv otjrtpvcodv is new. Coreeming pevkvoux Hahn holds -feat the idea is
45
given more weight in Luke than in Mark and Hatthew. Matthew uses it mainly when
it is provided for him in the traditional material. Mark, however, has put it at
the beginning of the preaching of John the Baptist, Jesus himself, and his disciples
(cf. Jfic 1.4, 1.15, 6.12). Luke relates the idea of i/€xkvOM (v.47) to
Jesus'* message, particularly to missionary preaching. Therefore, repentance is
necessary for both the Jews and the Gentiles. SinoewiiK'in his (i.e. Jesus') name"
Luke expresses the presence of Christ,"''^ the idea fits into v.47. With the
pericope, w.47-49, Luke is already introducing the theme of Acts, for v.49 deals
with staying in Jerusalem till the Holy Spirit is poured out; w.47 and 43 show
the idea of the mission going out from Jerusalem and the idea of jjuprupeS
Therefore, one might say that here, in 24.47ff.» Luke expresses his view of the
mission programmatically as is the case also in Mt 24.14.
44 F. Haha, Das /erst&ndnis der Mission im ileuen Testament. Neukirchen, 1963, ET:
Mission in the New Testament. London, 1965, pp. 130f.
45
EaLn* op. cit.. p. 131.
^ H. Conaelmann, op. cit.. pp. 177f.
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F. The Ascension of the risen Jesus
Jesus leads the disciples out to Eethany. There he lifts up his hands and
blesses them and then departs from them. Some manuscripts add the sentence,
y&L Xfeijiepe TO dls TOV OUfXXVOV (v.51),47 (e.g., f>7s ,
)\ j ). The disciples return to Jerusalem with great joy and are
continually to be found in the temple praising God. Thus, in these passages, the
ascension of Christ, his enthronement as the heavenly king, coalesces with his
resurrection, both belong to Easter day. Luke, however, in the preface to the book
of Acts, refers to the ascension, and places the ascension at "forty days" remove
from the resurrection, and depicts it in terms of time and space as a separate
event (Acts 1.3 and 9,12). The incongruity of Luke's two accounts of the ascension
constituted a grave offence to the critics, who frequently succumbed to the
harmonizing tendency of numerous ancient manuscripts by choosing to reject either
Luke 24.50-53 in whole or in part, or Acts 1.1-11 in whole or in such parts as
verse 3 and verses 9-11. However, with the shift that has taken place of late in
Lucan studies, whereby Luke "the historian" has had to yield to Luke "the theologian
As regards )&i ToV ovpoLYoV : The criticism of this
text is very difficult. One may assume that the old harmonizing tendency
tended to omit these words, on the grounds that it was impossible to have two
versions of the Ascension. P.A. Van Stempvoort argues that stylistically, the
omission of these words disturbs the order of the sentences in Luke 24.50-53,
referring*J. Jeremias (op. cit., pp. 74f.). Jeremlas says that "In V.50 und.
V.52f. erfolgt die Schilderung in zweigliedrigen S&tzen, die gleiche Struktur
ist auch ftir 51 zu erwarten." ¥. Michaelis (Die Krscheinungen des
Auferstandenen. Basel, 1944, p.. 89) says that "ein zweigliedriger Satz in
24.51 w&re (anders als in 24.50 und 52f.) durchaus unproportioniert." P.A.V,
Stempvoort, however, holds that "The shorter ascension of the text in my
opinion ia the result of misunderstanding, harmonizing tendencies and a lack
of feeling for Luke's style." (P.A.V. Stempvoort, op. cit.. p. 36.)
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cf sacred history", there has been an increasing readiness in some quarters to accept
the integrity both of the longer text of Luke 24.50-53 and of Acts 1.1-11, and to




In view of the systematic locating of the whole course of events in Jerusalem,
and of the consistent omission of Bethany on the one band, and of the function of
the Mount of Olives on the other, which could represent "the" mountain in the
passion, one could conclude that Luke 24.50-53 is not an original part of the Gospel.
Luke's original account of the ascension seems rather to be in Acts 1, even if it
49
is amplified by an interpolation.
Whether the mention of the ascension derives from Luke or is a later addition
is still a disputed and open question, but apart from this problem, it should be
noticed that there are sane specific theological motifs in this final passage which
must not be overlooked.
The word &^rjjrKjr£l/ (v.50) is significant. As H. ConaeLnann rightly
points out, Luke emphasizes Christ's being kv tw in
50
his theological geography of Jerusalem. But, after the death and resurrection
40
cf. E. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 47f.
49
cf. H. Conzelmann, op. cit.. p. 94. Against this: cf. P. Schubert, op. cit..
p. 169: "This last statement (w.50-53) ic the direct and explicit transition,
in form and content, to the second volume. In it are gathered up favourite terms,
phrases and ideas which occur through the whole work: euKoftiv occurs
fourteen times in the gospel (six times in the 'infancy stories' and four times
in chapter 24) and twice, thematically in Act 3.25f., is characteristically
used in the gospel (eight times) and in Acts (four times), TTttfpyerax. in Acts(five times) is closely related to Luke's use of xvfk , for ttkytos
see Act 3.25, 10.2 and many direct or paraphrastic synonyms. To L&PoU is
strikingly prominent throughout the two volumes."
50
cf. H. Conzelmann, op. cit.
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of Christ, Luke emphasizes: "He led them out," (v.47). However, the "beginning"
is still in the "temple" and the "town" (v.52), "and they were continually in the
temple blessing God," (v.53).
51
So, one could say that, in Luke 24.50-53» be is in the region of the temple.
It has been maintained by some interpreters that the blessing of the departing
Christ is the blessing of a priest. Considering this allusion more attentively,
P. Stempvoort makes it clear that the elliptical usage, "lifting up hie hands", is
image of a priest blessing. Purthermore, P. Stempvoort indicates that the eulogia
of Christ corresponds to the eulogia of the ecclesia parva. If that is so, one
could say that this is a detailed reference to the "region of the temple".
As to the literary background of this description of the last Christophany,
e.g., A. Schlatter, Das Evaugelium Lukas. Stuttgart, 1931» "Im Tempel beginnt
die Ge&hichte, die der Evangelist erzhhlt .... D®a entspricht der letzte Satz
des Evangeliums, nach dem die JUnger im Tempel auf das Wirken des Christus im
Geiet warten.." cf. D. Daube, The Hew Testament and Rabbinic Judaism. London,
1956, p. 234: "Its (the priestly blessing) introduction here nay have something
to do with the fact that Luke, at the close of the Gospel, takes his readers back
to the Ttsmple where his story began. He may wish to indicate that, for the believers,
the service from now on had a new meaning."
P.A.V. Stempvoort, op, cit.. p. 34. Similarly, SPB II, p. 64, A. Schlatter, op.
cit.. p. 459, and D. Daube, op. cit.. p. 231.
53
cf. H.W. Beyer, SLW, II, p. 756, n. 11: "die innere Beziehung von Segen des
Priesters und Hymnus der Gemeinde, wie sie auch sehr schbn in Sir 50:22 zum
Ausdruck kommt..
cf. J. Hempel, Die althebr&ische Llteratur und ihr liellonisticch-JDdieches
Hachleben. Potsdam, 1930, pp. 32f.
53
Sir 50 provides a parallel.
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1 ir 50.20: tot* xtf X6tj>txs oturou irl -rnkxttv kKt^yjxiaiv
vlu)V Ixpujk SoDml zuKojixv xirpiou ex yetKecov oojtoU.
21: Xotl eu orif/«TC wvtoD woyjsKsJxL xoil kfeurefusav '
6v i\f>oxK\jvfeci bi\L^n<s9xL rjy euXoyt'oiv mxjoy vijjCxrou.
22: Tov j/6yu\t< ffoLovvW irxxrij rov ti\j/ouyzb(. yjj^e^xs
kx y^Tpys Hdi TTOLOU^TO( Js6$' fjjjcov Xi/M To ekeoS kOtoV.
The image, which one finds in Sir50: the full image of a blessing priest and
a responding congregation, is restored to Luke 24 through the words nPofXvv^ayvTes
oturev . The kl/j>poxu yj of Sir 50 finds correspondence in the Xotj>0(
(v.52)?4
Besides the relation of Luke 24.50-53 and Sir 50.20-22, whereby the intention
of this concluding passage can be clarified, it Bhould also be noticed that euXojrety
is used at the beginning and end of the Gospel: 1.42, 62, 2.23, 34 and 24.30, 50,
51, 53. In the first chapters obviously one is "in the region of the temple."
Thus, one could say that the Gospel is finished with the same image with which it
began. At the end, however, there is a priest really blessing, a finished Leitourgia.
Thus, one could say that in the last chapter of the Gospel, the writer, whoever
he is, gives a version of his theology of the ascension. With the tools of the Old
55
Testament and the forms of the "old biblical tradition", the editor moulds the
last Christophany into the splendid vision of Christ as a "blessing priest". To
54
P.A.V. Stempvoort, op. cit., p. 35s "The conclusion of Luke's Gospel is one of
his most beautiful 'Septuagintalisms'." The verdict cf. R. Bultmann, op. cit..
p. 286: "Similarly Lk 24.50-53 Jesus' farewell is also a literary creation, which
L like :iay have had on hand. The Ascension was not yet recounted as a legend by
the Synoptics."
55
E. Stauffer, die Theolo^ie des Neuen Testaments. Gtttersloh, 1948, p. 5.
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use Stauffer's expression, the editor gives at the end of his Gospel a "doxological"
56
interpretation of the ascension.
2) Acts 1.9-11:
As to the problem of the genuineness of Acts 1.9-11, together with Acts 1.1-3,
57
12-23,there is no definite answer.
eg
E. Stauffer, op. cit.. pp. 117f. Stauffer distinguishes doxological,
antagonistical and soteriologieal forms of interpretation. See also P.A.V.
Stempvoort, op. cit.. p. 37.
^ About Literary-criticism on Acts 1.2-12: (i) Those who understand the
passages as later editorial addition: E. Meyer, Ursprung und AnfSnge dee
Christentums. Bd. I, Stuttgart, 1920, pp. 34f. E. Norden, Agnostos Theos.
Leipzig, 1913, pp. 312f. M. Goguel, Introduction au NT. Paris, 1922-26,
pp. 136f. E. Eirsch, Die iiuffcgstehunga^esclilchten und der clxristliche Glaube.
Ttibingen, 1939 , 3>. 4f. W.G. Klimrae1, "Das Urchristentum", Theolftund. 17,
1943-1949, pp. 9ff. II.W. Beyer, Die npostelgeschichte, p. 10, 0. Bauernfeina,
Die Apostelgeschichte, Gftttingen, 1959, pp. 17-24. (ii) Those who oppose
(i):P.J. JacJffion-K. Lake, The 3eKinningsof Christianity. 5 vols., London,
1920-1933, II. pp. 135f. V. pp. 1-7. M, Dibeliue, Aufg&tze our Apostel/^schlchte.
Gttttingen, 1951, p. 165. (iii) Those who maintain the genuineness of the text:
A. Loisy, Les Acts des Ap6tres. Paris, 1920, p. 143-145.
P. Victor Larranaga( L'nscension de Notre Seigneur dans le N.T., Roma-Paris,
1933) tries to harmonize Luke 24.50-53 and Acts 1. cf. MS. Englin, "The
Ascension Story", JournBibLit. 1928, pp. 60-73. H. Sahlin( Per Messias und
das GottesvoIk:. Uppsala, 1945, pp. 1-62 (esp. p. 11-p. 13) ) suggests that
the original text of the Gospel of Luke and Acts was not separated, and it
was only when the Canon of the Hew Testament war established that the text
was divided into two books. The ending of Luke (Lk 24.50-53) and the beginning
of Acts (Acts 1.1-5) were the results of the editorial manipulation at that
time. This hypothesis is supported by Ph-II ilenoud, "Semarques our les
textes de 1'Ascension dans Luc-Acts, in: Heutestamentliche Studien fttr II.
Bultmann. Berlin, 1954, p. 143-p.156: According to his understanding, Luke
24.49 followed on from Acts 1.6 originally, for the following reasons: (i)
Luke 24.50-53-Acts 1.1-5 contain some elements which conflict with Lucan
style: e.g. kltkfxs rSs xtZfHts , is used only once in Hew Testament
(1 Tfca 2.8) in connection with prayer. T*Kp\f>to\> J brtxo.vopeiL ,
appear only once in the New Testament. ou ptrk noMtcs ■■■■ fyeptts
occurs Acts 1.5, but in Luke 1.5 - JMt' ou rrt>y\ks ypkptxs
(ii) Acts 1.4 is direct narration. Acts 1.5 is indirect narration, (iii) The
contents of Luke 24.50-53 are a summary of Acts 1.9-11, 2.46-47. This
hypothethis is supported by E. Trocm6, Le 'Llvre derActes' et l'histoire. Paris,
1957.
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Leaving this problem open, however, what is important is whether there is a
conflict between the two ascension interpretations.
The ascension text of Acts 1 begins in v.9. Here one has a very realistic
interpretation of the ascension, t pXtrovrvV OtvT&v,
(cf. Lk 24.36f.).
P.A.V, Stempvoort indicates that the verb, imeX»fj/30(U(jj is to be translated
"to take up (and carry away)" as Liddell and Scott"^ suggests. If one follows
Stempvoort's translation, the meaning of the verse might be: "a cloud took him up
by getting under him (and so took him) out of their sight". And, therefore, the
cloud is not a cloud hiding a mystery but a cloud which, like a charriot, carries
Jesus to heaven. There are possible connections here with Genesis 5.24 and II
Kings 2.9-12, where the cloud is missing, with Hoses and the cloud Exodus 19.9,
Psalms 99.7 and other texts, and perhaps with the transfiguration (Lk 9.28ff.).
Besides these, the image of the cloud as the means of supernatural abduction in
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Hellenistic culture could also be considered as the background of the verse.
But what is most important here is "the author's own theology based on the pattern
of the old biblical tradition in the widest sense",that is, the Christian-Jewish
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formation of religious images, rather than the image of the cloud as a "Hyth".
Luke uses images for vrriting history and takes an image from the background of the
Christian-Jewish formation of religious images.
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E.G. Liddel and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, Oxford, 1939, Vol. I, p. 1886 ,
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cf. ThW, IV. pp. 906f.
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P.A.V. Steapvoort, op. cit., p. 33.
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P.A.V. Stempvoort says (op. cit.. p. 33) that "Luke gives something quite different
from the literary form of a myth. As Grotius rightly said: 'Elias in coelum
vectus in turbine (2 leg 2. I. II) - Chrlstue in nube placida'."
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The same sort of "realisa" is also to be observed in the word o(T6Vt^co
(v.10), of which the meaning is to "look intently", to "gaze", to "stare". The
tense and diction of the sentence, the periphrastic imperfect and the participium
praesens of TTOf — , may underline the movement of the going away of Christ. It
is, however, useless to search for a "source" of these sentences. The editor
moulds the last Christophany in his own way, unafraid of standing in a literary
tradition and of using that tradition for his own literary purposes. The purpose
of his interpretation is well expressed also by the "men dresEed in white" (v.11).
Here the irrevocability of the separation is stressed, and the future return of the
Lord, in the same mode as he departed, means for the present Church, their
returning to Jerusalem to do what he had commanded (v.12, cf. v.8).
It, therefore, appears that the second interpretation of the ascension is
totally different from the first, the doxological one. One might refer to it,
like Stempvoort as "the ecclesiastical and historical interpretation, with the
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accent on the work of the spirit in the church." Thus, making the transition
from the epoch of Jesus, which reaches its climax in his death and resurrection,
cf. P.A.V. Stempvoort, op. cit., p. 33, H. Conzelmann (op. cit.. p. 204) points
out the twofold meaning of the ascension in Luke: (i) The ascension as the act
of exaltation, from which time Jesus is at the right hand of God, and his
appearances now are from heaven, (ii) The ascension as a parallel to the parousia.
Thus, it has its place in the sequence of redemption history as the penultimate
stage in Jesus' course. The parousia is still to come. In the meantime the
Church lives on earth, waiting and suffering - but in possession of the spirit.
Therefore, in this sense, for Luke the story of the ascension is the introduction
to his second volume, (cf. A.M. Ramsey, The Resurrection of Christ. London,
1946, p. 79: "For Luke, history and theology are one, and if he shows us less
than does Mark of the resurrection as a eupraliistorical coming of the day of
the Lord, he draws out instead the important truth that in the resurrection one
epoch of history, human and divine, reaches its climax and another epoch lias
its beginning.")
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to the new epoch of the Church, by his "realistic" or "historical" interpretation
of the ascension, the editor of the book claims that the Church must live now, not
out of the continuous presence of Jesus, but out of the energizing presence of
63
the spirit sent from God in heaven. "Just as the Ascension marks the close of
the history of Jesus and the inauguration of the new era of the Church and the
Spirit, so also, as token and pledge of the Parousia (v.11), does it point the
church forward to the triumphant consummation of her history."^'
Therefore, one might draw the following conclusion: The first interpretation
is a doxoiogy in the refined style of worship, the second shows Luke's "modern
approach," historical Interpretation, leading into the future, and so also into
the history of the Church, Thereby the account answers the question of the
community: why did the Christophanies end? Why did the end not come? Why hold
fast to Jerusalem whore the prophets were killed? These questions the editor
answero with the help of the old tradition about Christophanies.
6.3 Summary
A. Empty tOnb story (Lk 24-1—11)
1) Luke noticeably diminishes the interest in the empty tomb as providing
by itself direct or even inferential evidence for the fact of Jesus' resurrection.
2) Luke transforms the account about "Galilee" into a reminiscence of Galilee;
the angels refer to a prophecy, made by Jesus while he was still in Galilee,
regarding what would occur in Jerusalem, his passion and resurrection there (Lk 24.26).
Here, one encounters one of Luke's special themes: Jerusalem must be the centre for
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II. Anderson, op. cit.. p. 43.
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H. Anderson, op. cit.. p. 43.
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P.A.V. Stempvoort, on. cit.. p. 42.
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the accomplishment of God's plan of salvation and the base for the mission to the
Gentiles.
5) In the passage, w.6(b)-10, the so called "fulfilment of prophecy" or "the
proof from prophecy" motif, in its particularly Lucan form,is prominent.
B. Lk 24.12:
This verse is most probably an interpolation on the basis of John's account.
A scribe who thought that the reference to the disciples' having gone to the tomb
in Lk 24.24 required mention of the event, when it occurred, used for this purpoee
a synopsis constructed from memory of an incident from John, or it may be that Jn
20,5-10 and tk 24.12 are both making excerpts from a common source.
C. Smmaus story (Lk 24.13-35)
1) The intention of the story is not to bring bare historical facts to one'e
knowledge in an objective way, but it has entirely to do with the Easter faith and
its theological implications,
2) V.14, v.15a, w.17-27, v.32, v.35a: These verses belong to Luke's
editorial work. The tradition history of the passage, w.19-27» however, is
rather complicated. The idea of Jesus as the eschatological prophet like Moses
possibly reaches back to the early Palestinian stratum of the New Testament tradition.
Concerning the question, however, how far Luke preserves in the passage the original
material, complete certainty is not possible. All one can say is that Luke here
preserves very early material, which conveys the idea of the eschatological prophet,
and that he reconstructs the story according to his theologumenon, concerning the
true, scriptual interpretation of Jesus as the suffering Christ, sc. the proof from
prophecy theology.
3) The appearance to Peter (v.34)J This verse did not originally belong to
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the Eomaus story, but was inserted later. However, whether it was inserted by
Luke or by an earlier hard.is not clear.
4) V.17-27, v.32 and v.35a, belong to the motif of the proof from
prophecy.
(i) This proof from prophecy theology is Luke's central theological idea and
the structural and material element that produces the literary and theological unity
and climax of the Gospel.
(ii) The stories of the empty tomb, of the Etamaus and the Jerusalem appearances,
because of their climactic significance, are effective as a setting for the proof
from prophecy theology.
Luke's contribution to the Emaaus legend is typically exemplified in the
redactional addition, v.32. Here, he furnishes the Emmaus legend with a climax
which conveys the proof from prophecy theology. Thereby, Luke deliberately shifted
the dominant theme of the story from an Easter eucharist theology, which was the
theme of the original form of the tradition, into the proof from prophecy theology.
5) The mediator of the meaning of the Scripture (w.25-27, v.32, w.44-48):
After Pentecost, the Holy Spirit takes the place of Jesus as the mediator of
Scripture. By making this transposition, Luke may be indicating that Scripture
belongs to the Church, for she is in possession of the correct interpretation. At
the stage of Lk 24, before ascension and Pentecost, Luke, in view of the construction
of Luke-Acts, is not ready to refer to the Holy Spirit.
6) "Those who were with" (v.33):
There are two different interpretations of this phrase:
(i) Luke carefully uses the phrase because he already has in mind the idea
which he develops in his account of the "election" of Matthias (Acts 1.25-26).
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(ii) The phrase could, be a pointer to the author's judgement, based on the
information which had come his way, that there were a great many appearances to
individuals, to smaller, larger and mixed groups. And, in view of the author's
way of working and composing, it is not impossible to conjecture that the phrase
in question is one of these small fragments which might just iaply such a list of
appearances.
D. The appearance to the disciples (Lk 24.56-49)
1) The tliird appearance (w.36-43)
This pericope is almost entirely a popular and late tradition. The early
Christian, as implied in this tradition, found himself having to confute the
judgement that the appearances of Jesus were phantasmagonical.
The account is left essentially unchanged by Luke; however, Luke tacks on to
it the words of the risen Lord which again contain the proof from prophecy theology
(w.44-49).
2) This pericope is reminiscent of Matthew's missionary charge. However,
Luke brings an entirely new line of thought into connection with the words about
mission: mission is founded not only on Jesus' command, but also on Old Testament
prophecy.
E. The Ascension of the risen Jesus (Lk 24,50-53)
1) Luke 24.50-53:
This pericope is not an original part of the Gospel. Luke's original account
of the ascension seems rather to be in Acts 1.9-11.
(i) The pericope is connected to the region of the temple.
(ii) Sir 50 belongs to the literary background of this pericope.
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(iii) The writer of this pericope gives a version of his theology of the
ascension making use of the Old Testament (LXX) and its literary forme. The
writer offers here a doxological interpretation, of the ascension.
2) Acts 1.9-11:
This may be termed the ecclesiastical and historical interpretation, with
the accent on the work of the spirit in the Church.
The first interpretation (Lk 24.50-53) is a doxology in the refined style of
worship, the second shows Luke's historical interpretation leading into the future,
and so also into the history of the church.
A brief look at the fourth Gospel
Although this study is limited to the investigation of the Easter texts of the
Synoptic Gospels and 1 Corinthians 15, perhaps it is appropriate to refer, at this
point, that is at the close of our examination of Luke, to the Easter texts of the
fourth evangelist as a mall appendix, for his interests are, while similar, none¬
theless distinctive. It is the distinctive contribution of the evangelist to the
Easter tradition that he concentrates on an interpretation of the ascension.
John 20.19-23 provides a clue to the peculiar theme of the evangelist. The
account is both similar and dissimilar to the parallel in Luke (Lk 24.36ff.). Both
John and Luke note the following points: (l) A band of disciples (most probably
the apostolic band without Thomas) gathered on the first day of the week. (2) The
risen Jesus stresses the reality of his body as the proof of his identity (Jn 20.20,
Lk 24.39ff. The mention of the pierced side in John may refer to the passage, Jn
19.34, which has a symbolic aspect.). (3) A commissioning of the disciples
(Jn 20.21, Lk 24.47f. The passage, "as the Father lias sent me, even so I send you",
shows the Johannine formulation.). (4) The bestowal of the power to forgive sins
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.is referred to in both Gospels (Jn 20.23, Hi 24.47).
Yet, in spite of these common features, the fourth Gospel differs markedly
from Luke, for in John the risen Jesus inaugurates the new creation by himself
breathing on the disciples the Holy Spirit (Jn 20.22-23), which recalls the breathing
of life into man by God at the creation (Gn 2.7). Luke, on the other hand, before
he mentions the pouring out of the spirit, viz. Pentecost, places the "ascension"
as an event, which closes a period of forty days of appearances. The ascension is
then followed by Pentecost. Thus, there is in the fourth gospel a version parallel
with Luke's account of the origin of the spirit in the Church, in which it is evident
that there is no place for the ascension nor Pentecost in Luke's sense.
The problem becomes clearer, if one views Jn 20.22-23 in the light of Jn 7.39b,
"As yet the Spirit had not been given, because Jems was not glorified", for the
passage explains that for the fourth evangelist the exaltation, viz. the ascension,
is identical with the pouring out of the spirit. In the fourth evangelist's mind,
there is no clear distinction nor any chronological distance betwean the pouring out
of the spirit and the ascension of the risen Jesus as there is in kike's account.
A brief examination of the verse, 20.17b, may elucidate the problem more
extensively. The passage, v. 17, resembles the synoptic tradition, in so far as a
crucial message is to be conveyed by a woman to the disciples; however, this is
altogether different in content and is closely related to the evangelist's
interpretation of the Easter event and contains a motif which is discernible throughout
the Gospel. Whereas Mark (and Matthew) mentions that the risen Jesus goes before
them into Galilee (Mk 16.3, Mt 28.7) and Luke alters this to a reminder of what Jesus
had said in Galilee about the necessary crucifixisn and resurrection of the Son of
man (ik 24.6ff.) particularly according to his motif, sc. "fulfilment of prophecy"
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or "the proof from prophecy" motif, which is prominent in his two books, the fourth
evangelist mentions that the risen Jesus is "ascending" to their common father and
God. "Do not hold me, for I have not yet ascended to the Father but go to my
brethren and say to them, I am ascending to my Father and your Father, to my God
and your God." (Jn 20.17). With the term (cf, Jn f.13» 6.62),
the theme of "exaltation" to the father become s an emphatic ingredient of the
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evangelist's interpretation of the resurrection. Therefore, it is noted that
the evangelist understands the resurrection in terms of the exaltation, sc. the
ascension, which is identical with the pouring out of the spirit. Professor Hugh
Anderson takes up this point clearly in his article, "The Easter Witness of the
fry
Evangelists". According to H. Anderson, for the evangelist the way of Jesus is
from the first the way to the fattier, a way that has to be travelled through
suffering and death towards "that day" when he will have reached hie heavenly-
glory by the father's side, and the father will be able to bestow his power and
blessing on men (cf. Jn 14.26, 20.19). Therefore, in this sense, the redactional
passage, v.17, in which the evangelist proclaims that the risen Jesus is ascending,
is the climax and the fulfilment of the whole Gospel.
cf. C.F. Evans, op. cit.. p. 117. H. Bultmann argues that in the fourth
Gospel the resurrection, the ascension, the pouring out of the spirit and the
parousia, too, are all identical, cf. Theologie des Neuen Testaments. Ttibingen,
1954, p. 404: "Das bedeutei aber: Auferstehung und Parusie Jesu sind fhr
Johannes identisch. Wenn nun ferner mit diesen Verheissungen die Verheiesung
des Geietes (des Parakleten) parallel geht (14,15 bis 17), also die Pfingstverheissung,
so sind ftir Johannes 0stern, Pfingsten und die Parusie nichfc dra. verschiedene
Ereignisse, sondern ein und daseelbe. So geht ja die Oster - und die Parusie-
Terminologie st&ndig durcheinander: vom Wiedersehen redet, 14, 19; 16.16, 19.22,
davon, dass er lebt 14,9, von seiner Erscheinung vor den Jtingern 14,21f.; andrerseits
reden von seinem Kommen 14,3. 13. 23. 28, und das fUr die eschatologieche Erwartung
so charakteristische kv kneCyfl rjj tfykfS- findet sich 14,20; 16,23.26,
das lrfX€toti Sjpn 16.25. Und daawischen schiebt sich die Verheissung des
Geistes 14, 15-17. 26: 16,7-11. 13-15."
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H. Anderson, "The Easter Witness of the Evangelists", in:The .New Testament in
Historical and Contemporary Perspective, ed., H. Anderson, and W. Barclay,
London, 1965, p. 52.
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Concerning the word tin rat/ inJn 20.17, H. Anderson remarks33 that the
word is familiarly used in the healing miracles in the Synoptics in reference to
sick people laying hold of Jesus for the healing that is accompanied by the
forgiveness of sins, for salvation. Since Jesus is not yet ascended to the father
in 20.17, it maypwell be declared that no grasping of his earthly appearance can by
itself bring salvation. In the evangelist's mind, saving faith is born only out
of the one indivisible ministry of Jesus, out of the entire message of his life,
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death, and the exaltation to the father.
Following W. Grundmann's analysis,^ C.F. Evans maintains'''ihat, since in verso
17 alone in the fourth Gospel the disciples to whom the message is to be delivered
are called by Jesus "his brethren", and also God is called hie and their father and
his and their God, the verse explicates the dominant theme of the whole Gospel. In
the prologue of the Gospel one can see a distinction between those who did not
receive him and those who did receive him. This distinction divides the Gospel
into two parts, chapters 2-12 and chapters 13-20. The first part is concerned
with rejection by the Jews (cf. 3.3, 5.37f., 3.19ff.), but the second part is
concerned with Jesus and those who are really his own, whose mutual relationship is
parallel to that between the father and the son (cf. 14.1-4, 12, 20-23, 16.5-23, 28).
A subject of the high and priestly prayer is also that those vrho belong to the God
who is addressed throughout as father may be with Jesus where he is. Therefore,
in this sense, too, it is noted that the message of 20.17b is the fulfilment of the
whole Gospel of divine sonship in the son through Christ's "exaltation" to the father.
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H. Anderson, Jesus and christian Origins. London, 1964, p. 234.
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cf. H. Anderson, "The Easter Witness of the Evangelists", in: The New Testament
in Historical and Contemporary Perspective, ed., H. Anderson and W. Barclay,
London, 1965, pp. 52f.
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tf. Grundmann, "Eur Rede vara Vater im Johannes-Evangelium", ZeitNTV/lss. 1961, pp.213ff.
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Concerning the problem of the fourth evangelist's redactional contribution
to the Easter tradition, one should also reckon with the question of "seeing" and
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"believing" in the Thomas story, for here another redactional contribution of the
evangelist to the Easter tradition seems to be evident. If one views, the
correlation between "seeing" and "believing" in the Thomas story in the light of
the passages, Jn 2.23» 4.47ff. 7.5, 9.3-9. one may assume that in John "seeing" in
an objective sense is to be accompanied by faith experience. It is the spirit which
enlightens men about the truth disclosed in happenings, sc. history. But the flesh
cannot be discounted,for "the Cord became flesh" (Jn 1.14). The risen Jesus
invites Thomas to touch him and to be believing. And Thotaas, who is not accused
of being faithless because he has seen, answers, without "touching Jesus", with his
and, one might add, the evangelist's confession of faith: "My Lord and my God"
(Jn 20.27-26, cf. 1.1). The evangelist by placing this story at the very end of
his Gospel seems to declare that, since future generations will be unable to
participate in this kind of "seeing" or "touching", they must rely solely on the
action of the Holy Spirit to bring God's revelation in Jesus to them (jn 20.29).
"Yet they too will have before than the tradition and the witness of Easter, reported
by John as by the other Evangelists, to remind them of that history of Jesus of
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Nazareth, whose meaning is perceived through the operation of the Spirit."
Summary
The redactional contributions of the fourth evangelist to the Easter tradition
are evident particularly in two points as follows:
1) In view of the passages, e.g. Jn 20.22-23, 7.39b and 20.17b, it is noted
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cf. H. Venz, "Sehen und Glauben bei Johannes", Theoldeit. 17, pp. 17ff. H. Anderson,
Jesus and Christian Origins. London, 1964, pp. 236f.
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that the fourth evangelist interprets the resurrection in terms of the exaltation,
sc. the ascension, which is identical with the pouring out of the spirit. In the
evangelist's mind, there is no distinction nor any chronological distance between
the pouring out of the spirit and the ascension of the risen Jesus. As is noted,
the theme of the exaltation is the central theological idea of the evangelist, which
is consistently emphasized throughout the Gospel. And in the redactional phrase,
Jn 20.17, where he proclaims that the risen Jesus is ascending, the theme is
emphatically accentuated. Thus, the passage is the climax and fulfilment of the
vhole Gospel, for it is here that his interpretation of the resurrection of Jesus is
explicated in the most prominent way.
2) Another redactional contribution of the fourth evangelist to the Easter
tradition is evident in the parallelism between "seeing" and "believing" in the
Thomas story. Here, the evangelist gives important instructions for future
generations which will he unable to participate in "seeing" or "touching". He
means that they will have to rely solely on the action of the Holy Spirit, to




In this thesis we have tried to analyse the Easter traditions with particular
reference to the Synoptic Gospels and 1 Corinthians 15, adopting mainly the method
of tradition-history, although it must he said that the analysis of the tradition
has not been as detailed as it could be. Yet, it is possible that some light may
have been shed on the question of the Easter traditions and their theology. One
might draw the following conclusions:
A, 1 Corinthians 15
1) The ideas and expressions in 1 Corinthians 15.3ff. show a continuity 'with
Palestinian outlook in view of textual criticism, form-critical study and tradition-
history.
2) These traditions circulated in the Palestinian community, but were not yet
fixed in a confessional formula.
5) Probably the tradition became fixed in a formula, together with its
interpretative expansion, within Greek-speaking Jewish Christianity.
4) Paul received the formula as the determinate tradition of Greek-speaking
Jewish Christianity.
5) The formula, however, is totally oriented by Paul towards his opponents
at Corinth, arguably Proto-Gnostics who relinquished the preaching of the thooloyia
viatorum and the theolofcia crude and surrendered to the conviction: "If Christ is
risen, so are also his people."
6) Paul, adopting the formula and in basic agreement with the apocalyptic idea
of the formula, instructed the Corinthians that the event which is revealed in the
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cross and the Easter experiences points back to the premise of God and forward to
311 eschaton in which his divinity will be revealed as "all in all", and in which one
can participate by hope only. The event is, therefore, for Paul an eschatoiogical
event which has its goal in future revelation and universal fulfilment. It points
beyond itself, and even beyond Jesus, to the coming revelation of the glory of God.
What happened to Jesus is understood by Paul as the dawn and assured promise of the
coming glory of God over all, as a victory of life from God over death. Therefore,
the dialectic between cross and resurrection is an open dialectic, which will find
its resolution and synthesis only in the eschaton.
7) Paul's theology of resurrection runs along two lines: the dogmatic and
the empirical. The dogmatic line is determined by and oriented towards Paul's
understanding of eschatology. 1 Cor 15 belongs to this line, together with other
books (1 Thessalonians, Philippians).
The second line of Paul's thought on resurrection is empirical and experiential
and is closely connected with the life of the spirit.
These two lines of thought on resurrection are not brought into systematic
relationship, but rather they overlap at times.
It is evident that resurrection is for Paul both what he already experiences
in conjunction with and in Christ's suffering and death, and also that which he
hopes to attain. However, since Paul's epistles are ad hoc letters, what Paul says
in them arises from the several different situations to which they are addressed.
B. Mark 16.1-3
In view of the tradition-hi8tory, one might conclude that Mk 16.1—3 is the
oldest tradition (together with Lie 24.12) amongst the empty tomb stories in the
Gospels.
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Concerning the pre-Marcan stage of this tradition, one might say, that the
empty tomb tradition constituted originally the end of the Passion narrative, and
that the iitz im Leben of this tradition was most probably the cult of the early
Christian community.
Regarding the significance of the empty tomb tradition, one might conclude
that, although in the later developed stage of ihe tradition, e.g. The Gospel of
Peter, The Gospel according to the Hebrews, one can find confession of the empty
tomb itself, in its earlier stage, this tradition had significance neither as an
awakening of the Easter faith, nor as recorded information of the actual course
of the event.
In its earliest stage (the pre-Marcan stage), the empty tomb tradition shows
two of the interests, of early Christian preaching: the apologetic interest over
against contemporary Jud.ai.an and the theological interest in emphasizing the
empty tomb as a sign which implies the reality of the resurrection of Jesus.
The evangelist also appreciated and interpreted the tradition of the empty
tomb mainly as a sign, therefore, one could say, that generally, the account of the
empty tomb has an indirect kerygmatic function in the Gospels.
One must admit also, however, that the tradition (together with the tradition
of the appearance) is drastically determined and coloured by each evangelist's
theological view point. The Easter narratives give a "typical example of the
process of the transmission and interpretation of the tradition (tradition-history)
in New Testament times.
In Mark, the problem of the ending of the Gospel is crucial for the inter¬
pretation of the Easter text. However, the solution of this problem depends much
on the question of what was Mark's intention (Redaktionsgeschichte). rather than on
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the history of the pre-Marcan text.
Employing the method, of Bedaktionegeschichte. Marxsen refers to Mk 14.28 and
Mk 16.7, as being connected with the importance which the Christian community had at
the time when Mark's Gospel was written. According to Marxsen*s understanding of
Mark, Mark expected the parousia to be at hand. For Mark, the era of the
resurrection, the rule of the risen one, has begun and will be concluded by the
approaching parousia. This era, however, is no continuous progression of time in
Mark. Instead, by hie editorial work, it has become reduced essentially to a
tradition between resurrection and parousia. This is the basic premise of Marxsen's
interpretation of the Easter narrative in Mark. Apart from this hypothesis, however,
but continuing to use ledaktlonsgescliichte as a method, one observes that the problem
of the interpretation of the Marcan Easter texts depends largely on the question of
the motif of amazement and fear, in view of Mk 16.8.
As a result of fom-critical study of the motif of amazement and fear, one notes,
that in Hellenistic folklore, it is already popular to place this motif at the
conclusion of miracle stories. Amongst the evangelists, however, Mark is the first
to have adopted the motif in hie miracle stories of Jesus, using it on a large scale
and using a generalising third person plural, which indicates that the motif is
Mark's own estimate of Jesus' miracles. The motif occurs so frequently in Mark,
that it becomes virtually a formula. But, if it is or becomes a formula, it expresses
a theological estimate. For Matthew, it is a mere formula or stereotype and does not
express a peculiar Matthean idea. In Luke, hietoricization and psychologization
of the motif are obvious: however, Luke introduces the further motif of praising
God and uses this latter as a fixed form of expression.
Particular usage of the motif in Mark is observed in these passages: Mk 1.22,
27, 6.2, 9.15, 10.24, 26, 10.32, 11.18, 12.17, 16,13, where one notes that, by
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employing the motif, Mark points to the activity, viz. the teaching and the miracles,
of Jesus and above all the being of Jesus itself as amazing. This motif is firmly
bound up with the Marcan view of the being of Jesus, which is actually the main
concern of the redactor. However, Mark, emphasizing the amazing character of the
being of Jesus by the motif of amazement end fear consistently, has recourse to the
same motif again and -typically at the close (16.8), In this sense, one must say
that the passage, 16,8, is an adequate conclusion of the Gospel of Mark and at the
same time that this passage shows the peculiar character of the Marcan Easter narrative.
The literary form of Mk 16.1-8 is more or less similar to the other miracle
Btories in Mark. However, the account carries not only the theological connotations
of the empty tomb tradition in its pre-Marcan stage, but also seme peculiar Marcan
theological ideae on the resurrection and the being of Jesus, for the tradition has
the characteristic conclusion of the evangelist, i.e. the motif of amazement and
fear, which implies the identity of the reality of the being of Jesus with the
risen one.
One may, therefore, draw the conclusion that this Marcan view of Jesus, implied
consistently in all parts of the Gospel, is in fact pre-determined by the Easter
faith, which is intensively expressed in 16.8, and conversely that every passage
which implies the Marcan view of the being of Jesus points to the climax in the
Gospel, viz. the last passage, 16.8.
C. Matthew 28.1-20
A) The account of the Empty Tomb (28.1-15):
Matthew's text of the empty tomb and of the subterfuge of the Jewish elders
in enticing the guard to spread the rumour shows a development of the tradition to
meet the needs of Christian apologetic. In view of kedaktions^eschichte there are
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three points to note:
(a) Matthew strikes out the account of the anointing of the body on the third
day, probably because the process of decay would have already begun in Palestine.
(b) Matthew's account, strongly influenced by Old Testament language, shows
the author's intention, i.e. the empty tomb has become the truly wonderful work through
which the God of Israel and the God of Jesus has completed his great divine plan.
(c) Matthew links the story of the empty tomb with what has gone before and
with what follows, forming a continuous narrative.
B) Appearance stories (Mt 23.9f., 16-20)
1) The motif of proving the resurrection by means of the appearance of the
risen Jesus, which is dominant in Luke 24.13-35, Jn 20.1-18, is but faintly developed
in Mt 23.9f. This is only an appendix to the story of the empty tomb. In Mt
28,16-20, however, the motif of the missionary charge is dominant.
2) Concerning two types of the appearance stories in 1 Corinthians 15 (together
with Lk 24,33-34) and in the Gospels, it is noted that there is some serious breach
of continuity. Paul lianded on to his churches what he had received. This tradition
somehow did not coiae to the men who wrote the Gospels, either by Paul or by any other
intermediary. Complete certainty is not, however, possible.
c) w.16f.
l) Some tradition that the eleven disciples went to Galilee and that Jesus
appeared to them there must have been in existence before Mt, but, that it was the
lost conclusion of Kk and that Mt modifies this, is improbable.
2/ The theme of the mountain may go back to Matthew.
3 The emphasis is laid not on the appearance itself but rather on the words
of Jesus that follow the appearance: sc. the Commission. The mention of doubt
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in Matthew serves the purpose of the overcoming of this doubt through what is
reported in the following verses, namely, the word of Jesus, The doubt-motif
probably implies the problem of the later church, which seeks a new certainty
about the risen one in the time after the Master appearances. Therefore, the
mention of doubt belongs to a later time, not to the tradition itself.
D) w. 13-20
1) The item of tradition in w.18-20 does not in present form belong to the
earliest tradition: A tripartite text with the assertion of authority in v.18, the
missionary command in w.19, 20a, and the promise of help in v.20b - these parts
must originally have been independent of each other. The whole passage is
dominated by the theme of exaltation, which represents a recasting of ancient
eschatological expectation.
2) Mark 16.15-13 refers to the missionary command, baptism and the promise of
signs, sc. triumph over demons, poison and disease. That is, missionary command is
connected with the idea of help - like Mt 23.19, 20a and 20b.
5) However, a characteristic of the Matthean text is to be noted in the
concept of Jesus' exaltation, which becomes settled in Hellenistic Jewish
Christianity and is expressed here with the help of the enthronement pattern.
4) Ao to the Old Testament background of the text (v. 18b), Ps 2, 72,8ff.,
110.1 are particularly to be taken into consideration in connection with the royal
messianology, the enthronement thane and the messianic eschatological prophecy.
5) w.19, 20a are to be understood as editorial intervention, or at least as
which is strictly tied to the law and Jesus' interpretation of it. The teaching
of his commandments, as Matthew understands it, is not merely the proclamation of
the influence of later views belongs to Matthean thought
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baptism, but characterises the preaching as a whole. Preaching means the teaching
of his commandments of the law and in the preaching of the law the kingly rule of
Jesus Christ comes to men.
6) Apart from these later (Matthean) elements in w.19, 20a, the earlier
elements of the tradition a?e preserved and allow one anaposteriori insight into the
missionary view of early Hellenistic Jewish Christianity. The command to conduct
mission is traced to the exalted Jesus, the exalted Lord, rather than to the earthly
Jesus. The commission is directed to all nations. Hellenistic Jewish Christianity
took seriously this universal aspect of Jesus' commission. Therefore, on© could
say that here one has the first fundamental motivation of the Gentile mission,
obtained in reliance on and by modification of the oldest expectation of primitive
Christianity.
7) V.20b shows the abiding presence of Jesus in the congregation. Here the
preaching itself actualizes the presence of the exalted Jesus Christ to the world.
The statement belongs to iiatthean construction, together with the phrases, 1.22 -23,,
8.23ff, 18.20,
3; Matthew mediates the presence of the risen Jesus to the congregation by
importing the present situation of the Church into the life of the earthly Jesus
and his disciples. The equating of the Chureh with the disciples is connected here
with the presence of the risen Jesus in the congregation. The doubt of the
congregation is overcome by the saying of Jesus, that makes known to them his
exaltation and rule and gives them their commission. In Matthew's mind, it is not
seeing the risen Jesus that awakens Saster certainty nor physical converse with a
Jesus who seemed to be as he had once been when he was on earth, but the word of
proclamation, that is understood as the preaching of the Law,
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The following points are particularly worthy of note: V.13b, which conveys
the assertion of authority of the exalted Lord, and is, most probably, derived
from royal messianology or the enthronement theme in the Old Testament, is set as
an important framework of the whole passage, w. 13-20. Other traditions, conveying
missionary command and the idea of help, are amalgamated in this framework and are
recast to a considerable extent by the evangelist so as to provide a proper
conclusion for his own particular version of the Gospel (w. 19-20). How far this
construction, sc. v.18b + w.19-20, is due to the evangelist's redactional work
and to what extent the three basic elements had already exercised a mutual
attraction in the pre-Matthean stage, is much debated, however, and remains still
rather obscure. Nevertheless the main themes of the evangelist in this pericope
are clear, that is: on the one hand, the presence of the exalted Lord with his
community, which is the ground of the Easter certainty, is the inspiration and
support of its mission} on the other hand, by its mission to the nations, which is
in each case, in Matthew's mind, the proclamation of the commandments of Jesus,
the Church makes real to the world the presence of the exalted Lord. Therefore,
in this sense, one may note this mission motif as Matthew's particular redactional
contribution to the Easter tradition.
D. Luke 24.1-50
A) Empty tomb story (Lk 24.1-11)
1) Luke noticeably diminishes the interest in the empty tomb as providing
by itself direct or even inferential evidence for the fact of Jesus' resurrection.
2) Luke transforms the account about "Galilee" into a reminiscence of Galilee:
the angels refer to a prophecy, made by Jesus while he was still in Galilee,
regarding what would occur in Jerusalem, his passion and resurrection there (Lk 24.26)
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- Here, one encounters one of Luke's special "themes": Jerusalem must be the
centre for the accomplishment of God's plan of salvation and the base for the
mission to the Gentiles.
3) In the passage, w.6(b)-10, the so called "fulfilment of prophecy", or
"the proof from prophecy" motif, in its particularly Lucan form, is prominent.
B) Lk 24.12
This verse is most probably an interpolation on the basis of John's account.
A scribe who thought that the reference to the disciples'.laving gone to the tomb
in Lk 24.24 required a mention of the event, when it occurred, used for this
purpose a synopsis constructed from memory of an incident from John. Or it may
be that, Jn 20.5-10 and Lie 24.12, are both making excerpts from a common source.
C) Emmsus story (Lk 24.13-55)
1) The intention of the story is not to bring bare historical facts to
one's knowledge in an objective way, but it 1ms entirely to do with the Easter
faith and its theological implications.
2) V.14, v.15a, w.17-27, v.32, v.35a
These verses belong to Lulce'B editorial work. The tradition history of the
passage, w. 19-27, however, is rather complicated. The idea of Jesus as the
eschatological prophet like Moses possibly reaches back to the early Palestinian
stratum of the Hew Testament tradition. Concerning the question, however, how
far Luke preserves in the passage the original material, complete certainty is not
possible. All one can say is that Luke here preserves very early material, which
conveys the idea of Hie eschatological prophet, and that he reconstructs the story
according to hie theologumenon concerning the true, scriptural interpretation of
Jesus as the suffering Christ, sc. the proof from prophecy theology.
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3) The appearance to Peter (v.34)
This verse did not originally belong to the Emmaus story, but was inserted
later. However, whether it was inserted by Luke or by an earlier hand is not clear.
4) Vv.17-27, v.32 and v.35a, belong to the motif of the proof from
prophecy.
(i) This proof from prophecy theology is Luke's central theological idea
and the structural and material element that produces the literary and theological
unity and climax of the Gospel.
(ii) The stories of the empty tomb, of the Bmraaus and the Jerusalem appearances,
because of their climactic significance, are effective as a setting for the proof
from prophecy theology.
Luke's contribution to the Btoaaus legend is typically exemplified in the
redactional addition, v.32. Here, he furnishes the linmaus legend with a climax
which conveys the proof from prophecy theology. Thereby, Luke deliberately shifted
the dominant theme of the story from an Baster eucharist theology, which was the
theme of the original form of the tradition, into the proof from prophecy theology.
5) The mediator of the meaning of the Scripture (w.25-27, v.32, w.44-43)
After Pentecost, the Holy Spirit takes the place of Jesus as the mediator
of Scripture, By making this transposition, Luke may be indicating that Scripture
belongs to the Church, for she is in possession of the correct interpretation. At
the stage of Ik 24, before ascension and Pentecost, Luke, in view of the
construction of Luke-Acts, is not ready to refer to the Holy Spirit.
6) "Those who were with" (v.33)
These are two different interpretations of this phrase:
(i) Luke carefully uses the phrase because he already has in mind the idea
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which he develops in his account of the "election" of Matthias (Acts 1.15-26).
(ii) The phrase could be a pointer to the author's judgement, based on the
information which had come his way, that there were a great many appearances to
individuals, to smaller, larger and mixed groups. And, in view of the author's way
of working and composing, it is not impossible to conjecture that the phrase in
question is one of these small fragments which might just imply such a list of
appearances.
D) The appearance to the disciples (Lk 24.36-49)
1) The third appearance (w.36-43)
This pericope is almost entirely a popular and late tradition. The early
Christian, as implied in this tradition, found himself having to confute the
judgement that the appearances of Jesus were phantaaaagorical.
The account is left essentially unchanged by Lukej however, Luke tacks on
it the words of the risen Lord which again contain the proof from prophecy theology
(w.44-49).
2) This pericope is reminiscent of Matthew's missionary charge. However,
Luke brings an entirely new line of thought into connection with the words about
mission: mission is founded not only on Jesus' command, but also on Old Testament
prophecy.
S) The ascension of the risen Jesus (lie 24.50-53)
1) 24.50-53: This pericope is not an original part of the Gospel. Luke'3
original account of the ascension seems rather to bo in Acts 1.9-11.
(i) The pericope is connected to the region of the temple,
(ii) Sir 50 belongs to the literary background of this pericope.
(iii) The writer of this pericope gives a version of his theology of the
ascension mailing use of the Old Testament (LJCX) and its literary forms. The
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writer offers here a dozological interpretation of the ascension,
2) Acts 1,9-11:
This may he termed the ecclesiastical and historical interpretation, with the
accent on the work of the spirit in the 6hurch,
The first interpretation (Lk 24.50-53) is a doxology in the refined style of
worship, the second shows Luke's historical interpretation leading into the future,
and so also into the history of the church.
E, The fourth Gospel
The redactional contributions of the fourth evangelist to the Easter tradition
are evident particularly in two points as follows:
1) In view of the passages, e.g. Jn 20.22-23, 7.39b and 20.17b, it is noted
that the fourth evangelist interprets the resurrection in terms of the exaltation,
sc. the ascension, which is identical with the pouring out of the spirit. In the
evangelist's mind, there is no distinction nor any chronological distance between
the pouring out of the spirit and the ascension of the risen Jesus. As is noted,
the theme of the exaltation is the central theological idea of the evangelist, which
is consistently emphasized throughout the Gospel. And in the redactional piiraee,
Jn 20.17» There he proclaims that the risen Jesus is ascending, the theme is
emphatically accentuated. Thus, the passage is the climax and fulfilment of the
whole Gospel, for it is here that his interpretation of the resurrection of Jesus
is explicated in the most preminent way.
2) Another redactional contribution of the fourth evangelist to tlie Easter
tradition is evident in the paralleliaa between seeing" and "believing" in the
Thomas stoiy. Here, the evangelist gives important instructions for future
generations which will be unable to participate in "seeing" or "touching". He
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means that theyinfill have to rely solely on the action of the Holy Spirit, to believe
in God's revelation and saving event.
Although the above analysis of the Easter tradtions could have been still more
detailed, it is unlikely that even then the impression would have been diminished
that it is not simply difficult to harmonize these traditions, tut impossible.
Attempts to combine them by means of conjectures and hypotheses are doomed from the
outset to defeat. For what are here to be combined are not a number of scattered
pieces from an originally single matrix, but rather a series of separate expressions
of the Easter faith. Each of these is complete in itself. Each has developed
along its own lines so as to serve in the end for each evangelist as a proper
conclusion of his own particular version of the gospel and in each case is closely
related to the theology of the particular gospel concerned, for each of the
evangelists, and Paul also, are governed by particular conceptions and concerns in
writing their works. These conceptions and concerns were determined by the
historical context in which they wrote, i.e. the readers for whom they were writing
and the theological problems with which they had to deal.
Therefore, it would not be sufficient to say, with G, Bornkaram, that we have
to reckon with gaps,1 unless we go on to say, with C.F. Evans, "that the gaps are
not such as could be filled in by additional facts. They are not gaps, in a whole,
2
but gaps between wholes."
The evangelists and Paul and indeed the whole community, by which the
traditions were preserved, interpret out of their own theological insights and
imaginations what has already become fixed tradition, and, one might say, employ for
this purpose the medium of preaching, by which method they rescue the event from
1
0. Bornlcaam, Jesus von Nazareth. Stuttgart, 1959, ET: Jesus of Nazareth, London
and New York, 1960, p. 182.
2
C.F. Evans, op. cit.. p. 128.
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being regarded only as a constellation of prodigies and wonders. In so doing
the community demonstrates, that in its eyes, the crucified Jesus is the risen
Jesus, from whom it knows itself to receive both grace and to whom it knows itself
to be under obligation. It is not, however, only at this point in its history,
that the community does this. The same process is being repeated constantly in
the course of Church history. Therefore, one must say to put the matter
paradoxically, that continuity with the past is preserved by shattering the received
terminology, the received imagery, the received theology, i.e. by shattering the
tradition. One can early see this happening in the differing forms of the
Palestinian and Hellenistic kerygmae on the resurrection. The variation in the
Hew Testament message of the resurrection, which finds its strongest and most
problematic form of expression in the transition from the proclamation of the mere
events of the crucifixion and resurrection to the significance of these events is
3
anything but accidental and arbitrary. It plunges us, however, into great
difficulties. For it compels us to raise the question of the significance of in¬
dividual interpretation for Christian preaching, and at the samo time to take account
of radical historical changes and new developments. There is always a temptation
to infer from this variation, the complete discontinuity of Christian history.
The truth is, however, that it is only this variation which makes continuity possible
at all. For mere history becomes significant history not through tradition as such,
but rather through interpretation, not through the simple establishment of facts
but through the understanding of the events of the past, as E, K&semann rightly
4
points out. The variation in the Hew Testament kerygma of the resurrection
3
1. Goppelt, Chrlstoiogio und Ethik. Gbttingen, 1968, p. 86,
4
E. K&semann, Exegetlsche Versuche und Beslraiun?.en. 1, G&ttingan, 1960, ST:
Essays on Hew Testament Themes. London, 1964, pp. 20ff.
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demonstrates that primitive Christianity held fast to the profession of its faith
throughout all changes of time and place, although these changes forced upon it the
modification of received tradition. "Mere history, the existence of which can only
be prolonged with difficulty by its presence to human consciousness has, as such,
5
no genuine historical significance, even if it is full of curiosities and wonders,"
"Mere history only takes on genuine historical significance in so far as it can
address both a question and an answer to our contemporary situation: in other
words, by finding interpreters who hear and utter this question and answer. For
this purpose primitive Christianity allows mere history no vehicle of expression
6 7
other than the Kerygma." The results of the above line of -thought are threefold.:'
(i) the diversity of the Mew Testament kerygma of the resurrection,
(ii) the variability of theological positions in primitive Christianity.
(iii)the incompatibility of some of these positions.
From these three results, perhaps the conclusion may be drawn that the New
Testament does not, as such,constitute the foundation of the unity of the theology
of the resurrection. On the contrary, it provides the basis for the multiplicity
of interpretations and the varying significance of the Easter event. The diversity
of the kerygma of the resurrection in the New Testament is an expression of the
fact that in primitive Christianity a wealth of different interpretations were
already in existence, constantly replacing each other, combining with each other
and undergoing mutual delimitation,
7.2 Observation
This conclusion, however, does not close the whole matter. For we have at
5
. E, K&semann, on. cit.. p. 21,
6
E. Kftaamann, op. cit.. p. 21.
cf. E. KMsemann, op. cit.. p. 103.
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best reached a point where a constructive study might begin. It is true that
Christianity as a historical faith which is centred on the New Testament proclamation
of the death and resurrection of Christ can hardly jive up speaking of the
resurrection as a historical event. There is no evading the force of Moltmann's
assertion, "Christianity stands or falls with the reality of the raising of Jesus
from the dead by God. In the Hew Testament, there is no faith that does not start
3
a. priori with the resurrection of Jesus." Christian theology has no alternative
but to think through in the most relentless, searching, and unrestricted way what it
means by "historical event".
Because of the failure of the modern historical critical search for a "harmony"
of the Easter facts, which should be deemed unprofitable or invalid, the question which
largely dominates present day discussion is not focused on the fact of the resurrection.
The question of the significance of the event is regarded as the primary problem. And
this, it seems to be everywhere, or almost everywhere assumed, can only be that of its
meaning in its original context.
There is no dispute amongst theologians that the resurrection of Jesus cannot
be seen as an isolated problem. The differences are rather over what the original
context is, in which the event, or the assertion, of the resurrection of Jesus Christ
has its basic significance. With regard to this problem perhaps it is worth referring
9
to Hans-Georg Greyer'r article in which he distinguishes, though they overlap in
individual details, three main approaches in present day theological discussion.
8
J. Moltmann, Theologie der Hoffnung. Mlinchen, 1965, ET: Theology of Hope. London,
1967.
9
Hans-Georg Geyer, "Die Auferetehung Jecu Christi. Bin Jeberblick liber die
Diskussion in der gegenwhrtigen Theologie", in: Die Bedeuturi? der AuTeretehun^Ebotschaft
ftlr den Glauben an Jesus Christus. ed. P. Viering, Giltereloh, 1966, ST: "The
erurrection of Jesus Christ. A Survey of the Debate in Present day Theology," in:
The Significance of the .-legsage of the esurreotion for Faith in Jesus Christ, ed.,
C.F.D. Moul, London, 1968, pp. 105ff.
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a. The first approach ie that represented by 1. Bultmann and K. Barth: both
regard the context which constitutes the meaning of the resurrection of Jesus Christ
as lying in its relationship to the cross.
b. The second approach is that represented by W, Marxsen and G. Ebeling: the
decisive and defining context for the event of the resurrection is formed by going
back to the words and deeds of the historical Jesus.
c. The third approach is presented by U. Wilekens and W. Pannenberg: the
system of reference which ie fundamental in constituting the significance of the
resurrection of Christ ie to be sought in the apocalyptic expectation of the general
resurrection of the dead and the judgement at the end of the world.
R. Bultmann starts with the question of how the cross of Jesus Christ can be
understood as a saving event or how one cones to believe in the cross as the saving
event.
R. Bultmann's reply is: "There is only one answer. This is the way in which
the cross is proclaimed. It is always proclaimed together with resurrection."^
This does not only mean that the expressions "the cross as the saving event" and "the
cross together with the resurrection" are synonymous in the strictest sense, but it
also lias an exclusive meaning, in that the cross as the saving event, or the cross
together with the resurrection (or, more briefly, the resurrection itself), exists
solely when uttered in the word of preaching. "The word of preaching confronts us
as the word of God. It is not for us to question its credentials, it is we who are
questioned, we who are asked whether we will believe the word or reject it." ^ The
faith which accepts and understands the word of preaching is "real Easter faith": it
R. Bultmann, "Ileues Testament und Mythologie, in: Offenbaruag un I Heilsgeschehen
(Beitr.aur BvangTheol. vol. 7» 1941). Kerygma und 1'Ivthos I, ed. H. Bartsch,
Hamburg, 1951, p. 46, ET: Kery^mia and Myth. 1961, p. 41, see: Hane-Georg
Geyer, op. cit.. pp. 110f.
^
R. Bultmann, op. cit.. p. 41.
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12
is the faith that "the word of preaching" is the authentic "word of God". Just
as the resurrection of Jesus Christ as the true significance of the cross of Jesus
only occurs in the word of preaching, so it is this word which "supplements the
13
cross and makes its saving efficacy intelligible by demanding faith." If the
saving efficacy of the cross is made present because it occurs in preaching, so the
future of the cross also lies in the supplementing of the cross by the word in
14
preaching. "The eschatological {now' is here" in the present event of preaching,
which is the future of the cross.
Against R. Bultmann, K. Barth begins by "stating basically that the rising of
Jesus Christ is in the New Testament comprehended and understood as an Act of God
with the same seriousness as the preceding event of the cross with its implication
15
for us and for all men." It is exclusively the act of God simply because, by
contract with the event of the crucifixion, it contains no "component of human
action", which in fact gives to the latter an "historical" character, it is solely
and exclusively the act of God basically because of the "divine revelation which
16
has taken place in this event."
Barth specifies that the raising of Jesus Christ is "an autonomous, new act of
God", independent of Hie event of the crucifixion, and so rejects the view that it
is only "the noetic converse of it", doing no more than to bring to life the saving
17
significance of the cross in the consciousness and life of the first disciples.
12
R. Bultmann, op. cit.. p. 41.
13
R. Bultmann, op, cit.. p. 42.
14
R. Bultmann, op. cit., p. 42.
15
K. Barth, Die kirchliche Do&natik. IV, 2Urich, 1953» NT: Church Dogmatics. IV,
pp. 294ff., cf. Hane-Georg Geyer, op. cit.. pp. 114ff.
16
K. Barth, op. cit.. pp. 3Q1f.
17
K, Barth, op. cit.. p. 304.
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as "an event which has its own content and form", as "an act of God gui /generic-''.
tliat is, "as the true and original and typical act of revelation", the event of the
resurrection is distinguished by Barth from that of the crucifixion.
The central point of his exposition is formed by the answer, given as the
third point, to the question of the "positive connection between the death of Jeoue
13
Christ and his resurrection." Expressed in formal terms that is: "the positive
connection between the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ consists in the fact
that these two acts of God with and after one another are the two basic events of
the history of God with a sinful and corrupt world. His history with us as perverted
19
and lost creatures."
"According to the resurrection the death of Jesus Christ as the negative act of
God took place with a positive intention. It has as its aim the turning of man to
Himself, his positing afresh, his putting on of a new life, his freeing for the
future. And according to the prior death of Jesus Christ the resurrection has this
negative presupposition in a radical turning of man from his old existence, in a
total removing of man in his earlier form, in his absolute putting off, in his complete
freeing from the past. It is in this correspondence that we see their difference but
also their relationship - which is, of course, necessarily a differentiated
20
relationship."
Under hie fourth point, Barth explains of the resurrection of Jesus Christ,
with great emphasis, that "it has happened in the same sense as his crucifixion and
his death, in the human sphere and human time, as an actual event within the world
21
with an objective content."
3
K. Barth, op. cit.. p. 309.
^ K. Barth, op. cit.. p. 310.
^
K. Barth, op. cit., pp. 3Q9f.
21
K. Barth, op. cit., p. 333.
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The essential difference between Earth and Bultmarm in their views of the
resurrection consists not in that one is orthodox and affirms the reality of the
resurrection of Christ, while the other is unorthodox and denies it, but rather
in their historical perspective: Bultraann understands the events of Easter merely
as the rise of faith in the saving efficacy of the cross of Jesus Christ, while
Earth understands and interprets the resurrection of Jesus Christ as providing a
basis for faith and distinct from the act of faith.
According to Geyer's analysis, a second type of interpretation of the New
Testament tradition of the resurrection is represented by W, Marxsen, in hiB study
22
"The resurrection of Jesus as a Historical and Theological Problem." The study
23
consists of three parts which are very carefully thought out methodologically:
a. A historical analysis of the coming into being of the primitive Christian
doctrine of the resurrection of Jesus.
b. A systematic analysis of the meaning of the New Testament statement
concerning the resurrection of Jems.
c. A systematic reflection upon the justification for the theological statement
of the resurrection of Jesus.
Marxsen starts from the historical derivation of the primitive Christian
kerygma of the resurrection from the New Testament narratives of appearances, in
aa
which "only the fact of the appearances as such is mentioned".^' That is, "At the
beginning of the tradition there is the mere claim to have seen Jesus who was
22
W. MarxBen, "Die Auferstehung Jesu als his>torisches und als theologieches
Problem", in: Die Bedeutung der Auferstehungsbotschaft fiir den Glauben an
Jesus Christue. ed. F. Viering, Ghtersloh, 1966, HI: "The Resurrection of Jesus
as a Historical and Theological Problem", in: The Significance of the Message




Hans-Georg Geyer, op. cit.. p. 121.
24
W. Marxsen, op. clt., p. 26.
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25
crucified" and "We can say quite confidently that it did happen that witnesses
saw Jesus who was crucified. We must express it more precisely. Witnesses claim,
after the death of Jesus, to have seen him." "On the basis of this vision, which
witnesses claim to have happened to them, they then, by a process of reflective
interpretation, arrived at the statement: Jesus has been raised by God, he is
27
risen". If this assertion is merely an "interpretative statement made use of by
23
those who reflected on what had happened to them (at that time)","" then historical
inquiry into the factual nature of Jesus' resurrection must, on principle, end with
a non liquet. For "in historical terms, it can only be established that people
after Jesus' death claimed that some thing had happened to them which they described
as seeing Jesus, and reflection on this happening led these people to the inter-
29
pretation that Jesus had been raised from the dead."
In his systematic analysis of the significance of this interpretative statement,
Marxsen distinguishes between primary experience and secondary reflection. He says
that "We can therefore state that the experience of the appearances come to be
30
spoken of in two ways", or in other words, that "the experience of the vision is
31
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a. The reflective interpretative theory: The interpretation leads backwards
to the assumption of the easter experience; this is, therefore, retrospective and,
with the help of apocalyptic tradition, is articulated in the assertion of the
resurrection of Jesus.
b. The anticipatory interpretative theory: The process of interpretation
looks also forward to the consequence of the easter experience, and this reaches
forward into the future, and can be summarily described as being brought to a
realisation in the function of the church, i.e. the mission of the church.
Marxsen summarizes these two interpretations in the statement: "Jesus was
raised from the dead by God" can only become relevant to others "when the reflection
32
once again brings into being a function", that is, when the retrospective
judgment concerning the resurrection of Jesus is interpreted, the interpretation
signifies that the "purpose of Jesus" did not come to an end with his death, "but...
33
still holds good today". Here, the primacy, as a hermeneutic principle, of
the anticipatory and functional interpretation over the retrospective interpretation
is to be noted. The retrospective reflection which interprets the experience in
terms of the resurrection, has no independent significance here, but only that of
a "guarantee" or "substantiation", by comparison with the prolongation of Jesus'
kerygma beyond his death.
In the last part of his article^, Hansen deals with the problem of the
relationship between the ministry of the historical Jesus and the concept of the
resurrection of the dead. Marxsen says that "it is not the idea of the resurrection
which forms a Leitmotiv into which Jesus should have been or was in fact fitted.
32
W. Marxsen, op. cit.. p. 40.
33
W. Marxsen, op. cit., p. 40.
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The Leitmotiv was Jesus himself, He had first been crucified, but then had been
seen. Now the concept of the raising of Jesus was merely one interpretative theory
- and only one among others by the help of which what had happened was reflected
34
upon and brought to utterance". "Jesus was experienced in his earthly ministry
35
as an anticipation of the eschaton, as a divine event". And he goes on to say:
"This divine event, bound up with him, which was finished once he was dead, was
brought into being once again by the fact that he had been seen."
Thus, according to Marxsen "the question of the resurrection of Jesus is not
that of an ©vent which occurred after Good Friday, but that of the earthly Jesus,
and the question, inseparably linked with it, of how this purpose later became a
37
reality of experience, which can still be experienced today". That is, the
problem of the resurrection is the twofold problem of the earthly Jesus and the
Church's preaching in accordance with the eschatological nature of Jesus himself.
The third type of interpretation of the resurrection is represented by W,
38
Pannenberg:
a. The meaning of Resurrection: Pannenberg says that "the resurrection of
the dead in the Christian hope for the future and in the Easter faith has to be
sharply distinguished from those resurrections from the dead which are reported
elsewhere in ancient literature as miracles and also from those which Jesus himself
34
35
W. Marxsen, OPi cit
36
W. Marxsen, <>Pf cit
37 ¥. Marxsen, op. cit
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J. Panneriberg, Grundzilge Aer O'hristolo.crle. Glittersloh, 1964, pp. 106f. See also,
"Did Jesus really rise from the Dead?" in: New Testament Issue*, ed., E.R. Batey,
London, 1970, pp. 102ff. 1
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accomplished according to the gospels, e.g. the raising of the widow's eon (ik
7.11-17, Mt 8.5-13) and, ihe raising of Lazarus (Joh 11.38-44)*"^ Pannenberg
understands that in the resurrection of Jesus and in the Christian eschatological
hope, life means quite another thing - an imperishable life not limited by any
death, which must be in any case completely different from ordinary organic
structures.
b. The Apocalyptic Expectation:
Concerning the expectation of Jewish apocalyptician and the meaning of Jesus'
resurrection, W. Pannenberg maintains that only because of the expectation of
Jewish apocalypticism, did Paul have the possibility of designating the special
event that occurred to him and before him to other disciples of Jesus as an event
in the mode of existence proper to the life of resurrection, "Paul, therefore,
made the expectation of the general resurrection of the dead the presupposition
40
of the acknowledgement of Jesus' Resurrection." "The early Christian missions,
therefore, also have to explain to the Gentiles the apocalyptic expectation of a
general resurrection of the dead with a final judgement: the mission, indeed,
41
accomplished this task." He goes on to state even more clearly: "The basis
on which the understanding of the significance of Jesus rests ie always linked
to the original apocalyptic framework of Jesus' earthly life... if this framework
is removed, then the fundamental basis of faith ie lost, Christology becomes
mythology, and it has no further continuity with Jesus himself and with the
A O
testimony of the apostles."
39
W. Pannenberg, op. cit., p. 105.
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W. Pannenberg, op. cit.. p. 107.
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^ ¥. Pannenberg, op. cit.. p. 79.
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c. Historicity of the Resurrection:
About the problem of historicity of the resurrection, W. Pannehberg holds
that "only the name we give to this event is symbolic, metaphorical, but not the
reality of the event itself. The latter is so absolutely unique that we have no
other name for this than the metaphorical expression of the apocalyptical
expectation. In this sense, the resurrection of Jesus is a historical event, an
43
event that really happened at that time." Moreover, he states that "up to a
very recent date it has repeatedly been said that this would violate the laws of
nature. But contemporary physicists have become much more careful before making
44
such statements."
In the course of the Inquiry into the question of what provides the framework
of reference from which the resurrection of Jesus Christ derives its basic
significance and can be understood, we have viewed three positions which have been
adopted in present day theological discussions, following Geyer'3 analysis. In
the first case, the essential context of the meaning of the resurrection is understood
by relating the resurrection to the crucifixion. In the second case, the context
of the assertion of the resurrection of Jesus is provided by referring back to the
words and deeds, the kerygma, of Jesus in his earthly ministry. In the third
case the apocalyptic expectation of the divine final age, is held to be the
fundamental context of the significance of Jesus' resurrection, its meaning and the
possibility of its happening, which must be deduced by referring back to the tradition
of that expectation.
43
W. Fannenberg, op. cit., p. 115.
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Looking back on all these views of the subject, Hans-Georg Geyer makes a
45
summary comparison between them:
The formal problem is due to the fact that the traditional statement, "Jesus
has been raised from the dead", takes the form of a statement concerning reality
expressed in the perfect tense. The following are examples of the relationships
between the different positions that can be adopted:
A.1. Bultmann, Marxsen and Pannenberg agree on the basic statement that a statement
concerning reality in the perfect tense is only possible as a historical judgment,
whereas Barth argues that this assertion has the rank of a principle in theology.
2. The difference between Bultmann and Marxsen on the one hand, and Pannenberg
on the other, lies in the way they apply their common principle to the assertion of
the resurrection of Jesus;
(a) Bultmann and Marxsen argue that the assertion of the resurrection of
Jesus has the form of a reflection upon something else, because it is impossible as
a historical judgment.
(b) Pannenberg argues that the assertion of the resurrection of Jesus is a
statement concerning reality, because it is possible as a historical judgment,
B.1. Barth and Pannenberg agree in advancing the thesis that the assertion of the
resurrection of Jesus is a statement concerning reality.
2. They differ in the way they elaborate this thesis, insofar as:
(a) Barth affirms that the assertion of the resurrection of Jesus is indeed a
statement concerning reality, but is not a historical judgment: while
(b) Pannenberg affirms that the assertion of the resurrection of Jesus is a
statement concerning reality, because and insofar as it is possible as a historical
judgment.
C.1. Bultmann and Marxsen agree, differing in this from Barth and Pannenberg, that
the assertion of the resurrection of Jesus is a statement which is a reflection
upon something else.
2. Bultmann and Marxsen differ, however, in specifying the matter upon which it
is a reflection, insofar as:
(a) For Bultmann this consists of the cross of Jesus, while
(b) For Marxsen it consists of the ministry of Jesus (the reflection being
brought about by the fact that the disciples of Jesus saw their master after his
death).
Thus the formal problem of the theme of the resurrection of Christ can be
summarized and set out as a twofold question:
1. Whether the assertion, which has been handed down in the form of a statement
concerning reality, that "Jesus has been raised from the dead", is valid as a statement
concerning reality, and
2. Whether this validity, if it (the statement) does in fact possess it, can
be and must be perceived in the fosm of a historical judgment.
45
Hans-Georg Geyer, op. cit. . pp. 132f.
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Another thorough survey of recent studies of the resurrection has been done
4-6
by Bertold Klappert. In his book, Diskussion urn Kreuz und Auferstehung. he
47
selects five aspects of the problem:
1. The Historical Aspect of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ - The
43
resurrection as a real event in history.
The resurrection is a real event in history and has a certain historical
aspect as the event which occurred in a certain fixed time and sphere of men. The
Easter faith is based on the self-revelation and self-declaration of the risen one,
not on the discovery of the Empty Tomb. This faith, however, which originated in
and is based on the Easter appearances, is not in contradiction with the Empty Tomb.
Rather in the fact of the Empty Tomb, the Easter faith finds an evidential con¬
firmation of the reality of the resurrection of the crucified Jesus of Nazareth who
was known in the Easter appearances.
2. The soteriological Aspect of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ - The
49
resurrection as the realisation of proclamation.
The rising of Jesus Christ from death is the realisation of the reconciliation
by God (Rom 4.25). The stories of the resurrection are centrally stories of
forgiveness, and the appearances of the risen one are the self-offering of the risen
one to a renewed community of his disciples. The Easter appearances are the
restoration by the risen Jesus Christ himself of the community, destroyed in a one¬
sided way by the disciples.
3. The future-eschatological Aspect of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ -
50
The resurrection as the opening of the new future.
The resurrection is not only the realisation of the reconciliation, but is
the opening of a new future and the basis of a certain hope, which follows from it
and is based on it. This character of the resurrection as promise is not to be
isolated, but rather to be based on the character of the resurrection ae forgiveness.
46
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4. The kerygmatic Aspect of the resurrection of Jesus Christ - The
51
resurrection as the foundation of the Kerygma, the proclamation.
The resurrection of Jesus Christ, which provides forgiveness and ensures
the future, is at the same time the baeie of the mission which proclaims the
forgiveness and the future of Christ. Being based on and authorized by the
resurrection, the ministry of reconciliation to the world becomes the reconciliation
of the world in Christ. (2 Cor 5.19a). The Easter event is nothing without the
Easter proclamation. The Easter kerygma is, thereby, neither the expression of
the faith decision which was made by the disciples confronted by the Cross, nor
merely information about a past event. The Easter proclamation of the primitive
church, the witness to the resurrection of the one who is crucified, is rather,
based on the self-proclamation of the risen one and his call to faith, proclamation
of the act of God, in which the risen one proclaims himself.
5. The anthropological Aspect of the resurrection of Jesus Christ - The
52
resurrection as the basis of faith.''
The Easter event as the self-manifestation of the risen one to the disciples
is primary for the New Testament and the Easter faith is secondary. Therefore,the
appearance of the risen one and the "coming to faith" of the disciples, to whom the
appearances occurred, are not identical. The Easter faith is based on the Easter
appearances.
Here, as Klappert understands it, each aspect corresponds with a particular
question and at the same time is to be considered in connection with the text which
53
implies a particular motif:
(1) The historical question: /hat can we know? - Lie 24.34 (the reality
motif): "The Lord has risen indeed."
(2) The soteriological question: By what are we justified? - Ro 4.25 (the
forgiveness motif): "and raised for our justification."
eg. . Bultmann, Theologie des Neuen Testaments. Tiibingen, 1953. Also see:
"Dae Verhaitnis der urchristlichen Christusbotschaft zum historischen Jesus",
Citzungsberichte der Eeidelberwer Akademie der Piseenschaften. Heidelberg,
1962.
e.g G. Ebeling, "Die Frage nach dem historischen Jesus unci dan Problem der
Christologie", in: Port uad. Glaube. Tiibingen, 1960.
53
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(3) The question of the future, or the eschatological question: What can we
hope for? - 1 Cor 5.13 (the hope motif): "But if there is no resurrection of the
dead, then Christ has not been raised."
(4) The kerygmatic or the theological question: To what are we sent? - 1
Cor 15.12 (the mission motif): "if Christ is preached as raised from the dead...."
(5) The anthropological question: How can we understand? - 1 Cor 15.14
(the faith motif): "if Christ has not been raised, then our preaching is in vain
and your faith is in vain."
Besides these two surveys and analyses of recent studies of the theology of
the resurrection worked out by Hans-Georg Geyer and B. Klappert, there may be
further possibilities of clarification and analysis, from other viewpoints and using
various methods. But whatever viewpoint one raay take, and however one may clarify
such viewpoints, one thing is already sufficiently clear, namely, that historical-
critical and other theological experimentations - including dogmatic theology -
cannot afford to bypass one another in the search for a more adequate understanding
of the question of the resurrection. Otherwise there can be little prospect for
advance. Results of the other theological experimentations should be continually
reviewed by the achievement of the historical-critical studies of the text, even
if it must be admitted by the biblical scholar that the final word has not yet been
spoken and that results are more or lees still relative. Conversely, the results
attained by historical-critical studiesmust be re-evamined in the light of other
theological experimentations, so that the contents and message of the texts, which
have their own particular meanings in their own historical contexts, may be inter¬
preted in a relevant way in the contemporary world. In terms of the methodology
of the whole theological enterprise, one might define this dialogue between
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historical-critical investigations and other theological experimentations as
hermeneutics, i.e. as a dynamic movement between the historical imagination and
the theological, as a living dialectic, between, in its most fundamental form,
the facta and dicta.
If one is right to observe that Paul and the evangelists proclaim the
resurrection not uniformly, but in diverse forms, so as to nerve their own particular
Sitz am Leben, and offer versions of the gospel which are complete in themselves and
make their own specific theological assertions, within the terms of their own
language world and using their own theological imaginations, then, one might say,
that one will be neither truly biblical nar responsible to one's own time, if one
does not attempt to hear and interpret the various messages in the various idioms
\
of one's own world.
One thing which has become clear through our critical investigations is that
in the New Testament the Easter kerygma appears in diverse forms and that there is
a variety of theological positions in the primitive Church and among the evangelists,
which provided the general frameworks of the Easter texts.
Typical examples of the diversity of hie Easter kerygma are found in Matthew
28.Iff. and in 1 Cor 15.3ff. It is clear that in Matthew's Easter narrative the
mission motif is emphatically accentuated, whereas in 1 Cor 15.3ff. Paul's concern
is sharply focussed on the hope motif. On the other hand, the variety of the
theological positions of the Gospel redactors is also supported and confirmed by
the critical investigations of e.g. Marcan and Lucan Easter texts.
In Matthew and 1 Corinthians the writers' main concerns are directed towards
the communities' situations, sc. the practical and doctrinal, that is, Christological,
problems by which the communities were challenged. That is, the motifs which are
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observable in these texts are not the inventions or products of the writers'
theological speculations, but rather the fruits of their responsive theological
reflections on the situations to which they address themselves. In this sense,
one may say that the diversity of the Easter kerygma is to a considerable extent
due to the diversity of the different contexts in which each community lived.
In contrast with these, the Marcan and Lucan Easter texts, rather than
aiming to respond to the communities' problems in direct ways, are orientated
towards and conditioned by the redactors' own theological assertions and positions,
sc. the miraculous being of Jesus (Mk) and the sacred history (Lk). Both types
of Easter texts are equally, however, theological interpretations of the tradition.
The interpretations of the tradition by Matthew and Paul are to a larger extent
motivated by and a response to the context to which they speak, whereas the
interpretations of Mark and Luke are more theoretical, as each author endeavours
to work out his own theological position. As a matter of fact, however, these txvo
patterns of interpretation are as little separate or separable as
and eWocyy . The difference is a difference of emphasis.
One of the utlimate aims of the theological examination of the Easter texts
is, as has been confirmed already, to clarify the various Easter messages of the New
Testament and to interpret and translate them into the idioms which are relevant to
the Christian community of the present day and to the world in which the community
and its interpreters are set. Therefore, the task to be accomplished by the modern
interpreter is neither to hold the conventional dogma on the Easter event, nor to
deliver the traditional Apostolic Creed to the following generation in a mechanical
way, for that creed is actually no more than a selective synthesis of many different
Easter texts in the New Testament, nor merely to compel people to accept all, some
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or even any of these different texts, but rather to engage in a task similar to that
which was already undertaken by the writers of the New Testament when they interpreted
the Easter tradition in different ways.
Before we discuss the problem of interpretation, it is, perhaps, necessary to
reflect upon the problem of the understanding of the texts, for unless one lias
tinderstanding, one cannot execute the task of interprstation.
Knowledge obtained by and through historical investigation of such a
phenomenon as a text, or some perception concerning the causality which relates
different phenomena does not premise full comprehension of the text to the reader.
The understanding of a text becomes possible only when it becomes clear that the
mode of thought or action which the author describee is a mode of thought or action
which the reader, and indeed, any reader may adopt. For instance, the text, "love
your enemies", cannot be understood merely by historical knowledge in the sense of
the Aramaic and Greek, of knowledge about the synoptic gospels, about contemporary
Judaism and Jesus - this is the negative relation of historical critical study to
54
theological understanding of a text. Rather one can understand the text when
one realises that it contains a possibility for the reader. And this applies also
to the texts, e.g. "Christ has risen", "Jesus appeared". In order to understand
such texts, one has to take account of ana reflect upon the source, the Easter faith
and certainty, in which the text itself has its origin and roots. Thus, it seems
that historical critical study belongs to theology; yet in the most strict sense
stands at the same time outside of theology. This is the anoria of historical
54
Concerning the limitation of historical critical study see the methodological
chapter. Here, in our discussion, a positive relation of historical critical
study to theological understanding is taken for granted, for historical knowledge
is always an essential premise of understanding. Historical criticism creates
an opening for the interpreter who is striving to hear anew. This positive meaning
of historical criticism for Biblical theology in view of "the hermeneutical circle"
is also a premise of this discussion. The concern, here, however, is to examine
and clarify more closely the logical structure of understanding itself.
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critical study, which presents a problem which acutely demands a solution.
It is not the case, however, that the results of historical critical
investigations have no relation to theological understanding, for if theological
understanding is attempted where historical knowledge or the assessment of a text
and its historical context is inaccurate or wrong, such a theology or theological
understanding cannot be accepted. In other words, if the arguments of the
theological interpreter involve historical judgements or the judgements of related
sciences, they are radically to be re-examined.
What must be noted is that the text is not to be understood simply by
historical critical investigation, but ultimately by and through one's communication
with the source and origin of the text. What takes place is the communication or
encounter of the reader with -the text. But while it is an encounter with the
past, sc. past history, it is also by means of the text communication of the past
as present possibility to the reader as he reads it, for, if the text is understood,
the message and content of the text becomes a possibility for the reader at that
moment. Therefore, in this sense, biblical theology from the outset, presupposes
and involves this communication between text and reader by challenging him to hear
the text, to examine its content and, by means of content criticism or Cachkritlk.
to assess it. That is, the heimeneutical circle between historical criticism and
biblical theology presupposes the communication between reader and text as a basic
premise as an exercise in content criticism.
Besides theological understanding of the text, however, one may also be allowed
to have an anthropological understanding in terms of mental phenomenology or mental
science, e.g. religious psychology and religious existentialism. Mental science
attempts to find the universal meaning of the phenomenon or universal possibility of
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human thought through psychological or philosophical understanding of the text,
whereas theological understanding inquires after the meaning of tlx© text from the
point of view of faith. The relation of historical critical study to mental
science is similar to the relation between historical critical study and theological
understanding.
The text has various dimensions and aspects: it belongs to the historical
dimension which is the object of historical critical study, and it also belongs to
the dimension of mental psychology and religious existentialism which are the
objects of mental science, and finally it belongs to the dimension of faith which
is the object of theology. It must be noted, however, that the communication with
the text, which is promised to the reader, is entirely dependent on and conditioned
by the reader's viewpoint and his concern. Although historical critician is
autonomous with respect to all other sciences, to the reader who is open to a
theological encounter with the text, surely historical criticism promises to offer
much historical information, by and through which the encounter is defined,
intensified and corrected. One who has been permitted to have an understanding of
the text, of whatever kind, naturally intends to transmit to others what he lias
understood. He tries to convince others of the matter which he understands. This
attempt may be called interpretation. Moreover, interpretation demands
elucidation. In these two stages, one has to take particular account of the
present idioms of the world, for one's main concern is to transmit to and elucidate
for others what lias been understood and so to enter into communication with them.
Therefore, there is a need to seek the idioms by which to communicate with the
contemporary world.
As has been shown already, there is a difference between mental scientific
understanding and theological understanding. Consequently, the interpretations of
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each differ from one another. In this connection, perhaps, one has to reckon
with the difference between the Site im ieben of the theological interpreter and
that of the mental scientist respectively: the Sita im Leben of the theologian and
his community is alien to the mental scientist. R. Bultraann's theology, which is
bound up with peculiar modern philosophical presuppositions is to be criticised
on this point. Existential philosophy cannot be accepted as a proper theological
method of analysing the text or the being of the man who lives by faith, for this
philosophy sets out to analyse not exclusively the existence and being of the
believer, but the universal existence and being of man. Therefore, in this sense,
Bultmann's .interpretation of the text is totally anthropological rather than
theological.
Then, in what way can one interpret the text, in this case the Easter texts,
theologically? How can one have a proper frame of reference for interpreting the
text about which one has understanding? And how can one find the idioms which are
relevant to the contemporary world?
U. Wilckens, in his article, "The Tradition-history of the Resurrection of
Jesus", writes: "What is necessary from an exegetical point of view is a more
profound realisation of the fact that the difficult task, for example, of mediating
to the present day the tradition of contemporary Judaism, which is so closely
interwoven with primitive Christian tradition, is not in itself hopeless.... One
must take seriously the fact that it is impossible to have either the primitive
Christian gospel, or even the God of primitive Christianity, apart from the history
in which they were at work. To isolate the 'true'" content of our Christian faith
from its 'past' historical form also means to abandon Jesus as the central object
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of our faith.As is implied, by this statement, Wilckeas tends to be too positive
in his attempt to link directly the fruits of historical analysis with interpretation
for the present. That he is himself aware of this is apparent when he says: "But I
am of the belief that we are right in our modern tactics of not attempting to solve
problems of systematic theology at the same time as we carry out historical study,
let alone allowing exegetical work to turn straight away into a sermon?^
¥. Marxsen's article, "The Resurrection of Jesus as a Historical and Theological
37
Problem", has thrown some light upon the problem of how the primitive Christian
doctrine of the resurrection came into being and also upon the problem of the inner
structure of the Easter kerygma. The concern of this article, however, is not
merely restricted to analysis of "the Easter kerygma. Rather the author's aim and
intention is, through the investigation of the Easter kerygma, to examine the problem
or to seel-: a clue to the solution of the problem of how we cose to believe the
resurrection of Jesus. This is obvious when he says at the end of his article: "It
is by no means the case that the appearance which those men saw, still less their
interpretation of this appearance as the resurrection of Jesus, guarantees the truth
of the message. The problem of truth never presents itself to us unrelated to the
message directed to us, and this message, if it is delivered in suitable terms,
affirms and promises to us in the present day the words ami deeds of the earthly
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Jesus. But if I then today in a sermon am touched "by his kerygaa it thus meets me
as coming from 'flesh and blood' in human words. But if the Father in heaven opens
my heart, then a reality discloses itself to me which is more complex than what the
word of man imparts. Then the eschaton is anticipated for me. Here then I encounter
Jesus' offer. But when it really touches me, then I know that lie is alive. And if
I wish to express this in the earlier teminology (and am aware of the limitations
within which affirmation in that terminology can be made) then I can confess today
58
that he is alive, that he was not held in death. Ee is risen."
The real problem, which is our immediate concern and to which Marxsen does
not refer, seems to lie beyond this stage, that is, the problem of how to interpret
the Easter texts.
Some light may, perhaps, be thrown on this problem by reckoning with the two
types of interpretation of the tradition which we observed in the Easter texts, for
at least, here, in the New Testament itself, one has the most basic models of how
theological interpretations of the Easter tradition becomes possible.
The following single points may now be noted:
1) To interpret the Easter texts and to translate them Into contemporary
idioms, one has to be open minded to, ready to appreciate, and at the same time to
be critical of the concrete situation of both the community and the theologian.
Also, one must discipline oneself in and commit oneself to the community life in
a responsive way, that is, in a constructive and critical way, and then one may,
somehow, be led to see the present situation from a fresh angle, and achieve
sufficient theological insight for interpreting, translating and, eventually,
proclaiming the message of the Easter texts for the present.
53
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2) One is always allowed to hold and even expected to develop one's own
original fresh theological position and assertion, from which to interpret and
elucidate the Easter texts. In this case, one might say that the frame of reference
of the interpretation is supplied by one's own theological position, and thus the
message of the texts is totally recast and orientated towards one's own theological
position. An appropriate modus operandi here would be to make deductions from
one's theological postulates rather than to proceed to them by making inductions
on the basis of experience.
It is true that in both the cases noted above one has no ultimate criteria
to judge definitively any theological insights, but what is not to be overlooked is
that these insights can always be checked by the penultimate criteria of the living
community and also of the anthropological sciences including historical critical
study, in so far as theological elucidation involves scientific and historical
critical judgments and arguments. But God in Christ remains the ultimate arbiter.
Finally, in view of all the discussion so far, and also in the light of this
critical investigation of the Easter texts in the Hew Testament, two lines of
approach especially may be suggested as the most promising aspects of the Easter
texts for contemporary reflection, the themes of hope and mission. This is so,
not simply because these two aspects are referred to by the Easter texts themselves,
but because it may be maintained that both the community and the world are
currently confronted, in their inward and outward battles, by the challenges
represented by these words.
It is not an easy task to respond to these problems in a fresh and relevant
way, but in so far as one radically and honestly investigates and communicates with
the Easter witnesses in the New Testament, one will be repeatedly led to a deeper
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understanding of the texts which will illuminate the historical and theological
meanings of Hie witnesses, and such an understanding of the texts can promise
inexhaustible energy to continue at the task of interpreting and translating what
one understands by and through the texts into fresh idioms for a new generation.
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